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INTRODUCTION
Dr. V. N. Seshadri Acharya, a scion of a highly
learned family, devoted to the propagation of Sanskrit
and Vaishnavite philosophy over the past one century
was, by profession, a professor of Sanskrit in Annamalai University for al out three decades. The world
of Vaishnax ism has known of the distinct contribution
made towards our religion by his father Sri Navanitam
Swami. and by his elder brother Sri V. N. Sriramadesi-

kacharya.
For his own part. Dr. Seshadriacharya has written
work on the Sarvdrthasiddhi of Sri
monumental
a
Desika. It is the commentary on his verse work, the
Tattvamuktdkaldpa. Praised by pandits, this polemic
work is. however, hardly studied or expounded, because ofits erudition and intricate dialectics. It is such
a work that the author took up for deep research and
has presented an academic thesis on diverse systems
and Sri Desika's defence of Visishtadvaita against
them. The book consistently summarises the paths of
Bhakti and Saranagati as issuing from the Visishtadvaita concept of the Jiva Iswara relationship.
We were fortunate to secure the services of two
competent scholars to edit this book so as to make it of

usefulness to students of Indian Philosophy. DrV. K. S. N. Raghavan (Dept. of Vaishnavism) and
Dr. S. Padmanabhan (Dept. of Sanskrit) of the University of Madras have done an admirable job. diligently
ind enthusiastically. They have made the book more
meaningful and more relevant by editorial touches on
4
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the style and presentation. To these editors, we express
our heartiest thanks.
Dr. V. Varadachariar. a leading authority in the
ﬁeld of Visishtadvaita philosophy, was kind enough
to provide a foreword to the book. As readers go
through it, they would ﬁnd this to be a unique foreword. It is an essay on Indian Philosophy, to serve as
a preliminary outline to enable a reader to follow the
contents of the thesis and also the author’s original
contribution on the subject. The readers should then
become quite familiar with the abstruse concepts of
the different schools of thought and appreciate the
worth of this publication.
Sri Visishtadvaita Research Centre has great pleasure in. and feels proud of, bringing out this volume in
its programme of useful publications.
We wish to record our sincere thanks

to The

Dr. G. Srinivasamurti F oundation, Adyar, Madras for
evincing interest to publish a book on Visishtadvaita
Philosophy and rendering ﬁnancial assistance for this
publication. Our thanks are also due to Sri C. Ramaswami (author's brother-in-law), Madras who took
special interest in the early release of the book and to
M/s. Sundaram Charities. Madras for their ﬁnancial
assistance. In ﬁne, we thank M/s. Avvai Achukoodam,
Madras-13. for the neat printing and ﬁne execution of
this book.
S. V. S. RAGHAVAN

President
Sri Visistadvaita Research Centre
Madras-18
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The Saptatz'ratnamdlikd (45)
of Prativadibhayankaram Annan

Our father, the late Dr.

V. N. Seshadri Acharya,

a Siromani and M.A. pursued philosophical research as
his lifebreath tenaciously for years even while in failing health with a weak heart. he having mastered
Vedanta Sastra after his study of granthacatusgaya
(the four masterworks to be studied by every VaishnaVite) under his father and Acharya. Sri Navanitam
Swami who is our Acharya too.

Having served a few years in schools and from 1940
in the Annamalai University. propagation of Sanskrit
was his zealous goal. Piously disposed and spending all
the waking moments, so to say, in useful work, his
tongue constantly used to revel in revolving sweet
verses ofthe Azhwars, Kurattazhvan, Bhattar or Dcsika
with an inner mental delectation. He wish'ed only to
spend his retired life in a silent environment at his native
place rendering services to Lord Oppiliappan like his
own father teaching Sanskrit and Sastras to yearning
students coming forward to him.
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While he was working on this project on the Sandrthasiddhi. he received encouragement and helpful suggestions from several scholars of that time, such as Sri
A. V. Gopalacharya, Advocate. Trichy, Panditaraja
Sri D. T. Tatachariar of Tirupati, Rao Sahib Professor M. R. Rajagopala Iyengar and Professor R.

Ramanujachariar.

We are very much indebted to Dr. V. Varada—

chariar for

his admirable Foreword.

May the Lord be pleased with what little service
has thus been done at His Feet.
ll
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V. N. Vedanta Desikan

V. N. Srinivasa Desikan

V. N. Venkatanathan

FOREWORD
Dr.

V.

Varadachar}

French Institute of Indology
Pondicherry
Since the early times man inhabited earth, he

noticed the surroundings, learnt about them and began
making use of them for his own purpose. All men are
not of the same kind. They differ from each other, in
thought, word and deed. They display not only diffe—
rences but variations and gradations. When more than
one among them get together and give expression to
their observations and the usefulness ofthings. they exhibit, such marked inclinations that very often, there is
no agreement or unanimity in their views. It is in this
manner man began to adopt reason as a means to argue
with others on topics concerning their welfare and
__well—being. There is no means to ﬁnd out whether
men had any concept ofsoul or its destiny. The word
God was not used by them but they believed in some
super-human power which controlled them and their
activities.
As years rolled by. inquiries started as to their own

way of living and the mi3eries which aﬂlicted them
from time to time. They turned to a few pious men
who were then near them and got advice and counsel
on the concept of soul and the need to realise its

Filled with knowledge, feelingand ability to
convey them to others they realised that the souls are
animate. The bodies of human beings and non-human
beings are made of matter which is inert and dull but
nature.
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gives the feeling ofbeing animated. This must be due
to the soul’s presence within the" body.

Many of such concepts and theories are found in
literature in the world.
with
deal
them. The treatthe
Upanisads
Especially.
is
ment of these matters not in a particular order and
is generally found in more than one Upanisad. At this
distant modern period, it is impossible to indicate whether these theories were pre-Vedic. Indian tradition
however admits the Vedas as the most ancient literature,
and beginningless and eternal. It is implicitly authoritative by not being the composition of any person.
There are of course exceptions even among sections of
Indians which hold that the Veda is the composition
of God and therefore valid. Modern scholars are of a
different View taking it to contain many parts which
were composed by different authors called seers (mantradrastdrab) at different periods.

the Vedas which are the oldest

Apart from the seers who are mentioned in the
visualisers of the mantras, there were many
spiritually eminent sages who dived into the nature of
reality and found the solutions, in the Vedas. for many
problems which man has to face but from which he has
to bear sufferings. Hopes were also shown to men but
they were not ﬁnal.
Vedas as

It is in the light

of these general observations that

we ﬁnd the beginnings of systematic and reﬂective processes to know the mysteries of life The ﬁndings were

many and mutually disparate. Canons of interpreta—
tion of the Vedic passages were evolved. Prima facie
views and settlements of the issues required a wellarranged procedure. More than one system arose to
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accommodate all these. The adherents of the Vedic
tradition devoted themselves to the recitation of the
Vedic passages. Formulae were framed to ﬁnd their
use in performing the rituals in honour of deities who
were many but were propitiated not all at a time but
on occasions when the performers chose to worship them
to gain particular ends.
Notwithstanding the abiding religious fervour
which permeated the entire society, sufferings, trials
and tribulations assailed people who were then helpless
without any one to give them succour. It is at this
period that Jainism and Buddhism arose. Neither of
the founders of these two religions left behind them
any written record as to what they preached. The
Jains were realists and the Buddhists idealists. While
attempting to stress on the need to avoid misery, they
had to warn their followers of the danger ofindulging
in the performance of acts which bound them to
attachment for the world. This was interpreted by their
followers as refraining from doing the rituals and rejecting the authority of the Vedas.

This tirade did cause unrest among the traditiona.

lists who began to condemn the tenets and practices of
the followers of these two religions. The arguments and
counter-arguments on both sides found their recordings in literature.

About the beginning of the Christian era, there
was the rise of the systems of thought which came to be
called darSanar. The tenets of each darsana assumed the
form ofsmras. laconic in form, demanding, in the subsequent periodshexpositions of them in works called Vdrtika, Tikd and Bhdsya. The darSanas got classiﬁed under
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two groups called Nastika and Kstika. The Nastika
denies and Astika aﬂirms. ‘What is denied or afﬁrmed
cannot be guessed at the present day. It could be the
other world (paraloka) or God or-authority of the Vedas.
The sense of the world beyond or God did not ﬁnd
favour. for maintaining in the early periods, this division
among the systems. Finally admission ofthe authority
of the Vedas and rejection ofit helped in identifying the
systems as belonging to the Ast‘ika or Nastika fold.

In the light of this trait, the Nastika systems are
counted as three in number, namely Materialism
(Carvaka), Jainism and Buddhism. All these denied
the concepts of soul and God as held by the followers
of the Vedas. The Nya'lya, Vaisxesika, Sankhya, Yoga.
Mimémsa and Vedanta were taken to be included
within the Astika fold.
Things, which are held to exist in the world, are
be
to declared as existent permanently or non-eternally
only with the help of pramdrjas, which are the instru—
ments of valid knowledge. All the schools of thought
admit the pramdrjas, though there might be disagreement on their number. The objects to be known with
the aid of the pramdna: are held, by the different schools.
as externally real, non-eternal. phenomenal and empirically real. There is no unanimous opinion regarding
the nature of soul, the knower. God is denied to exist
in some and as omniscient controller in others.

The materialists deny the existence ofthings which
are beyond the reach of our eyes. The Jains, who are
realists, adopt Anekantavéda on the ground that nothing could be declared to have a particular trait. The
works written by the Jain authors take the place of the
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Veda: in their system. The Buddhists are grouped under

two main heads as Hinayana (lower path) and Maha-

yana (great path). The former includes Vaibhéaikas
maintaining reality of the world which has momentary
existence, and Sautrantikas to whom world’s existence
is to be known only through inference. The Yogacara
school, one of the Mahayana class. is idealistic, holding
the world as existing only in the form of knowledge.
The other school of the Mahayana is called Nihilism,
denying total existence of' the world and holding void
(Sﬂnya) as the reality. All these deny soul and God.
The Buddhists, in particular. became formidable
opponents of the Astika Dars’anas. Négérjuna (200
AD). Asanga (400 AD), Vasubandhu (400 AD) Dinnaga
(400 AD) and Dharmakirti (650 AD) were the most
powerful writers on Buddhism. Their incisive arguments with logical acumen and devastating reasoning
were hard to meet and required, in the Astika camp,
scholars skilled in advancing original and scathing
attacks. Dharmakirti, in particular, was a hard nut
to crack.
About the beginning of the Christian era, the doctrines of each of the Kstika Dars’anas were codiﬁed in
the Nydjasﬂtras, the Vaiﬁesikasﬁtras, the 1"ogasatras, the
Mimdmsdsﬁtras and the Brahmasmras by Aksapada,
Kanada. Pataﬁjali. Jaimini and Vyasa (identiﬁed with
Badarayana) respectively. The Sdhkhyakdrikd of TSVara.
krsna (250 AD) is the earliest work now available on
the Sankhya system. The Sdhkhyasmras of Kapila are
held to be of later period and therefore the early nonSdr'zkhya writers did not attach validity to them These
were commented upon by accredited scholars from
time to time but these sﬁtra: do not teach the principles

frequently to the views of other authorities mentioning
their names. These sﬂtras came into being at a time
when Jainism and Buddhism were holding sway much
to the detriment of the practices of the followers of
Vedic religion. This system developed theories which
preached the Vedas as intrinsically valid and impersonal in character. Eagerness to maintain them made
this system uphold the Vedic mantras as supremely
important investing them with the power to grant the
rewards for those who performed the rituals. Gods
were denied complete existence, their place having been
taken by the mantras.
Sabarasvamin's (200 AD) Bhdsja on the Mimdmrdultras was commented on by Kumarila Bhattga (600
AD) and Prabhakara (650 AD) after whose names two
schools of Mimamsa arose as Bhatta and Prabhakara.
The scathing and relentless attack on the Buddhist ic
doctrines are contained in the Slokavdrtika of Kumﬁrila.
He is virtually the beginner for the collapse of
Buddhism in India. which had to ﬁnd its escape to
Tibet. Salikanatha (700 AD), Parthasarathi Misra
(I050 AD) and many other eminent writers enriched
this system by their valuable treatises.
The Jﬁanakanda of the Vedas is represented by the
Upanisads which are counted as 108 in number. They
are attached to the Rgveda, Suklajajurveda, It'jrsnajajurveda, Sdmaveda and Atharvaveda. The system based on
these is called Vedanta. The Bhagavadgitci and the
Brahmau‘ltras (also called as Vaddntasﬂtras) are also the
basis for this system. These sutrar were composed by
Badarayana who is also known as Vyasa. Bodhayana,
Brahmanandin and others are the names of ancient
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writers of works on this system, but their works have
not come down to us.
The passages in the Upanisads do not offer anything like a systematic exposition of a single doctrine or
body of doctrines which could be taken to represent
particular concepts of Vedanta. The major Upanis‘ads
contain the views of many sages who were authorities
on some ofthe different doctrines.The Vedanta school
looks upon all the principal Upanisads. to whichever
Veda they are attached, as conveying the basic theories
on which the system is built later.
Reality of the world. of the souls, and their interrelation, unreal nature of the world and selves, difference between Brahman, the Ultimate Reality on the
one hand and souls and matter on the other, non—
difference between them, and Brahman’s sole existence
to the utter exclusion of souls and matter are Found
treated in the Upanisads. All these could not be
admitted to form part of any single system of Vedantic
thought. The only redeeming feature is the admission
by all schools of Vedanta of Brahman which has attributes according to some schools. and which has none
of them according to others. The schools of Vedanta
which arose later are based on one or the other of the
concepts mentioned above, but they could not reconcile
all the passages to lend support tothe cardinal doctrines
of their own school. This at once is the basis for the
rise of schools with the names Advaita, Vis’istédvaita,
Dvaita, Suddhédvaita, Bhedibheda and others.

In order to maintain their theories. the

protago—

nists of the schools. classiﬁed the passages mainly as
monistic and dualistic. The school of Advaita claims
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undisputed authority for the monistic passage, relegating the others as having secondary validity. The
dualists do the same in the reverse way. There is no
mention in the Upanisads of this division of the
passages. It must be admitted that this division is
only at the human level. HOwever, eminent and
learned he be, no man can know Brahman as it is.
Futility of man's quest is best revealed here. This
division had to be made to maintain the central concept of the various schools.
Chronologically, Sankara

is

the earliest Vedantin

to write commentaries on the Upanisads, the Bhagavad
Gitri and the Brahmasﬁtras. Earlier attempts were .made
to explain these texts but the records of such endeavour
are lost. While Kumarila Bhatta gave a deadly blow
to the Buddhistic anti- Vedic theories, Sankara crushed
the nihilistic theory of Buddhism. Idealism of the
Buddhists found room in Sankara’s system in which
Brahman assumed the place of knowledge. Brahman

without attributes and is the only reality. The world
of animates and inanimates has only phenomenal
existence and while dividing existence thus into
absolute and phenomenal, Sankara paved the way for
living a virtous life leading ﬁnally to iabsolutism.
is

The relation between Brahman and the world is
difference-cum-non-diﬂ'erence according to Bhartrprapaﬁca and other pre-Sankara writers. Brahman
transforms into the world. This concept was revived
by Bhaskara and Yadavaprakas'a who flourished after
Sankara. The former held avidyd (nescience) as a
limiting adjunct because of which Brahman becomes
many in the form of the world and Brahman alone
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remains with the disappearance of these adjuncts.
Yadavaprakas’a, who is held to have been the ﬁrst
Vedanta preceptor for Ramanuja. maintained the
difference-cum-non-difference as natural to Brahman.
The world is only a transformation of Brahman on
account of Sakti.
Following the treatment of Vedanta by early
writers like Bodhayana, Tanka and others, inspired by
the .Njidyatauwa of Nathamuni, and indebted to the
Siddhitraya of Yamuna, Ramanuja laid the foundations
of a system called later as Vis’istadvaita. The concepts
were all old, some traceable to the Tamil compositions of the Alvin, but they received a reﬁned treat—

ment at the hands of Ramanuja. The central doctrines
developed by him are: Brahman has attributes and is
identical with Sriman Naréyana, world and souls are
real, the relation between Brahman on the one hand
and the world of animate and inanimate objects on
the other is that between soul and body. Brahman is
only one having the world as its attribute, thus giving
the name Vis’istadvaita to the school, and Bhakti and
Prapatti are means of getting liberation from bondage.
His works are: l. Veddrthasaﬁgnha, 2. Srtbhdsja,

Veddntasdra, 4-. Veddntadipa. 5. Bhagavadgitdbhdsya.
6. Gadyatraja (comprising Sararzdgatigadya, Srirahgagadya and Sri Vaikurjthagadya) and 7. Nitjagrantha.
Later writers like Paras'arabhatta, (1100 AD), Periya—
vaccan Pillai (C 1200AD), Vétsya Varadacarya
(C 1250 A.D.) Pillailokacarya (C 1350 AD), Vedantades’ika (1268—1369 AD), Manavalamamuni (1400 A.D)
and a host of writers contributed to keep the system
intact by commenting upon the treatises of earlier
. writers and writing independent works.
3.
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The Dvaita school of Madhva, Dvaitadvaita
school of Nimbarka (c 2OOAD). Suddhadvaita system
of Vallabhacarya (1473- 1531 AD), arethe later systems
of Vedanta all upholding the admission of a personal
God in the form of Visnu. Vaisnavism, asna. religious
creed, enters into these schools as also Ramanujas,
and has been the main basis for the upkeep of the
theistic tendencies intertwined with the philosophical

tenets.

‘

Apart from writing commentaries and sub-commentaries on the works of previous writers and independent treatises, some writers wrote works giving
treatment to systems of thought which they followed'
and also others. In the writing of the works of this
kind, they adopted different modes.
One of the kinds is to treat the system of thought
in a graded manner. They are arranged in a particular
order and are shown to represent a better stand than
the one treated before it. The system which the author
upholds as the best comes at the end indicating that it
represents the most perfect kind. The earliest work
is the Ztmatattvaviveka of Udayana (C. 1050 AD). The
systems of Pﬁrvamimamsa. Buddhism. Sinkhya and
others are shown to be inferior to that which follows it
in the order of treatment and the Nyaya system is
shown to be the most perfect. The Sahkscpaﬁdrfraka
of Sarvajﬁataman (900 AD) discusses the merits ofthe
theories Arambhavada. Parinamavada and Vivartavada deserving greater importance-deserving a better
status-in the order of succession. Madhava’s Sarva—
darianasar'lgraha (C. 1400 AD) treats the tenets of sixteen
systems beginning with that of Carvaka and ending
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with the Advaita school. The Prasthdnabheda of
Madhusﬁdanasarasvaﬁ (C. 1600 AD) is similar to the
work of Sarvaj'fi'c'ltman.
The second kind of writing is represented in the
works devoted to recasting or rewriting the already
available texts on some system by weeding out what
the authors considered as defective. Such texts were
adopted by introducing changes in the concepts which
they found necessary to take up as works representing
their system. There are four works of this kind. The
ﬁrst is the Nydyatattva of Nathamuni, which is not
extant and the citations from which are found in the
works of Vedantades'ika. This work is a recast of the
Nyéya system to suit the needs of the Vaisnavasiddhanta. The second work is Sesvaramimdmm of
Vedantadesika. This work, which is available only
incompletely, demonstrates that the Pﬁrvamimarhsa
system was originally intended to develop the theistic
tendencies from the ritualistic point ofview. The commentators on the Sﬁtras ofJaimini are shown to have
missed this point and developed a non—theistic charac—
ter for the system. The third work is the NydyapariSuddhi. which gives a reﬁned presentation of the Nyaya
system of Aksapada. The fourth work is the dejasiddhriﬁjana which presents the metaphysical categories of
the Vais'esika system as acceptable in the Vedic background. God and soul get arefreshing treatment in
this work.

A third kind of work intends to attack the Nyaya—
VaiSCsika realism with relentless logic in order to up-

"

hold the supreme position for Advaita among the
systems of thought. Sriharsa's (C. 1100 AD) KhandanaIll
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khandakhddya, Anandajﬁana’sUQOO AD)Tarkasai1graha.
and Citsukha’s (1250 AD) ‘Tattvapradipikd represent
this kind. The Satadﬂsam of Vedantades'ika is intended

to destabilise the citadel of Advaita.

The fourth and last kind is represented by works,
which, to a general extent. are encyclopaedic but intended to establish the svstem which the author follows
as the more valid and therefore acceptable The works
are written with a clear logical approach. The Tattvasaizgraha oszintaraksita (750 AD) with the commentary
Paﬁcikd ofKamalas’ila (C. 770 AD) upholds Buddhism
as the best philosophical system among the various
schools of thought which are shown to be baseless.

Other works which are of a general kind and
which treat the concepts of many systems of thought
are:

the Sarvasz‘ddhdntasahgraha attributed to Sankara,
the Saddarﬁanasamuccaya of Haribhadrasﬁri,(C’. 1200
AD). the Sarvamatasahgraha of unknown authorship, the Mdnamejadaya ofNarayanabhatta(C. 1600
AD), and the Mdnamyodayarahasyaﬂokavdrtika of
Laksmipuram Srinivasacarya (ﬁrst half of this
century).
To this kind belong two works of Vedantades'ika. They
are the Paramalabhar'zga and the Tattvamuktdkaldpa.
In the former which contains 24 sections, all the schools
of philosophy and religion wnich were in vogue during
the period of the author are subjected to severe criticism and the Visistadvaita system is established as the
logically stable. This is written in Manipravala
(Sanskrit words mixed up with Tamil expressions). The
other work which contains more than 500 sloka: distri-
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buted among ﬁve sections. is a marvellous production
of a more mature genius. No major theory on Sastras
especially. Nyaya and Vedanta is left out. Here is the
treatment to the tenets dealt with by the different
schools. The unusually large number of citations from
sources unknown to most of us together with remarks
and criticisms is staggering. It is really doubtful whether any scholar could master the contents ofthis work'
To this kind also belongs the Pramdnanayatattvdlokdlah
[aim of Védidevasﬁri (1115 AD) aJain writer, with his
own commentary Syddvddaralndkam upon it. This contains the names of many writers of the different schools
whose works have not come down to us.
study of this work of Dr V. N. Seshadri Acharya
would be fruitful when it is undertaken in the light of
the foregoing account of the Indian systems ofthought'
The author had the initial advantage of being the son
of the celebrated scholar. Sri Navanitam Krishnama—
charya Svamin. In this background, he attained
scholarship at home and also at the Raja’s College,
Tiruvaiyaru where the foundations for Sastraic learning
were laid by the reputed scholars like Madurantakam
Veeraraghavacharya Svamin. He had Vedantic learning to the full from his illustrious father. Studious by
nature he had the advantage of close association with
erudite scholars at the Annamalai University. where he
worked in the Sanskrit Department. It is then nothing
surprising, if he managed successfully to study the important works on s‘dstras especially, Nyaya and
Vedanta.
A

The work does not contain any indication to suggest that he chose to reproduce the passages from
source—books verbatim. In fact. the treatment of the
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matter is original, though the materials were taken by
him from the source and subjected to acritical exami-

nation. He has made judicious use of the texts of the
Acaryas, Ramanuja and VedEntades’ika. Among the
works of ancient writers, mention must be made of the
Tattvasahgraha with Paﬁcikd, works of Uda'yana and
Sridhara, those of Kumarila Bhatgta, Parthasarathi—
mis’ra and S'Ellikanatha. Sankara’s Brahmasﬂtrabhdsja,
the Advaitasiddhi, the Isgasiddhi and the Tattvapradipikd. Recent writers like Anantalvan of Mysore,
Parakala Svamin of Mysore, and Uttamﬁr Veeraraghavacharya are to be mentioned here. whose contributions have helped the author very much to shape his
views and present them in a creditable manner. Yet,
it is essential to state that the author was much indebt—
ed. for the treatment of the matters in his thesis, to
Vedantades'ika’s Tattvamuktdkaldpa with Sarvdrthasiddhi. All the same, the author deserves much credit
for his original approach to the topics he had taken up
for treatment and presenting them in the most apt
manner.
The work is divided into ﬁve chapters bearing
the names Buddhism, Sénkhya, Nyéya-Vais’esika,
Advaita and Vis'istadvaita. Advaita and Buddhism
have received a very elaborate treatment.
Buddhism is treated in four sub-sections each one
devoted to the treatment of the doctrines of each ofthe
four schools offering a criticalstudy ofthem and ﬁnally
rejecting them. Momentariness. idealism and nihilism
knock at the basis of realism on which most other
systems of thought are based with the exception of the
Advaita school which too does not tolerate nihilism.
These concepts are shown to be fanciful and merely
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imaginary. Momentary feature cannot be totally
denied, for ﬂame in a lamp, cloud, ﬂood and others
which are ever-changing. could not otherwise be explained. This does not suggest that non—momentary
entities do not exist. Recognition is shown to prove
that stability is at the basis of the worldly things. To
deny perceptibility to the objects and maintain that
they are only to be inferred is to deny recollection also
which is formed on the basis of impressions formed on
the strength of previous experience. It is proved ably
by the author that identiﬁcation of objects with their
cognitions is dangerous, as continued rise of cognitions
on the basis of impressions could not be explained. Impressions also could not rise without a substratum to
rest on. Kumarilabhatta’s seasoned arguments are well
summarised. While refuting the nihilistic doctrine. the
author has well explained the meaning of words tuccha
and mithyri. Concept of the word 'sar'nvrtisatya is subjected to acritical reasoning explaining the meaning—
lessness nature of the formation of this word as the
Buddhists do. Incidentally, empirical reality (vjdvahdrika-satya) ofthe Advaita school is shown to serve no
purpose. Nihilism and Advaitism are shown to be not
much different from each other. The worth of the
author’s treatment of this section is heightened by his
citations from an ancient Buddhist work, the Tattva:ahgraha of santaraksita.
The second section is devoted to a study of the
doctrines of the Sinkhya system. which was the earliest
school to stress on the aspect ofconsciousness ofthe soul
and keep matter and its evolutes distinct from the
former. The traits of soul. matter and the concept of
. moksa of the former are critically examined. The
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sankhya system’s attempt to employ inference to prove

the tattvas is criticised and is shown to go against the
proofs available from the ﬁnd for the same. The
Vedantic school of Ramanuja is shown to offer a better
explanation and exposition of the evolmion of each
product from its cause belonging to matter, showing
the wrong path taken up by the Sﬁnkhya System.
Prakrti is shown to evolve under the control of God.
Incidentally, the author discusses cosmology on the
basis of the Upanisads. The author's treatment in this
section bears the inﬂuence of his study of the Sarmira
thasiddhi. the commentary on the Tattvamuktdkaldpa.
Treatment of the Sinkhya principles is elaborate as it
should be, being very near to the Vedantic doctrines.
The Nyﬁya-Vaiéesika theories and doctrines are
then taken up for study. In the main. the author's
treatment is conﬁned to: 1. Atomic theory, 2. Parts
and whole, 3. Criticisms of Satkaryavada and concept
ofsoul. The atomic theory is intended to show that
the world when destroyed would leave behihd numberless atoms, which are eternal. The whole theory ofthe
atoms and the production of the dyad and triad from
atoms are metaphysical. Mere reason cannot prove anything and if at all it does. it must stop at a stage and
cannot proceed further without explaining that stage.
The defence put by the Nyz'lya writers is proved to be
shallow and does not merit serious consideration. Seven
reasons are said to have been offered by the Nyaya
school to maintain that the parts are different from the
whole. Vedantades’ika is shown to have offered a ﬁtting rejoinder, proving the hollowness of the Nyaya
theory. Brushing aside all possible objections which
the Nyaya school puts forth in defence of its theory,
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it is shown by the author that this concept of parts
and whole is buried with Arambhavﬁda, which also is
baseless. Treatment of this matter is rather elaborate.
In this sequel, the Vis’istédvaitins put forward their
own theory of satkdryavdda. With great care. the author
enumerates four reasons for dismissing the concept of
the universal (jdti) which the Nyéya school upholds.
Sound treatment is given to the nature and function of
the sense organs admitted in the school of Vis’istadvaita,
rejecting the Nyéya theory on them. Refutation of the
Nyaya concept of soul leads the author to offer a brief
estimate of the Vis‘istadvaita theory of soul in bondage
and ﬁnal release.

The author’s treatment of the Advaita system is
more elaborate than that of Others. He has wisely and
cautiously made use of the Advaitasiddhi of Madhu—
sﬁdanasarasvati for presenting the Advaita doctrines.
The Laghucandrikd. a commentary on this work by
Brahmananda is made use of for explaining the passages
in the Advaitasiddhi. While controverting the concepts
of the Advaitin, the author advances arguments which
are based on a critical study of the Sribhdsya with the
Srutaprakdsikd, and the Adhikaranasdrdvali of Vedantades’ika.

Treatment, which the author oﬁ'ers for certain
fundamental doctrines of Advaita is based on the works
of other schools like the Slokavdrtika of Kumarilabhatta
and the Prakararjapaﬁcikd of Salikanatha.
It

'

is

hard to pick out, from among the topics dealt

with here, any one or two as most outstanding, as all
are equally well presented with clarity and precision.
Among the numerous topics, the following have been
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dealt with elaborately, with a wealth of arguments to
demonstrate the standpoint of Vis’istgadvaita:
l
Brahman has no attributes
2

Nature of nescience

3.

Anirvacaniyakhyati
Akhandﬁrthavada and
Illusory nature of the world-

4
5

The author discusses the difference between the Iconnotations of the passages in the Upanis'ads which speak
of Brahman as sagurja and nirgmga. There is no room
for ambiguity in the author's explanation of the canons
of interpretation (Nyayas) adopted in these passages.
Similar is the treatment given to the study of the
nature of nescience and anirvacaniyakhydti.
The Upanisadic passages like ‘tattvamasi’ and
"satjam jﬁdnam anantam brahma” are cited by the
Advaita school to prove identity of Brahman and jiva.
and Brahman as having no attributes. Secondary
denotative power (laks'ami) and the principle ofgrammatical coordination (sdmdnddhikaralya) are wOrked
upon by them to maintain their Siddhdnta in the light
of the imports of these passages. The second passage
contains the words satyam,jﬁdnam, anantam and brahma,
all of which are explained to have. only one sense
namely Brahman. The other words do not have any
sense to convey except that which is excluded from
“not — that", satja mcans that which is different from
asatya. Thus there is no meaning for each word which
is a part (Manda) of the whole passage. In support of
their view, the Advaitin brings in the concept ofindeterminate perception (nirvikalpakapratjaks'a). The
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author explains the concept of this perception and
concludes in favour of admitting the Vis’istadvaita
views. The akharjddrthavdda gets a lucid treatment
leading to its refutation. The passage of the Upanisad,
“brahmaiva bhavati” is treated in a scholarly way by
citing the passages from the Mundakopanisad (3.1) and
the sﬁtras from the Dyubhvadhikarana of the Brahma.rz'ltrar. Sufﬁcient justice is done for the interpretation
of the word can in the sense oflike.
The author takes up then the study of the Vis’istadvaita system. The concepts and theories of Buddhism, Sankhya, Nyaya-VaiSesika and Advaita have
been subjected to a critical study. They were refuted
and in the process of refutation. the Vis’istadvaita
approach has been indicated with reference to them.
At the outset, the

interpretation of the passages of

the Upanisads is taken up. All the diverse kind of passages which the Advaita school took up for study and
upheld the authority for monistic passages are shown
to be of utmost validity only for the system of Ramanuja who reconciles them with the help of passages
treated as ghataka arranging the diverse passages in a
manner to show that there is no contradiction between
one kind of passage and another.
The body-soul relation (sarira-sariribhava) between
the world of selves and matter and Brahman on the
other offers a satisfactory and accommodating expla—
nation. where abheda—, bheda- and ghapakaJrutis ﬁnd a
harmonious import to convey Brahman as both the
material and instrumental cause of the world. Crea—
tion and destruction means change in the material
. cause. Brahman, with the animate and inanimate
iv
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Objects, undergoes change.

inanimate part.

Change takes place in the

interpreted by the author to prove
it
favours
that
Vis'istgédvaita tenets. If gold is the
material cause and the effects of it are chain, bangles
etc. it does not mean the chain and other products
made of gold are unreal. How do we speak of the
chain, bangles. ring? We say that there is agolden
chain, golden bangle and golden ring. If these are unreal. how could the use ofthe word gold be justiﬁed.
Are we not distinguishing them from the silver chain.
silver ring and others? It is evident, that the material
cause continues to exist with the effects — bangles,
chain and others. Sadvidjd is thus in favour of Vis’isSadviafya'i is

tﬁdvaita doctrine.

If God has created the world, ‘and is the primary
agent for every occurrence, how is that he allows

people to suHer? To this, the Visistadvaita school gives
the following answer. If Brahman is the inner and sole
controller of worldly occurrences. it does not mean that
the selves became active like the inanimate things such
as machines do under the control of a human agent.
The soul must have agency to act as it likes. What then
is the role played by God? Attempts are made by the
souls to achieve something good or bad. The initial
stage is marked by the soul getting active in its attempt
to get at its pursuit. This endeavour is purely due to
the result of the deeds done by the soul previously.
God does not interfere with this work. He permits the
soul to continue the work at the next stage. He rewards
the soul with beneﬁts at the third and further stages, if
the pursuit of the soul is good or gives punishment, if
it is bad. Then the author takes up a brief discussion
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on the ﬁve forms of God, Para, Vyﬂha, Vibhava, Antarydmin and And.

A doctoral thesis should not be expected to contain a detailed account of allthe topics relating to each
system. Closely following verbatim the authoritative
texts. the author has made a very good contribution
with his remarks, critically examining the information
contained in the source-books. The topics that are
abstruse are made intelligible using a simple and easy
ﬂowing way of writing. A reader, sympathetic to
appreciate writings of this kind. is sure to have a clear
understanding in these arguments.

This work, which the author submitted as his thesis
for his Ph.D. Degree of the Annamalai University is a
deserving addition to the Vis'istadvaita literature.
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INTRODUCTION
Hindu thought, in the ultimate analysis. is
Vedanta philosophy. The philosophy of the Vedanta
has been variously interpreted, and of the divergent
modes of interpretation, Advaita, Vis’istddvaita and
Dvaita are the important systems. Though every one
of these could legitimately claim to be a faithful representation of the Upanisadic thought. and though
mighty intellects like Vacaspati Mis’ra, Venkatanatha,
Jayatirtha and others have sought, with considerable
skill, to justify the claims of their respective system to
be the true expression of Vedantic thought, there is a
widespread opinion among many in India and abroad
that Vedanta is Advaita. Many circumstances are
responsible for this notion. Among others there is the
accident of Western orientalists coming into contact
ﬁrst with the Sankara school of Vedanta and popularising it among the Western thinkers. Though there
were authentic, and faithful, expositions of Vedanta
doctrine, they were only tardily recognised. The
Vis'istédvaita of Rémﬁnuja and the Dvaita of Madhva
have not secured the attention they deserve. They
have suffered considerable neglect. The wealth of
philosophical literature of these schools remains un»
explored and thus not available to the public. What
may happen to a system of philosophy, if its literature remains inaccessible to all but a few. can be
imagined from the fate that has overtaken the
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systems of Bheddbhedavdda of Bhﬁskara and Yadavaprakas’a which were once. the powerful schools of
Vedanta, judging from the care taken by Sudars’anasﬁri to refer at the end of some adhikarauas in his
commentary on the Sribhds‘ja to the views of the

Bhedabhedavﬁda.

The author therefore feels that it is a duty cast
on serious students of Indian thought to present an
authentic version of Visistﬁdvaita philosophy. The
attempt must at once be constructive and critical-a
critical account of rival theories and a lucid presentation of its main doctrines. In this he has mainly
followed the line of the Sarvdrthasz'ddhi — the commentary on the Tattvamuktdkaldpa. Both the text and
commentary are the works of the polymath poet—
logician, Venkatanatha, otherwise known as Vedantades’ika (1268-1369 A.D.), the greatest thinker after
Rﬁmﬁnuja.
In his concluding remarks, in the Tattvamuktdkaldpa, Venkatanatha has drawn attention to some of
the salient features of the Visistﬁdvaita which constitute its special merit. In this system, nothing in the
universe apprehended uniformly by one and all. is
denied an existence, as is done by the Advaitin and
the Buddhist. using the analogy of the snake in a mistaken rope and of objects seen in our dream—visions
respectively. Nor does it (the system of Vis’istgadvaita)
fail to take advantage of the simpler among given
hypotheses in respect of things whose existence needs
proof only by the testimony of inference. To quote
an example: the view of the Nyﬁya-Vais'esika that the
atom -— the ﬁnal limit of the small size — which is
proved by inference to be one-sixth part of the particle
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seen in the passage of the sun's rays from the roof. is
not acceptable to the Vis’istadvaitin, the reason being
simplicity in holding the visible particle itself above
referred to, as the ﬁnal limit of small size.

Atheism could ﬁnd no place in the system of
Vis’istgadvaita. In matters that could be decided only
by s‘dstra, that is Veda, the underlying meanings of
which could be ascertained only with the help of
Upabjrr‘nharja-J like .mzrti, itihdm.purdna etc., and reasoning that would refrain itself when it is about to go

against the Veda, the Veda is held as the supreme testimony. Having these as his fundamental tenets, the
Vis’istadvaitin proceeds to argue, to arrive at decisions
and to scrutinise the arguments of others.
But the Mimamsaka, taking no notice of innumerable and unequivocal Vedic statements and interpreting some of them in his own way to suit his own
purpose, declines to accept the existence of an almighty
God. The power and privilege of giving the fruits of
the deeds — meritorious or otherwise, are attributed
to those deeds themselves. Thus, despite his upholding
the Veda as the supreme authority, the Mimarhsaka
proved himself a worse atheist. Such ﬂaws and blemishes (as found in the views of Mimﬁmsaka) cannot
be found in the system of Vis’istadvaita propagated by
Nathamuni (950 A.D.), supported by a number of
treatises by Yamuna (1000 A.D.), and well-preserved
and elaborated by Ramanuja (1017-1137 A.D.):

drste’pahnuty-abhdvdt anumiti—visaje ldghavag’dnapdydt,
ndstikatva-prahdrjdt;
Sdstreijaivdvasqye vi/zati-virahite
bahubhir
upacitar'n ydmuneyandthopajﬁar’n pravrttam
praband/zaih, trdtar‘n :amyagyatindrairidarh—akhz'la-tamahkarfanar'n darsanar'n nah.‘
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"The logical subtlety. metaphysical profoundity,
poetic genius, unrivalled skill in debating and presenting arguments, devotional earnestness, and uncommon
mastery of poetics and dialectics" — a rare combination of these, that could scarcely be found anywhereelse, is Venkatanﬁtha.

Venkatanatha (1268—1369 A.D.), on his part did
his best to establish the Vis’istadvaita system with his

(i) the Tattvamuktdkaldpa. with the
Sarvdrthasiddhi a commentary thereon. to serve as an
armour to defend the Dars'ana against the charges that
may be levelled against the system, and (ii) the Sata—
dl‘ls‘arji—a tool to criticise the Advaita,’ being chief
among them. Such debates can never end; the last
word has not been said; but the author of the Sar—
vdrtlzasiddhi has anticipated quite a large number of
criticisms that Raménuja’s system will have to answer;
and he has answered them consistent with the state of
philosophy in his time. Such an intellectual discussion
alone can keep the ﬂame of philosophical quest ever
burning. The language and the spirit of the thesis
will have to be understood in this background.

numerous works,

In expounding this work the author wanted to

consult the Inandaddyini (a lucid and exhaustive commentary on the Sarvdrthasiddlzi) which was being
printed and published by the University of Mysore;
but the later portions of the above commentary were
not published by then, and hence the author had to
consult the later chapters of the Znandaddyini only in
the manuscript form.
While describing the various arguments advanced
by Venkatanatha, the author has explained in detail
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the relevant technical terms and the Vedic and other
pramdna-s, and has also introduced each system with a
concise account of its tenets. The concluding chapter
seeks to present a succinct account of the Visistadvaita
system, the path it suggests for deliverence, and the
philosophy of life it embodies. The following are some
of the principal topics dealt with in this book:
Buddhist’s view of momentariness of allthings
and the theory that the substratum is no more than an
aggregation of qualities.
1.

Sautrﬁntika’s representation: things being
imperceptible are inferred by their forms imprinted in
the cognitions.
2.

The Yogacﬁra’s theory of the phenomenality
of the world.
3.

4-.

Madhyamika’s Sfmyavida.

5.

Satkaryavada of the Sankhya and of the

Visistadvaita.
6.
7.

Sankhya's reliance upon inference.
The Sankhya conception of evolution of the

universe from Prakrti.
8. The Nyéya-Vais’egika theory of evolution of
the universe from atoms.
9. The Nyﬁya-Vais’esika conception of the whole
and parts as different entities.
10. The Nyaya-Vais'esika view of the soul and its
liberation.
11. The Advaitia doctrine of non—dualism.
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Principles of Apaccheda, Upakrama or Utsargdpamida as applicable in the context of Sagurga—s‘ruti and
12.

Nirgutta-s‘ruti.
13.

illusions.

Appearance of indeﬁnable object during the

l4. Prabhékara’s and Vis’istgédvaita’s explanation
illusion.
of

l5.

Advaitins’ view on indeterminate cognition.

16. Vis'istadvaitin’s conception of tattoo, hita and
purug‘drtha.
17. Brahman as being both the material and the
efﬁcient cause of the universe.
18.

verse

is

The relation between Brahman and the unisimilar to the body-soul relation.

19.

The means of liberation.

20.

The state of liberation.
NOTES
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BUDDHISM

2.1.1

General Principles qf Buddhism

The four schools of Buddhism, namely. Vaibhagika,
Sautrantika, Yogacara and Madhyamika, in spite of
many differences in their principles, have some agree—
ment in their viewpoints: (1) all entities are imperma—
nent, transitory and in a continuous state of change;
(2) apart from the ﬂow of cognitions. there is no sOul
or dlman as the seat of cognition or consciousness.
Unlike the two latter Buddhists. the Vaibhasika and
the Sautrintika hold both mental and physical entities
as real and existing. The Vaibhasika contends that all
external objects are real and apprehensible by perceptions generated by the sense organs. Space and
nirvana are, according to him. eternal; matter and
mind which is not an entity distinct from the so-called
soul or dtman, are impermanent and momentary. For
the reason that some entities are held as permanent
and non-momentary, the Vaibhasika is condemned
even as a non-Buddhist by his colleagues who uphold
the momentariness of all existing entities.
2.1.2

Atomic Theory qf Vaibhds‘ika and Sautrdntika

The Vaibhaaika and the Sautrﬁntika maintain the
theory of atomism as Nyéya—VaiSCsika does. Apart
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from the ﬁve kinds of special atoms which constitute
the ﬁve sense organs, there are four kinds of atoms
those of earth with colour, taste, smell and hard touch;
those of water with colour, taste, cohesion (me/Ia)
and touch; those of light with colour and hot touch.
and those of air with the nature of touch and motion;
Ether is not recognized as an element. like the earth
and the other three. The aggregation of those similar
atoms results in the formation of the phenomenal
objects, like the mountain, the ocean, ﬁre and cyclone
respectively, which are denominated as “aggregate of
elements” (bhﬁta—sahghdta). From the elements (bhﬂta),
the bodies (bhautika) like our physical body (sarira).
the senses (indriydrgi), the pot and others are generated.
There is no ‘wholc'. distinct from the aggregate of the
component parts; hence there is no colour in the
‘whole' distinct from that of the parts. It is the colour
of the parts which makes the ‘whole’ visible. All the
so—called qualities like colour, smell, touch, etc., that
exist in the parts appear to exist in a seeming ‘whole'
also which by itself has no separate existence apart
from the parts. The existence of variegated colour
(citra-rﬁpa) of the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika’s conception, for
example, in a cloth that consists of yarns of six diffe—
rent colours is disproved by the Buddhists saying that
“if it is variegated, it cannot be one also. If it is held
as one, then it ceases to be variegated. To say that
it is one and at the same time variegated also is an
amusing novelty."'
——

2.1.3 The Buddhistic View qf the Identity qf Substratum
and Attribute is Untenable

The contention of the Buddhist that apart from
and underneath such phenomenal sensations as colour,
——
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shape, size etc., which we experience, when we see a
jar, a cloth and the like, there is no substratum or

thing-in—itself which possesses these so—called attributes — is not tenable. To use Western phraseology,
the Buddhist is a phenomenalist, one who holds the
doctrine that phenomena like colour, shape, etc., are
the only objects of knowledge and that there is no such
thing as noumenon or thing-in—itself or substratum
devoid of all phenomenal attributes. The opponents of
the Buddhists attempt to disprove this contention with
the following question. The cognition that recognizes
that ‘I now touch the same thing which I saw yesterday,’ evidently proves the difference between the attributes and their substratum (dharma and dharmi). Here
the function of the two sense organs — the eye and the
sense of touch — are both in relation to a particular
thing. That cannot be either colour or touch since
both of them cannot be comprehended by a single
sense organ. This recognition presupposes a thing,
(i) distinct from these objects and the two different sense
organs, and, (ii) capable of comprehending all these
different objects, in consequence, of which, that thing
is regarded as a separate entity named ‘dtman' or soul
— an eternal one.’
2.1.4

Three Corner Stones qf Buddhism
As a matter

of fact Buddhism (of those other than

the Vaibhﬁsika) is based on three corner stones —
nothing is permanent, nothing has any self or inner
substratum, and nirvana is tranquility.l According to
Yamakami “these three principles are the fundamental tenets of' Buddhism which distinguish it from
all other religious systems in the history of the world.
According to the Buddhist there is no being, but
2
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there is only becoming. All individual objects are
unstable, and ephemeral. Everything, be it aperson,
a thing or God, is therefore merely an aggregation of
component elements. Further in all individuals. without any exception, the relation of their component
parts is eternally changing and is never the same even
for the two consecutive moments. Putting together
implies becoming, becoming means becoming different. and becoming different cannot arise without a
dissolution — a passing away which must inevitably
and ﬁnally be complete.
2.1.5

Momentariness qf Things Explained

The Buddhists illustrate their doctrine as follows:
the body of any sentient being grows or diminishes
during a given period of time. The growth is due to
taking foods that are conducive to its growth. Ifa
being fasts a day or two, the diminution in the body is
remarkably visible. Hence it is clear that the body of
every sentient being either grows or emaciates as the
case may be; only such variations in size are invisible
and inscrutable since the variations are very small.
Growth or emaciation occurs only in small degrees.
When we observe a tank during a period of rain, we may
not notice any increase in the volume of water. But
after sometime, the rise of the water level is clearly
visible. In the same way, due to the evaporation of the
water in the summer when the Sun shines with scorching
rays. water gradually diminishes. and this we are able
to recognise only after a good amount of water has
gone out by evaporation. If we take away just a teaspoonful of water from a tub containing a large
volume, say, 10 gallons of water, the diminution in
volume is not noticeable. But if one or two gallons of
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water are removed from the tub, it becomes noticeable.
The movement of the sun, the moon or the stars is not
apparent except when the distance is appreciably
large. Ifwe take away some sand from one sandy
spot, the diﬂ‘erence is not apparent. It is only when
the amount is appreciable that the difference is
obvious.

Thus all things. the Buddhist says, irrespective
of their being sentient or non-sentient, undergo a
change which, because it is often of a trifling magnitude, is not always perceptible. As Rhys Davids points
out, a change ultimately results in the death of the
beings. For this reason, the Buddhists are often denominated as ‘vainds‘ikas’. The Nyaya-Vais'esika holds
that the atoms which are the ultimate units are not
capable of further division and hence eternal. But
dyads (dvjanuka) produced by the combination of two
atoms may undergo destruction and bereduced to atoms
which are eternal entities. So they are often called
‘ardha—vainds‘ika'. Though the colour and the touch
of an object are cognizable by different sense organs, it
does not disprove our theory. say the Buddhists. for
they could be cognized in different phases ofthe same
thing, and consequently there is no impropriety in the
cognition ‘I touch what I saw yesterday’. When the
thing is not in an aggregate state, its socalled parts are
cognizable by different sense organs and when they are
in an aggregate condition, the thing becomes cognizable
by more sense organs than one.
An Entity Could only be Momentary,- the So-called
Eternal: are Nothing but New existent:

2.1.6

The Buddhists invariably hold that all the existing things in the universe are momentary in the sense
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that everything exists just for a moment and then
perishes giving room to another. which resembles the
previous one but is not the same. They say that there
is nothing eternal (as contended by other schools of
thought). Ether (ddea) cannot be eternal as held by
some. nor is it even an entity since it has no “power of
effecting a thing” (kurvad-rt'lpatva). It will be a case
analogous to that of a barren woman's son. “That
form of a thing which perishes after its production is
called ‘moment’ (ksarja) and the thing which has this
form is called ‘momentary’ (ksanika)!
2.1.7

Substratum and Attribute are not Mutual!) Distinct

In fact, svarﬂpa and svabhdva are not two different
things for the Buddhist canon. This so-called diffe—

rence is only a wrong assumption as when we speak of
the “body of the stone-image” (sild-putrakasya .s‘artra).
If ether and such other things are regarded as not
created and hence eternal, they must be regarded as
being “non-existent”; and if they are regarded as
‘existent' they must be momentary and they cannot
escape being momentary. If momentariness be ruled
out, so should existence also be ruled out. When things
perform a fruitful act, they do it either successively or
simultaneously. Ajar is never perceived at one and
the same time as having wine. water and another
liquid. It could do so only successively. The jar containing water is cognized as such and we can. in that
case, say that thejar performs two functions simultaneously, viz. bringing about its cognition and having water.
Also the potter who makes a jar, a plate and a third
object performs these acts only successively. No third
kind of activity is possible. When such activities of the
two types, namely, successive or simultaneous are ruled
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out in the so-called eternal things, like ether, space,
time, etc., its probable existence (sattva) also is preeluded.’
2.1.8 Recognition Could not Disprove Momentariness of
Things

Thus the momentariness of all things is established
by the Buddhists. It can be better explained by two
instances, namely, the cloud and the ﬂame of a lamp.
The above two. in spite of their being produced and
destroyed the next moment itself. show no perceptible
evidence of such difference between their states at two
successive moments. Our inability to detect any diﬂ'e—
rence in each of the above—mentioned cases. cannot
however establish the permanence of things. The
reasons adduced by the Buddhists for this view are
as follows:

An entity which is momentary like the cloud
and the ﬂame and whichever is not momentary is not a
real entity — like the mare'snest or the son of a barren
1.

woman.

Recognition or recollective perception which
held as an argument against the Buddhists’ theory
of momentariness will not serve the purpose of the
opponents of Buddhism. The recognition that this is
the same jar as existed at previous moments. which is
imagined to establish the identity of the thing now
cognized with the one that existed at previous moments,
does not really establish the identity. If it did, a
similar recognition in respect of the ﬂame, of succes—
sive masses ofa ﬂood. of the hair that grows in the
place of what was previously cut, would also establish
2.

is
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their identity. And this position would be acceptable
to no school of thought. On the face of it, it would
be absurd.
Moreover the recognition suggested as a proof to
establish the permanence (or non-momentariness) of
things cannot be valid knowledge, since it cognizes in
a thing the contact of the past and the present, which
is an impossibility. The term ‘that' in the recognition
Ithis is that’ (Io’yam) denotes its contact with the pre—
sent. The absurdity of this cognition is obvious. How
can a thing be both of the past and of the present, and
be perceptible as such? Do the contacts of the past
and of the present with the thing synchronize at a
time, or do they occur at different times? The former
is obviously impossible. How can the present co-exist
with the past? It cannot co-exist in the same way as
the present cannot co-exist with the future. Ifthey
could be held as co—existing, all the three would be
synchronous. so much so the statement that recognition or recollective perception is a valid argument for
establishing the long life of a thing on the ground that
it cognizes the identity of a thing of the present with
the same of the past. This argument is a contradiction
in terms, and cannot at all be true. If the latter alter—
native. namely, that the contact of the past and the
present in a thing is possible at different times, is
accepted, then those different instances also can have
the contact with the thing at other times and so on ad
irgﬂnitum. Hence recognition is nothing but an illu—
sion and consequently it cannot establish the permanence of things as adduced by the opponents of
Buddhism.
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Moreover, if recognition is held as a perception
which can comprehend a thing only if it exists at that
time, how can a perception of a particular object come
into being if there is no contact of the object and the
sense organ at the time of perception? Thus perception
cognizes only the qualities and their substratum existing at that time. Never does it cognize what previously
existed but does not exist at the time of perception. In
these circumstances. how can recognition cognize the
contact of the past with the thing which does not at
present exist in the same substratum? Perception comprehends not what existed at a previous time or what
would exist at sometime in future, but only what
could be comprehended as existing at the time of perception. Non—existence both in the past and in the
future constitutes the momentariness of things.‘ So

the validity of recognition is frustrated because of
perception not requiring the impression (saMskdro) as
auxiliary for its coming into being. Hence recognition
is nothing but an illusion just like the illusion that sees
silver in nacre. In our every day life, we see things of
many kinds and often do we feel reminded of a similar
thing seen by us in the past. By a defect which makes
us unaware of the difference existing between what we
saw before and what is now before us, either an impression ‘thisness' is superimposed on formerly seen or
the ‘sameness’ on the thing before us. In either case
it is an illusion.
2.1.9

Two Types of Destruction of Buddhistic Conception

According to Buddhists the total

extinction

(dhvamsa) of entities is of two types — tangible (st/1121a)
and intangible (sﬂksma). If a pot is broken with a

bludgeon it

is

reduced to pieces and hence it lappears
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to be extinct. Since that state prevents the pot from
being cognized as existing and it is the cause of the
cognition that the pot is no more, the extinction
(dhvamsa) is conceived as a negative entity, by the
followers of some school of thought. This tangible
type of extinction is otherwise called ‘pratisaﬁkhyd—
nirodha'. The second type of extinction — the intangible
one called 'apratisahkhjdniradha' on account of its
being different from the former type, can be proved
to exist only by reasoning. All entities exist only for
a moment and their extinction in the succeeding
moment is proved by the instance of ﬂames, hair,
nails etc. As a matter of fact. extinction of the above
two varieties is only void (tuccha) like ether— lotus.’
2.1.10 Refutation of the Buddhistic View:

Let us examine these views of the Buddhists one
after another.
The argument — that when a thing is not in an
aggregate state, its so-called parts are cognizable by
different sense organs and when they are in an aggregate condition the thing becomes cognizable by more
is untenable. For in that case, it is
senses than one
questioned, as to whether the product of the union
different from the parts or is it identical with them?
If the former. there is no possibility of recognition, for
recognition takes place only in the case of an object
already perceived. When it is again perceived by the
same or different sense organ just prior to the moment
of recollection and if the result of union is held by the
Buddhists as identical with the component parts, the
whole and parts being perceptible by different sense
organs. there is no question of occurrence of recollec——
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tion.

How can A recognize a thing which was perceived earlier. not by A, but by B?

If the result of the conglomeration is considered
different from the parts, we may ask whether the
difference is real or not. The reality of dtharenCcz is
impossible to any Buddhist. Moreover it is better to
postulate a substance (draqya) as Nyaya-Vais’esika
holds, a jar for instance, instead of regarding it as a
mere conglomeration (sahghdla), or postulate an attribute namely conjunction (safnyoga) distinct from its
substratum, that is. the parts. The Visistadvaitin
holds that a cloth is nothing but a specialised combi—
nation of parts and that there is no separate entity
called a ‘whole’ distinct from the parts (avayavdtiriktaavayavz'). The contact there is by conjunction (samjoga)
of an attribute existing in the substratum, like yarns.
When the yarns are so arranged as to be called a
‘cloth’, the yarns acquire a new state (avast/xii) than the
former one (tantutvdvasthd-prahd{una patatvdvasthi
prdptilzl. The yarns are no longer recognised as yarns
as in a loose state but are considered to have been
transformed into a new state, namely, that of being a
cloth. But this is not tenable to the Buddhists as they
deny the existence of two such distinct entities as
substratum and attribute.
If the conglomeration

is held unreal, it cannot

produce any real efl‘ccts (art/ta-kriyd-kdritvdbhdva).
Nor could the conglomeration(sar'1ghdta) be deﬁned as
the ‘things themselves with nointer-space among them’
(nirantara—svarﬁpa-saizghdta) for in that case the individual parts cannot be comprehended by two sense
organs. Without the cognition of those things. the
.3
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absence of inter-space too cannot be comprehended.
Moreover the absence of inter-space (nairantarya)
being a non-entity, how could it have the efﬁciency of
causing effects (artha-krijd-kdritva) such as recognition (pratyablzijﬁd)? To uphold the absence of interspace as an entity would result in the Buddhist’s
accepting an attribute as distinct from the substance
against their tenets.‘
An explanation of the cognition referred to before.
namely, ‘I touch what I saw ‘yesterday’, by pointing
.out a similar recognition ‘I see what I smelt yesterday’
(ghrdtameva paﬁjdmi), where the inference of a substance by its fragrance precedes the ocular perception
would mean that the perception by the sense of touch
has inference as its pre-requisite. This is however,
impossible, for an inference presupposes ‘invariable
concomitance’ of probans and probandum (hem:ddhyayor-vydpti-gmhab) such as, ‘wherever there is
smoke, there is ﬁre', without which no inference could
take place, and the apprehension of invariable con—
comitance could be got only when the probans and
probandum are found to coexist in a substratum like
the mountain in theillustration “the mountain has ﬁre
because there is smoke in it." The Buddhist, having
denied a thing called substratum for colour, touch etc.,
is at a loss to explain ‘vjdpli' and what follows from
it, namely inference (anumiti).
The statement of some Buddhists that air is ofthe
nature of touch (sparsa-svabhdvo vdyuh), while ﬁre is of
the nature of touch and colour (:parfa-rl‘lpa-svabhdvam
tejah), water is of the nature of touch, colour and taste
(sparsa-rﬁpa-rasa—wabhdvam jalam) and earth is of the
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nature of touch, colour, taste and smell (sparsa—raparasa—gandha-wabhdvti prthivi) and that therefore one

could be cognised by more than one sense organ — is
absurd. By splitting the word 'svabhdva' — ‘svas‘ca
asau bhdvas‘ ca’—it means ‘the thing in itself’, then one
thing cannot be of more than one nature. How can
one thing be more than a thing? If the same word is
split into ‘svasya bhdvab’, then it means an attribute
existing in a substratum and this would be unaccept—
able to Buddhists who deny the existence of attributes
as distinct from their substratum. To deny a substratum on the ground of non—apprehension ofdistinction between colour and jar, for instance. is against the
experience of all, since everyone's experince is, ‘a jar
has a colour’ and never 'a jar is colour’.
2.1.11

The Criticism qf Uddyotakara and Others

Santaraksita subjects the views of Uddyotakara
and Bhavivikta, to criticism. The following is the sub~
stance of the contention of the latter which is adversely
criticised by Santaraksita. The substratum alone is
cognized without its colour; a crystal placed beside a
china-rose is seen and recognized even without its white
colour; cranes ﬂying in the sky after sunset are recognized without their colour being observed; a person
who has covered his body with dress is recognized even
without his complexion being perceived. Therefore. it is
a universal cognition that makes one say ‘it is the blue
colour of the lily’. If the colour and its substratum
were identical, one would instead feel ‘the colour is
the lily’. It is just like the cognition ‘it is the horse of
Caitra'. ‘The lily's blue' is a cognition which proves
that the lily and its colour are different from each
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other and not identical. When we hear a man say
‘moon’ and ‘stars’, we understand that there is only
one moon and that there are many stars. We say ‘it
is earth’ and ‘there are colour, touch, taste and smell’
and the earth being one, is spoken of in the singular
and its qualities which are many are spoken ofin plural.
In the following verses there, Sintaraksita evidently
sums up his opponents' arguments before refuting
them.’
2.1.12 Refutation of Sdntaraksita on the Above Contention
But these arguments of Uddyotakara and others
refuted
by Santaraksita. If a crystal placed near
are
a china—rose is seen with red colour which does not
belong to it. it is an illusion. It is obvious that the
crystal does not exist as white but as red in colour.
Anyhow the so-called substratum alone is not cognized
but it is cognized along with some colour; and this
colour is identical with the crystal.

Sintarakgita says that the usages above referred

to like ‘the colour of the lily' cannot establish the point
that the attribute and the substratum are different.
Such usages depend upon only the freak and fancy of
the speaker. What does one mean by saying ‘there are
six categories’ and ‘it is a group of six' (sat paddrt/zdb
santi and sanndm paddrthdndm vargatt)? Do you accept
the existence of‘being' (sattva) in all the six categories?
Ifit is accepted, then by what relation does ‘being’
(sattoa) exist in all those six categories? For obvious
reasons, the relation can be neither conjunction (.5thyoga) for conjunction could exist only between two
substances, nor inherence (samaodya) nor any other
relation.Io
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2.1.13.
But

Refutation cf Sdntaraksita': Criticism

santarakgita's arguments cannot stand the

test of scrutiny; for the above two verbal usages can
be explained without the violation of any canons of
Nyaya-Vais’esika ‘being' (sattva) denoted by the word
‘santi’ which means only ‘the existence at a time’ (kdlasambandha) and it is why there is no such usage as ‘there
is the horn of the hare' Sasa-s‘rhgo’sti) since'hare’s horn
does not exist at any time. ‘Varga' in the usage
‘saimdm paddrthdndm vargah’ means ‘assemblage or
collection which being a quality can be referred to be
distinct from its substratum.
2.1.14 Substramm and Attribute Could not be Identical

Moreover sometimes we feel as if we have a full
view of a thing when it is near us, and when it is re—
moved to a distance away from us, we feel we do not
have a full view of the same thing. What do the
statements ‘full view’ and ‘not a full view' mean? In
both the cases, we have the cognition of the thing
without any doubt, The diﬂ‘ercnce lies in our having
cognized a greater number of attributes of the thing
when it was nearer than when it was farther. Unless
a substratum, distinct from its attributes. is held to
exist, it would be impossible to explain the difference
in the degree of cognition described above which is the
experience of all scholars. Completeness and incompleteness of view cannot be explained on the basis of
the cognition of a greater number of things and lesser
number of things respectively, for in that case, a jar, a
cloth and a few other things, all placed together cannot at all be cognized by one. Obviously such is not the
case. Further a conch which was cognized as white in
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colour, when the observer was not affected by jaun—
dice, is recognized as a conch even by a jaundiced
person. The Buddhist might assert in such a context
that the conch with whiteness was different from the
same in yellow colour. If that be the case, how can
one explain the recollection of that is not at all affected
by the disease which affects the eyesight to such an
extent as to make it perceive a white object as if it
were yellow in colour? The recollection is only with
regard to the conch and that cannot be dismissed as
an illusion.
How could doubt (sarMaja) and illusion (viparjaya)
be explained if the substratum were identical with its
attributes? When the substratum (adhistlzdna) is cognized with some attributes and some others among the
attributes are not cognized. doubt or illusion prevails.
When the substratum is either fully known or fully
unknown. no doubt or illusion occurs. Only partial
knowledge of the substratum causes it. If the substratum is held as devoid of attributes. how could doubt
and illusion be explained as arising from partial know-

ledge of the substratum?”

Nor could the desire for knowledge be explained
except on the basis of the possibility of this partial
knowledge. There can be no desire at all for an object
that is completely unknown to us or for one that is
completely known to us.”
2.1.15

Another Objection by Buddhists

The Buddhist questions this contention as follows.
If the attributes are admitted to exist in a substratum,
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the substratum, the Buddhist contends, should render
some help or bestow some power upon its attributes,
even as a mother does to her baby. Thus when we
accept a substratum (dharmi). the power of beneﬁting
its attributes (dharma) should also be accepted along
with its attributes. The power and help are themselves attributes, which are not identical with the
substratum, according to non-Buddhists, and they,
therefore would need the same help and the same
power of rendering that help. Thus the criticism of
Buddhists would land in inﬁnite regress (anavasthd).
To avoid this, the Buddhist says that the substratum
should be held identical with all its attributes. But
there is diﬂiculty in holding this View. For, when a
substratum is apprehended, it is taken for granted that
it is done so along with all its attributes; since the
substratum and its attributes are identical. it would
mean that the substratum is comprehended with its
attributes. Then how could there be partial comprehension? Thus the Buddhist is not in a position to
explain partial comprehension.
2.1.16

Visistcidvaitin’s Criticism

The unsoundness of the Buddhistic argument is
proved also in the following manner. When a jar is
produced there are a number of causes for the attributes totally different from the causes of the substratUm. The causality is generally ascertained by a
study of both positive and negative instances (anvayavyatireka). So the substratum and its attributes are
proved to have a good number of causes not common
to them and consequently they could not be identical
even as a jar and a cloth are not.
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Nor do the help and the power of helping. its
attributes determine the relation between substratum
and attributes. It is testimonies like perception that
determine the relation. If perception and other such
testimonies are not admitted to be the determining
factors, it would be impossible to maintain that any
particular thing is in a state of flux or constant change
or becoming.
The theory that attributes and substratum are
not identical ﬁnds its support in the following experi—
ences. The attributes. colour, taste, smell. touch etc.,
are recognized by different sense organs and at diﬂ'e—
rent times. So also partial and full comprehension can
be explained on the view that attributes are different
from the substratum.
2.1.17 Unless the Mutual Distinction is Conceded. Buddhist Could not Hold Inference as a Testimony

Dharmakirti, a celebrated Buddhist writer, holds,
like many of his predecessors that inference is a testimony of great validity on the strength of which the
Buddhist could establish the momentary nature of the
the universe and many other doctrines of Buddhism as
well." There are no two opinions regarding the fact
that the invariable concomitance of probans and probandum (hetu—sdd/tva-vyripti) is indispensable for the
emergence of inference and that vydpti—jﬁdna can be
acquired by the apprehension ofinvariable co-existence
of probans and probandum.
To the question that unless the relation of attribute and substratum is conceded to exist, how can the
co-existence of a probans and probandum in a sub-
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stratum be apprehended, the Buddhist gives the following answer. Probans and probandum are both equally
only imaginary. In fact inference also has no value
as the ultimate reality. It has value in as much as it
cannot be contradicted by other types of testimony.
Hence the substratum-attribute relation (adhdrdd/zejabhdva) cannot be proved.
Buddhist Criticism

2.1.18.

if the Visisgddvaitin

The substratum-attribute relation is a common
target of attack for allthe schools of Buddhism, what—
ever differences they may have among themselves.
This is how they seek to prove that there could not be
any relation such as substratum—attribute. Does an
attribute have another attribute of its own or is it held
by the opponents of Buddhists to be devoid of any
attribute? In the latter case, it would cease to be
understood by a word. The opponents of Buddhists
say that a word can denote an object only if it is in
possession of a denotative attribute (sakjatdvacchedaka)
since it is the bone of contention of all the advocates
of ‘dlzarma-dlzaimibhdva’ that all words and cognitions
have a thing as their object provided it is in possession
of a characteristic attribute. If a second dlmrma is
conceded to exist, then let us ask again whether or not
the second dharma possesses a characteristic of its own
for the above reason. Thus the same type of question—
ing would lead to what is called inﬁnite regress
(anavasthd). Thus it would become inevitable, the
Buddhist says, even for the Vis'istadvaitin to denounce
'dharma-dharmibhdva' on the ground of the above difﬁculties of the nature of Scylla and Charybdis.
.
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Refutation to the Above Criticism

The Buddhists’ arguments outlined above are
refuted by Venkatanatha in the following way. The
word ‘go' denotes a cow through the ‘gatva’ the generic
attribute which serves as a denotative attribute (sakyatdvacchedaka). In other words. the term ‘go' (cow) has.
the denotative power (abhidhd-s‘akti) in all cows having
the attribute ‘gotva' in them as the determinant
(pravrtti-nimiua) of the word ‘ga'. As ‘gotva’ — the
determinent attribute is common to all cows, so does
the denotative function (abhidhd—sakti) is common to
all cows. But in denoting the genus ‘gatva’ by the
same word, no determinant attribute (pravrtti—nimitta)
of 'gotva‘, such as ‘gotvatva' is required for there is no
need for such a word which is only required in such
instances as ‘ghala’ ‘go’ etc. In the case of a cow, it is
the ‘gatva’ that distinguishes it from beings other than
the cow. But ‘golva’ needs nothing to distinguish itself
from others since it is capable of distinguishing itself
as well as its substratum from others. In the case of
'white’ (ﬁukla), for example, when it denotes ‘white
colour’, it has ‘whiteness’ (Suklatva) as its attribute, but
it has no attribute when it denotes whiteness. As in the
case of a cow, whiteness distinguishes white colour from
other colours and distinguishes itself from blackness
etc. and is not in need of ‘whitenessness’ (suklatvatva)
which would in that manner lead only to ad irgﬁnitum
(anavasthd). Even Nyﬁya—Vais’esika concedes ‘gotva’
‘Suklatva’ etc. but denies ‘gotvatva' etc. as distinct entities and those attributes, like ‘gotvatva’ are nothing but
an attribute that is conceded as existing as an attribute
‘not existing in others than a cow and existing in all
cows.’“
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Buddhist’: Another Objection
Another objection might be raised as follows: In
cases in which attributes are denoted prominently as
substantives (viSesyataja) as in the statement, 'tbere is
whiteness in the cow’ (gaai Saukb’am asti). there is the
genus ‘ghatatva in ajar’ (ghateghatatvam asti) they require
an attribute to get themselves distinguished from others.
For there is a general and well-accepted conception
that an attribute distinguishes its substantive from
others (visesarjam vis‘esyam itarebhjo vydvartayatz'). If
these attributes do not have an attribute in themselves,
they must cease to be considered substantives (aisésya).
If, on the other hand, they do have any attribute such
as ‘suklataatva’ then it is a case of ad iaﬁnitum
(anaaasthd).
2.2.20.

2.1.21.

Vehkatandtha’s Refutation of the Charge
This objection is met with in the following manner.
is
It unnecessary to contend that a substantive can be
distinguished only by an attribute. In the above
cases, even a substratum like cow, jar etc., can distin—
guish its attribute used as substantive (visesya). The
white colour in a cow can be distinguished by a substratum namely cow. The genus 'gotva' can be distinguished from ‘afvataa' etc., by its substratum namely
‘go'.15

Buddhist Points out Two Other Fallacies
The Buddhist tries to refute the theory of‘dharmadharmibhdva’ in the following way. The attributes and
their substrata are only things of fancy. in the imagination of some scholars and dharma-dharmibhciva is only
a mare’s nest. He asks as to whether the qualities such
as colour etc. reside, so to say, in a substratum which
2.1.22.
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possesses those qualities or in a substratum which does
not possess them. The latter alternative is patently
impossible because of its self-contradictory nature
(vjdghdta). How can an attribute exist in a thing which
is devoid of that quality? Also the former alternative
cannot stand the test of scrutiny for it involves the
fallacy of a thing being made its own substratum
(d!md$ra_ya-dosab).“ The dtmdfrqya dosa or the fallacy
of a thing being considered its own possesser or container is explained as follows: a substratum with an
attribute is a composite trio — the attribute, the substratum and the relation that exists between the two.
That any one of the above three cannot be a ‘whole’
(visisga) is obvious. But the related two — the attribute
and the substratum — are the ‘whole’. Thus the attribute also is included in the whole. Then according to
the second alternative, the attribute also becomes the
substratum of the self-same attribute, just like the substratum. Then the attribute must be different from its
own self for the substratum—attribute relation can be
found only in two things that are absolutely different
from each other. Hence on account of the impossibility
of the existence of an attribute in a substratum, there
is no such thing as dharma-dlzarmi -— bhdva.
2.1.23.

The Two Fallacies Rejected

Venkatanatha questions this logic on the following
grounds. Neither do we say that a ‘dharma’ rests in a.
substratum that is devoid of the same d/zarma, nor do
we say that the dharma exists in a substratum that is in
possession of the same dharma. But we only say that
the dharma exists in a thing which in fact possesses that
dharma. It does not mean that at the time of comprehension of the dharma in that thing. the same dharma is
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being comprehended as an attribute to the same thing,
as determinant of a substantive (dharmitdvacchedaka).
The absurdity of the two alternatives posed by the

Buddhist is evident. There is no general and inviolable
rule (niyama) such as whatever rests such as colour,
touch etc, in a thing like the ground with the attribute
jar, must rest in that attribute, namely,jar also, for the
colour, touch etc.. found in the ground having a jar on
it are not comprehended in the jar also.”

Hence the two defects of reasoning pointed out by
the Buddhist — zydghdta in the former case and (ﬂuids—
raya in the latter, are not to be heaped on the head of
the advocate of dharma-dharmibhdva. On the other
hand the tables can be turned against the Buddhist who
denies that relation (dharma—dharmibhdva) by cutting
down the two horns of the dilemma, namely, (1) do
the qualities reside in a substratum which possesses
those qualities or (2) in a substratum which does not
possess them, but at the same time, uses the two
members of the syllogism, namely udd/zardna‘ and
upanaya in support of their canons. Cannot these argu—
ments be put forth regarding their udd/zarana which
presents in the reason (beta) the possession of invariable
concomitance (vjdpti) a dharma, and upanaya which
states in ‘paksa' the existence of the reason (hetu) possessing the invariable concomitance of probandum
(sddhja)?
With regard to the Buddhist theory of momentariness of all existing things, Venktanatha’s observation
is as follows. It is not proper to arrive at a conclusion
that whatever is an entity, is. for that reason. momentary because ofa few instances like ﬂame. cloud, ﬂood.
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hair and nail (growing after being cut) etc. In these
instances there are certain factors to disprove the identity of those things comprehended by a cognition of
illusive nature and there is no reason to question the
validity ofthose disproving agencies. In those instances
the difference in their respective productive causes
clearly proves the difference in their resPective eﬂ‘ects_
But in the case of a. jar, cloth etc.. there is nothing to
support the theory of diﬂerent jars at different
moments since there is no difference in their respective
productive causes. On the other hand, there is the
argument based on recollective perception (pratya—
bhijﬁd) to establish the permanence of the jar and the
like. It is not erroneous or invalid knowledge since it
does not cognize two opposing or contradictory charac—
teristics as stated by the Buddhists. The Buddhists
also hold the individual characteristic of a thing (sualaksarja) is one and singular.
2.1.24.

Causal Eﬂicienqy

The Sautrantika postulates that whichever has the
efﬁciency of effecting a thing (kurvad—rl‘lpatva) is a real
being (sat) and that it is momentary. When a seed has
such causal efﬁciency, it is said to be potent (kurvad—
rﬁpa) and when it is inefﬁcient, it is said to be impotent
(akurvad-rﬁpa). The same seed which is found to have
no causal efﬁciency in the past and the future moments
but has efﬁciency in the present, cannot be one and
the same thing possessing two contradictory qualities
namely efﬁciency and inefﬁciency. Against this view
of the Sautrantika, it might be urged that causal
eﬂiciency may exist in a thing without the effect being
produced and this is conﬁrmed by the fact that the
seed in the granary is regarded as the cause of the
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sprout though the sprout is not immediately produced.
But this objection to the Sautrantika view is based
upon a misconception. In ordinary parlance, aremotc
possible cause is said to possess causal efﬁciency. But
this is just a popular conception and cannot be made
the basis of a philosophical inquiry. In reality, however, the cause of the sprout is the peculiar seed-entity
that immediately and invariably produces the Sprout.
The seed in the granary is loosely regarded as the
cause of the sprout only in view of a remote possibility. So there is no room for confusion between a real
cause which is immediately and invariably attended
with an effect and a remote possible cause which can
be regarded as a cause only by courtesy. Thus a seed
which appears as permanent, is not really so. The
seed in the granary and the seed effecting a sprout are
absolutely different from each other though they both
belong to one and the same ﬂux.
Udayana's Criticism of ‘Causal Eﬁciency’
Udayana while proving the futility of holding a
peculiar ‘a'harma' with the name “causal efﬁciency"
(kurvad-rupatva) observes thus: There is no necessity
to hold all things as momentary merely on the basis
of the causal efﬁciency which is a product of the

2.1.25.

Buddhist's imagination. Production and non-production of sprout by the seed depend absolutely upon the
accompaniment and the absence of auxiliaries, respectively. If this view is accepted. then there will be no
neccssity to conceive things as ﬂuxional and constantly
changing. The same seed which in the absence of
auxiliaries, like water, suitable place etc , is found to be
impotent. becomes potent .the moment it is associated
with them. It is true that two mutually opposing
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qualities cannot co-exist in a substratum at one and
the same time, but they can do so at different times.
Heat and cold do not prevail in a thing simultaneously
but we see them in the same thing at different times.
Hence there is no inconsistency in seeds having efﬁci—
ency and inefﬁciency to two contradictory qualities at
different moments."
Here the Buddhist puts the following questions:
Does the so-called permanent cause develop its causal
efﬁciency on its own account, without requiring any ex—
ternal help? Or is the same (permanent cause) in need
of auxiliary causes for the generation of the causal
efﬁciency? In the former case, the Buddhist asks
another question. Is that causal efﬁciency so developed in the permanent cause without external help,
identical with the past nature of the permanent cause
or distinct from that nature? If the permanent cause
is conceived to be capable of developing such a causal
efﬁciency in and by itself, then the auxiliaries are
absolutely of no use and hence their co-existence with
the principal cause is unnecessary and futile. And if
that causal efﬁciency is held identical with the nature
of the permanent cause, then the permanent cause must
have been producing the effects even in the previous
moments. Ifit is contended to be distinct from that
past nature, and is held to be manifested or generated
only at the moment when the effect like sprout is
being produced. then this contention corresponds with
that of the Buddhist and there is no need for postulating the existence of permanent things.
The absurdity of the Buddhist’s arguments will
be evident from the following explanation. We do not
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conceive any ‘dharma' like the causal efﬁciency of the
Buddhist generated or manifested in a permanent
principal cause. Hence there is no room for such
questions. It is the collection of causes — the principal and the auxiliaries -— that produces the effect
and not a single cause. In respect of an effect some
are said to be principal and others auxiliaries. The
absence of impediments (pratibandhakobhdoa) which is
also necessary for the generation of effect is included
in the group of auxiliaries. No one can deny that in
the collocation of causes, some play a prominent role
while many others have less importance, in spite of all
the causes being indispensable in producing an effect.
The chief mason cannot raise a tower without the
assistance of the subordinate workers; a king cannot
administer his kingdom without a cabinet of ministers;
nor can a commander-in-chief hope to win a battle
without the help of the warriors of different cadres.
Such assistance rendered by the auxiliary persons does
not in any way lessen the importance of the chief. In
fact there is no special characteristic feature which
could be denominated as 'causal efﬁciency’ (kuroadrﬂpatva) to produce an effect, in the cause either
momentary or permanent. So it is unnecessary to hold
that all things are momentary. Momentariness is, of
course obvious in the cases of the cloud, the ﬂame, the
hair, the nail, etc. and we do not deny it. But to contend that all things are momentary on the analogy of
a few things like the cloud, the ﬂame etc. is far from
convincing and unreasonable.
Recollective Perception Could Establish Longer

2.1.26.

Life of Things
5
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Recollective perception or recognition (pratjabhijﬁd) establishes the jar and the other things as non—
momentary and as existing in the past, the present and
the future as well. There is nothing to disprove the
validity of this recollective perception. It cannot be
split up into two — experience (anubhava)and remembrance (smrti) since the oneness of this can be much
better observed in the recollective perception of the
type 'I do see the same thing' (tam evdham paéydmi)
than in the recollective perception of the type ‘this is
the same jar’ (5a wdyam ghatah). As the impression
(samskdra) is capable of bringing any object to recollection (smrti) irrespective of the fact whether it exists or
not at the time of its recollection, the same impression
together with the sense organ which is in contact with
the object causes a recollective perception (praiyabhi-

jﬁa-pratyaksa).

The Buddhist argues that since the contact of the
past and the present in a thing is an impossibility, the
recollective perception ‘it is the same' (so'yam) cannot
but be an illusion. So by reason ofrecollective percep—
tion, a longer life of things cannot be proved. This
argument is met by Venkatanatha with the following
logic. When things remaining at different places are
collected together at one place, we call the collection
a mass. In this case the things are said to have mutual
contact between one another at different places. Such
a situation should be visualized in time as in space.
Why should we concede this privilege to space but
deny it to time? A day is measured by the time between
the rising of the sun in the east and the setting of it in
the west. (In these days of scientiﬁc advancement. a
second is measured by the movement of the smaller
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hand in a watch from one division to the next. A
minute is measured in a similar manner.) The small
limiting adjuncts cannot have the contact ofthe bigger
unit of time. namely, the day. But the bigger limiting
adjunct, the day can have contact with the smaller
adjuncts. For example, with regard to the noon. the
forenoon belongs to the past and the afternoon belongs
to the future. Here the noon cannot have the contact
either of the forenoon or of the afternoon. What
prevents the Sun, on the other hand, from having the
contact of both the forenoon and the afternoon? Just
in the same manner, a jar can have the contact of
yesterday and tomorrow which are re5pectively the
past and the future from the point of view of anything
other than the jar in question. The past, the present
and the future cannot live together in a thing; but the
thing which has comparatively a longer life. can have
the contact of the past, the present and the future. A
jar which exists as an entity for a month, has the contact of whole period of the month. In that period of
a month, there is no past, present or future with regard
to the jar concerned. as it has the whole month for its
life. Ifin that period, the reference to the above three
states of time is made, it is only with reference to some
object other than that jar. If even within that period,
the reference to the past, the present and the future is
inadmissible, solely on the ground of their opposing
nature, the Buddhist's reference to a moment as the
past with regard to the successive moment or to a
later moment. as the future with regard to the former
moment, must also be dismissed as inappropriate for
the same reason, namely, of the opposite states of pastness and futurity existing in the same moment."
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The objection of the Buddhist — if recognition is
held to be of the nature of perception, how could it
cognize a thing of the past — may be answered in the
following way. A perception which comprehends the
existence or otherwise of a thing of the present, does
not and cannot deny its former or future existence.
It can deny only its non-existence at the time of its.
perception.”
How then could a perception that does not require
impression (san'ukdra) as its auxiliary cause, frustrates
the validity ofa recollective perception? The cognition ‘this’ (idam) has as its object the thing of the present time, while the cognition ‘this is the same’ (tad
idam) has as its object a thing that has the contact of
both the past and the present. Though in the latter
case the word ‘that' (tat) meaning the contact of the
past with a thing cannot refer to a perception for the
reason that the eye has no contact with the thing of
the past, it cannot also be a remembrance; for ‘this is
the same' (tad idam) being a single cognition cannot be
a remembrance (:mrtz') and at the same time an experience because they are contradictory by their very
nature. It is purely a perception caused by the sense
organ of the eye, in association with the impression of
the same thing in contact with the past. In this connection, Ramanuja writes in his Veddntadipa, the commentary on the Brahma—5mm “arm-smrtes‘ ca” (2-2-24)
—— “Recognition is a single perception
which cognizes
in
in the present
has
existence
the
and
that
a thing
past
as well. It has only one object that has the contact
of the past and the present. That the knowledge of
‘that' (tat) is a remembrance because the object that
has the contact of the past could not have the contact
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of the eye at the time of its perception as ‘this’ (idam)
and the knowledge of ‘this’ is a perception — is untenable for the above cognition ‘this is that’ (tad idam)
cognizes oneness and the identity of a thing. To a
person whose sense organ is in contact with the object.
and that contact is associated with impression caused
by the experience (anubhava) of the same thing in the
past, such a recognition is possible. The collocation of
causes (sdmagri or kdrana-samuddya) is inferred to by the
positive and negative instances of generation and the
absence of its eﬂ'ect (kdryotpatty-anvaya-vyatireka). It
is impossible for a Buddhist to explain such a recogni—
tion by the analogy of ﬂames etc. since he denies a
permanent entity which could comprehend the oneness
of two things — one existing in the past and another
at the present."
The contention of the Buddhist in regard to

‘dhvamm‘, the posterior negation is as unconvincing as
any other. The difference between ‘dhvamsa’ and
‘tuccha’ like the hare’s horn etc. cannot be denied.

‘tharma’ can occur

only when its counter-entity
is comprehended when a
exist.
‘thasr'na’
ceases to
thing is destroyed. But ‘tuccha‘ is never in need of
any cause for its coming into being. The stand of the
Vis’istadvaitin is as follows: a mass of clay or gold
undergoes a number of changes. When it remains as
a clay or gold, the antecedent negation (prdgabhdva) of
a jar or a jewel, is said to prevail there. When a jar is
broken with a bludgeon. then the same clay is said to
have acquired another state which is contrary to the
previous one. In any case, ‘dhvar'nsa’ can never deserve
to be considered the same as ‘tuccha'.
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Veddntades‘ika': Sarvdrthasiddhi
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A Study

Sautrdntika’s Representation
Among the four schools of Buddhist thinkers

-—

Vaibhisika. Sautrantika, Yogacara and Madhyamika,
the Sautrantika holds that external objects like pot
and cloth are real but that they cannot be directly
perceived by the senses. According to him their existence is only to be inferred by the cognition which
bears their ‘form’ or ‘likeness’. The process of genera—
tion of a perception is described in the following way.
There are a few prerequisites of every cognition
— dlambana-pragyaya, ramanantam-pratyaya, :ahakdripratjaya and adhipati—pratyaya. The moment the sense
organ. namely, the eye, gets the contact of an object,
the reﬂection of that object falls upon the mind; in
other words, the object presents its form or likeness to
the mind. as a china-rose gives its form to a crystal
placed nearby. The mind according to the Buddhist
is not a distinct entity from the soul and in this respect
the Buddhist agrees with the Jains. The mind or soul
with the form so received is called ‘cognition’. Because
it is luminous, it does not require any other cognition
for its apprehension. and thus it cognizes its own self
together with the form of the external object.
The apprehension of the form leads to the infe—
rence of the existence of the external object. Unless
the existence of the external object is admitted, how
could there be a form in the cognition and its apprehension? The mind's power of receiving an image
from external objects is stated by the Sautrantika to
be cognition. As per the preamble of all Buddhists,
all things are momentary and the thing that existed in
the former moment is the cause of the thing existing
in the succeeding moment. The mind or the soul of
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the former moment which has the power of receiving
an image from the external things causes another
mind or soul very similar to the former one to come
into being at the succeeding moment. This series of
momentary cognitions cannot be traced to any starting
point and hence it is considered ”beginningless" (anddi).
Such cognitions are of two types — one in the form of
‘I' and the other in the form of ‘this'. The ﬁrst type
of cognition called ‘dlaya—vijﬁdna' is spontaneous and
hence it needs no cause for its own generation. With
no variation in shape, the series of cognitions goes on
perpetually. The other type of cognition is occasional
as it depends upon its causes for its coming into being.
The diversity of causes is the reason for the diversity
of effects namely the series of ‘pravrtti-vijﬁdna’.
Unlike dlaya-vijﬁdna, the latter (pravrtti—vijﬁdna)
series has various forms as the objects are of various
types. In the dlaya-vijﬁdna series (which plays the
role of soul) as its substratum, the pravrtti-vijﬁdna
series is effected by the maturation of sub—conscious
impressions. As a breeze causes agitation in still water.
and ripples and waves follow, so does the pravfrttivijﬁdna series begin to prevail as the outcome of the
awakened sub—conscious impressions, when the required causes are present.
Elambana-pratyaja relates to the objects which
are the causes of the cognitions which in the absence
of those objects cannot come into being.
1.

Samanantara-pratyaya is a cognition that ena—
bles the succeeding cognition to receive the form of
2.

the external objects.
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4O

Sahakdri-pratyaya refers to light etc. which are
responsible in making the cognition distinct with
regard to its object. The absence of light disables a
person from having a clear apprehension of an object
placed in darkness.
3.

Adhipati-pratyaya refers to the sense organs.
the
It
sense organs that make the objects present
their forms (which are contended by the scholars of
other doctrines to be perceptible) to the cognition in
the succeeding moment.
As the external objects present their forms to the
cognition, so do the internal objects like pleasure, pain
and hatred.- thus they too become inferable.
4.

is

2.2.1.

The Nature of Zlaya- and Pravrtti-Vijﬁdna

Like the individual impressions in the series of
dlaya-vzjﬁdnas, the individual ones in pravrtti-vijﬁdna
series are momentary but the former is a case of perpetual generation while the latter is one of occasional
generation. It is a general rule that any former cognition, whether it is alaya-vijﬁdna or pmvrtti-vijﬁdna.
gives its succeeding cognition the form it itself has.
For the generation of a pravfrtti-vijﬁdna, the dlayavijﬁdna has nothing to do; but it is the contact of
sense organs with the external or internal objects that
generates pravrtti—vijﬁdna. Pravrtti-vijﬁdna has dlajavijﬁdna as its substratum and makes it (dlaya-vijﬁdna)
act according to the information in the form of pravrtti-vijﬁdna that is brought to it. Except the fact
that both ofthem are held as momentary, the Sautrﬁntika’s explanation of both the vijﬁdna: resemble the
view of Vis’istadvaitin with regard to the cognition
and its seat, the soul.
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2.2.2. An Objection against the Sautrdntika’s View and
It: Reply
To this, an objection may be raised as follows:
as the object is contended to cease to exist just at the
time of its cognition because of its momentariness
nothing can be an object of a cognition. To this
Sautrantika gives the following answer: a thing need
not exist at the time of its cognition. To be an object
of a cognition means to be the cause of its cognition.
As we contend that whichever thing that becomes a
cause of its cognition by handing its form to the cognition that follows it, the objects of the succeeding
moment can be the object of the same cognition. The
eye cannot be the object of the cognition though the
cognition is effected by that sense organ namely. the
eye, since it does not leave an impression of its form

on the cognition."

2.2.3. Sautrdntika’:
Inference

Explanation qf Perception

and

To another objection how a jar and such other
external things could be said to be perceptible, if they
are held as inferable by the perception of ‘likeness’ in
a cognition, the Sautrantika answers in the following
way: if a thing presents its form directly to the cognition and not through a medium of cognition it is a
case of perception. If the presentation of ‘likeness'
or ‘form’ is made through a medium of cognition as in
the case of ﬁre. the cognition of which is brought about
by the cognition of smoke, it is a case of inference.
Buddhists hold that inference is as valid as perception.
If the objects are identical with the cognition as the
Yogacara holds, then a cognition being self-luminous
apprehends its own self as well as its objects. If
6
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so, what could be the

distinguishing feature that

differentiates an inference from perception?

Vaibhdsika’s Criticism afSautrdntika’s Contention

2.2.4.

The Vaibhasika is grouped with the Sautrantika
because both of them maintain the reality of external
things. Consequently they are called “sarva-astivddins". The Vaibhasika, however, takes objection
to the contention of the Sautrantika in point of pre—
sentation of a ‘form’ by the externalthing to the mind,
on the following grounds. An inference can take place
only, when the invariable concomitance (qydpti) ofits
major and middle term (sddkya and beta) are remembered. prerceptibility is denied to external things,
how could the invariable concomitance be apprehended between a major and a middle term? Invariable
concomitance is a relation apprehended by the frequent
observation (bhl‘lyo—darfana) of invariable co-existence
(niyata-scihacagya) of major and middle terms. The
remembrance of the above relation is brought about
by the awakening of the sub-conscious impression
(samskdra) by the sight of one of the two relatives,
namely, the major or the middle term, and then inference follows. Thus the inference is entirely based!
upon the series of perceptive cognitions otherwise called
bhﬂyo—darsana. If perceptibility is totally denied to
external things. it would be absolutely impossible to
have an inference of anything."
2.2.5.

Rdmdnuja's Criticism

Ramanuja criticises the Sautrantika doctrine on

the following grounds: if things are contended to bemomentary, the external things would cease to exist
in the moment of the presentation of form to the-
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mind. In the absence of a thing, how can its form
alone survive to be presented to the mind? Moreover a reﬂection can take place on a smooth surface
only if the thing exists at the moment of its presentation "
2.2.6.

Yogdcdra’s Criticism qf Sautrdntika’s View

Sridhara in his deja-kandali presents the

following criticism made by the Yogacara. What do
the cognitions which received the form of the external
thing, apprehend? Is it the form of external object or
its own form or both the forms? The third alternative
is impossible since the cognition ‘this is blue' and the
like apprehends only one form. Nor is the ﬁrst alternative a sound one; for at the time of its apprehension
the external object having disappeared cannot have its
form apprehended by a cognition of later origin. The
external object cannot allow its inseparable form to
survive or outlive it. At the moment when the contact of the sense organ with the external object prevails, the cognition is not born and hence it can have
no form.
2.2.7.

Sautrdntika’s Reply

The Sautréntika meets such criticisms in the
following way. If the object and its cognition do not
exist at one and the same time, there is no inconsistency in the presentation of the form of an external
object to the mind. The cognizability or the percep—
tibility of an object is to impart its form to the mind
or cognition (both being identical). Moreover, the
objects (which are denied perceptibility) must be held
to'have various forms. They cannot be held as being
without any form of their own, for in that case it
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would be difﬁcult to explain the variety in thecognitions."
2.2.8.

Veﬁkatandtha’s Criticism
Venkatanatha reviews this contention and critici—
ses it in the following way. Is the form which is
imparted to the mind identical with the external
object or is it an attribute of the same (external object)
or is it distinct from both of them? The ﬁrst alternative is untenable for the form which is contended to
be identical with the external object, perishes at the
moment when the cognition is held to come into being

on account of the momentariness of the external object.
Nor is the second alternative possible; according to
the Buddhist, there is no attribute as distinct from a
thing or substratum (dharma-dharminér abheddt). Even
to those who uphold two distinct entities as attribute
and substratum, the transfer of such an attribute as.
‘form’ or ‘like—ness' from one substratum to another is
not agreeable. Unless this form is contended to have
its life extended at least to one succeeding moment in
violation of the Buddhistic theory no such explanation
of the presentation theory can hold water. Nor is the
third one plausible; for in that case, the form being,
held as distinct from the object cannot have anything
to do with the object."
2.2.9.

Sautrdntika's Reply

The Sautrantika tries to establish his theory of
representationism with the help of an example. Our
face is not seen with our eyes despite its nearness; still
we see the likeness of our face in a mirror to which the
face imparts its form. Similarly the likeness of an
object is apprehended while the object has imparted
its form to a cognition.
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Vehkatandtha’s Criticism

The unsoundness ofthe above argument is obvious.
It passes one’s understanding how the reﬂection ofa
perished object could fall upon a thing and how it could
be apprehended by a cognition with self-luminosity."
According to the Buddhist doctrine of the momentari—
ness of all things. it would be absolutely impossible to
present the Form by a thing of one moment to some—
thing of another moment. The given analogy can serve
some purpose only if the receiving mind has a physical
constitution capable of receiving the form so presented.
Moreover such presentation would be possible only if
the objects have some colour in their form. But in the
case oftouch, smell, taste, etc. where there is no colour
how could their forms be imprinted on the mind? The
Sautrantika might argue that ether which has no colour,
and is hence considered by their opponents to be
beyond our perception is still perceived to have its
reﬂection in water. This contention too is untenable.
Though some hold ether as beyond our perception.
there are many scholars who hold the same to be perceptible on the authority of apprehensions like ‘there
ﬂies a bird’. According to those scholars who deny the
perceptibility of ether. it is not the reﬂection of the
ether in water but some other things on which black—
ness, etc. are superimposed. It is these other things
and not the ether which have their reﬂection in water.
An imperceptible thing cannot have any reﬂection of
its own and much less can it have perceptibility. One’s
own face is not imperceptible to all like ether. Hence
nothing that lacks a physical form of its own can bein
a position to give a form to some other thing or to
receive a form from it, external or internal.
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Presentation qf Form or Superimposition I: Impos-

Nor does some modiﬁcation of the Sautrantika’s
view serve any purpose. The presentation of a form
to the cognition, it is said by the Sautrantika, does not

mean actual presentation but superimposition. In other
words. the cognition appears to have the superimposed
forms of external objects. But the unsoundness ofthis
contention is obvious. If the perception of external
objects is denied. how can an object cause the superimposition of its form on another? Superimposition is
possible only in the case of perceptible things — one
object as the basis and another as the superimposed.
Unless both — the basis and superimposed — happen
to be perceivable, superimposition of one on another
would be absolutely impossible. To avoid this difﬁculty,
ifboth are contended to be perceivable, it would be for
the Sautrfmtika a complete departure from his own
theory of imperceptibility of external things.
2.2.12. Perceptibility of External Things having been
Denied, No Impression could be Ejected

The above arguments nullify the following conten—
tion also. It might be argued by the Sautrantika that
although external things are imperceptible, there are
their forms in the state of sub-conscious impressions
(vdsand) and those forms can be superimposed on
cognitions. This attempt of the Sautrantika is entirely
due to forgetfulness of his fundamental principles. If
all things are contended to be imperceptible, how can
there be sub—conscious impressions? Are not subconscious impressions the product of apprehensions
(anubhava)? Sub-conscious impressions are formed in the
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mind by the apprehensions of things. If things are
denied perceptibility there is no possibility of apprehensions and the generation of sub—conscious impressions
by those apprehensions. As such is the case, how can
superimposition take place onthe basis of sub-conscious
impressions? If the Sautrantika thinks that the generation of sub-conscious impressions is possible even independently of external objects and their apprehensions, he would be throwing overboard his fundamental
doctrine ofthe reality of external objects and becomes
identical with the Yogacara." In inference. objects
are not and cannot be the causes, as some of the objects
may belong to the past and some to the future. There
are no two opinions even among the followers of different doctrines with regard to the fact that things belonging to the past and future as well as of the present are
its (inference’s) objects." Such being the case. how
can the objects of inference be in a position to impart
their forms to the inference of the succeeding moment?
So the Sautrantika's contention that the cognizability
(grdhjatva) of an object is nothing but its (object's)
ability to impart its form to a cognition. cannot be
sustained.
2.2.13. Analogy of Lime and Turmeric or Magnet and
Iron could Serve .Na Purpose
Some others of the Sautrantika school maintain
the following view. They say that in fact neither the
cognition nor the object has any form ofits own; when
lime and turmeric are mixed together, a new colour
which is entirely different from that of lime and of
turmeric emerge from their combination. In the same
way, they say, that a form arises from the union of
cognition and the object.” This view also cannot stand
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scrutiny. In the analogy cited by them bothlime and
turmeric have a physical form of their own and occupy
a distinct place of their own; but in the present case.
some objects alone may have a physical form and a
place for their occupation, while the other entity con—
cerned in the apprehension namely the cognition has
not a form or a place to occupy, owing to its being not
a concrete object but an abstract apprehension. How,
then, can a form be effected by the combination of the
object and its cognition? Moreover, a cognition takes
place even though the object is placed not in close
proximity or even if the object existed long before the
appearance of the cognition or is going to exist in the
future. In all these cases, there is no possibility of
cognition getting the form of an object of the past or
future.
Nor does the following view of some others of the
same school appear sound. A piece of iron assumes a
change in its form in the presence of a magnet; so also
the sun—stone (surya-kdnta‘sild) and the moon-stone
(candra-ka'nta-s‘ild) are believed to undergo a change in
the presence of the sun and the moon respectively. In
a similar manner, they say that by the presence of the
cognition and the object a peculiar form is generated.
Here also a great incongruity between the in—
stances on the one hand and the cognition and object
on the other is not taken into account by the followers
of the Sautrfmtika school. In all the above instances,
the sun and the moon, the iron and the magnet have
all physical forms and none of them is an abstract
thing without a physical form. Cognition, on the other
hand, is purely abstract and some of the objects too
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happen to be abstract ones. Hence, from these instances, nothing can be established with regard to the
cognition, as the Sautréntika hopes to.
The Sautréntika denying the perceptibility of
external things. ﬁnds some diﬂiculty in explaining illusions In the illusion of rape-snake. nacre-silver. etc.
according to his theory, the rope, nacre etc. could
present their form to the cognition and there could be
only the valid cognitions of rope, nacre etc. as there
are no snake, silver and the like to present their form
to cause illusions ofsnake. silver etc. and this is absolutely against the common experience of all. To explain
this, the Sautrantika contends that superimpositions
can take place even without a basis (adhz's‘thdna) and
in the case of the illusion of rope-snake, the rope, the
basis of illusion is not apprehended but snake alone is
brought into remembrance by the sub—conscious
impressions (vdsanci or samskdra) and the form of the
cognition is 'this is a snake'. Such superimposition without asubstrate is found in the case of “kes‘ondraka”
(“keﬁazzdraka is the appearance of a bright woolly mass
when the closed eye is pressed with the fingertip”).
In such superimpositions we do not apprehend any
base either at the time of superimposition nor at the
time of their sublation.
In reply to the Sautrantika. the following objecraised: The remembrance of silver by the sub—
conscious impressions in the form of ‘this is silver' is
impossible. The part, ‘this'. of the above cognition
cannot be remembrance as that was not apprehended
already and whatever has not been already apprehend—
ed, cannot be an object of remembrance. Ifit had
tion

is
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been already apprehended, instead of ‘this’ ‘that’ must
be part of the remembrance.
The System qf the 1"ogdcdra
The Yogacara denies even the existence of external
things. He argues as follows. In dreams we appre—
hend all sorts of strange objects but externally there
are no objects in reality corresponding to them. So also
mental cognitions are alone real. and there is nojustiﬁcation for postulating external objects corresponding to them. It must be admitted that all cognitions
that we have in our dreams do not have any real
2.3.

objects outside corresponding to them. We may see
in our dreams people who died long long ago, converse
with them and have all kinds of dealings with them.
Though we deﬁnitely know even in our dreams that
they are dead, still we do not hesitate to have dealings
with them. Sometimes we dream of cutting our own
heads with our own hands and of dying thereby.
Sometimes objects of a distant past and of distant places
are seen to be in a close proximity to us; some objects
that never existed seem to have an existence during
our dream state. In all these dream cognitions, no
one can deny the absence of reality of their objects
even at the time of dreams.“ In the same manner even
the cognitions of our waking state do not have objects
that have reality. There is no difference between the
cognitions of dreams and those of the waking state, as
they both have only unreal objects. Moreover the
cognition of silver in a nacre and of snake in a rope
are instances to prove that cognitions can have unreal
things as their objects. As a matter of fact, cognitions
apprehend their objects as if the objects were distinct
from the cognitions and as existing externally. Hence
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the Yogacara is called 'Ztma-khydti-vadin'. If the socalled external objects. he says, are spoken of as being
real, it is due to their having only the empirical reality
(samvrti-satjatd).
2.3.1.

Objects are Not Distinct from their Cognition:

There are many things that appear to be distinct
from internal cognitions and to ascribe unreality to all
those things may seem strange and improper; still. it is
impossible. says the Yogacara. to prove the reality of
those things that appear to be external. Let us examine
what the general conception of the external things
must mean. What is it that becomes the object of
perception? Is it the internal cognition itself or the
external thing? If the former is the case, then the con—
tention of the Yogacara would appear sound. If, on
the other hand, it is the latter case, the non—luminous
thing cannot be conceived as self-luminous. The explanation that even non-luminous objects can become
luminous through the medium of a cognition, is untenable; for in that case it is superﬂuous to assume the
existence of external objects in addition to their cognition. The cognition alone will answer their purpose."
There are no two opinions with regard to cognition as
it has the approval of both the schools, namely, those
who accept the existence of external objects apart from
their cognition and those who do not accept them as
existing at all. Cognition cannot be dispensed with,
for it is the only means that governs all dealing in the
world. On the other hand, the so-called external
objects can be dispensed with as unreal as cognitions
alone can serve their purpose as in the case of the objects
seen in dreams."
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2.3.2 External Things Could Neither be Eternal .Nor
Non-eternal

If cognition

denied as existing. one cannot be
cognisant of things in the universe as it is the only
means by which all dealings in the universe can be
conducted. If the so-called external objects are conceived to exist, then there arises the question whether
they are products having an origin or eternals which
have no origin nor end. A product cannot but be evan—
escent; that which is not produced cannot be even a
‘being’ (like the son ofa barren woman or the sky—
ﬂower). The so-called external objects cannot have
the contact of the sense organs for the generation of
their cognitions for the following reasons. Those objects
cannot be the ‘wholes' having atoms as their constitu—
ent parts since the contact of the eye or the sense of
touch cannot be with the entire form of the whole.
Nor can it be in a part of the ‘whole’ as it is incapable
of causing a cognition of the ‘whole’ in consequence of
which the verbal usage like ‘this is a jar'. referring to
a ‘whole’ becomes impossible. Nor can the parts be
objects of the cognitions as they (that is, the atoms) are
is

held as being beyond human apprehension. In the
doctrine of the Buddhists the 'whole’ is composed of
atoms which though individually invisible. become
visible like a mass of hair wherein the individual hair
is not perceivable.
One and the Same Cognition Appears as Three
Different Entities— Apprehension, Apprehended and
Apprehender

2.3.3.

As a matter of fact, there is neither a separate

apprehender nor even a separate apprehended object.
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One and the same apprehension appears in three forms
as apprehender. apprehension and apprehended. The
self-luminous apprehension in which the objects are
inseparably associated, proves their identity — cognition and its objects, as clay and the products made out
of it are held identical on account of their inseparable
association."
Like a lamp which illumines other objects and
hence becomes known. prior to its objects, a cognition
becomes known before its objects." Besides a cognition must have a form of its own since a cognition
without a form is beyond our apprehension. Ifexternal
objects are denied an existence, cognitions must have
forms of their own and those forms must be diﬂ‘erent
from one another, otherwise there would be nothing
that could distinguish one cognition from another. It
is the form of blue in a cognition that distinguishes it
from a cognition that has the form of yellow.
2.3.4.

Criticism qf Sautnintika’s Contention

Against this view of Yogacara denying the reality
of external objects. the Sautrantika says that the cognitions have no form of their own but receive it from the
objects as a crystal receives the red colour from the

china-rose placed nearby. The Yogacara replies that
this contention is unsound for obvious reasons. Granting that external objects give their forms to the cogni—
tion. how can a cognition be proved to exist with no
form of its own to receive the form of the external
object? It is an undisputed truth that the existence of
of a thing under discussion should be proved by positive and negative instances (anvayena vyatinkerja ca).
The Sautrantika cannot show a cognition without a
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form in the absence of an external object. In the case
of the crystal and the china—rose each of them has its
own form independently before the superimposition of
the red colour in the crystal."

It

is

unnecessary and against the common experi—

ence of men to hold two forms -— one that of the external
object and another presented by it to the cognition.
It will sufﬁce ifit is held that the cognition apprehends
its own form as it is self-luminous. It is futile to hold
another form and its possesser namely the external."
A cognition is by nature formless and indeterminate
and in cousequence of such a nature, it is as pure as
crystal and appears as if it were tarnished by various
forms of psychical dispositions (vdsandh) effected by
past cognitions. These various psychical dispositions
cause cognitions and these dispositions become res—
ponsible for the illusions which apprehend the false

distinction between the objects and their cognitions
(grdhja-grdhakayohbheda-bhramah). The series of cogni—
tions and the series of psychical dispositions have the
relation ofcause and effect by the law of seed and bud
(bija-ahkura-nydya). When these psychical dispositions
alone answer the purpose of variety in cognitions, it is
unnecessary to hold the existence of external objects
and the presentation of their forms to the succeeding
cognitions.
2.3.5.

Conclusion of 1"ogdcdra Doctrine

Moreover, dream-cognitions, the illusory cognition of snake in a rope, remembrance of things of the
past, take place even in the absence ofobjccts and this
fact is conceded even by those scholars who hold an
opposite view. Hence cognitions need not invariably
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require objects that have real existence. To say that
these forms arise neither by the cognitions nor by the
objects but by the relation that exists between the
objects and its cognition (visaya-visayi-bhdva-samband/la) may be branded as unsound altogether. 1f the
object and its cognition are found not to be in possession of any form of their own, how is it possible to
conceive the generation of a form to be caused by the
relation of the object and its cognition? Hence like
dream cognition and remembrance of the past events.
cognitions even in our waking state may with reason be
conceived as cognition of objects that have no real
extstcnce.
2.3.6.

Criticism of Togdcdm Doctrine

The contention of the Yogacéra is untenable. The
unreality of things seen in dreams is realised by the
dreamer himself soon after he is awake, by the superseding cognitions. He says -— "All the objects that I
have seen in my dream have — none of them — any
reality'. A dream is personal. Never do two people have
the same dream; on the other hand in our every day life:
we see many things and those things are apprehended
alike by all in their recollection, recognition, etc. which
are exactly like one another. To invalidate all these
invariably similar cognitions of all people is far from
convincing. It is our invariable experience that things
which we see in our dreams are mostly those we have
already seen, though they are really situated at the
same or totally different place and time. Even some
of the impressions that we had acquired in our former
births become awakened and so we have strange visions
in our dreams. Thus the cognition of dreams is nothing
but recollections which do not require the presence of
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their objects within the range of the sense organ. It is
only the perception in the waking state that requires
the presence ofits objects at the time of its coming into
being. The cognition of snake in a rope is explained
in various ways by scholars of different schools. Snake
and rope have have their own existence elsewhere and
neither ofthem is absolutely unreal. But the Yogacara
having denied the real existence of all external things.
cannot give a satisfactory answer with the help of subconscious impressions."
2.3.7. Reasons having been Held Unreal, could Establish
Nothing

Moreover, the Yogacara who advocates the un-—
reality ofthe universe cannot establish anything. much
less cognitions having no corresponding objects. The
reasons (hetaoah) put forth to prove their contentions
being themselves unreal, according to their theory, how
can they establish anything?"
2.3.8.

Psychical Dispositions could Not be Effected

Nor can their contention of sub-conscious dispositions be sustained. If everything is held as momentary,
as per the Buddhistic preamble, how can the mind
receive any disposition? Disposition (odsand) can take
place only if both the giver and the receiver of the
impression exist at one and the same time. In the case
ofincense, glowing charcoal and the article of perfume
have contact and hence the incense is generated and
not otherwise. The cognition of the previous moment
cannot give anything to another that is going to take
birth only at the next moment.” Even if two cognitions are contended to coexist, there will be no transit
of impression from one to anther. as they both remain
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mutually unrelated. How could there be acolumn of
smoke if agallochum or myrrh (agaru) and burning
charcoal remain without contact?" As a matter of
fact, impressions will be produced only if both the
things happen to have a physical form of their own and
parts." The smell ofa fragrant ﬂower does not come
without an external object as is contended by the
Yogﬁcira. Since the breeze carries some invisibly small
particles from things that are fragrant, we become
capable of enjoying the fragrance of things in our close
proximity. Cognitions having no physical form or parts
of their own cannot be transported to produce impressions (vdsanti). That is why the fragrance that has no
physical form is not contended to be borne by the
breeze. Fragrance together with its substrata like pollen
is taken by the breeze to the perceiver. Moreover.
transference of vdsami from one to another is possible
only if both of them are held to be non—momentary
and permanent. Such difﬁculties do not creep in the
doctrines which maintain souls or spirits as distinct
from cognition because they (souls) are held as eternal.
By the apprehension (anubhava) impressions are generated in the eternal souls and they will remain for a
short or a long period in accordance with the manner
of their being generated until they become wiped out
due to long duration of time by death, by poignant
hellish tortures or by the pangs experienced by
womenfolk at the time of the delivery of a child."
2.3.9.

Summing up

1"ogdcdm

Contention

The Yogacéra’s contention may be summed up as
follows: things may be considered as permanent only
if, at all times. present. past and future, they remain
the same without undergoing any change or assuming
8
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a new feature. If it suffers any alteration or acquires
a new feature or peculiarity which did not exist before,
it cannot be maintained as permanent. To the Bud—
dhists. there is no distinction between the attribute
(dharma) and the thing possessing that attribute
(dharmi). The attribute and the thing which is supposed
by the scholars of other doctrines as having that attribute are one and the same. So ifanew change or
attribute or feature occurs in the thing, it isa new
thing, the old thing having ceased to exist.

The substratum and the impressions which are
both one and the same and not different entities perish
every instant and cause a new substratum with its
impressions to arise at the next instant. There will be
a'close similarity between the cognition of the substratum at one moment and that of the cognition at the
next moment. It is this similarity between the cogni—
tions that is called vdsand. The relation between the
giver of vdsami and the receiver of vdsand is nothing
but the relation ofcause and effect, that is, ofan entity
existing before and the entity that arises from it after
it has perished. To illustrate his view of one vdsand
creating another vdsand at its death. the Yogacara gives
the following instance from nature. If the ﬂower of
pomegranate (bija-pﬂraka) is sprinkled with the paste
of red-lac, it produces a fruit which resembles the
ﬂower (its cause) with its red colour.
Kumdrila’: Criticism of the Above Contention
Against this explanation of the Yogacara, Kuma'trila advances the following arguments : how can an
entity be the cause of the birth of a positive entity at
the time ofits death? The entity called the cause exists
2.3.10.
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How can it, within that one
moment, cause the birth of another positive entity?
Causality does not consist in the mere existence of a
thing at a moment previous to the coming into existence
of an effect. If so, when a cow existed at a moment
previous to the birth of a horse in the place, the cow
would have to be called the cause of the horse which
is the effect. This would be absurd. Causality is apprehended by ‘frequent observation’ (bhﬁyo-darfana) of
the invariable presence of'a thing at a moment previous
to the birth of another thing. When things are considered to be momentary, as by the Buddhists, how
could there be frequent observation of one thing causing another thing?

only for one moment.

Further the Yogécﬁra cannot explain the similarity
(sdrﬁpya) that is perceived between cause and effect.

The similarity of two things is due to the perception of
their possession of common features. If according to
the Yogacﬁra. the apprehender, the apprehension and
the apprehended are momentary, how could similarity
(sdn'lpya) be perceived?
The Yogﬁcara may say — 'It is true that ajar
cannot generate a cloth, a cow or a horse, as these
belong to different classes, but a momentary cognition
can generate something belonging to the same class.’
In reply to this, it may be asked of the Yogacﬁra: ‘a
cognition and an impression belong to two different
classes. How then. can a cognition create an impression and that impression in its turn create a cognition?’
The Yogicara might reply that the impressionis nothing
but cognition and that the two belong to the same class.
Then the question remains unanswered as to how one
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series of cognitions could give rise to a different series

of cognitions?

The example of the citron ﬂower serves no purpose
to the Yogacara; the small parts of the ﬂower containing the particles of red lac transform into fruit as the
fruit is only another state of the ﬂower. Hence there
is nothing unnatural or unconvincing in it. But in the
case of cognitions which have no parts due to their
being incorporeal such explanation on the analogy of
citron ﬂower-fruit with the parts of red lac does not
serve the purpose as the analogy is inapt.
2.3.11. Momentarinessof Things could Not be Established
It is an invariable experience of all to have cogni—
tions like ‘it is known to me' or ‘I know it'. In, either
cognition the function of knowledge requires an object
and that object like blue, white etc. cannot be internal
but external. If there is no external object. blue or
white, the difference in moments and the difference in
the series ofcognitions cannot be explained; for if these
differences are held by the Yogacara as cognizable then
that cognition and its object (the difference) must
be identical as per the contention of the Yogacara;
and this identity frustrates the differenceof the moments
among themselves. In that case. theory of momentariness of things which depends upon ksana-bheda. the
very life—blood of Buddhistic doctrine cannot be
proved. If ks‘arja-bheda is incognizable, then that itself

becomes unproven and hence the momentariness of
things cannot be established.“
The Yogacara denies the existence of three different entities namely cognition, its object and the cogni-
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So he says though all the three appear to be
mutually distinct, by the cognitions like ‘I know a jar,‘
in fact they are identical since their appearance as
distinct entities is only due to illusion.“

zcr.

The Yogacﬁra has to answer the following ques—
tion: having contended that the cognition and its
objects are identical, does he maintain the mutual dis-

tinction oftwo things each having attributes that never
co-exist? Ifhe does not, then there would be no ‘ksargablzeda’ much against the contention of Buddhists. If
the mutual distinction of those two things is conceded,
then how could there be an identity of seven colours
with their cognition?
Moreover, if the Yogacara contends the identity
of the cognition and its objects, he has to answer the
following objection — A cognition. for instance. apprehends all the seven colours of, say, the rainbow—namely
blue, red, yellow and the like. All scholars agree in
holding that a single cognition can apprehend all the
seven colours as objects, although these different colours
cannot co-exist at the same timein the same thing. But
the Yogacflra goes further and maintains that these
so-called external objects, are identical with the cognition which apprehends them. He has the difﬁculty of
explaining how such attributes as blue, red etc. which
cannot co-exist inthe same thing at the same time and
which are mutually opposed to each other can be identical with a single cognition? To contend that this is
possible On the analogy of these varied and different
colours which are called external objects being apprebended by a single cognition is absurd; when these
mutually different colours which cannot co-exist are
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apprehended. we are aware that there is no sublation
of this cognition by another valid cognition. Hence
the common and invariable cognition apprehending
different colours cannot be invalidated. Nor are there
two opinions regarding the non-identity of blue, yellow.
white etc. and their non-coexistence at one and the same
instance; but there is no incompatibility in a cognition's
having non-co-existing colours as its objects."

Further when the Yogacara speaks of blue. yellow
and the like as forms of cognition, what does he mean?
Does he hold that these colours are identical with the
cognition or that they are attributes of the cognition?

If he considers them identical,

since in his doctrine
external objects are unreal, the cognition which is identical with them would be likewise unreal. Similarly
when the nacre-silver is apprehended, since it is identical, according to him, with the cognition and since
the cognition is real, the unreal nacre-silver should be
considered real. The Yogacara’s position would then
be the same as that of the Madhyamika.”

Ifon the other hand,

the Yogacéra considers blue,
like
the
as attributes of the cognition, he
yellow and
will have to give up the view that there is no distinc—
tion between the substratum and its attributes and that
they are one and the same.
2.4-.

2.4.1.

The School of Mridhjamika
Nothing in the Universe could be Real

The Madhyamika school of Buddhists bears kinship
with the school of nihilists of Western philosophy, in
denying the real existence of everything seen within
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and around us. The Madhyamikas are also of great
interest to the student of the history of Indian philoso—
phy as. in many ways, they were the forerunners of
the Sankara school of Advaitins who took over some
of their views while rejecting others.
The Madhyamikas deny the reality of everything

Even consciousness or intellect (caitin the universe.
which
alone the Yogacﬁra maintains as real is
anya)
regarded by them as unreal. Nothing comes into
existence nor perishes. Births and deaths of beings and
things that appear to be taking place. are merely phenomena due to the transformation of the ﬁve primary
elements and they are eﬁected by certain causes and
conditions. The seeds of plants which are supposed to
put forth buds fail to do so. if they happen to be
affected by the thundering clouds, by being smelt by
mice or roasted in the ﬁre. These are the conditions
which are unfavourable to the budding of seeds. A
non-existing thing cannot come into being, argues the
Madhyamika, as the hair on the back of the tortoise or
a child of a barren woman or a ﬂower in the sky. The

sight of birth and death of things cannot establish their
absolute reality. If so, all of us may be deemed seers
and there would be no necessity at all for special training prescribed for the development of mind by Yoga.s‘dstra for the perception of reality.

As a matter of fact. the nature of all things in the
universe is the same as that of illusory things. mirage.
visions in our dreams etc. Moreover, worldly life is
conceived by one and all to be very painful — for which
reason different means are prescribed for the total
emancipation of souls by different schools of thought.
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Worldly life should be considered as painful; hence
we are urged to pursue thought and action which
could emancipate us from wordly ties. Like other
schools of Buddhism the Madhyamika holds that things
are momentary. They are otherwise called ‘soa-laksona'
since they are cognised only in the interest of their
forms and they have no attributes as distinct from
themselves.
2.4.2.

Things could Not But be Void

Moreover, the Madhyamika argues that if a thing,
is held as a being or existent (sat), then it
would cease to be in need of the collection of causes
(kdryo-jonaka-sdmagii) which could bring about the
effect. If the same is contended as ‘not a being or nonexistent (asat)’ then as in the case of the sky-ﬂower and
the like. there is no need of any cause for its produc—
tion. Nor can a thing be contended to be as both
‘being and non-being' (sadasat) or ‘neither being nor
non—being’ (na sat, ndpi asat) as these are mutually contradictory and cannot. therefore, co-exist. Inasmuch
as all these four alternatives are denied as being
impossible of proving in all things, it is just and reasonable to hold everything as void ($ﬂnya)!’
say, the sky,

2.4.3. Close Relation of Adoaitism with the Doctrine of
Mddhyamika
All things in the world are in fact only the products
ofour imagination. and our dealings with them are as
illusory as the dealings that we have with the objects

of our dream visions. It is sar'nvz'ti which causes delusions, illusions or hallucinations, and in spite of possessing this marvellous power, ‘saﬁwrti’ also is as unreal as
other things. The reader would remember that in the
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system of Advaita, the same sarhvrti bears a different
name ‘avidyd’ and the deﬁnitions and descriptions given
to ‘sarhvrti' are equally applicable to avidyd also. In
fact, it is the Buddhist's ‘samvjrti’ that must have inspired the Advaitin to conceive of a strange thing. give it
the name 'auidyd' and in support of his contention to
interpret in the light of avidyd, even Vedic text in
which the words mdjd. avidyd etc. occur. There is
however, one important point in Advaita doctrine
which differentiates it from Madhyamika thought.
While Advaitin holds that everything other than Brahman is unreal and the appearance of thing as existing
is due to the superimposition on the basis (adhisghdna),
namely, Brahman which alone is real as per his contention, Madhyamika ﬁnds no purpose in holding even
that Brahman as real to serve as basis (adhisthdna) for
the superimposition and maintains that no cognition
requires a basis. The Madhyamika asks: ‘What harm
would arise if Brahman also is denied reality?’ It may
be pointed out in this connection that the realist puts
asimilar question: “If the object of our vision is held
as false. if the perceiver also shares the same fate namely
of being considered false, and if the defect (that is held
as responsible for the existence of this diverse world)
is no better than others in repect of reality, why does
the Advaitin not arrive at the conclusion that the basis
(Brahman on which according to the Advaitin all illusions are supposed to take place) is also unreal?" Such
a question cannot be helped from arising in the minds
of scholars.‘0
2.4.4.

Refutation of the Mddhyamika View
Venkatganﬁtha examines the Madhyamika’s con—
tention by asking the question: Having presented
9
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the above argument, does the Madhyamika uphold the
reality ofhis own statements and his scriptures? Ifthey
are held as real, then it would contradict his own contention that everything in the world is unreal. If the
Madhyamika denies the reality even of his own argu—
ments, his scriptures etc. in conformity with his contention, then his arguments cannot establish the unreality
of anything, and thus his purpose becomes defeated.
While putting forth this argument, Venkatanatha reminds us of an old Greek analogy. A Theban made a
general declaration that all Thebans were liars. Since
the man who made this sweeping denunciation was
himselfa Theban. he must also be a liar, and his state—
ment about all Thebans must therefore be considered
false. By holding that worldly objects are real only in
view of their being products of samvrti, any argument
or criticism put forth by the Madhyamika as :aﬁwjrtisatya (as that too is contended) can neither establish
anything nor disprove the contention of his opponents.

If both

these opposite views, namely, the views of
the realist and those of the Madhyamika are held as
unreal, how are we to decide which of them is valid?
It is argued that the doctrine of the Madhyamika which
seeks to prove the void of the universe, must be posterior
(para) as it requires for refutation the primafacie arguments postulating the reality of the universe, and that
because of its being posterior, it could not be sublated
by other arguments.

It may also be argued by those who are opposed
to the Madhyamika that there is another view which
is later (para) than theirs. namely, that there is no such
thing as ‘void’ which does not come under any of the
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four possibilities (catuskoti-vinirmukta) and _that all
thingsin the world belong to one or the other of these
four alternatives. Since this view is later than that of
the Madhyamika. it can sublate or overthrow the contention of the Madhyamika.
The Madhyamika also states: A thing cannot be
called ‘existent' (sat) unless it exists at all times, in all
places under all circumstances. If it does not so exist,
it would lose its very nature (:vabhdva). This Madhyamika argument is not correct. The nature of existence
of a thing depends upon the place and time of its existence. A jar may exist at a place called 'x’ while it
does not exist at another place called 'y’. So also,
before a jar is made, it did not exist, and after it is
made, it exists until it is broken.
2.4.5.
rent?

Are Characteristics and Qualities Mutually Diffe—

The Madhyamika makes an unwarranted distinction between the characteristics (svabhdva) of a thing
and qualities like shortness or longness, smallness or
bigness which are relative terms depending on something else, and argues that these relative terms (like
shortness and longness, smallness and bigness) which
require another for comparison cannot be characteristics of an object (:vabhdva), and that the characteristics
of a thing do not require another object for comparison. He points out to the example the void of the skyﬂower which is its characteristic and does not depend
on anything else. He holds that the same quality could
not be a characteristic and at the same time expressed
by relative terms.
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Refutation of the Aboac View

This contention of the Madhyamika is not correct.
It is not possible to maintain certain attributes as
‘characteristics’ and others as qualities expressible by
relative terms, and that these two are opposed to each
other. Some attributes are characteristics that do not
require comparison with other objects, while others are
also characteristics which require comparison and are
expressed by relative terms. Since these attributes are
actually possessed by the object, they are to be taken
as granted. and arguments cannot deny what they are.
2.4.7.

What do the Word: 'Tuccha.’ ‘Mithyd' etc. Mean?

Another argument of the Madhyamika may be
stated as follows: Do ‘tuccha’ ‘altka' ‘mithyd.’ and such
other words denote something or not? The denial of
denotation is not possible for Visistadvaitin for he uses
these words freely. If they have the denotative power
(abhidhd-Sakti), do they denote ‘being’ (rat) or ‘nonbeing' (amt)? Ifthe former is the ease the realist agrees
with the Madhyamika who contends the whole universe
as tuocha (void) for it would come to mean that ‘sat’ is
‘tuccha' (void). In the latter case, that is. where tuccha
and such other words denote ‘non—being' (amt) alone,
the same words may denote ‘being' (sat) also as they do
‘non-beings’ by the rule ‘whatever is denoted by a word
is tuccha' (non-entity). This argument is based on a
wrong and unsustainable assumption, viz, the universe
is void (tuccha). Unless and until the void of the
universe is proved. no such rule as above referred to
(whatever is denoted by aword is tuccha) can be taken
into account for discussion. and arguments based on
such assumption cannot serve any purpose. In fact
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these words tuccha, alika, mithyd, etc. are used by thinkers of various schools to denote something that exists
somewhere but superimposed in a place where it does
not exist. A ﬂower found in a plant or creeper is
superimposed in the sky, with a deﬁnite knowledge of
the absence of the ﬂower in the sky; a son born to a
mother is superimposed in a woman whom the speaker
deﬁnitely knows as barren. Such superimpositions
are very common when the speaker wants to substan—
tiate his assertion of some impossible proposition or
contention. For example, to prove the impossibility
of winning the love ofa courtesan. a poet says that one
can win the love of a courtesan only by wearing a
garland of sky- ﬂowers (mam vasayet khasrajam
vahan). In all such cases. both the things — the ﬂower
and the sky — are individually and separately real but
the relation spoken of as existing between them is false.
But in the doctrine of the Madhyamika, the relation as
well as the two individual things is unreal. Moveovcr,
according to the Madhyamika, the existence ofa thing
is denied even where there is no substratum or adhisghdna on which its existence is denied, because in his
doctrine. the adhisthcina itself has no reality. This
denial of the existence of a thing even where there is
no substratum, is strange and is against the universal
experience. When we use negative sentences like ‘there
is no hare’s horn’ (Safa-sjrhgam ndsti) and ‘there is no son
of a barren woman’ (vandhyd-suto misti). although the
negation appears on the surface. we really mean ‘in a
bare, there is no horn’ (safe .s‘rr'lgo nditi) and ‘to a barren
woman there is no son’ (vandhydjdlz suto mini). The
substratum ‘the hare’ and ‘the barren woman’ are
always in the mind, and there is no such thing as denial
of the existence of a thing where there is no substra-
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tum."l Thus the words like tuccha, alika and mitlzyd are
used in sentences to convey the idea that something
does not exist in a certain substratum which exists.“
The Buddhistic Term ‘Sarnvrti-satyam’ cannot
Convey Any Idea

2.4.8.

Venkatanatha questions the appropriateness of
the formation of the compound word ‘samvfrti-satya’ as
the two words in the compound ‘samvrti’ and ‘satya'
mean the opposite of each other. The formation of
the compound ‘sarhvrtisagya' could be only according to
the rule either of karmadhdraya or of the tatpurusa. In
a karmadhdraya compound. the two component words
are in apposition with each other. that is, they refer to
the same object which is looked at from two different
angles. When we say .William the Conqueror’, we
refer to the same person. The person bearing the name
-William’ and the man who conquered are one and
the same person. The two words are in apposition
with each other and can co-exist as they denote two
diﬂ'erent but not inconsistent attributes. In the karmadhdraya compound word ‘nilaghatah’ (the black jar),
there are two words ‘nila’ the black thing and ‘ghatah'
the thing which has the characteristics of ajar referring
to one and the same object in which two different but
not inconsistent attributes co-exist. This is what English
grammarians call appositional use, and Sanskritists call
‘sdmdnddhikaranyam’. Now Venkatanatha asks the
Madhyamika ‘Is sthvrti-satya a karmadhdraya com—
pound'? If so. ‘samvﬂi' means ‘unreal’ and ‘satya' means
‘real’. The compound would mean ‘the real which is
unreal’ which would be absurd. If a thing is satya or
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real it cannot be ‘sav'nvrti' (unreal). If the object is unreal (saﬁwrti), it cannot be ‘satya' or real.“

If ‘samvrti-satya’

is

not a karmadhdraya compound,

Venkatanatha asks the Madhyamika, ‘Is it a tatpurusa

compound?’ In a tatpurusa compound, the two component words express the ideas of the second object as
belonging to the meaning of the word which is the ﬁrst
component of the compound. For example when we
say ‘rdjapurusah’ the king’s servant, the compound
brings out the idea that the servant belongs to the king.
If it is said that samvrtisatya is a tatpurusa compound.
it would mean ‘the reality that belongs to the unreality’
which is also absurd.

Or does the Madhyamika mean by

‘sarhvfrti-satya’

something unreal by nature which has its own unreality
concealed by ‘sarhvrti' and so it appears as real. Then
it is a case of illusion (anyathd-khydti) and not ‘a cognition with no real object’ (a:at-khya‘ti).“

It might be stated

in passing that the same objection holds good for the compound word ‘vjdvahdrikasatya’ used by the Advaitin.
2.4.9. The Aduaitin's Term ‘devahdrika—sag’a' also is
Meaningless

The argument of the Advaitin that even nonentities appear real as if they were enveloped by the
word (subda—jncindnupdtz' vastu-ffmya vikalpab). For
example, a conch appears to be enveloped by yellow
colour to a person whose eyes are aﬁ‘ected by jaundice.
The word ‘zgydvahdrika—satya’ means a thing that appears to be existing solely owing to verbal usage and
other types of dealings in the affairs of everyday life.
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This word is quite inappropriate. The things in the
world which are contended to be empirical reals (vydvahdrika-satjdni) are apprehended either by perception
or by inference, and they do not owe their existence
merely to the words. On the other hand even phenomenal things, like skyﬂower etc. may come under the
purview according to the above given explanation of
the word ‘vydvahdrika-satya’ and hence there can be
nothing that can be reckoned as 'phenomenally real’
(prdtibhdsika—mtja) a third variety in the enumeration
of reals by the Advaitin.”
So far the criticism levelled against the use of the

words, 'Ithvy-tisatya' and ‘qydvahdrika-satya’.

2.4.10. Asat-khydti and Anirvacaniya-khjdti Could Serve
No Purpose

Moreover. in both the doctrines — Buddhism and
Advaita — it must be admitted that things which are
‘real not absolutely' do appear as ‘absolutely real'.
Otherwise we could have no dealings in our everyday
life in this world. Such being the case. illusion (anjatlzdkhjdti) cannot be dispensed with and consequently it
becomes evident that no purpose will be served by the
Madhyamika’s postulating a cognition where there is
no real object (asat-khydti) and by the Advaitin’s pos—
tualting an inexplicable form of cognition (anirvacanijakh}dti)."

Sarhvz'ti cannot be explained as a physical defect
causing diverse illusions like some other defects ka'ca-

kdmnla which are admitted by rival thinkers also.
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2.4.11 Similarity in the Viewsof the Mddhyamika and
the Advaitin

In this way the arguments of realists disprove

avidyd and mdya‘ of Advaitin's conception. As a matter of fact, the Buddhists’ sar'nvfrti was accepted by the
Advaitin with a mere change in the name. Samvrti of
the Buddhists and avidjd of the Advaitins conceived
as being of a peculiar nature in order to suit their

(Buddhist and Advaitin) own theories namely to prove
that the world is unreal cannot get the approval of im—
partial thinkers and hence they are unsustainable.

The Madhyamika did not accept the authority of
the sruti and had no scruples in denying the need for
areal basis (adhis'thdna) for unreality. Hence he denied
the existence of Brahman and was an atheist. The
Advaitin. on the other hand, insisted on faith in the
Sruti and as the truti declared in unmistakable terms
the real existence of Brahman. it maintains that Brahman is the only real and that the world is illusory
(brahma satyam, jagan-mithyd). Thus while accepting
the Buddhists' doctrine of the illusoriness of the world,
the Advaitin rejects the Buddhist’s atheistic denial of
Brahman.
NOTES
citram ccd ekati na syad ekam cct citrata katham,
tacca citran'1 cetyctat citrataran'i mahat—N.M.M. p.

1.

ekarh
177

2. anaya ca pratyabhijﬁaya vibhinna-visaya-vilaksanah vibhinna-visayagrihakendriyédi-vilaksanaéca jﬁitﬁ
kascit abhyupagantavyah ata iyarh pratyabhijﬁa rﬁpadyatiriktarh tadéérayabhﬁtan': vastu prakiﬁayati, idam rﬁpasparsavaditi. 3.8. p. 3
10
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3.

sarvarh anityan'n, sarvam anitmam, nil-vinarh éintam

4-.

utpidinintarasthiyi svarﬁpam yacca vastunah,
SO’Sti yasya tat ksanikan'n matam—T.S.

taducyate kéaﬂab.
338

ghato madhﬁdakidin kramena aharan svajﬁinodakiharaue ca yaugapadyena kurvan pratyaksenaiva paricchidyate. tatra yin kﬁrya-bhcdin kramcna aharad samupalabhyatc ghatah, kulilo vi éarivodaﬁcanﬁdinna tadaiva tin
yaugapadycna janayitum samarthah. ghato vi sva-visayajﬁinidin yaugapadycna janayan upalabhyatc, na tadaiva
tan kramencti pratyaksivasitam etat sarvam. tena tgtiyasya
abhivit krama-yaugapadyabhyém artha-kriyi vyipté. 53
ca “hire?“ bhiVéSU svavyipakanivrttin nivartaminﬁ tallak$anan'1 sattvan‘: nivartayatiti—T.S.P. p. 14-46. ctadcva ca ksanikatvarh vastﬁnirh yad apﬁrvottaratvam
5-

pradhvathsasya tu nairitmyit nastyanantarabhiviti na. bhﬁtvi bhivayogaéca gagancndivaridivat—
7.

T.S. 378

8.

na ca nairantaryarﬁpabhivasyaiva ubhaycndriya-

vedyati; tathipi ubhayor-nirﬁpkayor agrahane ubhayanairantaryasyipi grahanisambhavat vastutastasya tucchatayi pratyabhijnirﬁpérthakriyakiritvan‘:na yuktam; anyathi
tad idiya sadharmakatva-prasaﬁga iti. A.D. I, pp. 33-349. nanﬁpidina-samparke dgéyate spha’gikopalah tadrﬁpagrahane’pyevam balikidiéca dgéyatc, kaﬁcukéntaritc
purhsi tad-rﬁpidy-agatﬁvapi purU§c pratyayo drsto raktc
visasi vastra-dhil; rﬁpidi indriyidibhya ekintena vibhidyatc
tcna tasya vyavacchedit caitridcéca turaﬁgamah ksityidirﬁpa-gandhéderatyantam vi vibhidyatc ckineka-vaco-bhcdit
candra-nak5atra-bhcdavat — T.S. 557-560
10. tathi hi bhinnan‘: naivinyaih sannim astitvam
igyatc, tegim dharmiéca naivaikah kaécid artho’bhyupagamyate. sadctc dharminah proktidharmas-tebhyo’tirckinah, isti
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cctko’yan'l sambandhas-tasya tairmatah. dravycgu
niyamid yukti na samyogo na. ciparah, samaviyo’stininyaéca sambandho’ﬁgikytah pal-ail; — IS. 572-575

eveti

11. adhistbinasya kartsnyena bhﬁne’bhine ca na bhramah, bhatibhila-kgti-bhidé kathau‘: nir-dharmake bhavct —

S.S. p. 8

l2. jijﬁisé ca na atyaminupalabdhe, adaréanat, na ca
niééeg’widitc, vedyibhivit. atas-tad-vigaye viditividitikiratvam siddham — Ibid. p. 8
13. paksa-dharmas-tadaxﬁéena
vyipto hetustridhaiva
sah, avinibhéva-niyamit hetvibhisis-tato’parc. H.B.
gotvatvan‘l hi gavctarivrttitvc sati nikhila-go—
vyttitva-rﬁpamcva; na tu vilaksano dharmah. S. M.
14-.

15. dharmena
saviéegah — S. P.

dharmi saviécgah, dbarmini ca dharmah

tac-chﬁnyc tasya vgttih katham iva ghatatc tadviéiste tu vrttau svidhiratva-prasaﬁgas tathi iha na guuo
16.

nipidharmiti

—

T.M.K. 10

17.

na vayarh tacchﬁnyc tad-viéigte v5. tasya vgttirh
brﬁmah; api tu vastutastad-viéiste viécgyc
yatra yad
vartate, tasya katharh tac-chﬁnyatvam? na ca tad-vati
vartaminasya tasmin api vrttir iti niyamah. ghatavati
bhﬁtalc vartamininin‘: gunadinith ghate’pi vytter adgstch.
8.8. p: 10

18. na hi

karagikaranayoh taj-jitiyasya satah sahakﬁri-

libhilibhau tantram iti abhyupagamc ksanikatva-siddhih.
tathi eka-vyaktau api avirodhit. tad vi tidgg vi iti na
kaécid viécga iti nyiyit. tatah tau anidrtya vijitiyam
apriminikam cva abhyupcyam. N. If. p. 77
19. tathipi kila-dvayam parasparibhava-nintariyakarh (parasparibbiva-vyéptaﬁl) taditmakam v5 katham
ckatra syid iti cct—na; kila-dvayasya anyonyasmin abhivc’pi tad-ubhaya-sambandhini vastuni abhivibhivit. 5.8.
p. 33
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tat-kalisattvam-cva
natva-bodhah. T.M.K. 27
20.

hyapanayati sato vartami-

21. pratyabhijﬁinarh hi nima atita-vartamina kilavarty-eka-vastu-vigayam ekam pratyaksa-jﬁinam. tasya kiladvaya-sambandha-viéistamcva vastu visayah, na ca tad ityarhéah smaranam, idam-ityan'xéaéca grahanam, atita kila-

sambandhini indriya-samprayogibhivid-iti

vicyam; tad-

idam iti siminidhikaranyena grahanasya ekatva-sphuranit.

pﬁrva-kili-nubhava-janita-saﬁlsk'ara-sahakrtendriya-samprayoga-yuktasya purusasya tathi grahanam [upapadyatc cva.
anvaya-vyatirckidbinam hi sarvatra simagri-parikalpanam.
V.D.

II, p.

100

na jﬁinakile anavasthanam arthasya jﬁéna—visayatva-hctuh. jﬁﬁnotpatti-hetutvam-eva hi jﬁina-visayatvam:12. ca ctévata caksurﬁdch jﬁana-visayatva-prasaﬁgah;svikiraaamarpancna jﬁina-hetor-eva jﬁina-visayatvibhvupagamit.
3.3. p. 96
22.

23. vijﬁcyinumeyatva-vide prityaksikasya kasyacid-

api arthasyibhivena vyipti-san‘:vedana-sthinabhévcna anumina-pravrtty-anupapattih, sakala-lokinubhava-virodhaéca. S.D.S., p. 43
24. jﬁinc

nilidyikira upalabhyate, sa vinastasya
asato arthasya ikiro bhavitum na arhati. adrstatvil. na
khalu dbarmini vinaste tad-dharmasya arthémare saﬁkramagam dystam.V.S. II, p. 97
25. jﬁina-vaicitrya-siddhyartham arthamapi nilapitidivicitram eva kalpayanti, na nirikiram. yad-cva

cikérirpana-ksamam hetutvam tadcva arthasya hetutvam
iti na grihya-lak5aniyogah, yathihuh—
bhinna-kilan': kathan‘] grihyam-iti ced grihyatim viduh /
hetutvam-eva tadyuktar'n jﬁinékirirpana-kgamam // S.V.
p. 283
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ayam iéayah — yo’yam arthena buddhau ikirah
samarpyatc, sa kim arthasya svarﬁpam, uta dharmah,
ubhayitirikto vi? na idyah, kgana-dhvamsinah k$an§ntara26.

varti-saﬁkramanéyogit;
anyathi sthiravida-prasaﬁgat;
arthasya ca sikgit pratyaksstvipattcr anumaya-pariécsébhivit ca; na dvitiyah, dharma-dharmi-bhivinabhyupagamit; tad-abhyupagantmim api dharmasya dharmi-prahincna
anyatra praveéa-drgteh; k$anikatva-sthiratava-vikalpena
dattottaratvit ca; ata eva na tgtiyah, arthasya tena sambandhibhavit, asambaddhasya ca anyatra saﬁcirayitum
aéakyatvit, S. S. p. 200
27.

évékiro’rthaih sva-buddhau nihita iti

ca.

na idhira

hinidyayogit,

svacchc cbiyi parasmin na ca bhavati na ca syid asau
rﬁpa-sﬁnye. T.M.K'. 252
yathi atyisannam api mukham svayan'l agghyaminam

darpana-sannidhincna tatra samarpitacchiyam tatratyam
tathi arthikiro api svacchi-buddhi-pratiphalitab chiyitmi grhyate, S. S. p. 200. na hi nastasya kvacit
cbiyipattir dma, na. ca vartaminasyipi vartisyaminc. Ibid.

cva gghyate,

svikiro’rthaih svabuddhau nihita iti ca nidhirahinidyayogit svacchc chiyi parasmin na ca. bhavati na
ca syid asau ripa-éﬁnyc. T.M If. 252
28.

29.

kim ca yatra anuminidau arthasya na buddhi-

svikira-samirpanak5ama-hctutviyogit
hetutvam, tatra
grihyatvibhavah prasajyeta. 5.3. p. 201
30. buddhirartbaéca vastuto nir-ikirau;
tathapi
ikirah
cﬁma-haridri-yogaja-riga-nyaycna. sita-raktidir
tada utpanno grhyatc iti. Ibid. p. 201.
31.

svipnidipratyayi hi yathi avagamyamina-bihyir-

thébhivit dcéintara-kilintara-vartinirh ca sannihita-dcéakilatayi pratibhisa-sambhavét kvacit kadicid api asambhavatim svaéiraé-cchcdidinirﬁ svapne pratibhasit avaéyam
svitminam cva bahirvad grhnanti iti ...... atah tat
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siminyit jigrad-jﬁininim api svirhéa-paryavaséyitvit mith—

yitvam iti. $55. D. p. 51
32. arthasya bihyikératvc tasya jadasya grihyatvasiddhayc grihakan‘: jﬁénam aﬁgikartavyam iti. na hi klptcnaiva (jnincna) upapattau vini prama'mena aklpta-kalpanam
yuktam iti. .N.R. p. 271
33. api ca anubhava-mitrcna sidhiranatmano jﬁinasya jiyaminasya yo’yan’n prati-visayam paksapitah — stambhajﬁinam, ghatajﬁinam, patajﬁinam iti, nisau jﬁinagataviécsamantarcna upapadyatc iti avaéyath vi$aya-s§.rﬁpyam
jﬁinasya aﬁgikartavyam. aﬁgikgtc ca tasmin vigayikirasya

jﬂancnaiva avaruddhatvﬁt apirthike bihyirtha-sadbhivakalpani. San.B. p. 54-434. na anyo anubhavyo buddhyi asti tasya na anubhavo aparah/ grihya-grihaka—vaidhuryit svayarh saiva
prakééatc/l SrinD. p. 55
35. na hi agrhitan‘: prakiéakan': prakiéyam prakiéayati,
tad ihuh — “apratyakgopalambhasya nartha-dggtih prasiddhyati" — MR. p. 276
36. arthc jﬁinau‘: hi sékiram, nirikéram tad-atyayc
nityinumeya-bﬁhyirtha-vidi jﬁinam kva drgtavin
arthena rajyaminarh hi nirikiran‘: nisargatah
jﬁinan’: na khalu paéyimo lik$ayi sphatikam yathi.
JV.M. p. 106
37. ikirasya, ikiravato bihya-arthasya ca abhyupagamo nirarthakah jﬁincnaiva upapatteh
38. niranvaya-vinésinﬁm jﬁininim
anuvartaminasthirikira-virahit visani ca dur-upapidi. vina$tena pﬁrva-

jﬁincna anutpannam uttara-jﬁinarﬁ katham visyate. ato
jﬁina-vaicitryam artha-vaicitrya-kgtam cva.
39. sarvcsim ca jﬁininim artha-éﬁnyatvc bhavadbhih
sidhyo’pyartho na siddhyati; nirﬁlambaninuminasyapi
artha-éﬁnyatvit. S.B. II. p. 102
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ksanikcsu ca cittcsu viniée ca nir-anvaye / visyavisakayoé-caivam asihityin na visani/l pﬁrva-kganairanutpanno visyate nottarah ksanah / uttarcna vinagtatvinna ca pﬁrvasya visani. S. V. p. 261
40.

na hi yugapad avidyaminayor ckena itarasya
sahabhuvam cva aﬁgirﬁgarudhﬁmédisambhavati
visani
nim visya-vasakabhiva-daréanit. N.R. p. 261
41.

42. sivayaviuim svarﬁpena satimcva visya-visakabhivah; yathi dhﬁmivayavinin‘: sﬁk$minim aﬁgirc, campakivayavinim ca taile saﬁkrintiriti. Ibid. p. 262
43. prﬁyanﬁt naraka-klcéit prasﬁti-vyasanid api,
ciritivrttﬁh prigjanmabhedi na smrti-gocarih.

San'wit-siddhi

44. J inikiridhikam hi prathitam idam iti éveta-pitidi bihyam, tiditmye tasya sidhyc saha-mati-niyamidi
anyathaiva atra siddham. T.M.K. 245
45.

avibhigo’pi buddyitma-viparyisita-daréanaih/
grabya-gréhaka-samvitti-bhedaviniva laksyate/l

évcta-pitidi bahyam-iti vadataéca ayam bhivah:
viruddhadharmabuddhi-bodhyayor-abhcdam bruvaté
adhyisena bhcdah kaécid angikgto na vi? na ced, dattamcva uttaram ksana-bhcdidy-asiddhi-prasaﬁga iti, aﬁgik;ta§ced-Sveta-pitidy-anckikira-grihini ekatra jﬁine kathan’:
mitho viruddha-évetapitédi tidﬁtmya-sambhavah? mitho
viruddhayor eka-buddhi-vigayatvavad eka-buddhy-ikiratvam-api aviruddham-iti cet, na; daréana-adaréanibhyim
viécsit. ekatva-virodhah ekadé ekiérayatva-virodhaéca
éveta-pitidcr dﬁtah; na tu eka-dhi-vi$ayatva-virodhah.S.S.
46.

p. 192

47. satyisatyayos-tiditmya-ayogﬁt
mithyibhﬁta-bodhya—tﬁditmyit buddhcrapi mithyitvc midhyamikamanisi-

tasiddhih.
satyabbﬁta-buddhi-tiditmyﬁt
bodhyasyipi
satyatvc khara-érﬁgider api satyatvipitah. Ibid. p. 194
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48.

na satah kiranipekgi vyomidcriva yujyatc

kiryasya sambhavi hetub khapuspidcrivﬁsatah
49. catu5koti—vinirmuktan‘1 tattvarh tattvavido viduh
buddhyi vivicyamininiu‘m svabhivo navadhiryatc
ato nirabhilapyiste nis-svabhiviéca daréitih.
50. drgyarh mithyi dysti-kartipi mithyi
doso mithyaiveti ya dhir ami$im
sidhisthinin’née'pi kirh neti cinti
sidhis‘ghinim-panditinirn-udcti. V.G.A. p. 272
51. éaéaémgam nasti iti ca éase émgam nasti ityartbah.
52. tuccbilikidi-éabdéh kvacana sati param kvipiasattvc pravgttah, vandhyi-putridi-éabdaih bhajati ca
samatam vidhyalikidivédah. T.M.K. 24-3
kvacid auyatra vidyaminc hi padﬁrthc kevalarh kiﬁcinalikanisthabhiva-pratiyogitvi-peksayé tuccha-iabdah
mithyinytﬁdi-éabdié ca svibhividhikaranidhyastopidhikah;
na tu nirupadhi-nisedham-apcksya pravartante. S.S. p. 189
53. samvrtcrna tu satyatvan‘n satya-bhcdah kuto
nvayam
satyan': cct san‘avytih keyan’: mﬁi cct satyati katham.
Ibid. p. 190

atha vastuto asatyam cva asatyatva-samvytyi
satyatvcna bhisaminam sarhvyti-satyam-iti ucycta,, tathi
sati viéesigraha-nibandhani iyam anyathé-khyitircva kakgikrti iti na kvacidapi khyityantara-kalpanivakiéah. Ibid.
54-.

p. 190
55.

atha éabdajnininupiti-vastu-éﬁnyo

vikalpa iti

vyavahirajanya-vikalpa-kalpitam vyivahirikanyiyit.
asatah prititika-satyasya
satyamiti manvithih tadapi na,
ca vyivahirika—satyatvé-nabhyupagamit. Ibid. pp. 190-1
56. apiccdam-apiramirthikam satyam paramarthika
aatyatayi bhititi aﬁgikiryam; anyathi pravrttyanupapatth. tathi ca anyathikhyityanapanayit kirn khyityantarcna iti. Ibid. p. 191

THE SYSTEM OF SKNKHYA
The theist Sﬁﬁkhya system (SeSuara—sdrikhya—
darsanam) propounded in the Mahdhhdrata is totally
different from the athiestic classical Sankhya system
(niriS‘vara—sdizkhju-darsanam) of which Sage Kapila
is believed to be the originator. ls'vara-Krsna states
about himself to be the disciple of Paﬁcas’ikha who
was a disciple of Ksuri. the disciple of Sage Kapila.
Vacaspatimis'ra’s commentary on Ts'vara Krsna’s
Sdhkhyakdrikd is. an elaborate treatise of the above
system and is referred to by all antagonists whenever
the Sinkhya philosophy is taken for criticism.
3.1.

Enumerationtf Tattva:

The tattaas in the Sinkhya philosophy are enumerated as 25. They are: (l) the” primordial entity
(prakﬂi). (2) the great principle (mahat), (3) the cosmic
egoism (ahahkdra), (4) manas, (5--9) organs of knowledge. (10—14) organs of action. (15-19) ﬁve subtle cs—
sences (paﬁca tan-mains), (20-24) ﬁve gross elements,
and (25) purusa.
3.2.

Evolution of Tattvas

The primordial entity (prakrti) is also called as
mﬂla-prakﬂi since it is the ﬁrst thing which assumes
transformation in its form and is not a transformation
11
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of anything else (avikfrti). It is transformed into the
great principle (ma/lat) otherwise called ‘the cosmic in—
tellect' (buddlzi). The great principle (mahat) is transformed into ahahkdra. Ahahktira is transformed into
the eleven sense organs and five subtle essences of sound,
touch, colour, taste and smell (paﬁca—tanmdtras) which
are in turn transformed into the ﬁve gross elements of
ether, air, light. water and earth. With souls (purus‘as)
the total tattva: are counted in the Sdhkhya philosophy
as twentyﬁve.
The primordial entity (prakrti), according to the
Sankhya is composed orthe three gums—sauna, raja:
and tamas. These three constitute prakrti and though they
are called as gums. they are really only substances and
not qualities ofa substratum. The Sdhkhya view with
regard to prakrti is that prakrti is a triad of sattva, rajas
and tamas. In other words. prakrti is nothing but a
unity in diversity. a composite entity made up of the
three gurgas. As a rope is made up of three or more
strings, so is the prakjrti made up of the above three
gums. Because they are less prominent than purus‘a.
they are called gum which means ‘less prominent’
(apradhdna). Or, the word 'guna’ may mean a rope. As
a rope ties or binds a person so does prakrtz', the purusa:
who are bound by the rope of prakrti. within the cycle
of births and deaths. Moreover, substance as prakrti
is, it possesses qualities (gums) like conjunction (samyoga) disjunction (vibhdga) etc. as other substances do
and hence it cannot be a quality (guna).
Satkdrjavdda qf the Sdhkhya and the Veddntin
The doctrine of “the pre-existence of an effect in
its material cause" (satkdryavdda) is a main theme of
the Sinkhya philosophy. Though the Vedantins—the
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Advaitins and the Vis’istadvaitins — are generally regarded as advocates of “the theory of the pre-existence of
an effect in its material cause," along with the Sankhya, their explanations of the above theory is very
different. Whereas the contention of the Sankhya is
that an effect pre-exists in its material cause as latent
and becomes manifest by the operations of the efﬁcient
causes, the Advaitin’s explanation ofthe above theory
goes to say that the material cause transforms itselfinto
an effect and that though it (such transformation or
paripdma) is unreal, it is a pre-condition of the theory
of the appearance of the unreal universe in a real substratum namely Brahman (vivartavdda). The Vis’istgadvaitin postulates that an effect is a later state of the
material cause — clay or yarn, as the material cause is
reduced to the state of an eﬁ‘ect — jar or cloth. The
former state, namely, clay or yarn is called causal state
(kdrandvarthd) and the later state, namely. jar or cloth
is called cﬁ‘ectual state (kdrydvashd).
3.4-.

Pvrusa a: Conceived by the Sdhkhya

According to the Sankhya, the purusa or individual
selfis wholly inactive. It is present by the side of
prakrti and believes that it is active by the erroneous
assumption of prakrti': activities as its own. Liberation
of purusa or his moksa consists in this erroneous impression disappearing. Though eternal and ever active,
prakz'ti is not always creating; it is alternatively in the
phases of creation and dissolution (srs‘ti and pralaya).
If it were all the time creating, purusa: never get liberated. Hence just a cook who prepares the various
articles of food and then retires for rest, prakjrti undertakes the creative activity for the liberation of purusas
and then takes rest. as it were.‘
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Prakrti Alone can Function

Though non—sentient and therefore incapable of
doing anything with a motive or purpose either for
itself or others, Nature or prakﬂi does not need, it is
argued, a controlling agent. an omniscient and all-wise
soul such as is postulated by the Vis'istadvaitin. Does
not, it is asked, non-sentient milk ﬂow from the udder
of acow for the growth of the calf? Similarly it is
concluded that it is possible for prakrti which is nonsentient to operate for the emancipation of the souls.‘
The contention that the ﬂow of milk is not spontaneous but is due to the will of God, the controller of
the universe, does not stand the test of reason. If God
causes milk to be made in the udder of the cow. it
must be either for the calf’s sake or for His own.
Indeed, we see all sentient beings are active either for
their own selﬁsh ends or for serving others. God cannot be an exception to this rule. On the same analogy. the creation of the universe by God must be for
His own sake or for that of ﬁnite souls. Obviously it
cannot be to meet His own selﬁsh ends, since He is
admittedly one who has no desire of any kind, having
at His disposal everything that might be needed; nor
can it be out of compassion for other sentient beings:
for they had no bodies before creation and hence could
have no pain or pleasure. for bestOwing which God
would be required to take interest. For compassion
emerges only when a being is in distress. The sentient
beings have no body before creation and therefore no
pain; and they are not in need of any compassionate
treatment from any one. Moreover God who is maintained as being gracious should have created the universe as perfectly happy with not a trace of pain. But
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quite opposnte is the actual situation. If on the other
hand. the pain is ascribed tothe various acts committed
by one in past births, then God is reduced unimportant, for the pain could be explained as the result of
the acts themselves. If God is unable to exert any
control over the karma of the jiva, He cannot control
pain and sentient beings would be destined to suffer
pain.’ But prakjrtz' working under the control of no
sentient being or power and at the same time being
non-sentient also, can have no interest in itself nor can
it evince any useless pity on other beings. Hence
prakrti is not to be complained against. Like all other
non-sentient things. prakrti happens to serve the pur—
pose of others. In the instance earlier referred to, the
non—sentient milk ﬂows for the growth of the calf and
in an exactly similar manner prakrti functions for the
emancipation of souls that are suffering from pain
caught up in the cycle of birth and death. Even as
people engage themselves in efforts to achieve some
desired objects, the unmanifest prakrti too acts.
Prakrti manifests itself to the soul as distinct from its
own modiﬁcations like sound, touch etc. Just as a
person acts to achieve something he aspires for, so
does prakrti also manifest itself for the emancipation
of souls.

Salvation of Purusa as Conceived by the Sdhkhya
Prakrti will desist from its functions only when it
makes itself manifest to the souls, just as a dancing girl
will desist from dancing when she has completedher
performance.‘ But pralrrti does not expect any vrecompense from the soul [which isbeneﬁted by its exhibition of the distinction of the soul from its modiﬁca—
tions, like a servant who 'is loyally devoted to her
3.6.
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master from whom she expects nothing as a reward
for her faithful service.“ Prakrti does not expect anything in return from the soul which is devoid of the
three gunas (:attva, rajas and tamar). A housewife of
feminine modesty who conceals herself even frOm the
sun and thus does not want herself to be seen by
others, prakrti is too modest to appear again before
the soul. In a sense prakrti is much more modest and
bashful than an ideal housewife and she is not seen
again by the same soul.“
3.7.

Review of the Sdr'zkhyan Salvation

All this seems like idyllic poetry or romance.
Coming down to the prosaic world of realistic thinking.
we are obliged to ask the Sankhya the following
question. If according to the Sankhya theory the soul
is devoid of any activity or transformation. how can
it be held as being bound or emancipated? Bondage
is possible only to a being that can be affected by
karma and troubles arising therefrom. Purusa being
held by the Sankhyas as pure and free of all karmic
ties must be incapable of migration and emancipation.
Is not this doctrine of the Sankhya self-contradictory?
3.8.

A

Detailed Exposition of the Sdhkhya View

To this question the Sankhya answers in the
following way. In fact the soul is not bound nor is it
capable of migration or emancipation. It is only
prakrti which undergoes modiﬁcations. But the modiﬁcations are erroneounly ascribed to the soul in the
same way as the victory which is actually won by the
participating soldiers in the war is ascribed to the
king who may really be far from the battleﬁeld. So
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it must be understood that the experience of pleasure
and pain belongs to prakjrtz', If such attributes as the
experience of pleasure and pain are ascsibed to the
soul, it is only due to our non—comprehension of the
distinction between prakrti and the soul. and the erroneous assumption of the soul experiencing what really
prakz'ti enjoys.1 The Sdhkhya states that sruti, smy-ti,
itihdsa and purdna which are held as authorities for
proving the existence of a thing that is not eontradicted by any reliable pramc‘ma deal with the evolution
of the cosmos from prakrti and that the term praksti
used in these scriptures does not mean ‘adrsta’ as the
Naiyayika argues.“ According to the NyTaya-Vais'esika 'adrsta' denotes the twin quality—dharma and
adharma — which is produced in souls as the effect of
sinful and meritorious deeds and this remains in the
souls till it disappears in due course by the experience
of pain or pleasure as the case may be in the same
birth or in the succeeding births. It serves as the
auxiliary cause of the universe in God's creation. In
reply to the Nyaya-Vais'esika. the sankhya says that
the scriptures and authoritative works invariably use
the word prakrti to denote a non-sentient thing in its
primordial state, for while there is no difﬁculty of
interpretation in taking its primary meaning, there is
no warrant to go in for its secondary meaning in the
sense of adfrsta.
3.9.

Sdhlchya Relies on Inference and Not on Scriptures

The Sinkhya tries to prove the existence of
prakrti throughlinference and not on the authority of
scriptural statements. The modiﬁcations of prakrti
are found tojpossess the qualities generated from their
own material cause. namely prakrti. It is an obvious
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fact that a cloth has the same colour, etc. possessed by
its material cause, the yarn. So ‘mahal' and further
modiﬁcations possess the three gurja: of sattua. rajas
and tamas. and they must have been generated by a
material cause. namely, amkta, the unmantfest
(prakrti) possessing these three gums.
3.10. Analysis of Hi: Statement “Katya!!! Karma—gunmmakam"

the above argument, the Siﬁkhya tries to
prove the identity of eﬂ'ect with the attributes of the
cause. He holds that ‘kdryam is kdrarja-gurjdtmakam’,
that is: a cloth is all white and it is due to its identity
with the yarn which is all white. But an attribute like
whiteness and its substratum (cloth) cannot be identical since it is against universal experience. What does
‘kdryam kdrarta-gurjdtmakam’ mean? It cannot mean
that the effect is identical with the quality of its cause.
A cloth cannot be identical with the white colour of
the yarn.
By

While explaining verse 14 in the Sdilkhjakdrikd.
VacaspatimiSra writes—“This is the idea. An effect
is found identical with the quality of yarn. So maﬁa!
and its effects which are nothing but pleasure, pain
and unconsciousness. must be identical with the
pleasure, pain and unconciousness which prevail in
the cause.
Thus the cause of the maﬁa; and its
effects may be inferred to exist as the collection of
pleasure, pain and unconsciousness."o

What does the expression kdrargagurlatmaka mean?
The identity of an effect like cloth and the quality of
its cause, namely the colour of yarn could not have
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been, meant, according to the commentator, for it is

impossible for the effect, say, cloth, which is a substrate. to be identical with the colour which is an
attribute of its material cause. namely. yarn. If this
were possible even long before the production of cloth,
the cloth might be said to exist because the colour of
the yarn which is identiﬁed with it does exit. The
cognition ‘the cloth is white’ is considered by some to
mean the identity of the cloth and its colour. But no
reasonable person could accept the identity of the

cloth and the colour of the yarn.”

It may be argued that by

‘kdrjam kdrarga-gurjdt-

makam’ Vacaspati Mis’ra means that we do not perceithis along with
ve the cloth apart from the yarns,-

the identity of the cloth and its whiteness posited in
the cognition ‘the cloth is white’ inevitably leads to
the identity of all the three namely cloth, yarn and
whiteness. But this is untenable: for, if the colour and
its substratum are said to be identical, what about
the touch and other qualities present in the same substratum? And if all the qualities are held identical
with their substratum, then colour. smell, taste, touch,
etc. being identical could be apprehended by one and
the same sense organ. Nor are the two words “Suklab
patab.’ (cloth is white') synonymous (andya); if they
were, they must be interchangeable which would,
however, be absurd. Nor does it mean that the qualities in the effect are due to the same qualities existing
in the cause. If it were so, it would amount to abandoning the Sﬁnkhya doctrine that the eﬂect is merely
the modiﬁcation of the material cause. It would mean
that the Sankhya accepts the Nyaya view of the diffe—
rence between cause and effect as two different entities
12
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and of the whole from the parts. Nor can it be contended that the effects have the qualities similar to
those found in the cause. What does this statement
mean? Does it mean that the effect simply has some
of the qualities found in its cause, or does it mean that
it has all the qualities found in the cause or. thirdly,
that it has some particular qualities that are found in
the cause? If similarity in regard to some qualities is
meant then it is a case of ‘siddha-sddhana' a vain
effort to prove a fact already well-known and consequently undisputed. If similarity in all respects is
meant. then there would be nothing to distinguish the
effect from its cause. Nor can it be said that there are
always some or many resemblances betweeen the cause
and the effect. There are instances in which the effect
has no resemblance at all to its cause. The scorpion
arises as an effect out of a heap of dung which is its
cause and there is no resemblance at all between themNone of these three alternatives is satisfactory. Hence
the dictum ‘chrjam kdrarlaguljtdtmalcam' is unacceptable.
3.11.

Reasons to Prove the Existence

9)"

Unmamfest

For the purpose of proving the existence of an
unmanifested entity as the cause of all things, the
Sankhya adduces the following reasons: — (i) Because
of the ﬁnite nature of speciﬁc objects, (ii) because of
homogeneity, (iii) because of evolution being due to
the efﬁciency of the cause, (iv) because of separation
between cause and its product, and (v) because of the
merging of the whole world (of effects), we have to
infer the unmanifest as the cause.”
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Consideration of the Above Reason:

The ﬁrst reason means 'because of their being
limited'. Speciﬁed objects like cloth or pot met with in
nature which are limited in size are always found to
have a cause. Whatever object is limited in size must
have acause. Therefore mahat and the like which are
limited in size must have been evolved from a cause.
This inference is fallacious, for all things oflimited size
do not have a cause; for instance the purusa or soul is
limited in size. It is admitted that the soul does not
arise as an effect from a cause. The soul experiencing
the pleasures and pains associated for the time being
with alimited body has to be thought of as limited
also. But even in Sankhya it is maintained that the soul
is eternal and has no cause.
The Sankhya has also to explain, on what authority the tattoo: like mahat and those that follow it are
accepted by him as true. Is it by inference or by the
authority of the scriptures? If by the former, none of
the arguments advanced therefor is free from fallacy.
Take the following argument of Sankhya—cit-s‘akti or
pure consciousness requires some medium through
which it could proceed and illumine objects, even as a
lamp placed in a close space like ajar could stream out
only through a hole or aperture therein; otherwise citsakti cannot illumine objects. This medium can be no
other than mahat. It cannot be the external senses, for
even in their absence — as in the blind and in the deaf,
cognitions arise; it cannot be mono: the internal organ
for even in its absence as in sleep dream—cognitions
arise; it cannot be the tattoo called egoity (ahaillcdra),
for in its absence as in deep sleep (susupti) eHort such
as breathing in and breathing out is noticed. Thus the
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Sinkhya contends that we are driven to accept the one
indispensable medium that persists in all the states and
that it is the ‘mahat'. Since according to the Sankhya
doctrine, all things that are limited in size must have a
cause, he contends that mahat which is limited in size
must have a cause. He argues that this cause is none
other than avyakta which is unlimited. This ‘avyakta’

cannot be proved to be limited as there is no testimony
to prove it. Moreover, if that unmanifest — avyakta —
was also held limited, it would point to a cause and so
there would be inﬁnite regress — anavasthd. So the
Sankhya argues that eﬁ'ects — such as mahat the existence of which is proved by the various functions they
perform — point to an unmanifest entity which is not
limited either by time or space and which is the ultimate cause of the entire physical universe.
3.13.

cannot
Avyakta, Mahat etc.

Inference

Establish the

Existence of

The futility of the above argument is brought out
by Veﬁkatanatha. It was argued by the Sankhya
that when the external senses do not function. we
still get knowledge with the help of mount, that when
manas is inactive during sleep. dream-cognitions arise
through ahahkdra and when ahar'lkdra itself is quiescent
there is effort of the nature of respiration as a result
of mahat. Hence though these accessories do not
function on different occasions. cit-sakti functions
with the help of mahat. This does not follow, says
Venkatanatha, because all these could be explained
simply on the basis of impressions (Jams/aim). To say
that manas should be considered as established
because it leads to volition is unconvincing. because
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impressions could as well be the cause of volition,
even as vydpti—jﬁdna is considered the cause of
inference.
Mahat need not be postulated to account for
exhaling and inhaling, because these could be accounted for by ‘adrs'ta’ which according to the Naiyayika is
associated with the dtman or soul. Even as the external air blows, prdrya or vital breath functions on
account of adrsga. Thus there is no convincing proof
for the existence of mahat. When its very existence
is called in question, to argue that as it is limited, it
must point to an unlimited entity as its cause is to

commit the fallacy of ds‘raydsiddhz'.

Again why should it be assumed that mahat is
Ifitison the ground that it successfully
functions in re5pect of the body which is limited. it
must be pointed out that those who maintain that the
ritman or individual self is all-pervasive (vz'b/zu) still
admit that its function is restricted to the body with
which it is associated for the time being. Even so
mahat may be unlimited. That it functions only in
respect of the body which is limited is no proof of its
being also limited.

limited?

The Sankhyan threefold division of antabkarana
as mind (manas), ‘I’ principle (ahahkdra) and will
(sailkalpa) is entirely of their own imagination. for the
scripture says “kdmah :ahkalpah fraddhd stat sarvam mana
éva.” All these functions take place only in the mind
(manas). Although the above text means the co ordination of all kdma, sahkalpa etc. with manas. it should
not be thought that kdma, sahkalpa and the like are
identical with the mind. Itonly means that these are the
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functions of the mind. The primary meaning of the
sentence being obviously inappropriate in the context,
the secondary meaning has to be taken as meant.
When it is said ‘ghee is life' (dyurghrtam) the sentence
should not be taken as meaning that ghee and the life
are identical. The secondary meaning of ghee, that
is, the effect of taking ghee prolongs life, should be
taken. As different functions of a contrary nature are
accepted by the Sinkhya in ‘mahat’ itself. it is unneces—
sary to accept ‘mahat' and ‘ahahkdra' in addition to
‘manas' simply for the reason of different functions.
it proper to say that observation, volition
and egotism are the respective functions of external
organs (bdhjendriydrji), mind (manas) and 'I', principle
(ahahkdra); for it is better to ascribe all these functions
to the eyeball (aksi-golaka) etc. Although the Visistadvaitin too accepts ‘mahat’ as the earliest evolution of
the unmanifest (aqyakta), he denies that 'mahat’ is an
independent instrument of cognition like the senseorgans and that it is the substratum of certain functions or operations.
The Sinkhya says that the ﬁve external organs
which perceive objects are capable only of undifferentiated apprehensions (niruikalpaka—pragyaksa) and they
postulate on this account the following functions to
three different tattvas: external organs (bdhyendriy'ini),
mind (mamas), and the ‘I’ principle (ahahkdra): undifferentiated apprehension to the senses, volition (Jahkalpa) to the mind (manor). and egotism (abhimdna) to
the ‘I’ principle (ahahkdra). But there is no authority
for this distribution of functions among these three
tattvas. Mahat alone may be conceived of as performing
all these three functions with the necessary auxiliaries.

Nor

is
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3.14. Scriptures Alone are Capable qf Proving Prakfrti and
it: Modification:

If ‘mahat’ and other cvolutes are said to be proved

by Sdstra instead of by inference. as the Sdhkhja maintains, then these cvolutes of prakrti can be proved by
the self-same authority, namely, the sdstra. to be produced either directly or indirectly from prakrti itself.
Thus there remains nothing to be proved through
reasoning. For example, if smoke is perceived by the
senses themselves as emerging from ﬁre, why should one
seek the aid of inference to prove the presence of ﬁre?
When the smoke and the ﬁre are both perceived
directly and at the same time by the senses, there is no
meaning in resorting to inference of ﬁre from smoke.
If‘ a cause and its effect become cognizable at the same
time by one and the same testimony, then the effect
and its cause cease to have the power of proving each
other as in the case of ﬁre and smoke seen together.”
3.15.

Prakrti is Not All-pervasive

Since the smrti says, "there is a region beyond
‘tamas' the unmanifest or 'avyakta." the unmanifest
does not extend so far and should be considered as
having limits to its size or dimension. The smrti text
‘tamasatu parastdt mrgyum bhinam" means that a person
by reaching the region above the highest unmanifest,
escapes from the clutches of worldly life. The text
‘tadanantam asahkhjdtapramdnam ca' which apparently
contradicts the former statement, really means to
afﬁrm that the unmanifest is very large and not that it
is

all-pervasive.
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3.16

-—

A Study

The Reason qf Homogeneity Cannot Prove Unmamfut

Then the second argument of the Sdhkhja is that
since ‘mahat’ is constituted of pleasure. pain and unconsciousnest (sukha-duhka-moharﬂpab) it must have a
cause of the same nature. In a jar or a jewel, we ﬁnd
qualities similar to those found in the clay or gold.
Even so, since the effects consist of pleasure, pain or
unconsciousness (mkha-dulikha-moha) they must point
to a cause which is constituted of 'sattva' ‘rajas' and
‘tamas’.

The universal relation, ‘whatever is commonly
present in things. must be their cause,’ is obviously
indefensible. For example, white colour or generic
attributes such as ‘gotva' are found in many things;
but on that account we do not regard whiteness or
'gotva’ as the cause of any effect. If these were regarded as causes, then the attributes common to manifested
entities and the unmanifest would be the causes of the
unmanifest as well as of the manifested. Moreover it
would result in multiplying the ‘tattvas' and in making
the unmanifest a product instead of the ultimate
cause.”
Nor can the above statement mean that the sub—
ject under discussion namely ‘mahat' has for its cause
something which is found to be common to the cause
and the effect, because it is a product like a jar, tub,
etc.; for what exists in common between cause and
effect, nay. between clay and its products is either
clayness or clay. It cannot be the former, because
clayness is surely not the cause of pots etc. Nor can
it be clay because when the effect namely pot appears,
clay, as such, has ceased to exist."
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Nor does the word ‘samanvaydt’ means because it
has a material cause possessing a nature similar to that
possessed by the product? In that case, if similarity is in
all respects, then there will be no diversity in nature at
all: if similarity in some respects alone is meant, since
a jar is similar to yarns on account of both happening
to be ‘dravja'. no one would admit that they have a
common material cause. Should the general statement be restated as follows — ‘Whatever product is
similar to some others in possessing the same attributes.
then they must have a common material cause", the
manifest and the unamnifest botl. descriced as
‘trigmjam aviveki visayah sdmdnjam acetanam pros-avadharmi” must have one and the same material cause.
Thus the unmanifest would cease to be productive.

The generalization (zgydpti) might be corrected as
follows: whichever product is similar to some other
product in point of possessing the same attributes
must have a common material cause. This would
exclude ‘prakrti’, because 'prakrti' is nota product.
But the argument fails. Take for example, two jars;
they may be similar, but do not have a common
material cause; because the mass of clay used in
making one jar is different from that used in the
other. Should it be said that the two masses possess
the common generic genus namely clayness (mrttva),
then let us take the case of scorpions. One is produced from the mother scorpion, while another is
from the cowdung which in its decaying state produces scorpion.
Thus the reason ‘samanvaydt' does not serve the
purpose of the Sél’ikhya.
l3
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The Sinkhya contends that the universe is evolved
from a single material cause called ‘praky-ti’ the unmanifest which is the aggregate of the three ‘gurgas’
‘sattva’, ‘rajas' and ‘tamas' the causes respectively of
happiness, grief and unconsciousness (sukha-duhkhamaha). In our everyday life we ﬁnd ourselves happy.
unhappy or gloomy due to our contact with something or other. Those things must consist of sauna,
rajas and tamas as the case may be. and they must have
been derived from their own material causes which
consist of those ‘gurjas’.
This contention cannot stand the test. For if the
three ‘gurjas’ are held as causes of happiness, grief and
unconsciousness, why do they not cause them at all
times, since the three ‘gurjas’ are always present
there ? If the dominance of one or the other of these
gum: is held responsible. then the upsurge or dominance itself must be attributed to their respective
causes namely the upsurge or the dominance of three
gums and in this way we are landed in an inﬁnite
regress.”

The statement of the Sdhkhya that the universe is
evolved from a single material cause. prakrti which is
an aggregate of sauna, rajas and tamas-is itself self—
contradictory for the three ‘guryas’ which are distinct
from one another produce the universe with their own
respective natures even as threads of different colours
produce a single multi-coloured cloth. Surely the
multicoloured cloth must be said to havea multiplicity of causes. Even so the universe of the
Sankhyas with various aspects of sukha. dubkha and
maha must be deemed to have a threefold cause and
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not a single prakrti. Consequently the tattvas cannot
be limited to twenty—ﬁve as the Sdhkhya maintains.
Besides, sattoa, rajas and tamas are themselves
considered by the Sdizkhya to be twofold, one

accounting for similar evolutions and the other for
dissimilar evolutions; and in consequence the statement that the universe is the product of one and single
material cause becomes more untenable.

3.17. The Reason That the Evolution is due to the
Eﬁieienej of the Cause also Cannot be Proved
Let us now examine the next reason ‘saktitah

pravrttes‘ ca’. According to the Sciizkhya the power
(s‘akti) of evolving an effect lies in the material cause and

this power is nothing but the effect itselfbeing present
in the latent state in the cause like oil in the sesame
seed. In other words ‘the great principle (mahat) and
others point to the unmanifest as their material cause.
one wherein these products lie in a latent form. Thus
the 'I-principle’ (ahankdra) is not totally distinct from
the ‘great principle’ (mahat) from which it is evolved;
likewise the subtle elements (tan-mdtras) are not distinct ftom their cause ‘I-principle' (ahahkdra) and so
on. Thus the unmanifest can be inferred from its
effect the great principle (mahat).

Vacaspati-misra says in support of this Sankhya
view that just as oil is present in the sesame seed and
squeezed out of the seed, mahat is evolved from
prakz'ti. But the illustration does not serve the purpose. Sesame contains something in addition to the
oil whereas accordieg to the Sdhkhya there is nothing
else in prakrtz' besides mahat.
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In other words the latent oil in the sesame seed

has for its substratum something else besides the oil
contained in the sesame. The Sdhkhya does not consider prakrtz' or avyakta as the substratum of ‘mahat’If he should admit that there is asubstratum in prakrtz'
which contains ‘mahat', he would have to consider this
substrate which is different from ‘mahat’ as another
tattva. The number of tattvas would then be more than
twentyﬁvc. So the illustration of the sesame seed fails
in its purpose.
3.18. The Reason that There are Emergence and Mergence
qf an Effectfrom and in its Cause is Scrutinised

Another argument of the Sdizk/zya to support the
view that the existence of prakrti is arrived at by inference may be described as follows — Every effect
proceeds from a cause and later merges or dissolves
into its cause. The expression ‘kdralja-kdrya-vibhdgdt'
is interpreted as follows:— Just as a tortoise contracts
its limbs and outstretches them according to its will,
effects not explicitly perceptible in their material causes
are brought to light. A jar is brought out from alump
of clay. When it is clay, the jar is concealed in it; but
when ajar is made. it becomes distinct from the mass
of clay. The gross elements (bhﬂtas) are manifested
from subtle elements (tan-mdtrar) which themselves
are manifested from the ‘I-principle’ (ahafzkdra). But
at the time of dissolution the product in the shape of
a jar or a crown of gold merges into its cause in the
shape of clay or gold and thereby disappears, that is.
becomes unmanifested. Thus also, when the earth and
other substances merge into their primary elements,
they render these latter unmanifest in so far as the
forms of those substances themselves are concerned.
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When the primary elements (tan-mdtms) merge into
the ‘I-principle’. they render these latter unmanifest
in so far as their own form is concerned. When the
‘I—principle’ (ahahkara) merges into the great principle
(ma/lat), it renders the latter unmanifest in so far as its
own form is concerned and ﬁnally when the great
principle (mahat) merges into its cause prakrti, it renders
this latter unmanifest. In as much as there is no
merging of prakrti itself into anything else, it is eternally unmanifest, pure and simple. From all this it
follows that in as much as there is ‘distinction' between and also ‘merging’ of the already existing product in the cause. there must be the unmanifest as the
cause.‘
The above explanation may hold good only if the
unmanisest is proved to exist. If the help of inference
is sought to prove it, it can, as already stated. not only
establish prakrti, but it may go on establishing the
causes of prakrtz’ and their own causes, resulting in
inﬁnite regress.
Or it may stop with the great
and
(ma/tat)
cease to establish prakrti. What
principle
is there to warrant that the inference should go only
upto prakrti and not beyond it?
If, on the other hand, the Sinkhya would accept
the existence of prakrti on the authority of scriptures
even as the Vis'istﬁdvaitin does, there would be no
need at all to resort to inference to prove it. If the
Sinkhya fails in his attempt to prove the existence of
prakrti, the reasoning becomes fallacious as there is no
substratum (dsrajdsiddhi).
*Gafiganatha Jha’s translation of the Sapikhya Tattva Kaumudi.
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All Products do Not Merge in Their Respective

Material Causes

Observing some products coming into existence
by separating from the material causes and later merging into their respective material causes, the Sdhkhja
infers the existence of Prakrti as the material cause of
the universe; it emerges from prakrti and enters into
it at the time of .dissolution. Against this, Venkata—
natha says that there is no general rule that all products invariably separate from and merge into their
respective material causes. True. a jar which is evolved from some portion of clay is separated from a mass
of clay. and when broken it again becomes clay. This
is not the case with a cloth; for it is not evolved from
a single yarn. Again a jar is a portion of a lump of
clay, its material cause while a cloth is not only not a
portion ofits material cause. but also the material cause
the cloth."
namely the yarn is a part of its product
——

3.20. The Universe is .Not a Product g“ a Single Material
Cause

Nor does the view ofthe Sankhya that various pro—
ducts are evolved from a single cause (vaisvarﬁpjdt —
that he mentions) appear correct, because the universality of the general rule fails in the case of a cloth
evolved from a large number of yarns and in the case
of the universe which. he himself says, is effected by
the aggregate of sattva, raja: and tamas.
3.21. Some Products do Not Merge in Their Material
Cause:

The separation and merging of a product take
place only in the material cause of the same product,
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says the Sankhya.* This is too sweeping a generalization and is not invariably true. E.g. when for the per—
formance of asacriﬁce, ﬁre is generated by churning
the “drum” wood with a wooden pestle, it cannot be
said that ﬁre which is a substance belonging to the
category of ‘tejas’ is not separated or produced from its
material cause namely ‘lejas', but from wood which is
a substance belonging to the catgory of the earth
(pythivi). Wood is only the instrumental cause of ﬁre
and not its material cause for it is not 'tejas'. So also
smoke emerges from ﬁre which is not its material
cause, for ﬁre is ‘tejas’ and smoke is not of the same
material as ‘lejas'l'l
.
3.22. Inference could Prove not only Prakrti but also
Other Causes

Thus. if the existence of the unmanifest (avyakta)
sought to be proved by inference as the material
cause of the universe, then an auxiliary cause (sahakdri—
kdrana) of the univerte also migght be proved by some
such inference as this:” Wherever an effect is proved,
there should be one or more auxiliary causes (nimiltakdrana) in addition to the material cause updddnakdrarm). The universe is an effect or product; there—
fore it should have auxiliary causes. This process of

is

inference would lead to the postulation of any number
of material and instrumental causes. The number of
‘lattvas' would then be not twenty-ﬁve but almost innumerable. If, to avoid this, the Sankhya were to say
that only one cause. namely, the material cause need
" oide ‘karana-kﬁrja-vib/zdgd! avibhﬁgat’ in
with ‘bhedcinrim parimanﬁt’.

the verse beginning
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be inferred. his critic might ask ‘Why not infer only the
instrumental cause? Why should you restrict the inference to the material cause alone? Is it not arbitrary?’
Further, separation and merging of a product from and
into the material cause, can only prove the distinction

of cause and product and not their identity, as the
Sankhya says. Thus their argument commits the
fallacy of ‘arthdntara'. that is. the proving of something not meant to be established." That auxiliary
cause cannot be the unmanifest, for that auxiliary
cause cannot be similar to its product in point of
possesssng similar attributes. On the other hand, the
auxiliary causes are deﬁnitely dissimilar to their res—
pective products.
3.23.

Tortoise Cannot be an Instance to Prakrti

Nor does the instance of a tortoise contracting
and expanding its limbs serve the purpose. For, due to
contraction, the limbs of the tortoise become concealed and not seen, that is, they are not manifest. When
they expand. they become visible and are manifest.
The relation involved is not one of material cause and
effect but drawing in or pushing out of the tortoise’s
limbs. The limbs do not perish at the time of contraction, nor do they come into existence at the time of
expansion. Hence this cannot be a valid analogy
to illustrate the evolution of mahat from avyakta
(pro/C(11)."

Thus the Sﬁnkhya cannot prove the existence of
the unmanifest (prakgrti) and the great principle
(ma/mt) by inference. On the other hand, the Vis'ist—
advaitin upholds the authority of the Vedas except in
cases where it contradicts the testimony of perception
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as in the case "when it is said in the Veda

that the

sacriﬁcial post is the sun (ddithjﬁpalt)." This statement
is not borne out by perception as the identity of the
sacriﬁcial post with the sun is contradicted by perception So here we give up the apparent meaning and
resort to a ﬁgurative interpretation.
The Vis’istgﬁdvaitin accepts the existence of the
above two — prakjrti and mahat — on the basis of Vedic
statements which unequivocally declare prakrti and its
changes. If we depend on the Vedas for the purpose
of conclusively proving the existence of prakrti and its
evolutions, we must be prepared to accept the nature
of prakjrtt' etc. as described in the Vedas.
Inference cannot Prove Tanmdtras and Organ: of
Knowledge and Organ: of Action:
The subtle elements (tanmdtras) too cannot be
proved to exist by inference from their operations, as
the sankhya tries in vain in respect of mahat and
ahahkdra. There is no warrant or need for positing
two separate set of tattoo — the subtle elements (tan—
mdtras) which possess unmanifested sound, touch,
colour, taste or smell, and gross elements (bhﬁtdni)
which possess manifested sound. etc. With the aid of
a single set of elements. it is possible to explain all
facts on the basis of different phases (sﬂksmdoasthd and
3.24.

stht‘lldvasthd).

In the subtle state

(sﬁksmdoasthd) the

sensations of sound etc. are unmanifest and in the
gross state (st/zaldvasthd) they become pronounced or
fully manifested.

Nor is it possible to prove the existence of the
organs of knowledge and organs of action (jﬁdnendriya
and karhtendriya) without the help of the Vedic state—
14
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ments; for the parts where those organs are — said in
the Vedas to exist may well be considered as performing
the functions of the organs (indriyas) with the help of
auxiliary factors. Or we may even say that they may
be ‘bhﬁtdni' as the logician asserts and not considered
to partake the nature of the ‘I-principle' (ahahkdra) as
the Séhkhya says.“
3.25.

The View qf Scir'zkhya and Naiyiyika on Kaila

Logicians can turn the table against the Sinkhya
in respect of their conception of time. Vacaspati
Mis'ra in the course ofhis commentary on the Saizkhyatattva-kaumudi (verse 33) says that it is unnecessary to
admit a distinct entity called Time as the Naiyﬁyika
does, for instead of treating Time as one. it can be said
to ﬁgure in different names — past, present and future—
through the medium of different limiting adjuncts
(upddhis) allowing the adjuncts themselves to serve the
purpose fulﬁlled by Time.“

The Naiyayika might reply to the Sankhya as
follows: If you reject Time as one of the tattvas on
these grounds, you might as well reject also the unmanifest (avjakta) for fear of increasing the number of
tattvas and proceed to explain the purpose for positing
unmanifest with the help of auxiliary factors and
without the unmanifest."
The arguments of Sﬁkarabhdsja of the Saivas that
there are 36 tattvas, can be refuted in the same way
if they are sought to be proved only through the
strength of reason. If they are based on the Saivacigamas which have not got the support of the Vedas, it
is obvious that they are no better than houses built
on sand.
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The seemingly inconsistent statement regarding the
the supreme Being — in the
position of the Inﬁnite
series of tattoos (some say the Inﬁnite is the twentysixth tattva while others ﬁx the same as the twentyseventh tattoo)“ is due to the way of counting tattoos.
If mahat is counted as the ﬁrst tattoo then the inﬁnite
Being becomes the twenty-seventh tattva. but if aks'ara
or tamas is taken as the ﬁrst tattoo. then He is the
twenty-seventh.
——

3.26.

The Process of the Evolution of Prakrti. according

Visistddvaitin
The Vis’istadvaitin describes the process of the
evolution ofprakrti, entirely relying on Vedic statements. According to him, prakrti is the substratum
of the three gunas — sattva. roja: and tamos—and not
their aggregate as the Se'lr'ikhya maintains. Prakrti
produces the threefold mahat — sdttvika, rdjasa and
tdmasa mahot. If ‘sattva’ in prakrti rises up and dominates over the other two qualities, 'sdttvika-mahot’ is
evolved. If the ‘rojas' dominates, then ‘rdjasa—mahat'

to the

evolved. and likewise ‘tdmara—mahat’ is evolved when
‘tamas' in prakrti is in excess. These three types of
mahat produce in their turn the three forms of
ahahkdra: — sdttvika, rdjasa and tdmasa respectively.
The sdttvikdhahkdra produces eleven organs (ﬁve sense
organs, ﬁve organs of action and the mind — manas).
The tdmasdhar'zkdra produces the ﬁve subtle elements
(paﬁca-tanmdtras) and the ﬁve gross elements (paﬁca—
bhﬁtas) as shown in the scheme below. The rdjasdhar'zkdra otherwise known as ‘taijasa’ does not cause
anything but plays the part of a benefactor to its two
comrades, namely the sdttvikdhahkdra and tdmasdhaizkdra in the process of evolution of their products.
is
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The scheme of evolution according to the
dvaitin is presented below:

Vidistga—

Pmkrti
l

Mahat
l
l

Sduvikdhaﬁkdra

Rdjasﬁharikdra

l
l

Sense
organs
(jﬁdmndn'jas)

( Taijasa)

|

Tﬁmarahaﬁkdra

(maédi)

|

Organs
of action

(Karmendrijas)

$abda~ tanmﬁtra
|

Ether (Akdéa)
I

Sparsa- tanmdtm
|

Air (Vﬁyu)
I

Rapa-tanmdtm
Fire ('Tejas)
Rasa-tarimdtra

Watei'

(jala)

Gandha-ianmdtra

Earth (prtln'vi)
But the Saivas and the Advaitins contend that the
three ahahkdras— sdttvika, rdjasa and tdmasa, produce
the sense organs (jﬁdnendriyas), the organs of action
(karmendréyas) and the ﬁve subtle elements (paﬁca.
tanmdtras) respectively. Venkatanatha refutes this on
the ground that on matters beyond our comprehension, we have entirely to depend upon Vedic statements and with reference to the evolution of sense
organs, etc., we cannot help accepting the process of
evolution as stated in the Vedas and such :mrtis as are

recognized as being faithful to the Vedas.
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3.27.

Sciitkhyan Contention on the Process of Evolution

qf Prakrti

According to the Sinkhya, the following
process of evolution of Prakrti:

is

the

Pmkrti
|

Mahat
I
I

Sdtt vikdhankdra

Rtijmdhankﬁra

Tamasdhaﬁkdra

I
l

I

Mind

Five
sense
organs

I
I

I

Five
organs
of action

FIVC
_

subtle

elements

Five gross elements

According to the Sankhya scheme. the subtle
elements (tanmdtras) are evolved directly and simultaneously from the tdmatdhar'zkdra. Apparently this
has the support of the Vedas and Smrtis. For example, Subdlopanis'ad says: the subtle elements merge in
tdmasdlzar‘zkdra," otherwise known as bhlitddi. If these
ﬁve subtle elements were not the direct products of
bhﬁtddi, they could not merge in it, since an effect can
merge only in its material cause. The subtle elements
evolve the gross elements (paﬁcabhatas) as follows:
(a) From the primary element of 'sound’ (sabdatanmdtra) proceeds Ether (ti/trim) having sound as its

characteristic property;

from the primary element of touch (spartatanmdtra) as combined with that of sound (sabda-tan—
mdtra) is evolved Air (vdyu) with sound and touch as
its characteristic properties.(b)

llO
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from the primary element of colour (rﬁpa-i
tanmdtra) combined with those of sound and touch
(sabda-tanmdtra and :parﬁ‘a-tanmdtra) arises Fire with
sound, touch and colour as its characteristic properties;
(c)

from the primary element of taste (ram-tanwith those of sound, touch and
combined
mdtra)
colour arises Water with sound, touch, colour and
taste as its char acteristic properties; and,
((1)

from the primary element of odour (gandhatanmdtra) combined with those of sound, touch,
colour and taste arises Earth with sound, touch, colour
(e)

taste and odour as its characteristic properties.”

Again the Vedic statement ‘astau prakrtayah soqlafd
vikdrdh’ seems to support the Sénkhya view in this
regard. Further according to the Sinkhya, there are
only eight tattvas that are causes producing evolutes
and they are: the unmanifest (avjakta), the great
principle (mahat). the I—principle (ahahkdra) and the
the ﬁve subtle elements (paﬁca tanmdtrdryi) and the
remaining sixteen tattva: are only products and do
not produce anything as their effects. But in the
Vis’istadvaita doctrine the process of evolution culminates in earth (pjrthivi) which is the only tattva that
can be called a product. Thus the number of tattva:
that produce evolutes is twelve: prakrti, mahat, ahar'zkdra,
ﬁve elements and four gross elements (excluding earth).
The Vedic statement ‘agtau prakgrtayah, sodas‘d vikdrdh'
seems to be favourable to the Sinkhya.

The Vis’istﬁdvaitin contends that the Vedic text
supports his own view, and argues that since in dissolution the effect merges in its cause and the latter in its
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cause — and the latter in its cause — and so on serially.
all effects up to s‘abda-tanmdtras merge in the opposite
order in which they have been evolved. Since fabdatanmdtm contains within itself all other tanmdtras
and it marges in its cause bhﬂtddi, it is appropriate to
talk of ‘tanmdtrdni bhﬁtddau liyante’ 'subtle elements
merge in bhomdi'. The Vedic statement in question
does not mean the direct absorption of all tanmdtras
in tdmardhankdra itself but in their ultimate absorption.
Visistddoaitin’s Contention has Vedic Support
Since the dissolution is the reverse of evolution it
would be evident from the scheme that eventually all
other tanmdtras and all the blzl‘tta: merging serially are
held sabda-tanmdtra which is to be absorbed in
3.28.

bht‘ttddi.

The Vis’istﬁdvaitin further points out that the
Subdlopanisad text ‘tanmdtrdni bhﬁtddau ltyante' cannot mean direct absorption of all tanmdtras simultaneously in bhﬁtddi any more than the statement of the
same text, ‘dkdsdd-odyutt’ asserts the creation of air
directly from ether. According to him air (odyu) comes
into being only from spars‘a-tanmdtra. Hence these
statements do not declare the exact order of evolution
and absorption. Otherwise, how can the order “the
ether merges into the sense organs and the sense
organs merge into the subtle elements" be explained
even by Sankhya? Ether (dkdfa) not being evolved
from subtle elements, how, he asks, can they be said
to merge therein? Moreover the expression tanmdtrdni
in plural number in the text does not mean all the
subtle elements, but has to be interpreted in the light
of the context ‘aditz'tt pdsdn’ where the plurality of
‘pasd' is untenable.
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Some Vcdic statements require for their elucidation
certain supplementary statements from the smrtis.
When the Vedic statements are not in unison with a
large number of smrtis, they are to be interpreted in
a way that is aggreeable to rmrti version.

The following verses from the Visrju-purdna
support the Vis’istadvaitic interpretation:
bhlitddz'stu vikurvdrjalt sabdatanmdtrakafn tatab
sasarja sabdatanmdtram dkdsar'n Sabda-laksargam.

adeasca vikurvdrjah sparSamdtram sasarj

ha
balavdn abhavad vdyustasya sparfo gum mataft
tato vdyurvikurvdno rﬁpamdtram sasarja ha — etc.

The Pdﬁcardtra-samhitd says in the same context:
sabda-tanmdtr am abhavat taccdkdsam ajijanat
sparSa—mdtram tathdkdsdt tasmddvdyur ajdyata
rﬂpa-mdtram-abhud myostasmddagnirajdyata
rara-mdtram tu jajﬁe’gnestasmdd dpals prajajﬁire
gandha-tanmdtram adbhyo'pi gandha-mdtrdt
tathd mahi.

The above two texts whose authority no dstikapar with the Vedas
whose doctrine they faithfully interpret.

vddin questions are to be held on a

Nor do the statements in the Subdlopanisad
support the sankhya theory of evolution and involution. for it talks of earth merging in water (pythivi
apsu praliyate). But the gross element of earth cannot
on the Sankhya theory be absorbed in water, as it is
not the material cause of the former. Further this
conﬂicts with his statement that earth is absorbed in
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gand/za-tanmdtra and not in water. But the Vis’istadvaitin can easily resolve the difﬁculty by stating
that the earth is absorbed in water by ﬁrst being
merged in gandha-tanmdtra and from that in water.
llut this solution is not open to the Sankhya, because
in his theory gandha-tanmdtra is absorbed along with
other subtle elements directly in bhﬂtddi — tdmasdhail/cam. Further in the Sankhya view, earth has no
connection with water.

Statements like ‘air from ether’ (dkdjdd—vdyuh)are
also not in accordance with the Sinkhya theory. The
The
gross element, air is not evoled from ether.
does
it
follows:—
Ether
Visistadvaitin can explain as
not directly evolve into air, but only through spatialanmdtra.
The Sankhya again cannot explain the statement
“ether in sense organs, and the latter in subtle ele—
indriydlji tanmdtresu) in
accordance with his theory; for ether is not absorbed
in the sense organs.
ments"

(dkds‘ah indréyesu,

The course of dissolution as set forth in the texts
ul' the Subdlopanisad can be interpreted by the
Visistadvaitin as follows. The Subdlopanisad says:

praliyata. dpastejasi liyante tejo vajau ltyate
liyate. dkds'a indn'yes'u, indrz'ydni tanmdtresu.
Ianmdtrdni bhmddau lzjyante, bhﬂtddirmahati liyate,
maluin aqyakte liyate. avaktam aksare liyate. aksaram
lamasi liyale, tamah pare deve eki—blzavati." It is signihmnt that the predicate, ‘lijate' (absorbed) is used in
all sentences except two. namely 'dkdﬁam indriyes‘u'
.uul ‘indriydni tanmdtresu’. By the process of supply
lrom a preceding sentence (anusahga) we may takethe
p-I-thivi apsu
mtyur dlcdSe

15
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predicate liyante just previously referred to and take it
as meaning that ether is absorbed in the sense organs
ahd the latter in ‘tanmdtras'. Such a process of sup—
plying predicate from the previous sentences (anusar'zga)
is, however, not admissible here. since the predicate is
used in all the succeeding sentences also. A little
thought would indicate that the predicate ‘lijante’ is
not intended to be applied to the two cases and it has
been left out on purpose. The fact is that in the two
cases no absorption is meant but only contact. While
in a sense it is true that the all—pervasive ether is ever
in contact with the sense- organs, the contact of ether
with the sense organs at the time of dissolution is
different from the contact with the sense organs before
dissolution. Mind and other sense organs are stated
to derive some nourishment (dpydjana) from earth and
other gross elements. In the course of dissolution, all
gross elements up to air having been absorbed along
with those parts that strengthen the sense organs, are
to be merged in ether with which they remain indistinguishable. Thus it is this ether wherein the four
gross elements have merged that can have the contact
of all the sense organs. Only this contact is referred
to in the statement ‘ddea indriyes'u'. Since ether and
the sense organs are the evolutes of ‘I-principle '
(ahahkdra), to speak of their merger is to say that they
merge in the I-principle (ahahkdra). For this. ether
should merge in s‘abda-tanmdtra. Hence the contact of
the sense organs with sabda-tanmtitra is indicated as the
next step in the text ‘indriydrji tanmdtresu'. All the
four gross elements and their tanmdtra: merge in ether
which in its turn merges in sabda-tanmcitra. When the
latter is absorbed in the I-principle (bhfttddi), the use
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of the plural in ‘tanmdtresu’ is justiﬁed because sabda-

tanmdtra holds in itself the other tanmdtra: which have
merged therein. The sense organs get the contact of
fabda-tanmdtra and then all of them merge into the
bhﬂtddi. The term 'bhﬂtddi' is used .here to mean
‘ahahkdra’; otherwise the statement would appear
absurd as the sense organs being evolved from ‘sdttvikdIzafzkdra’ cannot merge in bhutddi (t Zmasdhahkdra). If
the word is taken in the general sense, then Sabdatanmdtra is absorbed in tdmasdhafzkdra, whereas the
Because
sense organs merge into ~sdttvikdhahkrira.
sound, touch etc. are in a subtle state in the tanmdtras,
they are called subtle elements. and because sound and
others are being experienced in the gross elements on

account of their being present in larger quantity, they
are called gross elements. The meaning of ‘subtle
elements’ can better be undertood by a comparison.
‘Kalala' is the name given to milk when it is just reaching the state of curd, and when it has almost lost
its sweetness and is tasting somewhat sour. The subtle
elements can be compared with the milk in kalala state
and the gross elements can be compared with curd.
Prakrti Must

3.29.

be

Under the Control of the Supreme

Being
A sentient being enters upon activity either for its

own self or for others. Prakrti being non-sentient
cannot evolve the universe. unless it is prompted by a
powerful sentient being. Intelligent entities other than
the supreme Being are incapable of controlling prakrtt'
since they are wholly ignorant of prakrti. Hence the
controlling personality must be an omniscient being.
called 'Is‘vara'. This is the argument put forward by
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those who uphold the theory that prakrti is controlled
by a subrcme Being.

The Sankhya would object to the above criticism
in the following way. Prakrtz', the insentient acts even
without any control by a sentient being, just as milk
ﬂows down the udder ofa cow for the nourishment
of its calf. Why could prakrti not act for the emancipation of souls without control by a sentient being?
The postulation of the existence of a controlling sentient entity is both unnecessary and absurd; for as
pointed out earlier, a sentient entity functions either
for selﬁsh ends or out of compassion for others. But
both these are improbable in the case of God who is
said to be omnipresent and all-perfect. Prakg-ti on the
other hand, says the Sinkhya, is non-sentient and
acts of its own accord without any selﬁsh purpose or
out of compassion for others.
We shall now examine the Sankhya position
Their contention that there is no necessity for a sentient controller over insentient prakrtz', conﬂicts with
the Vedic and Smrti statements which proclaim the
omnipresence of Brahman in the words. yagya prthivi
.farirar'n, yasya dpalt Sariram’ and

{yat-kiﬁcit-srjjate jemz bhﬁtam sthdvara-jaﬁgamam

tarya srjyagya sambhﬁtau tatsaruam vai harestanub.

Such statements unequivocally declare that Brahman has everything in the universe — both sentient
and non—sentient — as its body which is being controlled and guided by itself, viz. Brahman. In consequence
of this kind of body — soul relation between Brahman
and the universe, Brahman is often referred to as
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The universe is the body
and Brahman is the soul. The word ‘antarydmi’ that
is very often repeated here. as a result of which this
section of the Upanisad has acquired the name
‘antarjdmi-brdhmana' means that Brahman being
within the body, directs and controls each and every
being (antah pravis‘ya niyantd). This being the case with
the universe, the explanation of the Sinkhya by giving
the analogy of milk ﬂowing from the udder of the cow,
is not acceptable to those who believe in the supreme
authority of the Vedas. The sayings like fyalt prthiqydm
tisthan. yo apsu tisthan‘ emphasise the presence of
Brahman in all entities and in milk as well. The milk.
therefore, does not ﬂow from the udder, of its own.
accord. but the ﬂowing process is dependent on the
inclination of the cow to feed its call'. The cow can,
if it so desires, withhold its milk. as we know only too

‘vifvdtmd’, ‘vis‘varﬁpa’ etc.

well.

It

the omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent
Brahman that causes the conversion of the cow’s food
into milk and not ‘nature' as is supposed by the
Sinkhya. The same power does not turn the same
articles of food into milk, if taken by bullocks. The
rain-water fallen at different places assumes different
colours and tastes and other properties and is given
different names, according to the omnipresent power.
Vedic statements such as ‘tad aiksala balm syrim pra—
jdyeja' disclose not only that He is present in all
things of the universe, but that His will is responsible
for the changes that take place in all those things.
is

By employing the analogy of a lame person sit-

ting on the shoulders of a blind man and directing him
in the proper path, the sankhya seeks to explain the
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evolution of the universe as being solely caused by
prakrti helped by the mere presence of the soul. The
inapporpriateness of this analogy is obvious. The
lame person does not idly sit upon the blind man‘s
shoulders as the soul in the Sankhya system is supposed
to. Practically he is the person responsible for reach—
ing their destination and the part played by the blind
man is of less importance. Moreover they are both
sentient beings and it is possible for both of them to lead
and to be led. The lame man is able to see the way;
to know the ups, downs, turns. bridges, wells and
walls; to warn, to advise and direct the blind man;
and the latter is able to understand and follow the instructions. But the soul according to Saﬁkhya is sup—
posed to be almost inert. Thus the very analogy
quoted by the Sﬁnkhya is in conﬂict with their stand.
The analogy of iron being attracted by a magnet,
cited by the Sankhya to explain that prakrti assumes
various forms and changes by the mere presence of
the soul is also inapt. For prakrti being omnipresent
has the presence and contact of omnipresent souls
forever and everywhere, and consequently there should
be either a perpetual evolution of prakrti or eternal
emancipation of all souls, as they are ﬂawless and
comparable to the lotus-leaf which does not get wet
by the drops of water.

Further the evolution of the universe cannot be
caused by the mere presence of the soul near prakrti.
By the soul, the Sankhya means the intellect.

He

states that the soul is liable to make mistakes and that
the soul wrongly believes that the changes and movements of prakrti are its own. What could be the cause
for such mistakes? The mere existence of prakg'li could
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not be held as the cause of the mistakes and illusions
of the soul; for since prakrti always exists, even the
liberated soul would then become liable to have these
illusions. Nor can the changes in prakrti be the causes,for these changes are themselves ascribed to such mistakes. Also the same soul which was earlier described
as free from any action, change or defect is now supposed to be under bondage and later is said to get
emancipation. To speak of such conditions with reference to the soul of his conception is absurd. Denying ‘samsdra' to souls, the Sankhya yet speaks of its
liberation. He repeatedly says ‘prati-purusa-vimoksdrtham', ‘purusa-vimoksa-nimittam’, ‘purusasya vimoksdrtham' etc. The cycle of birth and death and liberation are described with reference to the soul in the
Sdhkhya-tattva-kaumudi (verses 58-61) where the in—
teresting comparison of prakrti to a dancing girl is
also made. In verse 62, it is said that the souls do
not suffer bondage or become emancipated; nor do
they migrate; it is prakrti alone that suffers bondage
and gets release:

tasmdn na bddhyate add/1d na muqyate ndpi sainsarati kascit
Jamsarati bddhyate mucyate ca ndndtrayd prakrtilu.

If the soul

not in reality bound, where is the question of its liberation? -Actually bondage and liberation of the soul is nothing but delusion.
is

3.30. How Far the Supreme Being is Responsible for the
different Experiences qf All Sentient Beings?

The creation, sustenance and destruction of the
universe consisting of sentients and non-sentients is
nothing but sport to the supreme Being — Sriman
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Narayana, says the Vis’istadvaitin. As He Himself
says in the Gitci,: "There is nothing in all the three
worlds, that remains to be done nor anything unattained that might be attained,"“ and explained in the
Brahmasﬂtra, “but it is mere sport that will render
Him happy, as in the case of an emperor who
times engages himself in sport.""

some—

The Sinkhya advances the following arguments
against this view of the Visistadvaitin regarding
ls’vara’s sport. For what purpose does Brahman create
and destroy the universe? Is it for His selﬁsh ends or
for the purpose of the souls? The former would be
inconsistent with the nature of Brahman. Lord
Narayana is regarded as having got everything at His
disposal and as capable of getting everything He
desires. If it is the latter, creation etc. must be for the
good of the souls. Creation from the point of view of
the Vis’istadvaitin is living in the mother's womb,
being born. suffering from ever so many things during
life, pining away in old age, suffering from diseases
and sorrows and ﬁnally dying. Therefore creation
cannot be said to be for the souls’ good. Had Brahman intended the creation for the good of the souls,
He would have created a world with pleasure and
pleasure alone and without a tinge of pain." No
wonder that a sage and a fool alike seek deliverance
from the cycle of birth and death.

Ifit

contended that these sports are for His
pleasure, then it looks like the story of Asamaﬁja who
revelled in other people’s distress by throwing the
children into the river Sarayu and rejoiced at the
sight of their struggling in water for life." Perhaps if
this treatment had been given impartially to all, it
is
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would appear more sensible. But some people are
found happy revelling in joy, wealth and prosperity,
while others suffer from wants and ailments. Why
is there such a differential treatment?
The Vis’istadvaitin explains this anomaly by resorting to the Veda which states: “He who does meritorious deeds becomes virtuous; he who does sinful
deeds becomes a sinner. The former gets happiness

and the latter unhappiness.”" Thus the happiness or
misery ofa being is absolutely the result of his own
past deeds. The Almighty is held as a general cause
for all that happens even as water is for all crops, the
quality of the harvest being dependent on the fertility
of the land and other factors also. In this connection
Sage Paras’ara says: Ts’vara is only a general or common cause for the good or evil deeds of an individual
being; the principal cause of his birth and the state
of his life are his own past deeds." The diversity in the
creation of the universe is due to the diversity in the
deeds of the individuals which are beginningless
(anddi) and, therefore, unquestionable.
But here an objection may be raised: If Brahman
has no inﬂuence on the pain or pleasure of the individuals for which their own past deeds alone are
responsible, and if Brahman does not create the universe of His own will. to call Brahman as the
Almighty is meaningless, since He wields no power to
change the course pre—determined by the past deeds of
the individuals.
3.31. Part Played by the Lord in Connection with the
Creation of the Universe
Paras’ara Bhatta gives a satisfactory answer to
this objection in the following manner:—
16
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Although a potter in making clay vessels, is in
need of clay, water, a stick and a wheel — without any
one of which he cannot accomplish his work—still he
is considered as the principal, prominent and independent cause of those clay utensils.
All sentient beings experience pain and pleasure

through the body endowed with the sense and other
organs. The actual experience is felt only by the soul.
The soul cannot derive any experience if it is devoid
of the body or of the particular organs. But this
cannot lower the importance of the soul.

A king is pleased with those who implicitly obey
his commands and carry them out to the very letter.
He rewards them suitably. Those who transgress his

orders are suitably punished. The reward or punishment is in relation to the deeds standing to the credit
of the individual; but on that score. can anybody say
that the king has no prominence or independence?

If a muniﬁcent person lavishly spends his wealth

on deserving people only on their coming forth to show
their merit, it does not militate against the independence of the generous benefactor. In a similar way,

Brahman is independent, self—reliant and all-powerful
but He creates this universe and conducts it in accordance with the deeds of individuals. because His volition (sailkalpa) is ‘I shall create the universe according
to the past deeds of the individual souls.

In all these instances, the principal persons rely
for the execution of their purposes on persons or things
entirely dependent on them. Brahman relies only on
the past deeds of individuals. To seek the service of
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one's dependents over whom one has authority does
not take away from one’s independence or all-powerfulness. If anything. it only establishes one’s omnipotence and one’s decision to abide by one's will or
volition (sahkalpa).

Hence prakrtz' is controlled, prompted and supervised by Brahman; it effects the evolution of the universe and later on its dissolution. Prakrtz' without a
controller and prompter is incapable ofdoing anything
as it is insentient. For the various reasons stated
above prakrti thus stands in need of a superior sentient
agency to assist or to prompt it for any action, much
more so for the process of evolution of the universe,
and that agency can be no other than Brahman who
alone possesses the power that no one else possesses,
as the Vedas state. '5
3.32.

The Collective Creation and Individuation

The collectiye creation (samasti—srsti) ends with
the creation of the elements and sense organs. Then
follows the individuation (vyasti—srs'ti). The sad-vidyd
refers only to tripartition (trivrtkaranam) saying “tdsdm
tri-vgrtar'n tri-vrtam ekaz'kam “etc. but it implies quintuplication (paﬁci-kararjam) which is explained in the
following way. Brahman divides each gross element into two equal halves; one half of each of them is again
divided into four equal parts, that is. four 1/8 parts
of the whole. Each undivided one-half of each element
is mixed with an one-eighth part of the other four
elements. Thus after the process of individuation,
everything in the universe consists of 50% of one of
the elements and twelve and a half percent of each
of the other four elements.
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The Séﬂkhya statement that prakrti has no parts,
transformative by nature and consequently becomes
divisible and therefore has endless parts, is clearly
self-contradictory. How can it have no parts and have
at the same time endless parts?

is

NOTES
1. yatbé odana-kima odaniya pike pravrttah odanasiddhau nivartate, evam pratyekam purusam mocayitum
pravrtti prakrtir yam purusam mocayati, tamprati punarna
pravartate. S. T.K., p. 70
2.

dystam acetanamapiprayojaniya pravartaminam
yathi vatsavivrddhyartham ksiram acetanam pravartate
evam prakrtiracetanipi purusa-vimoksaniya pravartisyate'
1bid., p. 71
3. karma-vaicitryit vaicitryam iti cet krtam asya preksivatah karmidhisthinam. Ibid. p. 71
4. raﬂgasya daréayitvi nivartate nartaki yathi nrtyit,
puruSasya tatritminam prakisya vinivartate prakrtih.
S.K.. 59
5.

ninividhair upiyaib

upakirini

anupakérinah

purhsah, gunavati agunasya satah tasyirtham apérthakam
carati. Ibid. 60

asﬁryampaéya hi kulavadhﬁh...ccd ilokyate parapurusena tadi asau tathi prayatate apramatti yathi enampurusintarini na punah pasyanti, evam prakrtir api kulavadhﬁto’pyadhiki drsti vivckina na punar dréyate. S. T.K.,
6.

p. 74

7.

tasmit na baddhyate addha na mucyate nipi

samsarati kaécit, san‘isarati baddhyate mucyatc ca. niniérayi

prakrtih. SK, 62
8. ityesi sahakiri-éaktir asami miyé durunnititah
mﬁlatvit prakrtih prabodha-bhayatah avidyeti yasyoditi.
MKS, p. 90
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9.

ayam abhisandhih. kit-yam hi kirana-gunitmakan‘m
dmam yathi tantvidi-gunitmakam patﬁdi tathﬁ mahadidilak§anenépi kirycna sukha-duhkha-moha rﬁpcna sva-kiranagata-sukha-duhkha-mohitmani bhavitavyam. tathi ca tatkiranarh sukha-duhkha-mohitmakam pradhinam avyaktarh
siddhyati. S.T.K. p. 32
10. tatra patidch kim idam kirana-gunitmaktvam?
kim kirana-gunatiditmyam? asiddheh; na khalu tamvidigunaih éauklyédibhih patasya tiditmyam dggtam, tathi sati

gunavat-tantuunispattimitrcna pata-ni5patti-prasaﬁgit. ata
eva na dravyasya guna-tiditmyam; éuklah pata iti ca na
paryiyah. S. S. p. 12

ll.

M.M. Ganginé (h

Jhi's Translation

of SK. 15.

12. cka-pramina-vcdyatvc kirya-kiranayor
mithah,
bodhya-bodhakatc na stab saha-dgsgigni-dhﬁmavat. S. S.
p. l3
13.

na.

hiyad yesu anugatam, tat tcsim kiranam iti

niyamah; éauklya-gotvidcr anckinugatasyatat-kiranatvaabhivit. anyathi vyaktﬁvyakta»sidhirana-dharminim tadubhaya-kiranatva-prasaﬁgét. tathi ca tattvidbikya-prasaﬁgah. Ibid. p. 13

14-. ctcna vigitam svinugata-kiranakam,
kiryatvit,
ghata-éarividivat -ityapi nirastam. ghatidiw anugatasya
mgttvasya tat-kiranatvésiddhch. mgd-dravyasya tu ghatidyitmani vibhaktasya avibhaktasya vi tcsu anugatatvidﬁteh.
lbid. p. l3

l5. traigunyonmcsa-bhedasyipi
traividhyaklptau anavasthiprasafxgit.

atirikta-nirvihaka
S. S.

p. 14

kiryinim satim kvacit kiranc vibhagivibhigau
iti
kptva vicitrasya karya-vargasya vibhigivibhiganiyatau
sthinatayé. pradhinam sisidhiyisitam. na tu evarh niyamah;
16.
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yathé mgdidisu ghatidinim ctau dystau, na tathi
tantvidisu patidinim. na hi tantvekadeéitmakah patah,
ycna ghatidi-nyiyah syit. Ibid.
17. yatra kirya‘mim vibhigi-vibhiga-dgstih, na tatra
sarvatra upidinatvam; nimittc api kvacit tad-dystch, araner
iva iraneyasya. Ina hi kis’ghc pirthivin‘néo vahncr upidénam;
na ca vahnyarhéo dhﬁmasya. Ibid. p. 14.

ca sati na avyaktasyaiva siddhih. viéva-nimittasyipi kasyacid evam anumitun‘: éakyatvét, tasya ca Vijatiyasyipi sambhavit. Ibid. p. 15
18.

cvan’:

19.

ubhayathi vibhigévibbiga-darﬁanat nimittopidi-

nayor ubhayor api anumina-prasaﬁgena tattva-sankhyévyighitah; tat-parihirirtham anyatarinuméne nimittamitrasyaiva siddhi-prasaﬁgena arthintaram. arthintaramanabhimatirtha-siddhih. A. D. Vol. I, p. 145.
kﬁrmévayava-dgstintaéca atra mandah; tatra hi
ikuﬁcana-praséranibhyim avayavantarévgti-navgtatva-siddhyi bhavati avyakta-vyaktatvi-vastha-bhedah, na tu
upidinanopadeya-bhivit. na ca tau-a kasyacit avayava.
nﬁotpattivyavahirah. S. S. 15
20.

21. aksesu vacanidinim anupahataih sahakirimadbhih
tadavayavaviécsaircva upapattau na tivat karmcndriyaklptih. rﬁpédi-jﬁinadinim ca tattad-adhigthina-bhedaireva
tad-anuguna-daéi-viée5itaih sambhavit. tad-atirikta-kalpane api kinididi-kalpita-nyiycna bhautikatvopappattch
ﬁhaﬁkirika-indriya-siddhiranigamato na bhavati. Ibid.

kilaéca vaiéesikibhimatah cko na anigatadi-vyavahﬁrabhedam pravartayitum arhati. tasméd ayam yair
upidhi-bhcdair anigatidibhcdam pratipadyatc, santu tc
cva upﬁdhayo ye anigatédibhedam pratipadyate-vyavahirahctavah, kgtam antar-gaduni kilcna iti siﬁkhyiciryah.
tasmit kéla-rﬁpa-taltvintarinabhyupagamah. S. K. 50
22.
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23. kalpani-gaurava-bhayit
kali-késthédyakalpayan
avi§e§it pradbénédi-kalpanim apy apisyatu. 8.5. p. 15
24-.

mm sad-virhéakam iti prihus-sapta-vim§aﬁ1

tathi

apare.
25.

tan-matriui bhﬁtidau liyantc

26. éabda-tan-matrid iki§am éabdagunam, éabda-tanmitra-sahitit aparéa-tanmitrit véyuh éabda-sparéa-gunah,
éabda- sparéa- tan-mitra-sahitit-rﬁpa-tan-mitrittcjah,$abdasparéa-rﬁpa-gunam;
éabda-sparéa-rﬁpa-tanmitra-sahitat
rasa-tanmitrit ipah, éabda-sparéa-rﬁpa-rasa-gunil_1; éabda-

sparéa-rﬁpa-rasa-tanmitra-sahitét, gandha-tanmitrét, sabdasparéa-rﬁpa-rasa—gandhaguni pythivi jéyatc. S. TJf p. 4-1
27.

ikiéam indriyesu, indriyini tan-mitrcsu

28.

pdrﬂzd’sti kartavyam tri§u lakesu kiﬁcana/
na‘navdptam avdptavyam varta am hi karmam’ l/B.G. 3.22

29.

lokavattu lili-kaivalyam, B.S. 2.1.33

na

me

parinugrahcna
avipta-kimasya parirthata hi
bhavati; na ca idﬁagarbha-janma-jari-marana-narakidininividhinanta-dubkha-bahulan‘1 jagat karunayi syjati;
pratyuta sukhaikatinamcva janayct karunayi sgjan. S.B.
30.

Vol. II, p. 63
31.

viﬁvam duhkhaikatinam visamam-api sada nirmi-

minasya lili

saﬁjiyeta asamaﬁja-kramata iti bhavct nirdayatvidi-dosah. AS. 173.
32.

éidhukiri sidhur bhavati, pipakiri papo bhavati,

punyah punycna karmani bhavati, papal; pipcna karmani.
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33. niminamdtmmwdwu :ﬁjdndﬁ: :arga-karmam'l
pradlzdna-kﬁmni-bhmab Jain vai :rjya-éaktayah/l
V.P. 1.4.50
34-.

:vddhina Jahakdri-kdrana-gam kartuh éarire’t/zavd
blzoktu: wdnuvidhdparddha-vidhayo rﬁjfw jathri ﬁsilub
daturva'rthijane katdkgazmm iva érimﬁgamrvawa u
:raﬁu: :rjya-daéﬁ-vyapeksamm api svdtantryam-wﬁvahct
— S.R.S. 11, 4-3

35.

parasya éaktir vivid/mind £rﬁyate :vdbhdviki jr‘idna-bala2.6.8.

kriyzi ca — Suetdéaataropanisad,

4
THE SYSTEM OF NYAYA—VAISESIKA
The N yaya school derives from Gautama and the
Vais'esika from Kanada. There is no much difference
between these two schools and so they may be considered as one system. The Nyéya-Vais’esika accepts the
authority of the Vedas but are inclined to give preference to inference (anumdna) over verbal comprehension
(sabda). For instance, they attempt to prove the
existence of God as the creator of the world by inference. One of their theories is the formation or evolution of the material universe by the conjunction of
atoms or inﬁnitely small invisible particles (am) of
earth, water, ﬁre and air. As against the Vedantin,
he maintains that when certain causes produce an
effect. the effect is a new thing or object different from
the parts of which it is composed. He is hence called
'asat-kdrya-vddin.’

4.1. What an Atom is, and How a Triad is Farmed
Taking ﬁrst his atomic theory of the evolution of
the universe, it may be stated as follows. The largeness

or smallness we perceive in things must have a limit
beyond which there cannot exist larger or smaller
objects. Unless we ﬁx such a limit of smallness and
largeness. how can we speak of the distinction between
a mountain and mustard? The limit to the largeness
is supposed to exist in ether, time. space and spirit or
soul, and they are therefore held to be omnipresent.
17
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The limit to the smallness obtains in the atom. The
size of the atom is described to be one-sixth of that of
the small particles that can be seen in the sun-light
penetrating through a hole in the roof.I The stem
that is the extreme limit of smallness in size is to be
conceived as eternal (that is, having no beginning and
no end), for otherwise it must have come from a
material cause which should necessarily be smaller,
thus contradicting the original assumption that the
atom has the smallest size. The particle visible to the
naked eye in the sun’s rays cannot possibly have the
limited size, since their visual perceptibility establishes
their medium dimension and things possessing the
medium dimension must have parts, which play the role
of the material cause of those things. Two atoms unite
to form a dyad (dqyanuka). three dyads unite to give a
triad (tryarjuka). The visible particles in the sun’s
rays are triads each consisting of six atoms. Four
triads unite together yielding a quartet (caturarjuka)
and in this way, bigger things from a jar to a mountain
come into being.
4.2.

The Veda is a Higher Authority than Any Other

Testimony

Taking this view for consideration' Venkatanatha
observes that in matters falling within the purview of
the Vedas, we have to accept implicitly the import of
the Vedic texts as is done by all who accept the
supreme authority of the Vedas. As the Brahmasﬁtra
says ‘s‘rutestu sabda-malatvdt’ (2-1—27), we have to
acknowledge their statement to be ﬁnal and beyond
all question, wherever we have to depend entirely on
the Vedas. In matters falling within the scope ofinference, we have however, to rely upon observed examples.
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In view of the fact that the Vedic statements are not

the outcome of delusion, carelessness. or desire to
deceive others (bhrama-pramdda-vipralipsd-kdryatoa—
abhdodt) to which human beings are generally liable,
they are held as the ﬁnal and inviolable authority in
deciding a fact that is beyond human conception. If
some of the texts seem to admit of diHerent interpreta—
tions or are obscure in meaning or are apparently con—
tradicting other Vedic statements, then an infallible
solution can be arrived at by consulting the Smrtis.
Itihdsas, Parana: etc. which have the sole purpose of
helping the seeker after truth to comprehend the real
meaning of the Vedic statements.
According to the JVydya- Vais‘esika View, Parts could
not Produce a Whole with Greater Dimension

4.3.

The Nyéya—VaiSesika, who holds the theory of the
distinct existence of the 'whole’ (aoajaoi) apart from its
parts, says that the parts join together to form the
‘whole'. A difﬁculty arises when the process ofproduction of a dyad is considered. The two atoms may join
their parts by the process of conjunction (ramyoga)
or they may combine in their entirety. If they join in
the former manner. the question may be asked as to
how the atom which is the limit of smallness can have
parts. Then it can only be regarded as a ‘whole'.
resulting in ad inﬁnitum (anaoastlzd). If on the other
hand, they unite in such a manner that the atom ‘A’
occupies the space occupied by the atom ‘B', the rule
of resistance is violated. According to this rule, two
substances possetsing the quality of touch (sparsa)
cannot occupy one and the same place without resistance; e.g. a jar cannot be placed in the same place as
another of the same size, because both of them are
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capable of being perceived by the organ of touch. But
the same jar can be placed where the all-pervading
ether is present. because ether is not perceived by the
organ of touch. Also this would mean that the dyad
has the same dimension as that of each of the atoms.
At this rate, even the triad would be of the same size
as the dyads (and the atoms as well) and the visual
perceptibility of the triad in the sun's rays would
become inexplicable.
Hence the atomic theory which does not satisfactorily explain the production of things of bigger
size, implies the denial of the possibility of larger and
different sizes. Thus while seeking to establish the
existence of the atom and the dyad, the NyayaVais’esika fails to establish the known facts concerning
different sizes or dimensions.
Each thing possesses. according to the NyayaVais’esika. the contact of ten directions — four main,
four minor. one upward, and one downward. If two
things join together, the three sides of each are joined
with the three sides of the other. This is termed
‘sat-pdrsva-samjoga’. A yarn when it is joined with
another in order to weave a cloth. has conjunction between the three sides of another yarn and the three sides
of its own, and thus gradually a cloth which has far
greater dimension than the yarn, is evolved. Likewise in
the case of the atoms also; if two of them join together,
the three sides of each atom are to be conceived as
joining and producing a dyad with the attributes of
atomicity (anutvam) but with the dimension greater
than that ofthe atom. called by the Nyaya—VaiSesika.
‘pdrimdrgdalyam'. Similarly, when three dyads join
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together, a triad is effected with the attributes of the
dimension called ‘mahattuam'. and ‘dirghataam’ which
are greater than the dimensions of the dyad. Unless
the condition that the three'sides of each atom should
join together to form a dyad is granted, neither a dyad
nor a triad or any ‘whole’ can be shown to have a
greater dimension than an atom. If, on the other
hand, the Nyéya-Vais’esika accepts this. it would
force him to accept also that the atoms have parts on
account of their having sides and in consequence of
that, atoms would cease to be the ﬁnal limit of things
in regard to smallness of size.
Moreover. the two atoms that combine cannot
occupy one and the same place because two substances
possessing a form (due mfuta-draqye) are incapable of
occupying one and the same place at the same time.
So they should be considered as combining together in
such a manner that one is to the east of the other in
the west, or one in the south of the other in the north
and so on, so that at any_rate they may occupy two
different places. If atom ‘A’ unites with atom‘B', then
the conjunction can take place at points other than
those that have the conjunction with yet other atoms.
4.4. Vasubandhu’s Criticism qf Vaibhdsika is Applicable
to Nydya- VaiSasi/ca

In criticising the Vaibhdsika position which

is

similar to the Nydya-Vaisesika view in this respect,
Vasubandhu, a follower of the Yogacara school, rightly
argues that since an atom is surrounded on all the six
sides (La. four main directions and one above and the
other below) it must have six different conjunctions
with six different atoms and it must therefore be
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deemed to have six aspects. Should it be contended
that they take placeat one and the same point, then
that collection of seven atoms could not have a greater
dimension than that of any one of them singly.’ As
already stated, conjunction of various parts on diffe—
rent sides alone can increase the size of a ‘whole’.
4.5.

for an

Cognition Being
Atom

I ncorporeal

Cannot be an Instance

Having Many Conjunction:

The Nyaya-Vais’esika might argue as follows.
Though it may be called by different names. knowledge
or cognition which is accepted as being one and partless by all schools. including the Madhyamika. is able
to comprehend at the same time a number of objects.
It Cannot comprehend an object by its entire form, for
in that case. it could not comprehend any other thing.
Nor can knowledge comprehend an object by one of
its parts, as it is partless by the hypothesis. Yet. surely
it does comprehend several objects. Even so, the
Nyaya—Vais'esika may argue that an atom can have
many conjunctions and grow in size. though it is partless.’ But this is a poor reed which he grasps for his
support against a ﬂood of objections. A cognition is
an entity without form while an atom is 3. Substance
with a physical form. What is to be looked for in this
connection is not whether a cognition has parts or not,
but whether it possesses sensitivity — capacity to
apprehend. Invariable and uncontestsd observation
testiﬁes to the fact that cognition, though devoid of
parts comprehends one or more objects; likewise a thing
which has no parts is comprehended by a larger
number of cognitions.‘
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Further according to the Nyaya—Vais'esika doctrine the non-inherent cause (asamavdyi-kdrana) of a substance is the conjunction (samjoga) that takes place
within the parts of the material cause. In the case of a
dyad, for example, the conjunction that takes place

in the material causes namely the atoms, must be the
non-inherent cause; but atoms are in their theory,
inﬁnitesimal and partless. Hence the formation of
dyads cannot be accounted for.
4.6. The Reply of Uddyotakara and Vdcaspali

It:

Unsoundness

Mim, and

The contention of Vasubandhu that if the six
atoms have a common place, then the whole must have
the size of an atom. is questioned by Uddyotakara and
Vacaspati Mis’ra. They argue as follows.I In the case of
an atom surrounded by six others (four in four directions. one above and the last below) the conjunction
that has taken place between the atom of the east end
the central one is different from the one that has taken
place between the atom ofthe west and the central one
and so on. Thus the central one has conjunctions with
the six atoms surrounding it. These six conjuctions
have a common place namely the one central atom.
There is nothing impossible in six conjunctions having
a common place in the central atom; for what is inconceivable is two are more substances — tangible
ones — remaining in one and the same place, by the
relation of inherence (samavdya). Qualities can inhere
in one and the same substance and conjunctions can be
found in the self-same place. Hence atoms by joining
together can account for the increasein the magnitude
of the ‘whole' in spite of their occupying the same
place. In strictness, an atom though surrounded on
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all the six sides by atoms, must be considered as forming a single conjunction with them rather than six,
since in the Nyéya-Vaismsikatheory, there is only one

direction. the difference between directions being only
imaginary and useful only for practical purposes.

This answer of Uddyotakara and Vacaspati Mis’ra
not convincing. In the case of an atom surrounded
on all the six sides by atoms, though the NyayaVais’esika says that there is only one conjunction, it is
the six conjunctions of six atoms that establish the
distinction of six limiting adjuncts of six directions
(sat digupddhayah). These cojunctions cannot be
denied in the place of universal experience. Hence it
is that the Vis’istgadvaitin points out that the Nyﬁya—
VaiSCsika is unable to get over the position that the
atom possesses parts as they have six different conjunctions.‘
is

The Nyaya-Vais'esika contends that a ‘whole’ is
produced as a result of the conjunctions taking place
in the parts of the constituents thereof. For example,
a triad is said to result from conjunctions taking place
within the parts of the dyads Le. in the atoms. But
strangely enough, the Nyaya-VaiSesika is unwilling
to extend this to the dyads. on the score that the atoms
are partless. No intelligible reason is assigned by the
Nyﬁya-Vais’esika for exempting atoms from this
general rule.1
Similar Remark Against Conjunction
The Nyﬁya-Vais’esika may reply that a similar
objection may be raised against ‘conjunction’ itself.
Conjunction (sarhyoga) isa quality prevailing in substances, and the question may be asked whether it
4.7.

A
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exists in its substrata entirely or in parts. Ifthe former,
it cannot exist in another substance. In the latter
case. the conjunction (samyoga) must have parts and
consequently it ceases to be abstract. But the very
existence of conjunction cannot be denied as it is seen
to be effected in two substances which existed separately before.

This is met by the argument that like the ‘character
of revealing the objects. (visajitva), conjunction can
exist in more than one thing although it has no parts.
Mastership (smimitva). servitude (désatva) etc. may also
be cited as instances and similar arguments put forward;
for they too can exist in many persons and stiil they
are considered partless on account of their being
abstract.
4.8. ACounter-Objection by the Nydya-Vaisesika, and
the Viﬁstddvaitin's Reply

The Nyﬁya-Vais’esika says that the same argument
would apply also to conjunction of all—pervasive substances (vibhudrazgydni) with substances limited in size
and therefore capable of movement (martdni ata eva
kriyds‘raydni drazgydrji). Do all-pervasive entities have
contact with substance of limited size? Ifthe answer is
in the negative, there will be a total denial of the
possibility of conjunction being by the action of one
ofthe two entities that are to be conjoined (anyatarakriyd-janya-sarhyoga). A vulture for example ﬂies from
a tree and rests on the top of a hill. Here the vulture
which is the agent in the action of ﬂying is the cause of
its conjunction with the hill (sjena-Sailammyoga), the
latter being motionless. Similarly all—pervasive substances, though motionless could have contact with
18
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atoms which are capable ofmovement. If the answer
is in the afﬁrmative (i.e., if the possibillity of such contact is admitted), it may be asked: Do all-pervasive
things join with another substance in their entirety or
in parts? In the former case, the all-pervasive subs—
tances cannot join with any other substance, as it has
already joined entirely with some other thing. In the
latter case, the all—pervasive substances would cease to
be partless, because the Nyaya-Vais'esika denies parts
in all- pervasive substances (vibhu- dﬂwjdlji). Even while
being partless, if it is maintained that they can have

conjunctions with a large number of limited substances,
then why should not partless atoms have conjunctions?
Though atoms have no parts, still they can join with
a number of substances. say, other atoms. Moreover,
the same objection may be raised against the triads
also which the Vis’istadvaitin holds as the ﬁnal limit of
small things. The Nyaya-Vais'esika may ask the
Vis’istadvaitin: Do the so-called triads join with the
other triads in entirety or in parts? In the former case,
by the conjunction of a large number of particles which
are said to be ﬁnal limits in size and which have therefore no parts, a bigger thing cannot be produced; for.
all the particles assembling together must occupy a
space sufﬁcient enough for a single particle. If a good
number of particles occupy a space which is enough
only for a single particle, then they have no power of
resistance. This is against the physical rule, “Two
substances cannot occupy one and the same place."
In the latter case, that is, ifthe conjunction is by parts,
they must have parts and they would then cease to be
ﬁnal limits. Thus the contention of the Vis’istadvaitin
that the particle that is visible in the sun's rays passing
through a hole in the roof is the ﬁnal limit is untenable.
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These arguments could not be applied to the
Vis’istadvaitic theory according to which the so—called
triad is the indivisible ‘paramdrju' and the ﬁnal limit of
the things of smallest size. In Vis'istgadvaita. it is the
the primordial thing that evolves into the
prakfrti
universe and the atoms have nothing to do with evolution. He denies that two atomsjoin together to evolve
a ‘whole’, but the union of the triad with all. pervasive
thing is not denied, lest it should cease to be all’
pervasive as it is deﬁned as a thing that has the conjunction of all corporeals (sarva-mﬂrta-dravja-samyagi).
The arguments put forth in the previous paragraphs
cannot. however, be avoided by the Nyaya-VaiSCsika
and they will ever remain unanswered. Moreover, the
Vis’istgadvaitin asks the Nyaya- VaiSesika “you have
a general rule that those parts which cause a ‘whole'
to come into existence conjoin with their parts. But you
say that this rule applies only to the dyads and that
it should not be extended to the atoms as well. How
can it be so?” In accordance with this rule, the atoms
too, as they cause a dyad to come into being, must have
cenjunction with their parts; but according to the
Nyéya-Vais’esika, atoms do not have any parts. That
the above rule is applicable only in the case of a triad
etc. and not in the case of atoms cannot be accepted.
What warrants such an exception? Perception cannot
be an authority as atoms are held by them to be
imperceptible. Nor is it inference, because there is no
reason that would be capable of establishing the neces—
sity for such an exception.
——

Even in the Sankhya doctrine, dissolution stops
above the level of the atoms and the atoms are
incapable of dissolution. The atoms are the aggregate
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of the three attributes namely sattva. rajas and tamas.
Unless the dissolution stops above the level of the
atoms, there would be a total dissolution and there
would only be a void as in the doctrine of Madhya-

mika.

The Nyﬁya- Vais’esika maintains with the help of
inference, that the gradation of atomic dimensions
must have its limit somewhere because it is a gradation
of dimension just as the gradation of the dimension
other than the atomic has its upper limit in ether.
4.9. The Visistddvaitin’: Stand on Atom

Here Venkatanatha says: In that case, let the so—
called triad be the lowest limit of atomic dimensions.
The triad that can be called ‘paramdnu’ may be considered none other than an evolution of prakrti that
transforms into or evolves into the universe with the
guidance, control and supervision of Brahman.
The so-called triad which might bear the name
‘paramdiju' need not be invisible. Where is the general
rule that whatever is visible should have medium
dimension? We do not learn from the authority of
perception that all things that are visible have medium
dimension (madhyama-parimdna). Nor can it be esta—
blished by inference. For, inference — with the help of
the ﬁve—membered syllogism — would require an instance. The argument that on account of the rule based
upon our everyday experience that the greater the
dimension of a substance, the higher its visibility and
that the visibility of a substance entirely depends upon
its degree of medium dimension — has no weight. On
the other hand, there is a general rule that those sub-
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stances only are visible, the parts of which are visible.
And according to this rule. if the so-called triad must
be invisible, as it has no visible parts. how could the
Nyaya-Vais'esika prove the visibility of a triad?
The argument of the Nyaya-Vais’esika that the
visibility of a substance depends upon the degree of
magnitude it possesses and that if the triad is held by
the Vis’istadvaitin as the lowest limit of ‘wholes', it
cannot have the medium magnitude which can be
caused only by a number of parts. viz. not less than
six atoms — is brushed aside by a counter—argument.
A substance can be visible. if its parts are visible and
hence the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika’s triad being held as one
that has no visible parts must cease to be visible If ti
is still conceived as visible in spite of its having no
visible parts, then why not the same triad. although
devoid of magnitude, still be visible?
As a

matter of fact, it

is

true that the higher the

medium dimension, the greater the visibility of the
substance, but on no account should the magnitude
be held as solely responsible for the visibility of the
substance.
As the so-called triad is regarded as an atom by
the Vis’istadvaitin, he considers that the inference that
the triad is a product because it possesses motion’ and
a medium dimension is invalid. Nor can its being
apprehended by an external sense-organ (bahir-indriyagrdhjatva) establish the so—called triad being a product;
for a thing may be an external sense-organ and yet it
need not be a product. Ether is held perceivable by
the Vis’istgadvaitinon the authority of perception ‘there
ﬂies a bird’. Otherwise nothing can invalidate the
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argument that like a triad, a dyad also is a product.
and thus a series of productive particles still lower than
atoms and so on, their transitory nature and medium
dimension also cannot be avoided by the advocates of
the atomic theory.
Thus the conjunction of the two substances that is
regarded as the non—inherent cause (asamavdyi-kdmna)
of a product, can take place in a substance only in a
part of the same, and hence a dyad cannot be produced
unless the conjunction of the two atoms, the noninhereht cause of the dyad, takes place in a limited
part of the atom.
4.10. How the Difference between a Mountain and a
Mustard is Maintained

Anotner argument that the Nyﬁya-Vais'esika puts
forward is the following: There will be no difference
between a mustard and a mountain if no limit is set to
divisibility. To this, Venkatanatha's answer is: It
must be remembered that a mountain is made ofa
very large number of parts, while the mustard is made
of a very small number of parts, and the difference in
the number of parts of these two things—the mountain
is responsible for the difference in
and the mustard
their dimensions. This is the common point“ with the
support of which,those who deny a limit to gradations
of dimension (Viéistadvaitin) and those who ﬁx the
one-sixth part of the so-called triad as the ﬁnal limit
of gradation (Nyéya—Vais’esika) have to give an
answer to the question. "What is it that explains the
difference in size of the mustard and the mountain?”
——
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The Nyaya-Vais’esika might bring forward one
more argument to prove his contention that the atom
is the ﬁnal limit. If it were not the indivisible ﬁnal
unit, it must be supposed to be made of parts; and the
result would be — an atom, on account of its having
innumerable and unlimited parts, could not be traversed by any human being like the all-pervasive ether.
If an atom is such, then it would be still more difﬁcult'in eht case of a jar and other similar objects that
are comparatively bigger.
To this, Venkatanatha would reply as follows:
The whole range of the parts of an atom is possible of
being traversed by a thing that has a very high velocity. Do we not see the sun's rays passing through
the sky to the farthest end of the horizon with a bafﬂing quickness at the same moment as the sun appears
in the sky?’
To another question, namely, that ifamustard
and a mountrin have the common feature of possession
of innumerable parts, what causes the difference bet—
ween them, Venkatanﬁtha gives the following convincing answer: According to the Nyaya-Vais'esika system,
the generic attributes, 'sattd, ‘drazgyatva', fprthivttva’
‘ghatatva' etc. are conceived to be prevailing in innumerable things, not only of the present time, but also
of the past and future as well. Of the above-mentioned
four types of genus (jdti). ‘sattd’ is a genus that exists
in a large number of things while ‘dravyatva’ etc. exist
in a comparatively small number of things. Likewise
‘prthivitaa’ etc. exist in still smaller number of things
and ‘ghatatva’ etc. are those that exist in the smallest
number of things. These attributes are deemed
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superior or inferior (para or apara) according as their
applicatility is extensive or narrow. Fortnights. months
and years have signiﬁcant differences, a month being
made up of two fortnights and a year, of twelve months.
Likewise a collection of jars and cloths is greater than
a collection of jars alone. The distance between
Kanyakumari and Himalayas is larger than that between Kanyakumari and the Vindhya mountain. In
all these cases, the innumerability of the parts and the
immeasurability of the distance which is found in all
things, ‘para’ and ‘apara’ are approved by all scholars.
The difference between the pains of a single soul and
that of innumerable souls cannot, in spite oftheir common feature of incalculability. be denied. Why should
not a similar explanation be approved in the case of
difference in the dimensions of the mustard and the
mountain? Though these two have a common feature,
namely, the possession of innumerable parts. the num—
ber of parts of the mountain is much larger than the
number of parts of a mustard; and though the actual
diﬂ'erence in the above two numbers is beyond the
comprehension of all human beings, still the difference
cannot be denied.
According to the Vis’istadvaitin. the primordial
thing (prizkrti) guided, controlled and supervised by
Brahman, is the material cause ofthe universe. A thing
evolved by the cdanges of prakjrti is only astage
(avast/1d) of the material cause and it is not distinct
from the material cause, This theory has the sanction
of the Brahmasﬁtra which recognizes the evolution
theory in the aphorism ‘tad-ananyatvam drambharjasabdddibhjab'. This therry of transformation cannot be
ruled out by the Purﬁnic statements as ‘visrsti, ulldsa
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and viksepa." Here visrsti means that the universe is
not evolved or produced as such. but that it is contracted at the time of the deluge (pralaydvastkd) and
expanded in the state of creation even like a tortoise
which can contract or spread out its limbs as it pleases.
‘Ullcisa’ means that just like a lotus bud blossoming
forth by spreading out its petals, the universe spreads
itself out. The term ‘vikseﬁa’ likens creation to the
spreading of a ﬁsh —net in a tank, and the deluge to the
withdrawal of the net. Venkatanatha says that all
these descriptions are meant to apply to the divine
form and have nothing to do with the universe.
Otherwise the innumerable Vedic statements such as
“This existed at the beginning, my friend, as sat”'°
would have no meaning. It is evident in the statement
of the Visau—purdrja —
“doirbhdva- tirobhdva-janma-ndsa- vibhdgavat /
tad—etad

aksajam nityamjagad.munivardkhilam/l”

that the universe has four states, namely, appearance,
disappearance, birth and death, of which the ﬁrst two
belong to the divine form of Brahman and the latter
two to the universe.

The Vis'istadvaitin maintains that what is called
the material cause (updddna kdmrja) at an earlier stage,
comes to be called the eﬁ'ect (kdrya) when it undergoes
modiﬁcation or evolutionary change. This is borne out
by scriptural evidence as well as by perception; for
instance, the yarns appearing loose in the loom constitute the material cause of the cloth which is the
effect, after the completion of the weaving process or
the evolution in this instance. We clearly see that the
cause and the effect are thus only two stages of one
19
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and the same thing. Scriptural statements such as
‘sadeva saumya {dam agre dﬁt' prove the sat—kdUa-vdda.
But the Nyaya-Vais'esika holds that when a cause produces an effect, a new entity, something which did not
exist previously, is effected. According to them, a
cloth is an absolutely different entity from the threads
which are the material cause of the cloth. To prove
this. elaborate arguments are put forth by Uddyotakara in his Nydya-vdrttika. Prima facie, he says that
“non—perception of weight (gurutva) in an effect like
yarns, is enough to prove the non—existence of a ‘whole'
as a distinct entity from its parts -— the material
cause.""
Here Venkatanatha’s arguments are as follows:—
As the qualities in a material cause generate respective
qualities in its effect, the weight (gurutva) also of the
material cause must generate weight in its effect. But
we do not see in a cloth a colour different from the
colour of yarns, or weight in a cloth different from
the weight of the yarns. Hence it is to be concluded
that an effect is not distinct from its material cause.

It is further argued:— “If the

cause and effect
is
contended
each
different
from
by the
as
other,
are
Nyﬁya-Vais’esika, then a cloth placed in a scale of a
balance must have two different weights, one belonging
to the yarns and the other belonging to the cloth. It
is immaterial whether the weight of the effect of the
effect (cloth) is equal to. higher than, or less than, the
weight of the cause (yarns). In other words. a cloth
must have the weight much more increased than the
weight of the yarns from which the cloth is evolved."
The above argument is met by the NyﬁyaVais’esika in the following way:— Although the effect
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different from its material cause, their relative
weight is not individually known to us. The weight
of the cloth that we know is only the weight of the
aggregate of the material cause and its effect — from
the atom to the ﬁnished product. It is beyond the
human ability to comprehend the actual weight of the
effect and its material cause individually."
is

Here Venkalganétha puts forth another criticism.
He asks: — Does the weight of the material cause like
yarn generate weight in its effect like cloth, or not? If
it does not, then even that material cause, itself being
a product of its own material cause, could not be in
possession of a weight. As a result, the atom alone is
to be held as possessing weight. But it is against the
Nyaya-Vais’esika’s contention. In fact, ‘gurutva’ being
held as beyond our senses (atindriya), is inferred in all
the substances belonging to the category of earth and
water. If gurutva is contended to be existing in
atom alone, it could not be inferred in visible substances.

In the latter case, namely. if the effects get guru-

tva generated by their

material causes, both the
cause and its effect must possess weight individually.
That it is against the common experience is proved.
Uddyotakara’s view on this head is far from convincing. It is evident that the cloth has the same weight
of the yarns used therein. and if there is any slight
increase in its weight, it is due to the adding of some
things in the course of processing of the cloth.
Uddyotakara in his Jdeya-vdrttika presents some
reasons to support the Nyaya-VaiSCsika contention
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that the effect
cause.

is

absolutely different from its material

Uddyotakara’s reasons may be summed up thus:
1. Cause and effect go by different names; these
terms are neither synonyms nor the names of substance and attribute as in the usage 'white cloth’.
Both are nouns. meaning different things; that is. yarn
and cloth are two different names like cow and horse,
and so they must mean two different things.
2. Cause and effect differ in having different
numbers, Lg. yarns are many while the cloth made
out of them is only one in number.
3. Again they serve different purposes: yarns are
used to weave a cloth. while cloth is used to cover the

body.

4-.

Their apprehensions are also different. We do

acloth in loose unwoven yarns, nor does a

not see
cloth appear as yarns.
5. Moreover, cause and effect have different
forms. Yarns are long and wire-like with a small
diameter, while the cloth has four edges and covers a
large area.
6. They also occur at different stages in the time
scale: yarns have anterior existence to the cloth.
7. Their own causes are different; cloth has its
cause in yarns, while the small ﬁbres are the cause of
yarns.
The Ny'Elya-VaiSesika contends that if in spite of
these factors of difference, one sticks to the theory of
identity of cause and effect, then there will be no need,
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so to say in a humorous way, for any operation of
looms and the labour of weaver which are found so

indispensable.
4.11. The Sathdryaudda of the Visistcidvaita
Vehhatandtha’: Criticism if the Nydja- Vais‘esika

and

To the above contention, the Vis'istgadvaitin replies
His doctrine of the identity of cause and
effect and the theory of sat—kdrya-vdda are absolutely
different from that of Sankhya. The Vis’istadvaitin
explains their identity by saying that one and the same
cause undergoes different changes in its form. and in
consequence thereof it bears new names. even as the
same gold may be made one after another into a
variety ofjewcls which may have different names. We
can recognise the gold in all the jewels. the clay in a
variety of mud-vessels, the yarns in all the types of
cloth which are woven from it. and so on. The different conditions that prevail in a material cause make it
assume different names, different appearances and
apprehensions and serve different purposes.
as follows.

Venkatanatha refutes the Nyaya—Vais'esikatheory
by pointing out also that the various reasons stated
above by Uddyotakara cannot establish the difference

between a cloth and the yarn, such as is found to exist
between a cloth and a jar, for our contention is only
that the cause and effect are nothing but two different
conditions of one and the same thing. When a palmyra
leaf is rolled round for being worn as an ear-ornament
(tdtahka) or when a lotus bud opens and blossoms, we
do not say that a new object has been produced even
though there are many clear differences between the
two stages. Nor do we say that a new person has come
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into being, when one stretches out one’s hands.
Udayana, in his Kirandvali, says that a single part like
one ‘kapala' or potsherd cannot bring about an effect
like the jar as there is the absence of a non-inherent
cause (asamavdyikdrarta) — a conjunction of two parts
(avajava—dvaya—mmyoga) that constitute a ‘whole’. When
the palmyra leaf bears the name ‘tdtahka’ by its being
folded round, we do not see the conjunction of two parts
to constitute a ‘whole’; the conjunction of the parts of
the palmyra leaf cannot be said to be the non-inherent
cause of the tdtahka for it serves some other purpose.
Otherwise the ﬁbres of the cotton which are the parts
of the yarn, will have to be accepted as the seat of the
cloth like the yarns (ﬁatddhcirab), and this is a point
which goes against the principle propounded by the
Nyaya- Vais’esika school that “two parts which by
conjunction have produced an effect. are incapable of
producing another effect at the same moment.” since
two objects cannot occupy one and the same place, and
ﬁbres (of palmyra-leaf) could not be the seat (dd/aim)
of both the palmyra leaf and the ear-ornament
‘tdtanka'ﬂ'

Ifcause and effect are not conceived as merely the

two stages of one and the same thing. how could the
parts and the whole, conceived as two different entities
by the Nyéya-VaiSCsika, have conjunction with ether
in one and the same place? Ether being a substance
having no quality of touch (sparﬁa-sﬂnya), a jar can
occupy a place where the ether is present, but not a
place where another jar is kept. Therefore, we say the
conjunction of a jar and ether has taken place. The
‘whole’ and the parts being two different entities both
possessing touch (sparjavad-dravya) cannot have the con-
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junction of a limited portion of ether (paricchirma dkds‘apradesa). Vacaspati Mis’ra also denies the existence
of two things possessing touch in one place by inherent
relation (samamiya) and not by conjunction (sar'nyoga).
We would ask whether ether limited by an adjunct and
having the contact of yarn. has the contact of cloth in
the same point. Ifit has not, then there will be no
contact of corporeal and non-corporeal (mﬂrtdmﬂrtasamyogah). It is against universal experience to hold it
possible that two substances possessing touch can exist
in one and the same point of ether. The instance of
milk and water is in no way favourable to the Ny'c'lyaVaises'ika, for water particles occupy different places
and they do not rest in the same place. It can be
clearly seen that if one measure of salt is thrown into
the water ofthe same quantity. there will be no increase
in the volume of that mixture while in the case of the
mixture of water and milk the increase in volume is
obvious. It shows that the inter—space in the mass of
water can be occupied by the salt, and that milk particles cannot do so. In the case ofthe Siddhas possessing
superhuman power who through their power of penance enter into the earth. the explanation given is that
the earth adjusts its form in order to give room for the
Siddha to enter into it, just as water does, when one
plunges into it.
Hence there is no necessity to exempt the ‘whole’
and its parts from having conjunction with a limited
part of ether without clash. Such difﬁculties do not
creep into the doctrine of the Vis’istadvaita.
Let us now examine the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika doctrine
from another angle.
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Does the ‘whole’ posited by the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika
as something quite distinct from its parts, exist in
entirety or in all the parts taken as a whole or partially
in each of its parts? If the former alternative, that is, if
entirely — then the ‘whole’ is to be noticed in each of
its parts as a generic attribute like ghatatva. patatva, etc.
in each of the substrata. In the latter alternative, that
is, if only partially in each of the parts, then the whole
will be present wholly in each of its parts, in the parts
of those parts and so on till the stage of ‘paramdrju’ is

reached.

Further it may be asked, when a long cloth, say
about nine yardsin length is being produced, are there
smaller and smaller pieces produced or not? If a
negative answer is given. then, during the progress of
production of the ‘whole’ of nine yards, we would say,
now a cloth of three yards has been produced, now
another of four. now another of ﬁve and so on. As these
are not different, the reference at different stages to
cloths of different lengths and perception of different
entities must be said to be merely various states of one
and the same product. Then this view would correspond to the doctrine of the Vis’istadvaitin.

If on the other hand, smaller

‘wholes’ of cloth are
produced, let us ask where these pieces were, while the
biggest ‘whole’ was being produced? If they are said
to exist in their respective parts, then the largest ‘whole'
cannot be brought forth while the smaller wholes
remain in their respective substrata since that which
has produced an effect cannot produce another again.
Nor can the statement that the smallest cloth with some
more yarns added to it. produces a new cloth bigger
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than the previous one, stand scrutiny; since, at a parti—
cular stage. say — at a length of nine yards, a ‘wholc’
complete in itself has been produced; further addition
of yarns will mean only production of another ‘whole’.
It cannot be contended that these smaller wholes make
up a greater one since our cognition invariably apprehends a whole in parts (for instance a cloth in yarns)
but not a whole in smaller wholes. Nor does the
following apprehension arises when we observe a loom
that is producing a long cloth:— "Here are a number
of cloths one being bigger than the other." The theory
that the smaller ones or former pieces of cloth are
without any cause destroyed. as soon as the longer ones
are produced, would be acceptable only to the Buddhists and not to those who conceive things to be
existing for a longer time than a moment (ksarja)?
Belief in a series of destructions of previous ones
and production of newer ones at every moment during
the production of a cloth in a loom is against common
experience. Udayana says in his Kirandvali: If some
yarns are removed from a ﬁnished cloth from an end,
there is a fragmentary cloth produced Otherwise. if
all the effects up to the stage of a two—yarn cloth are
destroyed by the removal of some yarns from one end
and no torn cloth is now considered to have been
effected in this process, then there will be an apprehension only of a mass of yarns and not of a fragmen—
tary cloth.” This is against common experience.

This theory of Udayana is not acceptable to the
Vis’istadvaitin; for if from a cloth, yarns are removed
one after another, the Nyiya—Vais’esika has to contend
at the stage of removal of every yarn, the destruction
20
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of previous fragmentary cloth (khanda-paga) and birth
of another fragmentary cloth. It is a cumbrous process
(gurubhﬁta-kalpand) and in the Vis’istﬁdvaitic doctrine
there are only different stages in a cloth and no production and destruction of fragmentary cloths. Since
the Vis’istgﬁdvaitin contends that a ‘whole' is nothing
but a peculiar kind of collection of parts, such cases are
explained by the instance of a heap of grains from
which some quantity is added to or removed. In this
case, a new product is not evolved but only different
stages in the production. Simplicity (ldghava) is a merit
in the system of the Vis’istadvaitin, though the NyﬁyaVais’esika professes great fondness for simplicityUnlikc the Buddhist, the Vis’istfidvaitin does not deny
the conjunction of parts which makes the ‘whole' and
there is no new entity distinct from the parts. Even
the Nyfiya- Vais’esika calls the conjunction of parts as
a non-inherent cause of the product and the parts in
the state of conjunction are considered by both the
schools to be ‘wholes'. The Vis’istadvaitin does not
accept the view that merely with the addition of new
parts the old ‘whole' is lost and a fresh one is created.
The Nyaya—Vais'esika too has to accept the view
that the all-pervasive entities (viblzu draqydm') and
inﬁnitesimal atoms (anavah) have different states. When
he speaks of the origination of things or the distinction
of objects. what is meant is really different states of
substances; e.g. ether has various sounds in it and their
possession is nothing but a state of ether. Again, atoms
have different states either by conjunction with other
atoms or as in the case of earth-atoms (part/livaparamdnavab), owing to the contact of heat. When this
contact takes place, a new colour, taste, smell and
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touch are produced. As a matter of fact, says the
Vis’istadvaitin, the substances continue to be eternal,
though the different states or modiﬁcations undergone
by them are not eternal. Their eternity is due to their
being liable to assume a different name on account of
a new status that has taken place. If the conjunction
of a jar has taken place in a limited part of ether. it is
only a new condition according to the Vis’istgadvaitin.
One and the same substance is said to be eternal
if that substance alone is taken into account, even
though it may appear non-eternal from the point of
view of its having different conditions.”
An Objection to the Vaiﬁis‘tddvaitin’i Sat/Caryn—
vdda and his Answer Thereto

4.12.

The Nyaya-Vais'esika objects as follows to the
Vis'istadvaitic view of the satkdryavdda which holds that
the effect is not different from the cause and exists in
the (material) cause. In the Brahmau'ltra ‘patavacca’
(2-1-19) the author takes the example of a cloth and
declares that the cloth is simply the yarns with a new
shape or condition. But this declaration of Badarayana is untenable, says the Nyaya-Vais'esika. Suppose
a single long yarn is so woven as to produce a cloth, it
could not be called or considered a cloth as there is
only one yarn and not a plurality of yarns. '7
To this the Vis’istadvaitin's reply is as follows:—
There is no necessity to ﬁx a minimum number for the
yarns. so that they may acquire the name, cloth. What
is necessary is a peculiar arrangement of one or more
yarns to make an observer call it cloth. It is the
N yaya-Vais’esika and not the Vis'istgadvaitin who
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denies the formation ofa 'whole' with a single component for the reason that there is the absence of
conjunction of two or more parts. It is only in his
(Nyaya-VaiSCsika’s) view that conjunction of two or
more parts constitutes a non-inherent cause (asamavdyi—
kdrarja) for producing wholes. The untenability of this
view is evident from the instance of an ear—ornament
prepared with a single palmyra leaf. Hence it is not
Vis’istadvaitin but the Nyaya-Vais'esika who is open

to the charge that plurality and not arrangement
alone that is essential for a non-inherent cause.

4.13. Criticism of Gautama’s View That a ‘Whole’ Must
Exist Apart from II: Parts

The Nyéya-Vais’esika raises another objection by
the following argument: If the collection of parts
itself is said to be the ‘whole’ and the ‘whole’ has no
individual existence apart from its parts, then even a
mountain which is nothing but a colletion of atoms
with inﬁnitesimal size and consequently beyond human
perception, must be imperceptible. This argument is
made by Gautama in the aphorism “sarvdgrahaljam
avayavyasiddheb” (2-1-35)." Thus if substances that are
said to possess medium magnitude (madhjama—parimdija) are invisible, then the eyes would have no
function at all.
The reply of the Visistadvaitin is:— Although the
individual parts possess too small a size to be percep—
tible. yet the collection of those parts may possess
medium magnitude and become visible. Just as contradictory attributes like oneness and duality (ekatvam
and dvz'tvam) could co-exist in an object through the
relation of inherence (samavdya) and through the rela-
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tion of ‘collectivc extensity’ (parydpti sambana’hah)
respectively, atomicity and visible magnitude may coexist in things — atomicity when the individual parts
are taken into account and visible magnitude (madhjama—parimdna) when their association is taken into
account Individually they may be imperceptible. but
they become visible when taken as a collection. For
example, a single hair may not be noticed, but a
collection of hair becomes easily perceptible. Even so
the particles of dew. The triad which is the smallest
entity according to the Vis’istadvaitin, is perceptible
under proper conditions.
4.14. Further Reason: qf M‘dya-Vais‘esika to Establish
Distinction between the Whale and It: Parts and their
Uusoundness

further objection to the satkdryavdda

is made by
follows.
Unless
the Nyaya—Vais'esika as
a whole distinct from its parts is held to exist, there wauld be no
difference between a space occupied by the collection
of parts and the place occupied by the individual
parts. In the case af a heap of grain, for example, the
difference in the size of a space is found due to the
difference in the size of the heap. If a whole has its
own individual existence different from the individual
grains, then it can be said that each part occupies a
small place. while the ‘whole’ occupies a larger space.
If the whole is not distinct from its parts, then how
could the larger space of the heap be explained, if
each part occupies a small place of its own?

A

The Vis’istﬁdvaitin’s answer may be presented as
It is unnecessary to posit a whole as a distinct
and separate entity quite apart from its parts. It can
follows.
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be illustrated by the instance of fragrance.

We see

that the greater the quantity of the perfume. say,
musk, the larger the fragrance emitted by it. Similarly

the greater the number of parts, the larger the space
occupied by the heap. This principle is applicable not
only to qualities but to substances as well. Even the
Nyﬁya-Vaises’ika school holds that just before the
production of a dyad the two atoms conjoined together
must occupy a greater space. If the two atoms con—
joined occupied the same space as a single atom, there
would be no dyad formation. How could two atoms
occupy one and the same space since they have motion
and resistance?
The Nyiya-Vais’esika argues further: — A substance that has some size is said to have a data. small or
big. as the case may be. and deS‘a, is said to be one on
which a thing rests through the relation ofconjunction
or inherence (sar'nyoga or samavdya). If a ‘whole’ distinct from the parts is denied, then how could the place
or data, collection of parts be smaller or larger?
To this the answer of the Viéistadvaitin is as
follows. The parts of ether can serve the purpose of
data. Although ether is usually conceived as devoid
of parts, the Nyéya-Vais’esika holds that the portion
of ether limited by the exterior portions of ear is the
organ of hearing. and thus the innumerable parts of
ether have been conceived as the organs of hearing of
countless living beings. The air when escaping through
the different holes in a ﬂute, gives diﬂ‘erent notes.
Unless limited parts in ether are conceived, these
phenomena cannot be explained. Hence the dyads
and triads that join together — one never occupying
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the place of another — occupy a greater place (data)
and this explains the magnitude of parts.
Thus an individual ‘whole’ not previously existing
(asat-kdrya) and distinct from the parts is inconceivable
and hence does not exist. The Nyaya-VaiSesika holds
that the yarns that are joined in a particular manner
evolve a new thing ‘whole’ — a cloth — and the conjunction of the yarns plays the role of a non-inherent
cause (asamavdji karana).
But the Vis’istﬁdvaitin gives an explanation different from the above. The yarns so united assume a
different state or condition and consequently bear a
different name that is ‘cloth’ and there is nothing
newly evolved. According to the Visistadvaitin the
birth of a new thing is nothing but a new state of a
previously existing thing with a different state (purva‘sA similar
vasthasya uttardvasthd—prgiptib utpattib).
explanation is to be given with regard to a ﬂock of
cattle or army or forest etc. The Nyaya- Vais’esika
cites the sentence ‘the cloth possesses yarns’ (patab
tantumdn) in support of his view that the cloth is different from the yarns, as indicated by the sufﬁx (matup
praiyaya) meaning possession. The statement ‘the cloth
possesses yarns’ indicates that there is difference between the possesser and that which is possessed. The
verbal usage ‘the cloth has yarns’ (petal; tantumdn) is to
be explained as is done in the case of ‘the army has
valorous men’ (sﬂravati send) and 'the body of the stone—
image' (sila-putrakasya-sariram). Though in those cases
there is no army apart from valorous men. or a body
apart from the stone image, such verbal usages are in
vogue and they are held to be grammaticaliy correct.
Thus it is proved that it is not correct to consider that
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the possessive participle is invariably used with the
words meaning things which are distinct from that
possessor. Though the usages ‘the cloth has yarns’ and
‘the army has valorous men’ may be said to mean two
distinct entities, yarns are not distinct from the cloth
and the heroes are not distinct from the army; still the
possessive participle is used.
4.15. Recognition Proves the Identity of the Whale and It:

Parts

The Buddhist who maintains that every thing in
the universe has only a momentary existence is refuted
by the Nyaya-Vais'esika on the ground of recognition
(pratyabhijﬁai). But it may be pointed out that the
same argument can be used to prove the identity of
the ‘whole’ and its component parts. The recognition
that “what was a mere mass of clay before, has now
turned into a jar”” prove that the two things, namely,
what was before and what is: now perceived, are
identical.
These recognitions are not to be discountenanced
nor interpreted as comprehending different things
belonging to the same class; that is. they cannot be
interpreted as confounding similar things with identical
things. If this interpretation were accepted, recogni—
tion would not help the Nyéya—Vais’esika to refute the
Buddhist theory of momentariness. Hence on the
authority of recognition. things should be considered
as persisting or continuing, though in some cases the
things may be non—eternal. As in the case of a mass
of cotton which we can easily identity in all shapes,
we can recognise the identity of the cloth and the
ayrn. The difference in the name, number etc. bet-
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ween cause and effect do not by any means prove the
difference in the parts and the ‘whole’. A lotus bud
when it blossoms does not bring forth any new thing,
so states Uddyotakara in his Nydyavdrttika. What is
accepted here must apply likewise to other cases as
well. These are only changes in the same thing and
they do not deserve to be censidered as different entities on account of the clange in the condition or state.
4.16. The Coneeption of the Ultimate Whole Cannot be
Sustained

The Nyéya-Vais’eaika maintains that some substonces, like jar, cloth. etc. are called ‘ultimate wholes'
(antydoajaoi) which cannot evolve any other product
or ‘whole'. Then it may ba asked: Can a cloth which
is still in the loom and about to be cut and taken out
be considered an ultimate whole because it is con—
sidered as a ﬁnished product or can it be not? It
cannot be the former, because with the addition of
more yarnsl it would cease to be an ultimate whole
and would give rise to another. It cannot be the
latter, because it may then be asked: What is it that
is really wanted to make an ultimate whole? Should
it be said that that is an ultimate whole to which no
more could be added and that all others are nonultimate, we say this cannot be an adequate deﬁnition
because competent craftamen can add more parts to
any object and thereby secure something bigger. A
jar. for example. may be provided with a handle
made of the same substance.
Let us eite another example: that of a tower
which can be considered an ultimate whole. Suppose
that after its creation, some additions to it are made.
21
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say, the putting up of a doll thereon. Let us ask
whether that tower ﬁrst erected exists even after the
addition of the doll or whether it has perished. If it
is the former. it cannot be an ultimate whole. If it is
the latter, it would be against all experience. None
perceives the disappearance of the former tower; nor
can any reason be adduced therefor. It cannot be
suggested that as in the case of the burning taper,
here also the former tower perishes imperceptibly but
that we have illusory perception of identity of the new
with the old tower: because in the case of the taper,
we perceive the diminution of the candle whereas in
the case of the tower we do not perceive the tower
perishing and being replaced by a similar one.
Again if a small piece of cotton is taken out from a

mass of cotton, we don’t see the diminution of the
whole mass. But the Nyaya-Vais'esika has, in accor—
dance with his theory, to assume the destruction of the
former and the production of a new mass of cotton.
since the non-inherent cause (asamavdyi-kdrana).

namely, 'amSu—samyoga’ is destroyed and the material
cause also is removed therefrom. But according to the
theory of aggregation (saizghdtvvdda), when a part is
added or removed as in a heap of grain, there is neither
production nor destruction of a thing.

In fact the theory that by taking a trivial portion
away from an aggregate, the latter is destroyed and a
new one produced, is against all reason; for in the
different regions of the vast earth, some portions are
removed by different human agencies at all times. And
on the Nyaya-Vais'esika theory, destruction should be
taking place at all times and in consequence of that
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there would be no time for the reformation of the earth
at all. Similarly in the vast expanse of the sea where
the water is increasing and diminishing constantly, no
destruction of the old nor the production of a new is
possible. Thus there can be no whole distinct from
the parts.
4.17. The Unsoundness of the Theory of Production of
Dyad and Triad

The Nyaya-Vais'esika theory of production of all
objects between the two extremes of inﬁnitesimal
atoms (paramrirm) at one end and all-pervasive substances (vibhudraojdrji) like ether at the other end. is
hardly convincing. According to them the ﬁrst composite substance (prathamah avoyavi) to be produced is
the dyad; ii is composed of two atoms. The conjunction of two atoms is the non-inherent cause of a dyad.
Like the atom, the dyad is also imperceptible. Three
atoms. it is said, cannot combine because the multiplicity of causes must lead to an object of perceptible
magnituee, but the triad is deﬁned as one which is
made up of parts which are themselves endowed with
parts. whereas the atoms are partless. Hence it is
contended that the triad is produced out of three
dyads and it is the ﬁrst composite entity which is a
product of visible magnitude (madhyamaparimdrra).
The dimension of a dyad. it is saidl is not the product
of the dimensions of its component parts, namely two
atoms; for in that case its size would be larger than
that of the atom. whereas, by hypothesis. the atom has
a superior dimension (parimdrga) (utkrstam ca anal:
arjutaram-eva). Hence it is maintained by the N yﬁyaVais’esika. that the dimension of the dyad is the pro-
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duct of the duality of the atoms composing it (paramdrjudvaya-gata-dvitva-sahkhyﬁ). This duality of the two
atoms is the result of the notion of addition (apeksdbuddhih, ayam ekah, ajam ekah; imau dvau itjdkw‘rikd).
Since the atoms are imperceptible, the duality ofatoms
must be attributed to God’s notion of addition, not
any man's. But on the ground that God's notion of
addition (apeksd buddhi) is eternal it cannot be main—
tained that duality (dvitva) will not perish in accor—
dance with the dictum (duality and other numbers
perish in the fourth ksana of its birth, in consequence
of the extinction of its cause, namely, the notion of
addition; but the God's notion of addition being held
eternal, the duality and other numbers being positive
productives (bhdva-kdrydrgi) are to perish for some
other reason),
Three dyads, according to the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika.
go to make a triad. Two triads are not enough to
evolve a perceptible object for want of accumulation
of parts (avayava-pracayah) and of the acquisition of
the medium magnitude. The triad and its colour are
perceptible—though its components, the dyads and
their colour, are not. The argument that unless the
component parts and their colour are perceptible, the
composite 'whole' and its colour cannot be, can hardly
be sustained. Though the dyads are not perceived and
much less their colour. the triad may be perceived
yellow with the colour of the sun-light superimposed
thereon,Io as in the case of a conch appearing yellow
to a person with jaundiced eyes. Products bigger in
size than the triad are evolved by the combination of
parts without any limit being set to their number.
While threefold causes (samavdyi. asamavdyi. and
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nimitta-kdrandni) are necessary for the production of
positive products, for destruction one cause, namely.
the instrumental cause (nimitta-kdrana) alone is held
to be sufﬁcient.
4.18. Consideration of the deya- Vais‘esika View Regard.
ing the Formation of Human and Other Bodies

Having no other basis except the imagination of

the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika, these theories are arbitrary and

unacceptable to learned people like Vyasa, who uphold the authority of the Vedas as supreme in these
matters. It is unequivocally stated in the Brahmasﬁtras that although the Sankhya doctrine propounded
by Kapila goes against some principles enunciated by
the Vedas, there are some aspects of their theory which
are in accordance with them; therefore these are
accepted by those taking their stand on the Vedas.
But the statements of the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika are thoroughly unacceptable to those who are desirous of eternal
bliss in the supreme world."
Let us now examine the Nyaya—Vais'esika theory
concerning the human body and other physical
objects. On the Nyaya-Vais'esika theory all bodies in
the world have earth alone for their material consti—
tuent though there is contact of other elements; but
the latter do not constitute their component parts, in
the sense in which earth is Spoken of as the constituent.
If we ﬁnd in the bodies the characteristic qualities of
other elements, it may be due to the presence of the
contact of other elements with the constituent part of
the earth. In the making of a pot from clay, for
example, the contact of water is required only in this
manner. Likewise in the make up of all bodies the
other elements are mixed with only in this manner.
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According to the Nyéya-Vais'esika, two atoms of
different elements, say, an atom of earth and an atom
of water cannot form a dyad; for. these two atoms have
three conspicuous common qualities, namely, colour,
taste and touch, while one of them alone (the atom of
earth) possesses odour. Even with regard to touch,
there is similarity only in a broad general sense, since
in each case, strictly speaking. there is a special kind
of touch — in water, cool touch and in the earth,
neither hot, nor cool touch — jale Sita-sparsah. prthivydm-anusndﬂta-sﬁaﬂah). The combination of these
two atoms cannot produce odour in the resultant.
There is a rule that a quality in the composite subtance cannot arise. if it were not present in the two
component parts." Thus other elements, besides earth,
cannot enter into the composition of objects. as their
constituents. though their contact cannot be denied.
Thus Vatsyayana while commenting on Nydja3am “pdrthivaﬁz gundntaropalabd/zeb” (3-1-28) meaning
“the body must be regarded as composed of the earth;
because we ﬁnd in it the distinctive quality (of the
Earth),” says:—- “The human body must be regarded
as composed of Earth. Why? Because we ﬁnd in it the
distinctive quality of Earth. The Earth is endowed
with odour and so is also the body — and inasmuch
as water and other material substances are odourless,
if the body were composed of them, it would be without odour. But as a matter of fact, the body could
not form the receptacle of the soul’s activities, if it
were built up with earth only, without being mixed
with water, etc.; hence the body should be regarded as
being built up by the mixture of all the ﬁve material
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substances; the 3mm does not deny the material contact or mixture (in the body) of the ﬁve substances."’
Ganganatha Jha commenting on the above :t'ura
writes:— The contention that the body is composed of

earth means that the earth alone is the material cause
of the body. It does not deny the conjunction of water
and other substances as it is invariably required for its
production."
Now let us examine this theory. According to its
the whole is just a collection of parts. It is possible for
different elements to form a composite, as milk with
water is conceived by all as a whole. Even NyﬁyaVaiSCsika establishes gold as a whole constituted by
the parts of earth and ﬁre. since it possesses the qualities of weight, yellow colour etc. of earth which do
not belong to the element ﬁre. According to the NyéyaVais’esika, they are superimposed on ﬁre (tejah) from
earthy parts that lie along with the parts of the element ﬁre (tejah). The triple blending (trivrt-kararja)
referred to in the Vedas is for the purpose of making
the composite possess a form and a name of its own.
This triple blending (trivgrt-kararja) is based on the
principle of constituting a whole (avayavi) with diffe—
rent elements. If the production of a dyad from two
different elements is denied and consequently the
further develoaments too. then their theory goes against
the Vedic statements. The Garbhopanis‘ad states that
the human body is composed of four kinds of food that
which can be drunk. licked, sucked and eaten (payalehya-cosya-khdqydni), and these are composed of
earthern and watery parts. The smrlis also refer to the
body as composed of ﬁve elements. By grafting two
‘Ganganatha Jha’s translation.
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different species of saplings, we often see, a tree is
caused to grow.
The Vis’istadvaita doctrine which does not accept
the existence of a whole (avajavi) distinct from the
component parts, is not liable to the following charges
that may be made against the Nyaya-Vais'esika system.
The Nyﬁya-Vais’esika holds that therc is a
category (pad/Erika) or predicable entity called ‘genus’
(jdti). The Vis’istadvaitin asks what that genus or
generic attribute is in the case of the human body
which is a compound of ﬁve elements ~ earth, water,
ﬁre, air and ether.
1.

Nor can it have a number of generic attributes of equal importance since there would then be
‘cross division‘ (sdizkaryam) of generics which is condemned by the Nyaya-Vais’esika.
2.

3.

Nor can it be totally devoid of any generic

attribute less comprehensive than ‘dravyatva', for such

an entity would then cease to be a ‘dravja'.

4. Nor could there be a generic attribute peculiar and different from ‘prthivitva. jalatva. tejastva and
vdjutva’ since that would amount to positing a tenth
‘draqya’. According to the Nyéya- Vais’esika, there are
only nine kinds of substances (drdvydrji).
As a matter of fact, there is no generic attribute
(jdti) as a separate category as conceived by the

Nyaya-VaiSesika. According to the Vis'istadvaitin. a
generic attribute is nothing but a conﬁguration (sam-

:thdna).
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Moreover, though the ﬁve elements constitutes
the human and other bodies, there will be no ‘cross—
division’ of generic attributes, because the body may
be an exceptionally peculiar category even as the body
of Lord Narasimha. A similar explanation is given by
the Nyaya-Vais'esika with regard to the variegated
colour (citra-rﬁpa) of cloth. Different colours in the
yarns produce a variegated colour in the whole,
namely, a cloth. By the numerous yarns. a cloth.
which according to the Nyaya-Vais'esika, is totally of
a different species, is generated and hence the rule that
things cannot generate a new thing ehtirely distinct
and different from its material cause. becomes null
and void.
Human and other bodies which are constituted
of the ﬁve elements are said to be earthy by consideration of their being constituted mostly by earthy
matter which manifests its characteristic properties
such as weight, hardness, etc. in the bones, for ex—
ample. It is impossible to deny the existence of
watery and other elemental parts as well in human
and other bodies, since they are made of blood, marrow
etc. This contention has the approval ofthe Brahmaultra “vais‘eydttu tadvddastadvddab" which means that
human bodies are said to be constituted of earthy parts
because earthy parts form the major portion of the
human bodies. It is obvious in the case of a heap of
rice mixed with a comparatively small quantity of
sesame when the heap is called one of rice ignoring the
sesame which is proportionately very little. A cot made
of different kinds of wood. a tower built with different
kinds of stone etc. are spoken of as made up of one
particular material which forms the major part. Why
22
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not give such an explanation in the case of all those
which the Nyaya-Vaiéesika denominates as composites?
The Vis’istadvaitin contends that although there
no substance worthy ofthe name ‘composite’ and all
the so—called composites are nothing but aggregations
of similar parts. the thing found in the form of a material from which a product can be evolved in future. is
called ‘element’ (bhﬂta); while a thing evolved from
its material cause is called an ‘elemental product'
(bhautika). Or a thing that is found without evolving
a product is said to be in its elemental state and the
same, when it is in the state of a transformed product,
is called an 'elemental product’. The primordial thing
(prakrti) when it is not evolving into any product. is
said to be in ‘samasgyavasthd’. but when it is assuming
various forms and names, it is said to be innumerable
and in ‘zgyastyavasthd’.
is

The Nydya-VaiSesika Criticism of the Satkdrja—
vdda and the Reply of the Vifistddvaitin

4.19.

Then arises the objection of the Nyaya-Vais’esika

that if the material cause — the primordial matter

(prakq‘ti) is eternal, and if the various conditions in the

same thing alone are said to be its effects, this view
cannot be termed the ‘satkdrya- va‘da’. For, :atkdryavdda
really implies the presence of the effect prior to its
production; e.g., oil in sesame seeds, rice in paddy and
milk in the udder of the cow. In none of these can it
be maintained that what is previously non-existent is
brought out afresh. When the Vis’istadvaitin says that
a state (avasthd) that did not exist before is brought into
being at the subsequent stage, how can this view he
called ‘mtkdryavdda’?
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This objection, it is obvious, is due to an ignorance
of the Vis’istadvaitic doctrine which in this respect is
quite different from the corresponding Sﬁnkhya view.
The Visistadvaitin bases his stand entirely upon the
Vedic texts and says that a substance already existing
assumes different conditions, and with those new condi—
tions the same substance is termed a product;" as, for
example, when a lump of‘ clay is transformed into ajar,
surely a shape that did not exist previously is brought
about and the pre-existent entity with the new shape
it has taken. is known as the effect. This doctrine is
also in accord with our everyday experience.
4.20. Consideration of the Function of the Sense Organs,
Eye and Ear
There are some schools of philosophy which
maintain that it is wrong on the part of the NyéyaVais’esika to state that the eye proceeds to the object
which is seen. They hold (as against the Nyﬁya -Vais’esika) that the visual sense (caksurindriya) remains
where it is while apprehending a distant object. They
argue as follows:— Ifthe eye were to go to the place
of the object. the eye would be unable to comprehend
anything that is bigger than itself in size. A small knife
can cut only small things like nails. but it cannot cut a
log of wood which would require an axe. Besides there
could, on that view. be no comprehension of a branch
of a tree which is nearby and of the moon simultane—
ously. Against this criticism, the Nyﬁya—Vais’esika
gives the following answer:— Since there can be no

apprehension in the absence of contact with the object
apprehended. the eye does go out and that it is specially
ﬁtted to cover the distance with remarkable speed.
Hence the sense-organs must be assumed to cause their
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respective cognitions only by their actually going ot
those places, the distance being immaterial.
According to the Vis’istédvaitin the sense-organs
are the products of the ‘sdttvikdhahkdra’ and not of the
ﬁve gross elements. but with their powers heightened by
the respective elements that enter upon their functions.
While the Nyéy a— VaiSesika says that the sense ofvision
is capabie of actually travelling long distances in order
to have the contact of the objects, the Vis’iste‘tdvaitin
says that the functioning (vﬂti) of the eye goes out to
establish contact with the objects in however distant a
place it might be. The vrtti is the movement of the
elements which infuse heightened power in the senses.
The vrtti of the eye is not obstructed while it passes
through a transparent medium like water, crystal or
glass and hence the object on the other side of transparent medium becomes perceived. As the smell of
musk spreads far and wide even from within a closed
box, so the vfrtti too can pass through a medium, but
like light, this also travels only in straight lines. More—
over, it. like the lustre of light, ceases to travel the
moment the eyes are closed. When we look at our face
in a mirror, the vrtti of our own eyes turns back and
thus causes the contact leading to perception.
In the case ofthe ears, the Nyaya-Vais'esika would
explain that sound travels to the ear in a series in the
manner of water-waves or of the buds ofthe Kadamba
tree, until it reaches the car. But he forgets the fact
that sound having no physical frame is incapable of
travelling in this way. If the fragrance of a ﬂower
from a far-off place pleases our noses, it is due to the
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wind that can carry even the smallest particles from
the ﬂower. Here the Nyﬁya-VaiSesika himselfcontends
that fragrance with its substratum is carried by the
wind. Nor is it possible to say that like the eyes, the ear
too goes to the place where the sound is produced; for
the sense organ of the ear, is ether limited, according
to the Nyaya-Vais’esika, by the external construction
of the ear and if it goes to the place of its objects, it
ceases to be ear.

Here Venkatanatha states brieﬂy the views ofsome
of the followers of the Sinkhya school. According to
them, the sense-organ of hearing functions in the same
way as the other sense-organs through their respective
vrttis. The ear or the organ of hearing is a product of
sattvikdhahkdra and not of any element. But when it
is stimulated to a high degree of activity by ether
(dkds‘a) which has the power (dpydyana-Sakti), the sense
of hearing acquires its own vrtti and it is through this
vytti that sound is perceived. The Sankhya holds that
a substance that is capable of being transformed may
change either by its very nature or by the element
that activates it to a high degree. The sense-organs of
sound called the ear comes into contact with its object,
namely, sound. through its vrtti acquired in the manner
mentioned before. The Sankhyas proceed further and
hold, on the basis ofwhat they call common experience,
that the ear, the sense organ of hearing (and not the
element, ether) functions in such a manner that its vrtti
or operation goes to the place where the sound is generated and apprehends sound. and along with it, the
place or object from which the sound arises. That is
why. they state, we feel and say “the sound of the
drum,” the sound of the bamboo that is split. etc. If
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the spreading of vrtti from the organ of hearing to the
place whence the sound arises is not admitted, they ask
— how would it be possible to apprehend not only the
sound but also the place of its origin, the drum the
bamboo and the like? Thus. according to the Sankhyas.
the vrtti of the ear, the organ of hearing, proceeds from
the ear and comes into contact with the sound and
likewise, the place or object from which it originates.
It is in this way that perception is caused ofsound and
its substratum (the drum, the bamboo etc). The intensity or degree of clearness in hearing or the perception
of sound depends upon the degree or intimateness of
contact between the vrtti and the sound.
4.21.

Criticism qf the Sdhkhya Theory

This theory is not tenable. It is well-known that
a person who is near the place of the origin ofasound
hears it sooner than one who stands at a great distance
from it. When a drum is beaten, Venkatanatha points
out. a person just near it hears the sound almost instantaneously while one standing at furlong ofl‘ hears it only
after the lapse of some seconds. Again ifat that time
the wind blows from the place of‘ generation of the
sound in the direction of the person who hears it, the
apprehension of the sound takes place sooner than if
the wind blows in the opposite direction. So also when
a sound is generated outside the house, the people inside
the house do not hear it so distinctly as those who are
outside.
Visisgddvaitin's View
These facts of common experience can be explain—
ed satisfactorily only if we admit that the sound itself
moves and not the sense-organ or its vrtti. Like light.
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sound, it is true, cannot move from one place to another
as it has no physical form. But the Vis’istadvaitin explains the movement of sound as follows:— Just as
odour or fragrance moves from one place to another
along with the pollen of the ﬂower which is its substratum, sound travels from one place to another along
with its substratum, the air. When Yamunacarya says
in his Xtmasiddhi, “sound, colour, the light of the sun
and the lustre of a gem are diH‘erent from the objects
possessing them as they have movement,” what he
means is not that sound and fragrance travel by themselves but that they are borne with their substratum.“
Moreover the phenomenon of echo strengthens
this theory of sound movement with its substratum. A
loud sound produced in a cave or the wall of a temple
strikes against the opposite wall and causes an echo,
which may be explained only on the basis of sound
having a physical form, because of'its being accompanied by its substratum. Echo is caused by the violent
contact of sound with its substratum against the wall.
So it is the air that must be held as the substratum
sound.
At the time of beginning the chanting of the
of
Vedas, the following hymns are prescribed to be chanted
and they assert that the sound is of air.” “I bow to
Thee, 0 Air! Thou art the Brahman that is actually perceived (Veda is termed as sabda-brahman). I am going to

chant Thee, the perceptible Brahman.” Here the air
itself is conceived to be transformed into Veda (sound).
The same Veda is described as the breath of Brahman."
The air itself is considered svara, in a verse of the
Visnu-purdna.“
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The Nature of the Soul according to the Maya-

Vais‘esika School

With regard to the soul or spirit (dtman), the
Nyaya-VaiSCsika maintains that it is omnipresent
(vibhu), that it is not self—luminous and that after liberation from the bondage of safnsdra. it has no knowledge of any kind and remains like a piece of stone.
They hold that as it is not self—luminous. it is appre—
hended with the help of its attribute or quality, viz”
knowledge, in the same way as other non-self— luminous
objects like a jar are apprehended with the help of
their qualities. According to them. pleasure during
sar’nsdra is invariably accompanied by pain and that
after liberation (mukti) the soul has neither pain nor
pleasure nor any other kind of knowledge.

The soul is omnipresent, here, there and everywhere throughout the universe. The ‘adfrsta’ otherwise
called ‘dharma’ and ‘adharma’ the unseen potentialities remain in the soul; and it being a common auxiliary cause of things, in company with other particular
causes, causes things to come into being in places near
or remote. Hence a medicine, prepared in America,
is a product of the adrsta-dharma — of a person who is
going to take it to cure his disease; and a knife made
in Sheﬂield is a product of the adrsga-adharma — of a
person who is going to be injured by the knife.
——

The Vedic statement, ‘satyam jﬁdnam anantam
brahma,’ or ‘vijﬁdnan’wyajﬁar’n tanute’ does not mean the
identity of knowledge with the soul. The words jﬁana
and vijﬁdna mean only the substratum of knowledge.
The liberation of a soul takes place at the destruction
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of the twentyone pains. and it is a state like that of a
stone which is unconscious of any pleasure or pain.
As pleasure is invariably accompanied by pain. souls
according to the Nyﬁya—Vais’esika—all
are denied
pleasures, even though the scriptures categorically
state that souls enjoy transcendental bliss at the time
of their emancipation.
——

Visistddvaitin’: View on the Nature qf the Soul in
Bondage and the Liberated Saul

4.24.

These contentions of the Nyaya-Vais'esika does
not have the Vedic authority. We see the Vedic
statements sometimes identifying knowledge with the
soul and sometimes ascribing knowledge to the soul as
an attribute. As both statements are valid and
could not be opposed to each other. we should seek to
effect a reconciliation between them. The soul is
knowledge as well as the substratum or possessor of
knowledge. This is how the Vis’istadvaitins reconcile these two apparently contradictory scriptural
statements. To be conscious means to be cognized as
‘I’ without the help of the attributive knowledge
(dharmabht'lta—jﬁdna) which comprehends external as
well as internal objects and its own self. This attributive knowledge too is eternal but has the potency
of contracting and expanding. When the souls are
subject to birth and death, attributive knowledge is in
a contracted stage and its operation is limited. But
when the self is liberated from samscira it becomes
capable of comprehending everything as is the knowledge of the supreme Being itself. So long as the
souls are bound by karma, their knowledge is limited
and they cannot have omniscience. Thus the soul
23
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can be identical with knowledge and at the same
time be a seat of knowledge in consonance with the
Vedic statements of both types. Neither the sentient
being nor the attributive knowledge requires any
other knowledge for its own comprehension, as both
happen to be self—luminous. When we are asleep. the
attributive knowledge ceases to operate and hence we
are not conscious of anything else. The sentient
being on account of its being self-luminous is conscious
of its own self as ‘I’. This can be proved from the
recollection after waking from sleep in the manner ‘I
had pleasant sleep till I woke up’. This means that
‘I’-cognition alone was continuing when it was asleep.
As a matter of fact the soul, at the time when a

asleep, takes rest in the lap of the supreme
Being which dwells in the heart of each individula
with the name of ‘inner controller' (antarydmt) — one
of the ﬁve forms of the supreme Being. just like a treasure below the ground upon which we tread again and
again, being unconscious of its presence there, we take
rest in the 'inner controller' when we feel very much
exhausted, and this (taking rest) is sleep."

man

is

The Nyaya-Vais'esika states that the self or soul
possesses knowledge but is not knowledge, that is, they
hold that it is not self—luminous. During samsdra,
according to them, the soul is cognised by the knowledge in the same way as other objects, external and
internal, are cognised. When liberation (mukti) takes
place, they maintain that the soul is deprived of knowledge and other such qualities and becomes free of
pleasure and pain. The self is. according to them,
exactly like non-sentient stone in the state of mukti,
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The supreme Being and the liberated
souls have their attributive knowledge in all its fullness
and are omniscient since they have no karma of any
kind that can limit the free expansion of attributive

ges in itself.

knowledge.

The attributive knowledge makes the soul conscious of external and internal objects, prompts the
body to act in response to its ﬁndings and thus
subjects the soul to the experience of pleasure or pain.
Inwardness (pratyaktva) is a peculiar feature of the
soul. It means that the luminosity of the soul is for
the sake of its own illumination (svasmai :vajamprakdsa), whereas the luminosity of the attributive
knowledge results in beneﬁt to the soul which takes
necessary action after the above knowledge comes
into existence and derive the beneﬁts; and so the
attributive knowledge is called ‘pardk’ that is luminous
for somebody else. since its luminosity beneﬁts others,
namely, the soul, its substratum, and never beneﬁts
itself (svds‘raya'ya bhdsamdna).
The Vis’istgadvaitin upholds the supreme authority
of the scriptures and has therefore to conﬁne himself
in the course of explaining his doctrine strictly to
Vedic statements. His views must never go against
the Vedic texts. As a consequence of this he considers
the souls to be inﬁnitesimally small (arm). The size of
the soul is described to be as small as one-ten—thousandth part of the sharp edge of the tail of a grain of
paddy, but at the same time it can be stated as immeasurable and all-comprehensive with its conspi—'
cuous attributive knowledge which spreads like the
lustre of a light though it occupies a small place."
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Since knowledge is the conspicuous and outstanding
quality of the soul. the soul is sometimes called by that

quality, the knowledge.

As the invariable experience of all human beings

is to the effect ‘I do know', the knowledge must be

held a quality quite distinct from its substratum the
‘I'. The Vedic statements such as "jdndti eva ayam
purusab” correspond to the above experience and conﬁrm the distinction between the self and its attributive
knowledge.
As some other Vedic texts identify the soul with

knowledge, the soul

is

to be held to have the nature of

knowledge as well in order to maintain the validity of
this type of Vedic texts.
NOTES
1.
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3. buddhisca eképi aneka-visaya dma ista ca. nirarbéi
ca sa pratyekamkirtsnyena arhéato v5 visayikuryit? na idyah;

anyinullekha-prasangit. na dvitiyah; niraméatvédeva tatra
cet kascit samidhih, anusvapi tathi syit.
4.

visayitvam hi amsanapeksatayaiva dystam; na hi

anyato’pi tasya anyathi drsﬁh. ato yathopalambham ekavat
aneko’pi visaya ckasyabuddheh. avayavy-ﬁrambhaka-samyo-

gastu tvayi’pi na kvacit amsa-nirapeksa uktah. kvacit visesingikire niyimakibhivah — S. S. p. 19.
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dravyinim ckatra samaviyena saména-ddatin‘:
vyisedhimo na tu sarhyogcna. samaviyena hi saména-deéati
sthaulya-paripandhini; yathi gandha-rﬁpa-rasa-sparéih
samina-deéih na sthaulyam irabhantc. tat kasya hetoh?
esﬁm amﬁrlinin’: samina-dcéa-samaviyét. mﬁrtéstu sparéavantah samaviyena asamina-dc§ih paraspara-samyogino
yadi sthaulyam irabhante kid: bidhyatc? — Nydya-mirtikatdtparja-ﬁkd (Chaukbamba Press) p. 651.
5.

niravayavcgu tu viéva-vyiptaikatattva-vidinastc
tannibandhani bhiga-klptir-aéakyé. tadoupidhi-sarhyogittu
syidapi yadi, tatripi améinarhéa-vikalpaksobho’tilaﬁghyeta.
atassarve digupadhisamyogéném-paraminusu khathamaupidhika-bhigabhedi’pidakatvam? S. S. p. 19.
6.

avayavy-irambhaka-samyogastu na kvacid améanirapcksa uktah; kvacid viéegingikirc niyamakibhivah.
S. S. p. 19.
8. adhikévayavérabdhatvarh nyﬁnivayavirabdhatvan‘a
ca pariminatiratamya-prayojakam.
7.

9.

anaamédndm anantatvc gamtrzzdm tad ati/cramah/
kada‘pi na :ydt kin‘z na :jﬁt vegdtiéaya-vaibhavdt/l
djumazler diapa: sarpan udayﬁdri-éikkdmaneh/
tat-ksazlam kin“: na m'rbha'n' paécimddri-éikhandakahl/
S. S. p. 20.

10.

sad-eva saumya idamagrc asit, Chandogja Upanimd,

6.2.1.
11.

na anyo avayavi avayavcbhyah, gurutvintaraJV. V. p. 233.

kéryigrabanit,

12. dravya-samihira-gurutvivadhiranit.
yadidam
bhavati manyatc dvi-palam paﬁca-palamiti; na atra kirya-

kirana-gurutve avadbiryetc kintu écaramid iparaminoéca
dravya-samﬁhiro unniyatc tatra, manusyadharméno na
yuktan‘: vaktum-iyat kirana-gurutvamiyat kirya—gurutvamiti. N. V. p. 235.
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patrasya hi kundalitasya nimintaran‘: dystam.
saphalaéca avasthintarena kﬁraka-vyipirab. na tu atra
avayavy-antarotpattih; ikuﬁcanaprasérana-padma-saﬁkocavikisidisu api tat-kalpana-prasar‘xgit. na ca ekena avayavena
avayavy-irambhah; asamaviyikiranisambhavit. avayaviyava-samyogastatra asamaviyi-kéranam iti cet-na, tasya
anyérthatvit, anyathi arhéﬁnirh tantuvat patiérayatvam-api
syit. S. S. p. 22.
13.

14.

parva-siddha-pa_taissdrdham tantubhih ﬁaM-sambhavel
papa-pailktis Jamik§yeta kramzidﬁdhikya-édlini}I

pnik siddhﬁndrﬁ paga'dincim uttarottara-janmani/
ahetuko aimiéaim

“him-palm na juiyate/I

upalambha-viruddha-viniéa-santati kalpaniprasaﬁgah.
eka-dvi-try-iditantvapakarsauadaéiyim
api khanda-paramparotpatti-niéaparamparotpatti-klptih kli§tatari S. S. p. 23.
na ced,

evarh

15. kalhan‘: tarhi caramidi-tantvapakarsane alpataratamidi-patopalambha iti cct; pratibandhaka-vigame avas‘
thita-samyogebhyah khanda-patotpattch. idyidi-tantvapakar$auc tvayé’pi csaiva riLir-anusartavyi; anyathé dvi-tantukidi-pata-paryanta-samasta-kirya-viniéc khanda-patiuutpattau ca tantvatiriktarh na kiﬁcid upalabhycta. K. V.

tvamapi vibbﬁnin‘l anﬁnin‘n ca nityinim-api hetubhcdair avasthintaripattirhaﬁgikar05i. sarva-dravyasvarﬁpanityatvan'l tad-avasthibedaﬁ: ca vadatam-api tathi kin“: na
syit?sau‘1yuktivasth§pi hi parinémah. katham tarhi nityinitya-vibhigah? ittharh dravya-tad-avasthayostathibhévideva, dravya-vivaksiyiu‘: tu avasthi-viéista-ve$cna anityatvavyavahira iti. S. S. p. 23.
16.

dravyc anityati-vyavahirah éikhi-nyiyena viéista-vcscua
iti arthah. A.D., I. p. 231.
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tatra ekam anirambhakam; avayava-saﬁayogi-

17.

nupapattau asamaviyi-kiranabhivit.

18. yadi avayavi na asti, sarvasya grahanan'a na upapadyatc. kirh tat sarvam? dravya-guna-karma-siminya-viéesa-

samavayih. kathan’: kgtvi? paraminu-samavasthinam tivat
daréana-visayo na bbavati atindriyatvid anﬁnim. dravyantaram ca avayavibhﬁtam daréanavi$ayo na asti...tcna sarvasya
grahanit paéyimo asti dravyintarabhﬁto avayavi iti. JV. B.
pp. 276-7.

idam

ghatidikam-pﬁrvihnc

mrttikaiva

19.

aarvam

28.

dgéyamcva hialoka-rﬁpam iropyapiﬁjarah trasa-

isit.

rcnul; avalokyatc — Udayana.

2]. aparigrahicca atyantam-anapcksa — Brahma-5mm,

2-2-16.

kapila-paksasyaSruti-nyiya-virodha-parityaktasyipi satkirya-vididini kvacidarhéc vaidikaih parigraho asti; asya tu
kanida-paksasya kenépi arhécna aparigrahit, anupapannatvicca anapek$aiva nih§rcyasirthibhih kiryi — S. B. II, p. 87
22. kirana-gunasya kevalasya
N. V. p. 455.
23.
p. 481.

na.

arambhakatvam

pirthivam guna‘mtaropalabdheh, N.

S.

(3-1-27)

tatra minugarh satin-am pirthivam kasmit? gunintaropalabdhch. gandhavati pythivi, gandhavat ca éariram.
abidinim-agandhatvit tat-prakyti agandhath syit. na. tu
idam-abidibirasam gktayi prthivyi irabdham cestcndriyirthﬁSrayabhivcna kalpate ityatah paﬁcinim bhﬁtinin'n samyogc sati éariram bhavati. bhﬁta-samyogo hi mithah paﬁci
nin': na nisiddha iti. V. B. p. 4-82.
24. purvasiddhadravyasya
satkiryavidah.

sidhyivasthi-viéesa

cva
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éabda-gandha-sﬁryiloka-ratnaprabhidayo dharmyativartino gatimintsca ityﬁtmasiddbi-vikyc éabdo gandhaéabdavat israya-laksakah. S. S. p. 49
24.

25. namastc-wiyo; tvarnveva pratyakmm hrahma asi;
tnémeva pratyalwam bmhma vadisydmi.

26.

tasya ha vi etasya mahata bh-atasja nihﬁvasitani

clad jad-rg-acdah...
27.

vmu-randhra-vibhcdena bhcdah gadjﬁdi-san‘tjﬁilah/
abheda-njdpino vdyox-tathti’sau paramﬁtmanah/l

28.

tad-jathri hiraflya-nidhin'l nihitan‘: akytrajﬁab
upan' upan' sar'icaranto na vindejunvamimcih :arvdh praja'h aharahar-gacchantyab
etan't bmhma-lokam na vindantc. annena hi
pmtyl‘ldhdh. — Ch. Up., 8. 3. 2.

29.

24

udldgra-5atabhdgasya s’atadha' kalpitasja ca/
aka bhﬁgaua oijﬁejah :a ca dnantyﬁya kalpatell

5
THE SYSTEM OF ADVAITA
5.1. The Aﬁpearance qf the Universe — a Mere Illusion
5.1.1 The Vedz'c Statements and Inference Prove the
Reality of Brahman Alone

On the strength of scriptural statements such as

“sad eva saumya, idamagra dsit” “ekam eva advitiyam
brahma" and “na iha ndndsti kiﬁcana” etc. The Advaitin
asserts that there is only one real thing namely,
Brahman and that all other things which appear before
our eyes, are unreal, being of the nature of transient
phenomena. So also by quoting the epithet, “advittya”,
that is, that has none as second, applied to Brahman
in the Upanis'ad. the Advaitin maintains that Brahman
is devoid of attributes and in support of his contention, he cites the authority of Vedic texts like “nirgu—
narh niraﬁjanam niskalar'n niskriyav'n fdntam," etc.
Further he seeks to prove the unreality ofthe universe
by the following inference.‘ All things other than
Brahman are unreal because they are different from
Brahman, like the shell-silver. The falsity of the silver
seen in the shell is obvious. Falsity is deﬁned as
"Something that is apprehended as if it were real but
is capable of being dispelled by the cognition of the
real object."a When one mistakes a rope for a snake,
an inexplicable serpent is. according to the Advaitin,
created temporarily and this impression will disappear
by the apprehension of the reality of the rope, i.e.,
that it is a rope and not a snake. The Advaitin states
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that in the state of bondage or samsdra, the world is
perceived illusorily on Brahman, the only Reality and
that release from bondage (mukti) consists in the right
apprehension that Brahman alone is real. and that the
universe which we see around us is a false or illusory
imposition on Brahman. As a snake is falsely superim~
posed in a rope, so in Brahman. which alone is real. is
superimposed the universe, and this will disappear the
moment the nature ‘and reality of Brahman is appre—
hended even as the snake in the rope disappears, when
the reality of the basis. namely the rope is known as
rope. It is ignorance that makes one mistake a rope
for a snake; so does ignorance (avizlyzi) make one see
the universe in Brahman even though the universe
has no real existence.
This ignorance (avitlyd) held by some as a negative entity in the shape of negation of knowledge and
by some others as a positive entity has been elabora—
tely discussed in another chapter. The doctrine of

avidjd or ma‘yd is the very life-blood of the Advaita.
In fact. far too much prominence is given to this con—
cept of ignorance to establish the doctrine that everything other than Brahman is unreal and has no real
existance of its own unlike Brahman. Vedic authority is claimed therefore, as it seems to have been
referred to in almost all the Upanisads. References in
the scriptures are with regard to the ignorance that
prevails in the shape of the empirical world.

5,1.2 Advaitin's Explanation of How an Illusion Takes
Place

The Advaitin holds that in consonance with such
Vedic references to Brahman and the universe. the
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inevitable conclusion is that Brahman alone is real and
that everything else is merely phenomenal. Removal
of the products of ignorance is possible only through
tattva-jﬁdna. A snake that is falsely apprehended in a
rope cannot be killed with a stick, but only by understanding the absence of the real snake by the apprehension of the identity of the base as rope. If there is no
snake, it may be asked how we are to account for the
illusion for such a sensation? According to the Advaitin, there must be one objective counterpart. transient
though it be, with which the eyes attain a contact,
when the internal organ (antahkarana) ﬂows to that
object, and assumes its form through its orui, even as
the water from a tank ﬂows into a ﬁeld and assumes
the same shape as the ﬁeld. which may be a square or
of any other shape.
5.1.3

Origination or Evolution of [ndeﬂ'nable Thing:

This transformation of the inner organ into the
shape of the object. called orth' causes the perception
of an object, when the intelligence qualiﬁed by the

psychosis (antabkarana-vfrttyaoacchinna-caitanya) coincides with the object intelligence (visajdvacchinnacaitanya). This does not. however, provide a convincing
solution to the problem because one may ask how the
eyes could have contact with a snake, when a snake
did not actually exist but only a rope, and how the

internal organ could transform itself into the object,
namely. the snake, to cause the perception of the
snake. The snake in the rope is evolved not by the
constituent parts of snake as we see in the empirical
world. but by the one indeﬁnable and unique (anirvacanija), neither real because it is capable of being sub-
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lated. nor unreal because it is an object of cognition
(sad asad—vilaksarja). The defect in the eyes, which
having the contact ofthe rope. causes the peculiar ortti
of the internal organ to pass through the defective eyes,
to envelop the object before us. In that vrtti which is
held to be very near and to have plain and smooth
surface, the consciousness limited by the objoct before

(idam-avacchinna-caitanya) becomes reﬂected. By the
above process the consciousness limited by the vrtti
and the self—same consciousness limited by the internal
organ (pramdtr-caitanya) become one, and the cons—
ciousness that is limited py the object, namely rope
which is enveloped by ignorance (avidyd) is transfor—
med into snake, and thus an indeﬁnable (anirvanija)
snake is effected. As it is the effect of an avidjd belonging to a particular person, the snake in the rope
cannot be apprehended by others. In the same way,

the Advaitin contends, the universe is superimposed
on the pure intellect which is identical with the only
real absolute Brahman.
5.1.4

Vedic Statements Classified

We will now examine the doctrine and arguments
of the above statements of the Advaitin. From certain
texts to the scriptures such as "This, my friend, existed
only as sat in the beginning,” "There is Brahman alone
without a second,” “There is no variety here of any
kind.”3 To say that Brahman alone is real and that
everything else is unreal is unwarranted. Unless one
tries to know the spirit and the intention of these
sentences one is sure to be confused and to arrive at
wrong conclusion. Of course, there are Vedic state—
ments that seem to deny qualities and even the entities
themselves other than Brahman; but there are others.
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and these in far greater number, which unequivocally
proclaim the existence of qualities in Brahman and
also of entities other other than Brahman.
The statements found in the Upanis‘ads may be
divided into three classes: There are those which
assert absolute distinction among sentients, non-sentients and the supreme Being, called bhedaas‘rutis‘ There
are others Speaking of the identity of all things
with Brahman called abheda-Srutis;’ and there are some
other texts suggesting that the relationship between
the sentients and non—sentients on the one hand and
Brahman on the other is that of the body and the
soul: these texts are called by the Vis’istadvaitins as

ghataka-srutis.“

5.1.5 The Three Types of Vedic Texts Represent the
Doctrine qf the Three Schcoals qf Vedanta

If the ﬁrst group of passagss is alone accepted

as

true, the other two groups will have to be rejected as
false. So also if we accept only the second group the
other passages will have t') b' ignored as having no
validity. Thus the authority of some passages as
against others will have to b: overlooked. It may
well be asked: “What is your reason for preferring
only one group ol'texts and rejecting the others? Why
should not the reverse be done by your opponents?”
Is there no way of interpreting the meaning of
these seemingly inconsistent Vedic statements without
questioning their validity? The Vis'istadvaitin contends that the third group of passages referred to as
ghataka-Srutis provide a key for such an interpretation
as it will reconcile all the passages and not deny the
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validity of any one group. The three types represent
the doctrines of the three schools of Vedanta respectively. The ﬁrst group of Vedic statements is upheld
as of paramount validity by the Dvaitins. the second
by the Advaitins. Those who rely on the third category
and seek to interpret the ﬁrst two categories in the
light of the third are called Vis’istadvaitins. The stand
of the Visistadvaitins is succinctly brought out in a
verse.1

5.1.6

Relation between Brahman and Universe Explained

According to the Vis’istﬁdvaitin, the universe is
real. and the supreme Being is not devoid of qualities,
as against Advaitin’s view. From the innumerable
Vedic statements. supported and elaborated by the

Purdijlas and other similar literature, Brahman is held

to be playing the role of a soul to the universe which
is said to be His body. In fact, this body-soul relationship between the universe and Brahman is elaborately
set forth in unequivocal terms.

The soul in the bodies of all sentient beings. is the
supporter (dd/aim) and is the controller (niyantd) as
also one who uses the body for his own pleasure and
satisfaction (test). The body is inseparable from the
soul (for it ceases to be a body when it is separated).
is completely under the control of the soul, and it
stands For the beneﬁt of and entirely dependent on the
soul. In the same way. all sentient and non-sentient
beings form the body of Brahman, and hence all their
activities are for Brahman. This being so, all statements in the scriptures, that seem to speak of a single
real being are to be interpreted as referring to Brahman
'with the universe as His body. As a matter of fact.
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nothing else exists apart from this real being, Brahman.
The second category of statements which aﬂirm the
existence ofdiﬁerence between the supreme Being on
the one hand. and the sentient beings and non-sentient
matter on the other. refer to the distinction which
exists between (i) Brahman as the inner soul of all
beings and all things and (ii) these beings and things
which are, as it were, His bodies. inseparable from
Him. and hence spoken of as being one with Him. It
will be observed that in such an interpretation which
is reasonable and legitimate. there is no ignoring of any
scriptural statements as against others which are held
valid.

As Udayana says, any interpretation of a sentence
in a passage without reference to the context (that is.

without consideration of the previous and later sentences) will lead a person to wrong understanding;' the
statements favourable to the Advaitin cannot be
considered without comprehending the underlying
meaning as given expression to in the innumerable
Vedic statements which attribute qualities to Brahman.
5.1.7

Utsargdpavdda-nydya and Not Apaccheda-njdja

Could be Applied in the Context of Sagurja-Nirguna Sruti:

Then these two descriptions of Brahman, mutually
contradictory but occurring in the same Veda, require
to be interpreted without invalidating one or the other.
and without stating that the one sublates the other.
As already stated. the Advaitin declares that the
passages denying attributes in Brahman sublate those
that afﬁrm the existence of qualities by resorting to
the principle of interpretation called apaccheda—nydya.
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The Vis’istadvaitin and the Dvaitin, as has been pointed out before, state that the principle of apaccheda
does not apply to this context, and that other principles of interpretation like the upakrama-njdya are
alone appropriate. The Vis'istédvaitin's attempt is at
reconciliation of these apparently contradicting statements by the rule of “general and exceptional statements” (utsarga-apavdda-nydya). The negative statements that are supposed to deny all guaas in Brahman
are the “general" ones. and they are incapable of
sublating the positive statements. As an illustration.
we may cite the instance of the general ban on injuring
to life (an hirmydt sarvd bhz'ltdni) which cannot, however,
sublate the exception to the rule, enjoining the sacriﬁce
of a goat in the sacriﬁce of agnisamiya. The consensus
of opinion among all schools is that the general state—
ment contrasts itself to the extent necessary to permit
the particular prescription of the killing of a goat in
agnisomiya sacriﬁce, and hence the general ban (on
injury to sentient beings) applies to the other injuries
alone and not to that at the sacriﬁcial altar. Similarly
in the statement ‘pas‘umi yajeta' the word ‘paSu' does
not mean all quadrupeds but a goat in consideration
of a subordinate statement ‘chdgo mi mantra-vamdt'
that determines the meaning of the word ‘pasu’. The
general term ‘paSu’ here means a particular quadruped.
the goat in consonance with the other statement,
Moreover the fact that general
chdgasya vapdjdts.
statements sometimes mean particular objects is known
to us in our daily experience. If the master asks his
servant, ‘Bring the cow” (gdm dnaya), the latter immediately brings a particular cow from the manger and
does not go to the fair to purchase a new one
by the
general rule that “Even a general term denoting
——
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substance means the one that is near at hand.” The
negative statements deny in Brahman the existence of
all imperfections that are very often encountered in
human beings and sometimes even in celestial beings.
The Veda ﬁrst denies all imperfections in Brahman and
in the same breath speaks about His exalted qualities
e.g.. apahata-pdpmd vijaro vimrtyub viSokah vijighatsab

apipdsab satjakdmah satjasafikalpalz. Any dispassionate
student will be able to see that there is no contradiction between these two types of statements. As a
matter of fact, the word ‘nirguijzam’ does not mean total
denial of all qualities — virtues and vices alike. It
means only the denial of the second, viz. sattva, rajas
and tamas in the supreme Being. since in the Vedanta,
the word 'guna’ mostly means, the above three gums.

Many statements reiterating the non-existence of these
three gums and the existence of six exalted qualities
(jﬁdna-bala-az'Svarya-viva-Sakti-tejdmsi) are found in
the Vedas and the Smgrtis.
Znandavalli and Other Vedic Sections Prove on!) the
Existence qf Qualities in Brahman

5.1.8

There could be contradiction of statements only
if one statement refers to the existence in Brahman of
qualities in general, and another which denies the
same general qualities. But nowhere do we ﬁnd a
single statement in the Upanisads expressing at the same
time the existence of qualities in general, in Brahman
and also the denial of the same as the Advaitin would
read from sayings like 'nirgunam’ etc. Even the
Smrti statements like “varsdjutair—jasya gum: na .s‘akjti,"
“na antar‘n gupdndm gacclzanti" etc. do not mean all
qualities in general, but only auspicious ones. When
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such is the case, how can the application of apacchedanjdya be made here in order to afﬁrm the sublation
of positive statements? On the other hand, if ‘apaccheda-nydya’ is applied here, then it should be appl ed
to the case of ‘agm‘somiyafn pas‘um dlabheta,’ for ‘na
hirhsydt sarvd bhatdni’ is a statement which would
sublate the killing of a goat on account of its being a
later one, in the manner held by the Advaitin. Let
us take the Vedic text "From Brahman words return
along with the mind without reaching Him. The man
who knows the bliss of Brahman is afraid of nothing.”'
The ﬁrst part of this text is interpreted by the Advaitin as meaning that Brahman has no qualities or
attributes to be expressed in words or thought or the
mind. But the passage does not mean the retreat of
the tongue and mind on account of Brahman’s being
devoid of qualities since Znandavalli of the Taittiriya
Upanisad aims at driving home the fact that the bliss
of Brahman is beyond all comparison with any other
bliss. That passage in dnandavalli starts with the description of human happiness of several others up to
the four- faced Brahma, beginning with “Misti dnandasya
mimdrhsd bhavati" in order to describe the transcendental bliss of Brahman which is beyond the power of
description of the Vedas, and consequently can be given
only as a vague idea like the moon which is being
pointed at as being at the tree-top. The Vedas describe
the different degress of dnanda The bliss of Brahman
is said to be far greater than that of the four-faced
Brahma. Even from this, the bliss of Brahman is not
to be taken as limited in extent. This is illustrated by
the traditional example of the apparent speed of the
Sun being compared to that of the discharged arrow
where the Sun's Speed is not to be considered as small
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that of the arrow.”

It should

be noted here that

the Vedas do not speak of the gradual diminution of
bliss in an order reverse to the one we see in the
dnandavalli.“ If it had been done as such, that would
have been in agreement to the Advaitin's interpretation
of the verse of the Vedas, ‘yato mica nivartante'. On
the other hand, the gradual increase in the degree of
bliss is suggested till it reaches the maximum in the
case of Brahman. Hence the bliss of Brahman is said
to be beyond the comprehension and description of all
sentient beings and not that it is absent in Brahman,
as contended by the Advaitin. Moreover, the Vedas
are more enthusiastic in describing Brahman's bliss
than describing Brahman itself for they say “He who
knows the bliss of Brahman as such does not fear the
cycle of births and deaths. The appreciation of the
Vedas is not for Brahman said to possess the bliss but
rather for the bliss possessed by that Brahman."”

Further the fruit of the knowledge of Brahman is
said to be the enjoyment of the omniscient Brahman
along with its sweet qualities.“ In the above statement
'kdmdn’ refers to the auspicious qualities of Brahman
and they are as sweet to meditate upon as Brahman
itself. As it states “along with its qualities; the distinc-

tion between the attributes and the substratum which
possesses the attributes, is shown to exist, and this is
in complete contradiction of the Advaitin’s contention
that the qualities are identical with Brahman. That
the auspicious qualities of Brahman are referred to by
the term ‘kdma‘m' is proved by other statements such as
(i)

:0 mi esa etena divjena caks‘usd manasd etdn kdma‘m
pasfyan ramate ja ate brahma-loka — Chd. 8.12.5.
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dtmdnam anuvidya vrajanti etdn ca satydn-

kdmdn

(iii) ta ime satydh kdmdli.

The company meant by the term 'saha’ is oftwo
kinds:— the company of the articles of enjoyment and
the company of enjoyers, bhogyasdhitya and bhaktrsdhigya respectively. When it is said "He eats his food
along with his son" (putrerja saha odanam bhuﬁkte) the
company of the son to father is meant, and it is an
instance of bhoktr-sdhitya or the company of enjoyers,
whereas the statement "He eats food together with
milk" (ksirena saha odanar'n bhuhkte) is an instance of
bhogya-sdhitja or the company of articles of enjoyment.
As the statement, ‘He enjoys the sweet qualities along
with Brahman, the omniscient, is explanatory enough
for the word ‘param’ in the other text ‘brahmavid dpnoti
param’. and on account of the word “saha” being used
together with the words ‘sarmin kdmdn' that denotes the
object of enjoyment, it is bhogya-sdhitya that is meant
here. That the liberated soul enjoys His sweet
auspicious qualities along with Brahman is the purport
of the sentence. The qualities referred to here as
being with Brahman must be those of the same,
Brahman. as in dahara- vidyd in which the auspicious
qualities are more prominently referred to than their
substratum for the purpose of meditation.“ Here also
prominence is given to the qualities instead of to
Brahman, which is only of lesser importance as may be
guessed from the use of instrumental case, ‘brahmarjd’.
the rule in Sanskrit being ‘Instrumental in the case of

important' (saha-yukte apradhdne — Pdm'ni. 2.3.19).
If Brahman is held as more important than its quali-

less

ties, the sentence must mean ‘bhoktr-sdhittja’ and must
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be interpreted as “the liberated soul enjoys Brahman
along with its sweet qualities" which is inappropriate.
According to tat-kratu—nydya. the jiva desirous of

liberation meditates upon its auspicious qualities
along with Brahman; after liberation and attending
Brahman he enjoys Brahman in the same way as he
did, when he was in bondage; that is, he enjoys
Brahman's qualities even more prominently than he
does Brahman.

When all this is taken into account, it would be
very diﬂicult to arrive at the Advaitin’s conclusion
that Brahman is devoid of'qualities and that liberation
is not a new thing to be attained, it being only removal

of ignorance.

5.2. Do Scriptures State the Identity of Jiva with
Brahman?
The Identity Qf jiva with Brahman is not Really
Meant by the Scriptures

5.2.1

The Vedic statement “He who knows Brahman
becomes Brahman itself”” seems to be highly in favour
of the Advaitin’s doctrine which holds that everything
in the universe other than Brahman is only empirically
real, and that the jtva on acquiring the tattva-jﬁdna
from an understanding of the Vedic statement ‘tat
tvam asi' gets emancipated from the bondage of this
empirical world and becomes one with the supreme
Being, Brahman. For the Advaitins this unambiguous
statement is one of the strongest pillars for the colossal
building of their philosophy. It is apparently difﬁcult
to give any other interpretation which might be consi—
dered favourable to the pluralists. According to the
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Advaitin. jivas are not distinct from Brahman. The
pure consciousness ofherwise called Brahman, becomes
limited by ignorance (avidyd) and in that state it is
referred to as jiva. Realisation of the actuality (tattvajﬁdna) as a result of the study of the great saying
(mahdvdkya). ‘That thou art’ (tat tvam asi) dispels the
ignorance that makes all the difference between the
jiva and Brahman, and hence the jiva becomes one
with Brahman. Considerable support is lent to this
view by the above-mentioned Vedic saying. But when
we seek to understand the import of the sentence in the
context in which it has been used, it will become clear
that it is not so sure a support to Advaitic system as
made out by them.
5.2.2 “Brahma Veda Brahmaiva Bhavati”
Similarity and Not Identity

Conveys

The mantra: that precede the text ‘bra/zma vea'a
brahmaiva bhavati’ in the Muqdakopanisad (3.1,2.8) are:
1.

dvd supamd sayujd sakhdyd samdnam vrksam parisas-

vajdte/
tajoranyah pippalarh svddavatti anaSnannanyo abhicd[cumin
2.

samdne vrkse paruso nimagno anis‘ayd Socati mull-yamdnaft/

justamyadd pafyatyanyam-isam asja mahimdnamiti

vita-sokah/l
3. yathd nadyab syandamdndb samudre astam gacchanti
ndmart‘lpe vihdja/

tat/1d vidadn ndmarapddvimuktatt pardtparar'n,

purusamupaiti diqyaml/
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1.

In the ﬁrst mantra the nature of the jiva and

Brahman is brought out. Two persons like two birds,
have the same qualities (like apahala-pdpmatva etc.) and
on that score they are similar and are companions;
both of them take their abode in bodies, human and
others, even as birds would do in a tree. But one of
them tastes the ripe fruit of his deeds, while the other
having nothing to do with those deeds shines brilliantly. Two different positions are occupied by the two,
the ﬁnite and the inﬁnite.
The jiva being intoxicated by his association
with primordial matter (prakrti) loses his high qualities
and succumbs to it; identiﬁes himself with his body
which is the transformation of primordial matter and
thus reduces himself to the position of a victim to
experience the fruits of his deeds. But when he apprehends the supreme Being as distinct from himself by
realising that He is the sustainer, controller and master
to Himself as well as the Overlord of this whole
universe, and that He is magnanimous enough to be
pleased by propitiations then the jiva becomes free
from all types of grief.
2.

As many rivers go to the sea, when they
abandon their respective names. as well as colours and
3.

become lost in the sea, so does the ﬁrm who apprehends
Brahman become free from name and form and
reach the supreme Person.

Here the jivas are said to unite with Brahman in
the same way as the waters of the rivers mix with the
water of the sea. The union results in indistinguish-
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ability but not in identity. The same idea is corroborated in the Kathopanisad, IV. 15:
yat/zodakam
war‘n

Suddhe

suddhamdsiktam

tddrgwa
bhavati/

munervijdnata dtmd bhavati gautamaI/

"As pure water mixed with another specimen of
pure water becomes similar, so the meditative jiva
becomes pure through the apprehension of the
supreme Soul and becomes similar to Him." There
is no statement of its becoming identical with Brahman. If identity were sought to be suggested. as the
Advaitin contends, the word ‘tddgrk' meaning ‘similar’
would not have been used in the above mantra but

only the word “tat".

The next sentence is the famous 'brahma vea’a
brahmaiva bhaoati.’ Obviously it cannot be given a
meaning which would contradict what is in the context unambiguously expressed in the earlier mantras.
we have just now discussed. With the context in his
mind the author of the Bra/zmasﬂtras puts forward in
dyubhvddyadhikarana the three aphorisms: l. mukto—
pdsrpya—vyapades‘dt ca, (2) bhedavyapadesdt, and (3) sthi
tyadandbhydy‘n ca. The ﬁrst aphorism means: At the
time of emancipation the jiva is said to approach
Brahman after a journey though the arcirddi path,
and unless a difference between the attainer and that
which is to be attained is held to exist, there will be
no meanings for such statements. In the second, the
author of the Brahmasﬂtras afﬁrm that the difference
between jiva and Brahman is mentioned by the Vedas
themselves. In the third, he indicates that the iden26
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tity of jtva with Brahman is absolutely impossible, as
the former is the substratum of any number of imperfections and the latter is absolutely free from them.
The author of the Brahmasﬂtra: rightly considered the
three mantra: of the Murzdakapanisad as the basis
respectively for the three aphorisms above-stated.

It may seem. at ﬁrst sight, to be incompatible
with the omnipresence of Brahman to say that He is

attained by liberated jtvas, since He must already be
attained by all things sentient or not. because of His
omnipresence. But there is one statement preceding
the famous passage ‘brahma aeda brahmaiva bhavatz"
which unambiguously declares that jtva attains the
Person who is far above all other things and who is
in the "dyu" world (pardt param purusamupaiti dizgyam).
The ﬁrst aphorism also endorses this idea.. In the
Mundakopanisad itselfit is said that thejtaa who became
free of all sins and who got liberated. goes, after piercing through the orb of the sun to the world where
Brahman exists with a form. In the Chdndogyapanisad also. the exit of the jtva from the mortal coil. his
going to Brahman and enjoying Him in His divine
form are described in detail.
5.2.3 Discrepane} in Sahkara’: Interpretation
While commenting on the mantra “dad .mparnd",
Sankara contends that antahkararja and 13mm are
meant in this mantra and that Isaara is not identical
with Brahman. the supreme Being. He says that the
consciousness associated with mdjd is denominated as
Haara in whom sattva-guna is dominant. Haara does
not experience the fruit of any deed. He remains as
a witness to the jiaas’ experiencing the fruits of their
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past deeds. He is the eternal witness and causes jivas
to experience the pleasure and pain as effects of their
past deeds. His witnessing of the jiva’s experience of
pleasure and pain is called causality of prompting
jiaas to experience them as in the case of a king who
witnesses his subjects enjoying honours or undergoing
punishments as the case may be for their past deeds."
Any dispassionate reader who studies this mantra
along with the others will realize that the stress is on
knowing Isvara as distinct from the jiva, which will
make the jiva free from the bondage of the world.”
It will be clear that the scripture identiﬁes Board and
and Brahman, and does not consider them different.
In fact, there is no reference in any scripture to any
difference between the two.

In the mantra

“yatha' natlyah'

the Advaitin’s stand

ﬁnds little support. As various rivers joining the sea
abandon their former name as well as their form

merging in the sea and disappearing in the process.
even so the knower of Brahman becomes bereft of
name and form when he approaches the supreme
Being. This instance illustrates that the association
of the jiva with the supreme Being takes place as an
inseparable union even as the river water unites with
that of the sea, the difference between the two
things irrevocably existing. With this interpretation
in mind, the other statements such as “niraﬁjanah paramam sdmyamupaz'tz'," “bmhma veda brahmaiva bhavati,”

should be given suitable explanation. The word
‘sdmya' denotes similarity and not identity. Unless
two things are distinct from each other, the one can—
not be said to be similar to the other. Moreover,
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identity cannot admit any gradation in it as similarity
does. We can say that a thing is similar to another.
and a second thing is more like the same. Such comparative statement with reference to identity—e,g.
more identical, will be meaningless. Although the
word ‘sama' is used to mean one as in the usage ‘imau
samakdlikau' ‘these belong to one and the same period,’
the word ‘sama’ is very rarely used in the sense of
‘identical' and ‘sdmya’ is rarely used in the sense of
oneness. Further the superlative degree denoted
by the word ‘parama' stands in the way of taking
‘oneness’ as the meaning of the word ‘sdmya’ in the
context. Except for a few points such as the power of
creation etc. that are held uncommon and unique to
Brahman, the liberated jivas are said to attain similarity with the supreme Being.
While commenting on the aphorism ‘jagad—
vydpcira—varjam’ Sankara upholds the equality ofjiva:
Brahman with attributes, whom they
with Baum
meditate. If this view of Sankara is right, in the
ﬁrst aphorism” of the ﬁrst chapter of the Brahmasfttras. it is Brahman that is taken for discussion and in
the chapter on fruits (phalddhydya) the attainment of
Rama by jivas as the fruit of their meditation and
equality with Board are discussed. The discrepancy in
the interpretation of these two aphorisms is obvious.
5.2.4 That "Eva" Means Similarity is Agreeable to
Sahkara
Moreover the word ‘wa’ in ‘brahma veda brahmaiva
bhavati’ can have the meaning of ‘iva’ (like) in accordance with the Nigharjtu declaration; the sufﬁx vat, vd,
evam, eva, va — these indeclinable words mean ‘likeness’ and are used as such." In ‘visrjur eva bhﬁtvd'
——
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the word eva is understood to mean ‘likeness’ and not
‘only’; for the sacriﬁce ‘vaisnava-vdmana' is enjoined
on ajealous person and not on a pious seeker after
liberation inasmuch as the above sacriﬁce cannot be a
means to liberation, which can be obtained only by
jﬁdna and not by karma.” As such, the fruit of the
sacriﬁce cannot be the process of becoming one with
Visnu. Hence ‘eva’ has to be interpreted as meaning
‘likeness'. Besides in other Vedic statements like ‘asanneva sa bhavati asad brahmeti veda cet’ ‘wa’ has not the
meaning of ‘only’ but ‘likeness’ which alone can be
appropriate in the context. While commenting on
‘asadeva idam agre dsit’, even Sankara takes ‘eva’ to
mean ‘likeness’.“

5.2.5 jiva, after Liberation. Attains Equality
Brahman in Respect of Bliss and Pleasure Alone

with

The author of the Brahmasfltra: nowhere speaks
of the identity of the jiva with Brahman. On the
other hand he asserts the equality in bliss between the
ﬁnite and the inﬁnite after liberation (bhogamdtra—
sdmyaliilgdcca). The ﬁnite jivas attain equality with
Brahman in point of pleasures and transcendental
bliss and never in point of the creation, sustenance
and destruction of the universe, as they are the unique
and characteristic qualities of Brahman, and conse—
quently not shared by the jivas.

It

is

true that ‘wa'

is generally used to mean

'only’; but the less-frequent usage of the same word in
other meanings does not preclude its being used in
this sense in “brahmaiva bhavati." And if we take the
meaning ‘only’ in this connection then a very large
number of other statements in opposition to this view
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become frustrated. In consideration of this fact, we
should take a meaning that would be suitable to the
context and also in accord with other statements even

if this particular meaning

is

unusual and somewhat

less known.

5.3. Is Brahman Devoid of Attributes?
Phenomenal?

Is

the Universe

5.3.1 The Adoaitic Conception that Nirgunas‘ruti Sublates
Sagunasrutz' is Explained

The view of Advaitins is that the supreme Brahman is devoid of any attributes or qualities and that
there is nothing else existing in reality but Brahman.
The Advaitins maintain that Brahman is without any
attributes, auspicious or otherwise. In support of this
view, they quote such Vedic statements as appear to
deny the existence of qualitiesin Brahman e.g. “niskalain niskriyam sdntam niravadyam niraﬁjanam.”” When
they are confronted with those Vedic statements
which afﬁrm the existence in Brahman of innumerable
auspicious quaiities like satyakdmatoa, vasitva, satyasahkalpatva. etc., they reply that these statements have
only a relative or lower validity (oydoaharika) than the
passages which make a denial of attributes. and that
they are suhlated or invalidated by Vedic texts which
deny qualitles in Brahman.
The Advaitins argue as follows: “A denial can
emerge only when the existence of some object or
quality is sought to be established by some form of
testimony (pramcina). The negative statement which
denies is more powerful or valid than the afﬁrmative
statements since they come later than the affirmative
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statements. So the negative statements cannot be
said to be sublated by the afﬁrmative statements as
the latter do not require or recognise the existence of
the negative statements.” Thus they assert that
Brahman is nothing but pure consciousness (cit), and
that there is no other entity but Brahman in reality.
Brahman, according to them, does not admit even a
quality in itself as, in that case, Brahman will have a
second entity other than itself. namely, its quality.
They seek support for this assertion in the Vedic
statement “ekamwa advitiyam brahma." This text
according to the Advaitins categorically denies the
existence of anything other than Brahman or anything
second to it. The words ekam, em and advitz‘yam
express in the strongest terms possible that there is
nothing else but Brahman. The Vedic text quoted
above sublates or invalidates the texts which afﬁrm
the existence of attributes in Brahman as also the real
existence of a universe distinct from Brahman. When
the Advaitin is asked why the afﬁrmative statements
should not be considered as sublating the negative
statements, he seeks to support his contention by resorting to a principle or rule of'interpretation and decision
called apaccheda-nydya which may be brieﬂy explained
here.
5.3.2

The Apaccheda-Nydja Explained

In the sacriﬁce called Jyotistoma the ﬁve rtviks

——

Ad/waryu, Prastotd. Pratilzarhi, Udgdtd, and Brahmd as
also theyajamdna march in the above order one holding
the loin of the preceding rtvik and following him. for
bahispavamdna-statra. If any one of the followers leaves
his hold of the loin of the preceding person, expiatory
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rite: are enjoined in the Veda for each of the possible
cases. If prastatd leaves the loin held by him, some
presents must be given to Brahma as expiation for
the default. If pratihartd leaves his hold. the entire
wealth of the performer is to be given as gift (daksind).
If udgdtd leaves his hold, the sacriﬁce should be abruptly ended without any gifts and the same sacriﬁce is to
be commenced from the very start and the amount
that was intended to be distributed as gift in the previous sacriﬁce should be distributed. If two [tviks
leave their hold, the expiatory ceremonies psescribed
in each case should both be performed; if it is
impossible as in the case where defaulters are udgdtd
and pratihartd. only one of the two expiatory functions
must be performed. If, however, the same two leave
their respective holds one after the other — pratihartd
ﬁrst and then udgdtd — only one of the two expiatosy
functions is to be performed. If this case, which of
the two is to be done must be decided.
Here the prima facie argument is that by the
application of upakrama—nydya, the expiation for the
leaving of the loin that occurred ﬁrst should be per—
formed. The ﬁnal decision is that the expiation for
the one that occurred later on is to be performed
because the knowledge of the later expiation does not
come into being. unless the knowledge of the former
expiation is sublated or invalidated. In the present
case where the default ofpratihartd occurs ﬁrst, followed by that of udgdtti though the expiation for the
fotmer is known ﬁrst with nothing against it. it is
actually the expiation for the latter that is enjoined
performance. The apacchcda-njdja declares that the
later cancels or invalidates the former as being more
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powerful in that it arises after a knowledge of the
former. By the application of apaccheda-njdja. the Veda
becomes superior to perception, coming after perception, as illustrated in the following casv.

In the jyotistoma sacriﬁce. if both udgdtd and
pratihartd leave their hold of loins, two expiations
become necesary; that is giving away of the entire

wealth (for pratihartd's default) and performing the
sacriﬁce a second time with no distribution of gifts(for
udgtitd’s fault). The above two expiations cannot
both be performed since they are mutually contradictory. Hence one of the two which is more powerful
is to be performed. The more powerful is the expiation for the udgdtci's default that sublates the other
expiation. since the later is more powerful. How?
Unless the expiation of giving away of the entire
wealth as gift is sublated, the later expiation (without
giving any gift and end the sacriﬁce abruptly) cannot
emerge. If the latter were in need of the former in
any manner. the latter would, not only not sublate the
former but would itself become sublated by the former
on account of its being placed at the beginning (by
upakrama-nydya). If the latter is not in need of the
former, then it emerges after sublating the former.
Hence the testimony that emerges after sublating
another and is not in need of the former is more
powerful."
5.3.3

The Vifistddvaitin's Reasons to Prove that Apaccheda-nyc‘zya is Not Applicable in This Context

The followers of Rémﬁnuja and of Madhvacarya
maintain that the apaccheda principle of interpretation
and decision is not applicable to the matter in dispute,
27
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namely, to decide whether the nirguna texts cancel the
:agurja statements and to come to the conclusion that
the perception of the universe is illusory and invali—
dated by the text that there is nothing other than
Brahman. The sublation of some Vedic texts by other
Vedic texts is absolutely different from the sublation
of perception of the universe of diverse nature, and of
the Vedic texts pointing out the various qualities in
the supreme Being and the existence of universe as
distinct from the same supreme Being by the Vedic
texts that deny the existence of anything other than
the supreme Being. In other words, the analogy of
apaccheda is not considered appropriate to the question
under discussion.

In the

apaccheda rule.

that the later text

more
powerful than and superior to the former text, is the
vital point. Both the Vedic texts -~ the sublated and
the sublater, bddhita and bddhaka — can have their own
validity proved though in different places. But on no
account can any Vedic text ever remain sublated and
thus be ever invalid.
is

The Vedic text that enjoins the expiatory function
of the udgdtd’s default islatter (para) and hence it sub—
lates the other Vedic text enjoining the expiatory
function of the pratihartd’s default, when the pratihartd
ﬁrst and then the udgdtd leave the loin. But this sublated Vedic text does not remain always sublated. It
serves its purpose on the three following occasions:
(i) when the pratihartd alone leaves the loin, (ii) when
the pratihartd and the udgdld both leave their loins
simultaneously in consequence of the two defaults
having taken place at one and the same time. the two
expiatory functions — namely sarva-vedasa (giving the
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entire property) and adaksz'na (giving no gifts) -— apart
from their being mutually opposed to each other, are
equal in power and hence neither can sublate the other.
It is why the option to choose any one of the two
alternatives is prescribed. Hence in this case, this
expiatory function of sarva-vedasa has an equal chance
of being performed as the other adaksz'na, and (iii)
when the two leave the loins one after the other —
ﬁrst the udgdtd and then the pratz'hartci (in this case,
the leaving of loin by thepratihartd, occurring as it does
after the leaving by the udgdtd, is more powerful than
its predecessor). Ifin all these three cases. the pres—
cribed expiatory function of the pratihartd’s leaving
namely sarva-vedasa fails to serve its purpose, then it
will remain always sublated. resulting in absolute in—
validity of that Vedic statement which would not be
acceptable to any of the scholars who uphold the
authority of the Vedas.
Besides. if the leaving of the loins by the pratihartd
and the udgdtd, one after another, occurs, then the
sacriﬁce should be completed with no gift as the expiation of leaving the loin by the udgdtd. In the second
performance of the same Jyotistoma the entire wealth
should be given as gift, as an expiation of the leaving
of the loin by pratihartd and not the originally prescribed 112 coins if it went on without any default.
Hence the expiatory function of the leaving of loin by
the pmtihartd is sublated, but not absolutely and in
every case since it has its own place and validity in the
next performance.
In the above instance, the nitja ‘sdstra that prescribes 112 coins as a gift is sublated by the naimittika”sin that prescribes the entire wealth as a gift as an
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expiation for the pratihartd’: leaving. Though the
former fastra is sublated and the latter mum is sublater, each of them has its own function in some context or other, and thus botx of them maintain their
validity.
‘

Hence the expiatory function of the pratz'hartd':
leaving (gift of entire wealth) — although to be per—
formed in its proper place ofthe ﬁrst performance itself
on account of the occurrence of a cause — becomes sublated by the other cause (udgdtd’s leaving that has taken
place after pratihartd's leaving) in consequence of which
the same is to be postponed to the second performance. Thus the rule of apaccheda is ‘sdvadea' — it
has its function served elsewhere — but perception, if
it is sublated by abhedasruti which is a later authority,
would cease to be a testimony anywhere.

Hence it must be admitted that the above rule is
not applicable here in connection with the question of
proving the absence of attributes in Brahman and the
unreality of the universe. Thus perception that proves
the reality of everything other than Brahman can be
held as powerful as the abhedas‘ruti and there is no
question of sublation.
5.3.4

The Advaitin’: Rejoinder on the Above Criticism

To the above objection of their opponents, the
Advaitins would answer as follows: Though perception
is sublated by the Sruti when the ultimate reality
(pdramdrthika) par excellence is taken into considera—
tion. it (perception) is valid only when empiricalreality
(vydvahdrikamtta) is considcned. Perception has there—
fore its purpose served when the empirical reality is
taken into account. But the absolute or ultimate
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reality (pdramdrthika-sattd) which the scripture declares
as existing in Brahman alone is denied to perception as
well as its validity. As in the cases (i) when the
pratihartti alone left the loin he was holding, (ii) when
the udgdtri and the pratihartd both left the loins simultaneously, and (iii) when the udgdtd defaulted ﬁrst and
then pratihartd did so afterwards. the expiatcry function of giving away all the wealth as gift in the sacriﬁce, has its scope or application (sdvakds‘a) and the
same becomes sublated when the conflict arises between
the two giving away of all the wealth and ending
the sacriﬁce without any gift; and so long as the question of absolute or ultimate reality does not arise, per—
ception reigns supreme and can have its own validity.
But the moment the question of absolute reality is
taken into consideration. perception ceases to be even a
testimony and falls into the abyss of unreality along
with many other things of empirical reality. In the
same way, the Vedic statements of the two different
those which speak of the ultimate reality of
types
and those which categorically deny it —
universe
the
are in conﬂict. and the former statements share the
same fate of sublation by the other type of statements,
together with perception itself. Then Brahman alone
which is beyond speech and mind has absolute reality.
So all testimonies or pramrina: have only empirical
reality and hence perception and sagurga-saprapaﬁcasruti: are invalidated by the verbal testimony that deny
attributes in Brahman and the reality of the universe.
——

——

5.3.5

The Visistddvaitin Refutes the Above Arguments

of the Advaitin

Here the (Bhedavédins) who maintain the doctrine
of variety point out a discrepancy between the original
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point of issue and the analogy. With regard to the
expiations of various defaults, in respect of which the
apaccheda rule has been postulated, we see Vedic statements sublate each other in accordance with the faults
committed by the rtviks, and the sublated statement also
serves a purpose in some other cases. But in no case
do we see any statement absolutely sublated in conse—
quence of which it serves no purpose at all. In the
case of perception there is no Vedic statement anywhere saying that the purpose of perception is only
with regard to the empirically real objects (vjdvahd—
rika) and that it is sublated by the Vedic statement.
Moreover if porception is considered unreal. how can
it be a testimony (pramdzza) at all to be ruled out by a
real better testimony (pramdna). It is equally absurd to
say that the universe is only empirically real. Perception could be a testimony only if it is held real. If
perception is denied reality, then it ceases to be a
testimony and the objects perceived also cease to be
real. The variety in reality as absolute and empirical
is nowhere mentioned in the Vedas or elsewhere. The
rule of apaccheda can emerge only in a context where
the order ofthings or affairs is not ﬁxed or settled once
for all, and it is not applicable in a context where one
is ever held the sublater and the other is ever sublated.
With regard to the Vedic statements denying the
existence of a real universe and that of attributes in
Brahman, they are held to be ever superior to and
sublater of other Vedic statements that speak of a
variety of things in the universe. of the presence of
attributes in Brahman and perception that apprehends
the variety of things. This being the position, how
could the apaccheda rule be applicable in this context?
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Moreover the Advaitin’s contention that sagmjaSruti, bhedaSruti and perception can have their purposes
served elsewhere through their empirical validity
(vydvahdrika prdmdnyam) is unsound. says the Visitat—
advaitin. If two pramdlgas that have mutually contradicting contents are taken for scrutiny in order to
decide which is superior and sublater, both of them
must have one and the same kind of validity. But
according to the Advaitin, these two types of the Vedic
statements are held to have different types of validity
— one having ultimate validity (pdramdrthikaprdmdttya)
and another empirical reality.

If and only if the

bhedas‘ruti, sagunas‘ruti and
perception are conceded as of ultimate validity. just
like the nirgurjas‘ruti and abhedas‘ruti are also regarded
as having some scope of applicability (slivakds‘atva). any

sublation ofthe former by the latter will be permissible.
5.3.6

Kumdrila’: View is only in Favour qf the Visistddvaz'tin's Upakrama-nydya and .Not for Apaccheda—njdya

Kumérila Bhatta. while speaking about the case
in which the apaccheda rule can be applied, says the
latter statement can be superior to the former one, if
the apprehensions of both of them take place without
the one depending upon the other.“ The Bheda—vadins
state further that the principle of interpretation applicable to the present issue concerning sagurja texts and
nirgurya texts is the nydya called upakrama-njdya and
not apaccheda-nyc‘zya. In the rule of apacchea'a the
Vedic texts that enjoin the expiatory functions for the
defaults of pmtihartd and udgdtd, are independent of
each other. But in the rule of upakrama, the latter
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Vedic text is always dependent upon the former. The
explanation of this upakrama rule is as follows.

In the Vedic text prescribing the rules for the

performance of Jyotistama, there is a passage to this
effect:- “Therefore the [It should be uttered in high
pitch. the yaju: in low whisper, and the sama in high
pitch."" The question arises as to whether the words
Bk, Tajus and Sdman in this passage mean only the
rkmantra, the jajurmantra and the sdma—mantra, or all
the passages in the respective veda or as a whole including mantra (hymns), brdhmarjas (prose exposition)
and the arthavddas (passages of praise or explanation
of the purpose) which occur in connection with Jyoti;toma. At the beginning of the discourse there is an
arthavdda which says:- "The three Vedas were created
— Rg-veda from Agni, Tajur—veda from deu and the
Sdma-veda from Iditja.”" Here the words used are
the respective Vedas and not the mantras. But later in
the discourse about the words Ric, Tajur and Sdma,
when the question arises as to which interpretation is
to be the ﬁnal conclusion, the Mimﬁrnsaka — whose
authority as an interpreter of the Veda is unquestioned
— declares that what occurs at the beginning (upakrama) should determine the meaning of the words that
occur later, that is, the Vedic passages in general including mantra, brdhmarw and arthavdda and not the
mantra: alone.
5.3.7

Upakrama-nydya Explained

The following is the decision arrived at:- When
hears
the above arthavdda statement there is nothone
ing conﬂicting in our taking the primary meaning of
the word Veda. Hence one gets a deﬁnite idea of the
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above arthavda’a sentence. But having the latter aid/ti
sentence, which enjoins the manner of utterance con—
taining the words Rk, Tajur and Sdma that denote
mantra alone we fail to get a concurrent idea consistent
with both the statements of arthavdda and Did/ti.
Although aid/1i is independent in regard to its own
meaning while arthavdda is dependent upon nidhi in the
praise of which arthavrida is employed, their position
here is absolutely different — arthavdda having secured
its status on account of its having given its own meaning without any impediment, and vidhi failing to get
its own status on account of its havig its meaning contrad icted by arthavdda. Though the vidhi enjoining
the utterance is in the concluding part (upasafnhdra)
still it has to depend upon the arthavdda which is in the
beginning (upakrama) and it could not perform its func—
tion without the help of the arthavdda. Thus the words
in the aid/ii namely Rk, Tajus and Sdma are to lose their
primary meaning (that is. mantra) and to acquire the
secondary meaning namely the Rgveda, Tajurveda and
Sdmaveda in order to avoid discrepancy with the artha—
adda statement.
But the apaccheda rule is in direct opposition to
this rule. The statement that enjoins the expiation of
the release of loin by pratihartd engenders its own
meaning without relying on the statement that enjoins
the expiation of the default by udgdtd as in the case of
‘pade juhoti’ and ‘dlzavantye juhati’. Thus in the case
of losing hold of the loin by one ofthe {Mi/cs. whichever
similar default came later, the sdstra connected with it
is to be considered superior to one connected with the

former.

28
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5.3.8 Reasons to Prove that Upakrama-nydya
Applied

I:

to be

Here we should study the context and decide which
rule — apaccheda-njdya or upakrama-nydya — deserves
to be applied here. As stated by Kumarila, apacchedanjdya serves its purpose where the prescriptions are not
dependent on one another, and upakrama-njdya becomes
applicable where the latter statement depends entirely
on the former one. But according to the Advaitins,
perception and a good number of Vedic statements
that present the universe as quite distinct from Brah—
man are sublated by the Vedic statements themselves
owing to the application of the apaccheda—nydya. In
accordance with the contentions of the author of the
Advaitasz'ddhi, Vedic statements denying the existence
of everything other than Brahman have to depend upon
the testimonies or pramdlgas that mention or present the
counter-entity which is said to be denied." They are:
(l) perception which apprehends things that do not
seem to be identical with Brahman. (2) Vedic statements that acclaim Brahman to be in possession of in—
calculable auspicious qualities, and (3) Vedic portions
that deal with sacriﬁces and other meritorious deeds
with their ways of performance and their fruits. Unless
the universe is presented by means of some testimony
how can it be denied by Vedic statements? A negation
indispensably requires the presentation of its counter—
entity by a recognised testimony or pramdna. Otherwise
the negation ceases to have any meaning. Thus the
negative Vedic statements. being in need of the former
afﬁrmative statements and of perception. admit only
of the application of upalcrama-nydya; and apacohedanjdja cannot therefore, function here in deﬁance of the
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speciﬁc ruling of an authority in Mimﬁmsé, of the

stature of Kumarila."

Nor do the negative Vedic statements that are
held by the Advaitins as favourable to their doctrine
be later, simply for the reason that they require their
counter—entity to emerge before its negation. To be in
requirement of some other cannot make one later; for
that very reason no one expiation enjoiningtheapaccheda
njdja can be later in that sense, since it does not require
any other; therefore ‘later' means ‘to be known later
on.

It is true that the perceptual apprehension that

not silver” requires the pre—apprehension of
silver but there is no necessity that the pre-apprehcnsion of silver must be a valid knowledge. In that
case, the valid apprehension “this pearl is not silver”
should not occur to a person who has no delusion
regarding the pearl previously. Moreover if a person
apprehends silver as silver. but later on has a delusion
in perceiving silver that “it is not silver”, then the
former apprehension of silver as silver would have to
be regarded as a delusion; for, on the Advaitin’s
reasoning it becomes sublated by the later apprehension
“it is not silver" simply for the reason that it occurs
later on. Hence the moment of birth of an apprehension is immaterial with regard to its validity. It is
the causes that determine the validity or otherwise of
apprehensions generated by themselves (causes) and
further experiences of the apprehender conﬁrm their
validity or invalidity.
"This

is

The perceptual apprehension of a thing — if it is
not generated by the contact of one of the ﬁve sense
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organs (laukikasannikarscijanya), and if it is not caused
by some defects of the sense organs like the excess of
bile to the eyes which make white things appear
yellow (dosavisesdjanya) —- is invalidated or sublated
by the apprehension of the negation of the same
thing. That is why when we have the perception
that the ﬁre is hot, we do not have an inference that
ﬁre is not hot. There the perception caused by the
contact of the sense of touch with ﬁre takes place
although one has arrived at an erroneous inference
that ‘ﬁre is not hot’. There the later perception is
able to sublate the former erroneous inference. The
apprehension that ‘the conch is yellow' caused by the
defect in the eye (due to excess of bile) is not, in spite
of its coming into being later than the valid apprehension that “the conch is white,” for the reason that the
later apprehension is caused by the defect in the eyes.
Let us suppose we have acquired the perception
of an object by the group of causes necessary for it.
Iflater, on account of another group of causes, we
apparently get a perceptual apprehension contrary to
the former and tending to invalidate it, it is accepted
by all thinkers that in case this second group of causes
is not more powerfulthan the former. andif it is equal
to or inferior in strength to the former, then the former
group of causes will alone prevail. The second group
of causes will not then generate their effect.

In the case where the two groups of causes are

not in total opposition to each other, both of them can
have their own respective effects. With regard to
apaccheda-njdya and paddhaaanijanydya, the statements
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do not oppose each other. The two expiations enjoined
in apaccheda-nydya have their own validity when each
one of them becomes applicable. In the second
case, the offerings are enjoined in the dhavaniya ﬁre
but some other offerings are directed to be offered in
the hoof-print of the horse in supercession of dhavam‘ya
ﬁre.
Here the utsargdpavdda rule becomes applicable. In both the above instances one statement is
not by nature opposed to the other. In the rule of
apaccheda each one of them has its own validity when
each one is to be applied separately but when the two
expiatory functions happen to be performed in one
and the same sacriﬁce. it becomes a matter for decision
which one in to be performed. In fact both or even
more of them become presented and each one of them
becomes an alternative for performance. But as there
is nothing to prevent the application of the latter
expiatory statement, it emerges unobstructed and as
it comes afterwards, it becomes superior to the former
and supercedes it. The apprehension of the latter
expiatory statement which does not require anything
with regard to its coming into being. emerges only
sublating the former. and as it has no other statement
that can sublate this. it becomes powerful and thus it
becomes not only superior to, but also sublates the
former."

It cannot

be denied that unless the group of
consists
of some peculiar cause. the perceptual
causes
apprehension that “it is not silver” does not come into
being seen after the apprehension that ‘it is silver'. In
the same way. the statements that are interpreted by
the Advaitin to mean the reality of Brahman alone
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are not capable of bringing about the above advaitajﬁdna denying duality as it is confronted by the bhedajﬁdna of the existance of difference — the universe is as
real as Brahman and is quite distinct from the same —
generated by the perception of various things apprehended as distinct from one another, and the bhedaSrutis declaring variety causing apprehension similar
to the above perception and not less numerous than
the statements believed by the Advaitins to be causing
advaita-jﬁdna; for the Vedic statements of distinction
are equal, in point of number and validity, to the
Vedic statements of non-distinction. Perception has
superiority over Vedic statements of non-distinction
or the absence of variety which consequently become
less powerful than perception.
Hence how can the Vedic statements of non—distinction engender advaita-jﬁdna as Advaitins contend,
while perception and Vedic statements of distinction
have already generated their own effect of Muddjﬁdna?” Does advaita—jﬁdna have any special and extraordinary cause among the assemblage of its own
causes that it comes into being even in the presence
of bheda-jﬁdna that is brought out by its own assemblage of causes? What special feature do the advaitas‘rutis
possess that it can sublate perception and bhedasrutis?
Thus the testimonies that bring about the knowledge of variety of things and presumed by the Advaitins as a former testimony. are far from being sublated
by the advaita-ﬁrutis. Apacc/zeda rule has nothing to do
with this context and it is upakrama-nydya alone which
is applicable to this context, and this disproves the contention of the Advaitin that Brahman is nirgurya and
that there is nothing but Brahman.
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The Vis’is'tgadvaitin's view on this point can be
summed up as follows: The contention ofthe Advaitin
that sagunafruti, bhedasruti and perception remain sublated by nirgurgasruti and abhcdaSruti by the application
of the rule of apaccheda cannot stand the test of scrutiny. As saguljaS‘ruti presents the auspicious qualities
in Brahman and nirgurjas‘ruti states the absence of vices.
evils and imperfections in the same Brahman, there is
no conﬂict between those two types of the Vedic statements, on the basis ofwhich sublation of sagurjasruti by
nirguijaSruti is postulated by the Advaitin. Similarly
bhedas‘ruti means the distinction of things among themselves and from Brahman, while abhedasruti contends the
identity of the universe with Brahman for the reason
that it (the universe) is created, sustained and absorbed
by Brahman;" and for the reason that the universe. as
it is an inseparable attribute of Brahman, is His body"
as human and other bodies are to the souls with which
they are invested. Hence there is no conﬂict or inconsistency between those two types of s‘rutis, so much so.
there is no need for the application of the rule of
apaccheda.

Even granting that there is conﬂict. it is upakramanydya that is more appropriate in this context. The
rule ofapaccheda could emerge where there is theconﬂict
in the order of matters or affairs which is not settled,
when the performance of a deed depends upon the
occurrence of one or more causes and the conﬂict is
evanescent since it can prevail only when the performance of a deed is proceeding on. Hence the application of apaccheda-njdya in this context is not only inappropriate but also impossible. It is in the rule of
upakrama that we ﬁnd two statements of conﬂicting
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nature the order of which does not admit alteration.

The application of this rule (upakramanydya) in this
context will prove adverse to the Advaita view as both
the sagunafruti and bhedafruti being the former ones
prevent the emergence of the latter (nirgunasruti and
abhea’asmti).

5.4-.

Is Nexcienee a Positive Entity?

The Cognition ‘I do not Know' Does not Mean the
Absence of Knowledge

5.4.1

What is the cause of illusory experiences? It is
invariably held by all, that it is ajﬁdna — ignorance or
nescience (absence of knowledge) which is a negative
entity. The existence of such a thing is experienced
by the common apprehension of all people. learned or
unlearned in such statements as ‘I am ignorant', and
‘I do not know’. That ‘ajﬁdna’ is the object of the
above apprehension is contested by none. But whether
this ‘ajﬁdna’ is a positive entity or a negative one, is a
question to be decided by a careful scrutiny of the
arguments based upon the apprehensions of contestants. Let us examine the arguments of the Advaitin
on this head.
From Vedic texts such as ‘ekam eva advitiyar'n,
brahma', ‘neha ndndsti kiﬁeana’ etc., the Advaitin argues
that one arrives at a conclusion that the supreme
Brahman is the only reality, and that there is nothing
distinct from Brahman. When the above conclusion
is shaken to the very root by the perception of the
world of diverse nature, the Advaitin relies on other
Vedic texts like ’mdydm tu prakrtim vidydt mdjinam tu
mahefvaram' and states that everything other than the
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supreme Brahman is a product of mdjd, and as such
all of them are as unreal as its material cause namely
mayd. Just as diverse jewels made of gold, in spite
of their various forms and shapes, have gold as their
material cause and possess the characteristics of gold,
so must all things in the universe being the transformation of unreal mdyd have the characteristic unreality
of mdyd. The words mdjd, avidyd and ajﬁdna are
synonymous denoting one and the same nescience.
Though the Advaitin posits it (ajﬁdna) as a positive
entity (bhdvapaddrtha), he contends that it is distinct
from positive and negative entities for the reason that
it is dispelled by brahmajﬁdna and that it is apprehended
by all. Ifit is real, it cannot be sublated by later knowledge,- if it did not exist. it could not be perceived (sat

cet na bddhyeta, asat cat no pratiyela).

Other Vedantins contend that ajﬁdna is only the

non-existence of jﬁdna. But their view is sought to be
disproved by the Advaitin on the basis of the following
arguments:
The cognition ‘I do not know' cannot apprehend
the non—existence of any knowledge since it itselfbeing
a knowledge cannot deny the prevalence ofa knowledge just at the time of its coming into being. In a
place where there is a white jar, how can a person deny
the presence of all jars by saying ‘here is no jar'? Nor
can the same cognition ‘I do not know' deny the knowledge of a particular thing. quality or aspect; for knowledge being onc and eternal in itself as maintained by
the Advaitin," how can there be a denial of the existence of a particular knowledge? The common usage
‘I do not know what an elephant is’ means that the
29
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objectivity (visayatd) of a cognition of that particular
person does not exist in an elephant. In the same way
all cognitions such as, 'I do not know a jar’ are to be
explained so as to mean that the objectivity (visayatd)
of the cognition does not exist in a jar. Moreover in
all such cognitions, the negation is to be apprehended
only by non—apprehension (anupalabdhi) and not by
perception or any other pramdna. And before the cognition ofa negation, the knowledge of the substrate
where the negation is to be cognised and the cognition
of the counter-positive (pratéyogi) are two pre-requisites. For example. when we make the negative state—
ment ‘There is nojar on the ground,’ there should be a
knowledge of the substrate, namely, the ground and
likewise of the counter—positive that whose existence is
denied, namely. the jar. In the absence oftheir cognitions, there can be no cognition of a negation. Under
such circumstances, the cognition ‘I do not know' cannot mean the non-existence of a cognition for there is
neither the cognition of a substrate nor the counter—
positive. Ifthe cognitions of substrate and counter—
positive prevail, then there will be no such cognition as
‘I do not know’. If they do not, then there will be no
cognition of a negation owing to the absence of causes.
Hence the cognition ‘I do not know’ and the like must
mean nescience or ignorance or avidyd that is not of a
negative nature. It really means not that 'There is no
knowledge in me’ but that I possess aviab’d or ajﬁdna
as an attribute.
The recollective cognition, “All this time, I slept
so soundly that I was not aware of what happened” is
an evidence, according to the Advaitin. to prove that
it is only nescience of positive nature (bhdvarﬁpdjﬁcina)
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and not the non-existence of a cognition. At the time
of sound sleep, external as well as internal organs having ceased to operate, no cognition can occur. The
witness (sdks‘i) — the pure intelligence accompanied by
avidyd — can apprehend the nescience in the same way
as it is capable of apprehending desire, pleasure etc. In
the recollective cognition. "I am ignorant” the ‘I’
appears to be the seat ofnescicnce but, says the Advaitin, it is not so. The ‘I’ being a product of nescience
(avidyd) cannot be the seat of the same nescience. On
the pure intelligence (suddhacaitanya) the identity of ‘I’
is superimposed. and it is why the ‘1’ instead of the intelligence (s‘uddhacaitanja) appears to be the seat of
nescience. Moreover, the happiness that seems to synchronise with the sound sleep cannot be cognised by
the ‘I' which is at that time merged or sunk us it were
in avidyd.

5.4.2 szference
Perception:

in

Adoaitin’s Explanation qf Two

It is true that the cognition “ajar does

not know"
means the negation or absence of cognition in a jar;
still the cognition “I do not know” which resemble it
in form may mean nescience. Although there is a close
similarity in the form of expression of the above two
cognitions, their difference in meaning cannot be gainsaid. When we say ‘idar'n asuram'. ‘balirasurab’ in spite
of their close similarity in form, the two sentences have
two different meanings; 'z'dam asuram' means “this (city)
is devoid of celestial beings"; "balirasuralt" means, on
the other hand. “Bali was a demon". “Similarly,”
says the Advaitin "I do not know” means “I possess

ajﬁdna.”“
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To the question — in the vicinity of the eternal
omnipresent and self—luminous Ktman, how can nesci—
ence exist or prevail? — the Advaitin’s answer runs as
follows:— Everything cognised by pramdr'zaajrttijﬁdna
non—cognised by the same becomes knowu to the
witness (sdksi) — the intelligence (suddlzacaitargya) in
company with avidjd, as cognised or non-cognised respectively." By the cognition “I know this,” the particular thing becomes known as known to the witness,
whereas by the cognition “I do not know this," the
particular thing becomes known as unknown to the
same witness. Thus a cognition caused by a pramdrja
can alone be capable of dispelling or of being dispelled
and the suddhacaitanya will never be capable of diSpelling any delusion or nescience."
Let us now examine the arguments ofthe Advaitin.
The apprehension ‘I am ignorant’ (aham ajﬁalz) (that
is put forth as a. proof to establish nescience of positive
nature) does not at all mean what the Advaitin considers it to mean. How can such an apprehension
prevail at all times? It is against the common experience of men. Nor can it prevail at times; if a person
returning from a town is asked by another. whether
the former knows any news of the town, his reply may
be ‘I do not know’. By this reply, he means that he
does not know any news that would be interesting to
the enquirer. How can that person returning from the
town be ignorant of everything concerning the town?
If common experience or usage is taken into conside—
ration, the above apprehension cannot but mean the
ignorance of a particular object or a particular feature.
If it is contended to mean absolute ignorance of everything, it is far from common or human experience.
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With regard to the other statement, namely, “I do not
know myself." it cannot but be of a stupeﬁed person
and his nescienee too cannot be absolutely devoid of
all objects or features.
Moreover nescienee must be held to be associated
with objects in the same way as pramdrgajanymjﬁdna, its
counterpart is. A cognition owes its existence to its
object in the absence of which it will cease to be acognition. The physical body, happiness and the ‘I' are
considered to be the objects of nescienee. As such. how
can the cognition “I am ignorant of all” take place?
On the assumption that there could be no cogni—
tion of any kind when the cognition ‘I do not know’
prevails, the Advaitin interprets the cognition ('I am
ignorant’. ‘I do not know anything’) in a way quite
different from that usually adopted by all others in
respect of such negative sentences like “there is no jar
on the ground," “the ground is devoid of a jar.” But
as argued above, such cognitions with no deﬁnite
objects have been proved to be absolutely impossible.
So there is no necessity to give a peculiar interpre—
tation to those sentences that seem to favour a positive
nescienee. Moreover, the cognitions ‘I do not go', ‘I
am not happy', ‘I am happy’ are interpreted even by
the Advaitin in conformity with the common understanding. There are no two opinions among the
followers of different schools of philosophical thought
with regard to a negative sentence. They all agree
in holding that it purports a negative meaning of
what is presented by the same sentence when the
negative particle is removed from that sentence. If
the statement ‘I know an elephant’ means the know-
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ledge of an elephant, certainly the statement 'I do not
know an elephant' means the absence of the knowledge of an elephant.

If the cognition ‘I

do not know' means ignorance
of positive nature (bhdvarflpdjﬁdna) for the reason that
it cannot — in case. it is held as a negative entity
be cognised by any testimony other than anupalabdhi,
and if for another reason that the denial of a cognition
is impossible since the self—luminous cognition cannot
deny its own existence. then how can the self-same
cognition prove ignorance of the self while the self is
being cognised by the self-same cognition? How can
the cognition “I do not know an elephant” prove the
ignorance of an elephant while the same is an object of
cognition? If the elephant is denied to be an object
then it will cease to be a qualiﬁed cognition (visistajﬁdna) for unless a cognition has an object as its
attribute (visesaha) it would be no longer a “qualiﬁed
cognition” (visis‘tajﬁdna) for it would then violate the
general rule, “the cognition of negation does not fail to
satisfy the conditions of a qualiﬁed cognition that is of
apprehending an entity and its attribute or quality.""
7 —

There is No Word in the Usage ‘I do not Know’
Which Could Denote a Positive Ajﬁdna

5.4.3

“I do not know
be
satisfactorily explained only as
an elephant" can
the Visistadvaitin does. The word ‘know' with 'do
not' means the non—existence of the knowledge of an
elephant. The word ‘knowledge’ though a general
term means here a particular form of knowledge
namely perception. A person who has had a knowledge
of an elephant from the speech of others but has not
As a matter of fact, the cognition
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got an opportunity to see it personally with his own
eyes. can have the remembrance of the elephant and
so he says “I do not know an elephant" meaning "I
have not seen an elephant.” When a man says “I do
not know an elephant" the elephant, the knowledge
of which is denied is said to be the object of the

counter-positive of the negation. The negation ofthe
knowledge of the elephant requires a knowledge of
the elephant — its counter-positive. So the man could
have the knowledge of an elephant in the shape of
remembrance as he had already heard of it from
others. In some cases. a thing may have been knowu
with some qualities; still it may be spoken of as
unknown in view of other unknown qualities. But
such an explanation could not be given by the Advaitin in the case of “I do not know Brahman" (aham
brahma na jdndmz’), since the self-luminous Brahman
held by him as devoid of all qualities cannot be said
to have been known with some qualities, and at the
same time unknown with some others.

According to all thinkers other than the Advaitin
there is no difference in the way of interpretation of
the two negative sentences namely “He does not know a
jar' (ghagam najdm‘zti) and ‘He does not cook rice' (targ—
dulam na pacati). The meaning of the accusative case
on the words ghata and tandula go to the meaning of
their respective roots 'jﬁd’ and ‘pac' and the meaning
of the roots to the meanings of the negative particle.
The Advaitin holds that ignorance of positive nature
is the purport of the sentences like ‘he does not know
a jar’ ‘I am ignorant’ consisting of negative particles.
If he does so, he has to state the words by which
the nescience is denoted. Neither the root ‘jﬁd’ nor the
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negative particle ‘na’ can individually denote the nescience of a positive nature. for neither of them has the
power to denote it. The secondary power (laksand) of
the root or negative particle based on the intention
of people from time immemorial" cannot be resorted
to as an explanation as this nescience has the approval
of none other than the Advaitin. With regard to the
secondary power of another type called svdrasikalaksargd which is based on appropriateness to the context the secondary meaning must be related to the primary meaning. When a man says “A hamlet ofcowherds
in the river Gahgci" (gahgdydrh ghosab) the ﬂood — the
meaning of the word ‘Gahgd' is related to the secondary
meaning namely “the bank of the river” of the same
word. Further the listener must be aware of both the
meanings, as then only he will take the secondary
meaning in preference'to the primary meaning which
he ﬁnds to be incompatible in the context as it is in
disagreement with the intention of the speaker." If
such is the case, how can nescience be even the secondary meaning?
Apart from all thess considerations, the nescience
which is neither positive nor negative must, as stated
before,” have a counter-positive and a substrate as
every non—existence should have. If it does not have
them. then it is as good as a positive thing. If it has.
it is no other than non—existence. Which else can
have the two characteristics of non—existence?
Another contention of the Advaitin that like
adharma which denotes a positive thing [ﬁlm or ajﬁdna
also may denote a positive entity, is also untenable. Sin
is conceived as a positive entity as it is denoted by the
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words _ pahka pdpma - papa - kilbisa - kalmasa _ kalusa
vrjina-enah-agha-amhab- durita-duskrta, although it is
also denoted by a negative word adharma. Similarly
demons are denoted by the words dailya-daitqya-danujaindrtiri-ddnava-fukrafisya and also by the negative term
asura. But neither of them — sin or demon — can
be denoted by the same negative term namely adharma
and asura ifthey are split as ‘na dharmah' and ‘na surah’
since they mean only ‘one other than dharma' and
‘one other than sura’ respectively. Moreover whereas
'sin’ and ‘demon' are well-known to all as positive
entities, since they are very frequently denoted by words
liks pdpa, durita. etc. and ddnava, daitya etc.; the ignorance (ajﬁdna) which is conceived by the Advaitin as
neither a positive nor a negative entity, is a strange
thing inconceivable to everyone other than Advaitins.
—

5.4.4 According to the Advaz'tasiddhi ‘Aham’ Does not
Point out Antahkarana

The Advaitasiddhi says:- the cognition ‘aham na
jdndmi’ cannot comprehend the ‘I’ —- the inner organ
as the substrate of ajﬁdna, since the inner organ
(antahkaralga) a product of the same ajﬁdna, cannot be
the seat of its own material cause. To the darkness or
ignorance which has already arisen and is a material
cause, the later ahamartha cannot be said to be the
seat or resting place.” Hence it is only the pure intelligence (Suddlzacaitanya) which can be the seat of ajﬁdna.
Owing to the superimposition of the identity of the
inner organ (antahkarana) on the pure intelligence
which is the real seat of ajﬁdna, the inner organ is
mistaken for the substrate of nescience, by the relation
of co-existence. If two things rest in the same place
30
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or on the same thing. the one

other."

is

often mistaken for the

On this contention, one is inclined to put the
following question to the Advaitin. If for the above
stated reason, the inner organ cannot be the substrate
of ajﬁdna, what is the proof, evidence or argument that
can establish the pure intelligence as the seat of ajﬁdna?
The cognition ‘I am ignorant' can prove the inner
organ as the seat of ajﬁdna, but this is against the
Advaitin’s contention. According to the Advaitasidd/zi,
the ‘I' is the knot by which the inner organ and the
pure intelligence are united.“ Here also the Advaitin
does not prCSent any authority in support of his contention. What does the word ‘knot’ mean? If both —
the inner organ and the pure intelligence - are meant,
then what is the attribute through which the word 'I’
can denote both of them. Their “being two" or
“twoness” (dvitva) cannot be the attribute. In that
case. their difference from each other being understood.
there is no possibility of superimposition of the identity of the one on the other. If the ‘knot’ means “one
united with another” then there would arise the
difﬁculty culminating in making Jone visesarjm to the
other by turns, as caitanya in association with antabkaraga, or antahkararpa in associationwith caitanya. Apart
from this let us ask — “Is the union eﬁ‘ected by the
relation of difference or identity (bhedasambandha or
abhedasambandha)?" The former cannot be the case;
since difference is cognised. the superimposion of one
on the other cannot take place. In the latter case,
(if by the relation of identity), it must be, as the red
colour of the china-rose is superimposed on the crystal,
either an attribute of the inner organ superimposed on
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the pure intelligence or the latter’s attribute superimposed on the former. The pure intelligence has,
according to the Advaitin, no attribute of its own and
hence the latter alternative being an impossibility, the
attribute of the inner organ alone can be said to be
superimposed on the pure intelligence. But it is against
the common experience which prevails to this effect.
“I the intelligent do this" superimposing only intelligence on the ‘1’.
5.4.5 the Advaitin’s Dificult} in Explaining a Recollective Apprehension

The recollective apprehension or remembrance,
“All this time I have been comfortably sleeping”
should be interpreted in conformity with a similar
apprehension namely “All this time I have been only
awake.” There is no diﬁ'erence of opinion with regard
to the second apprehension, namely, that it is as recol—
lective as the ﬁrst. Even according to the Advaitin.
the secoed apprehension is recollective with regard to
the ‘I’ as it exists in its full stature during the waking
state. The 'I' being identiﬁed with the inner organ
which is maintained as being in a subtle state during
the sleep beyond the zone of apprehension, the Advaitin is compelled to experience the difﬁculty of explaining the recollective apprehension. “All the time I have
been comfortably sleeping.” He has to state that it
is recollective with regard to the comfort. sleep and
ignorance, and perceptive with regard to the ‘1' since
the ‘I’ is in the subtle state without its urtti, whereas
the other recollective apprehension “All this time I
have been awake” is held as recollective in all aspects.
This difﬁculty is due to the Advaitin's holding the inner
organ as the object of the cognition ‘1'. Moreover the
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apprehension, the impression caused thereby. and the
remembrance — all the three must be held to remain
in one and the same substrate. Otherwise it would
be impossible to answer the question why B could not
remember what A apprehended. Against this contention upheld by the Nyﬁya-Vaidesika and others. the
Advaitin holds that the comfort, sleep and ignorance
are apprehended by the witness during the sleep and
that they are being remembered in the waking state
by the function of the inner organ. If the ‘I’ does
not continue to exist at the time ofsleep, then it cannot
remember what is experienced during the sleep. What
was experienced by one ‘I’ cannot be remembered by
another '1'. In that case Bshould be able to remember
what was experienced only by A.“
According to the Advaitin, the ‘I’ — the inner
organ remains in a subtle state during the sleep. As
it is transformative, it grows again and expands into
its former state, when the person is awake. It corresponds to a plant, hair, and nail which when nipped
grow again to a state in which they are mistaken for
the pruned and removed one, on account of close
similarity. As such is the fact. the recollective perception “I who had perceived a jar last week, now remember it" would be far from valid in consequence of
the lack of identity of the perceiver and the one who
remembers. Hence the inner organ which is considered
transformative cannot be held as the object of the
cognition ‘I’.
The Advaitasiddhi contends that though the pure
intelligence is really the substrate of the nescience yet
owing to the superimposition of the identity of the
inner organ in the pure intelligence, the inner organ is
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cognised as the substrate of the nescience. This con—
tention is untenable. Does the pure intelligence, which
illumines the inner organ, superimpose on itself the

identity of the inner organ? This is absolutely impossi—
ble; for the pure intelligence can never be a delusion.
Nor can the pure intelligence cognise itself as the
substrate of the inner organ’s identity, as the tip of the
ﬁnger cannot touch itself. Nor can a vrtti-jﬁdna of
the inner organ cognise the above identity in the pure
intelligence, since the inner organ is conceived as being
illumined only by the witness and never by its own
vrtti-jﬁdna. To conceive a vfrtti-jﬁdna for the illumina—
tion of the inner organ — while the witness is held to
illumine the pleasure. nescience and the inner organ—
is inconsistent with the doctrine of the Advaitin.
Thus. as there is no possibility of any superimposition on the witness. the above cognition “I am ignorant"
should be accepted as proving that the ‘I’ — which is
neither the inner organ nor the witness nor their union
as the Advaitin holds (but) — points the self (dtman).
Hence the word ajﬁa‘ma used in all schools of
philosophy as the non-existence of jﬁdna can only
mean either antecedent negation of jﬁdna or a cognition
that apprehends what is diametrically opposite to the
reality of an object or on occasions the actions too.
But nowhere can the word be considered as used in
the sense in which the Advaitin seeks to interpret it.
5.5.

Anirvacanija Khja'sti
5.5.1 Three Kind: of Existence qf Thing: Held by the
Advaitin

The central doctrine of the Advaitic system of
philosophy is that (i) there is only one thing that is
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absolutely and ultimately real, namely, Brahman, and
that (ii) the world around us with all the inﬁnite
variety ofobjects in it is merely an illusory appearance
without reality. As exponents of this theory which is
opposed to the common-sense of the majority of men,
the Advaitins are obliged, even more than the thinkers
of other schools, to explain what exactly is meant by
the term delusion or illusory appearance (bhrama), how
it takes place, and what are the mental and other
factors involved. Every system of Indian Philosophy
has its own view concerning this phenomenon of illusory
perception. Lat us ﬁrst examine the Advaitic theory
concerning bhrama. before we proceed to study what
other schools have got to say on the question.
The Advaitins hold that existence (sattd) may be
of
three kinds. The ﬁrst kind of existence is called
one
pure or real existence (pdramdrthika-mttd). According
to the Advaitin, Brahman —the supreme Being alone is
real and all else have no real existence. The second
kind of existence called empirical existence (vydvahdrika-sattd) is true for all worldly purposes or practical
life. This kind of existence is seen in the appearance
of the world around us. Since Brahman alone has
real existence, thisl too, is unreal but the existence of
the world continues until Brahman is realised. and it is
also perceived by all men except the man who realised
Brahman. This existence of the world is not transient
and not subjective to the individual alone as hallucinatory perception is where the rope is mistaken for snake.
The third kind of existence may be of the nature of
hallucination (prdtibhrisika-sattd) as for instance, when
a serpent is perceived as existing while only a piece of
rope lies before the individual. This is a transient or
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temporary delusion and the serpent's delusive appearance or existence is called by the Advaitin “prdtibhd—
sika-sattd.”
5.5.2

How the Illusory Objects are Evolved

How can a ‘snake’ or ‘silver' come into being in
the absence of its respective material cause? The
Advaitin's explanation is as follows. It is the nescience
(avidyd) present in the intelligence limited by the rope
with its auxiliaries — the fear of snake (or the desire
for silver) in the self, the close resemblance between
the rope and the snake. some defect in the eye, etc.
which becomes the material cause and it evolves those

hallucinatory things.

There are two kinds of nescience. one residing in
the pure intelligence (caitanja). as proved by the common experience "I am ignorant" (aham ajﬁatt), and
another remaining in the intelligence limited by object
of perception as proved by another universal experience ‘I do not know what this is’ (aham idarh na jdndmi).
The former is called ‘root nescience' (mﬁldvz'dyd) which
evolves the empirical universe and which is dispelled
by the indeterminate cognition or realisation of Brah—
man. The latter form of nescience (talcivitlyd) resides
in the “intelligence conditioned or limited by an object”
It evolves hallucinatory
(visaydvacchinna-cailanja).
like
the rope-snake, nacre-silver, etc. and is
objects
dispelled by the apprehension of the reality of the
basis (adhisthdnajdthdtmja-jﬁdna). This latter “nescience"—— in association with the residual impression
(sarhskdra) of snake, silver. etc, kindled by the close
resemblance of the basis that is before the person. and
with the defect in the eye — becomes transformed into
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hallucinatory ‘snake’, ‘silver’, etc. and also into the
apprehension of those objects simultaneously.
The defect in the eye together with the impression
of the ‘snake' or ‘silver’ etc. is the instrumental cause
of both the hallucinatory objects and their perceptual
apprehension. These hallucinatory objects remain in
their material cause, namely nescience (which resides in
the intelligence limited by the object). as all products
do in their respective material causes like the pot in
the mud of which it is made. The inner organ
(antabkararja) that can function only through the senseorgans is incapable of enabling these hallucinatory
objects to be apprehended by its ‘vrtti’ of antahkararja
as they are beyond the sense—organs. Of course, the
eye is in contact with the object lying before the person,
viz rope, nacre, etc., but its function is limited to the
basis namely rope, nacre, etc., with its characteristic
feature and not with the hallucinatory serpent or
silver. Unless it is postulated that a vrtti ofantahkarana
or of something else occurs, illusory objects cannot be
apprehended. Therefore in the absence of vrtti of the
inner organ, it is the vrtti of nescience (avidyd) that
generates the illusory objects and they are apprehended
by the witness (sci/55in).
"The witness self is explained by its comparison
with a lamp on the stage which illumines equally the
stage manager, the actress and the audience, and
shines of itself even in their absence." This simile is
designed to point out that the witness self illumines
equally the empirical ﬁrm, the inner organ and the
objects and shines of its own accord in sound sleep
when all these are absent.”
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How the Illusory Objects are Inddinable

The appearance and disappearance of these illu-

sory or hallucinatory objects cannot be perceived even
by the pawn concerned as he is identifying them with
their respective basis, namely. rope or shell.“ When
the person becomes aware of the true identity of the
basis, these illusory or hallucinatory objects together
with their perception. disappear at the same time in
the same way as they were generated together in their
material cause, namely nescience (avidyd). The nescience which is also the material cause of the empirical
universe will disappear in its own material cause
namely Brahman by the apprehension of the real

Brahman.

The illusory objects are not real since they are aublated when the true identity of the basis is known; nor
are they absolutely unreal like the ‘son of a barren
woman’ or the ‘hare’s horn’, since they are apprehended unlike these latter cases. Hence they are dis—
tinct from the real and from the unreal; that is, they
are neither real nor unreal” (sad-asad-vilaksana).
5.5.4-

The Reason to Contend the Origin of Illusory Objects

We have to postulate. the Advaitin says. the origination of the illusory or hallucinatory objects for
without such an object arising there, the apprehension
of the ‘serpent' in the rope or ‘silver’ in the nacre
would be impossible and could not be explained. If
these illusory objects are not conceded as existing for
the time being, how could one have the apprehension
of the snake in the rope and silver in nacre? It is an
31
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uncontested dictum that the contact of the eye with
the object is an indispensable cause of the perceptual
apprehension of the same object by the same sense
organ. Unless the illusory snake or silver is held to
have been actually originated in the rope or the nacre,
how could the eye have had the contact with the
object so essential for the generation of the apprehension of snake or silver?
Thing: Belonging to Dzjerent Kinds ofExistenoe
Cannot have Mutual Contact
5.5.5

By the arguments stated above. the apprehesion
of snake in the rope is contended by the Advaitin to
be a perception which must take place in the following
order. By the perception of the basis. namely rope
(adhisthdna) as “this”, the residual impression (rains/card) of the snake which the person has got already,
becomes kindled by the sight of the characteristic
feature he ﬁnds in the basis; that is the resemblance
between the snake and the rope; then the origination
of the hallucinatory object. sudsequently the contact of
eye with that object, and ﬁnally the apprehension of the
illusory object. The Advaitin maintains that the snake
appearing in the rope which emerges and is perceived at
the same time has only hallucinatory (prdtibhdsika) ex—
istence whereas the eye has, according to him, empirical
reality (qydvahdrika-sattd). These two are, as already
stated, two entirely different kinds of existence. There
cannot be any contact between the eye which has
empirical existence and the hallucinatory snake which
has, according to the Advaitin, a different kind of existence. namely prdtibhdsika.
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5.5.6

The Advaitic Conception of Perception of Illusory
Object is by the Operation of Two Vrttis

To avoid this difﬁculty. the Advaitin gives a different explanation of the cognition “this is a snake." In
this cognition the rope is cognized as ‘this’ by the con—
tact of the vrtti of the inner organ and thus it is
perception in its true sense. But the illusory snake
being the product of nescience (avidyd) is beyond the
purview of the external sense organs, and hence it is
apprehended by the witness himself (sdksi-bhdsya). Of
these two vrttis. the former (antatzkarana-vrtti) alone is
capable of dispelling a branch nescience (tﬁldjﬁdna)
that conceals the basis (adhisthdna). that is, rope, nacre,
etc. and the intelligence limited by the same (basis)
(idam—avacchinna-caitanya) becomes manifested by the
ortti of the inner organ. The intelligence (sdksi—
caitanja) by the vrtti of nescience(avidyd) manifests the
illusory snake. But intelligence (caitanya) in spite of
its being limited by the various limiting agents is one
and the same like ether (dkdsa), be it in a pot or outside
it. Thus the two parts in the above cognition, namely
‘this’ and ‘snake' though manifested by two different
kinds of vrttis, are, in fact, manifested by one and the
same intelligence, namely caitanya. This is why we.
consider the above cognition as one. and not distinct
ones."
5.5.7

Visistddoaitin’s Criticism against the Above View

Let us now examine the stand of the Advaitin
with regard to the illusory object. The contention

is neither real
untenable.
In the
nor unreal (sad—asad-vilaksana)
case of two alternatives which are mutually opposed to

that the illusory or hallucinatory object
is
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each other, one or the other of them must be true and
there is no possibility of a third alternative." A thing
can be X or non-X but it can never be neither X nor
non-X. This is the statement made by no less a logician
than the great Udayana."U This is the conception held
by all thinkers belonging to diverse ‘darﬁanas'. A
peculiar indeﬁnable object which is neither real nor
unreal, and a cognition apprehending the above
will not be accepted by any one, other than the
Advaitin.

In the apprehension ‘this

is snake’ two kinds of
be
held
to
functioning — ‘thisness' perceived
are
by the v_rtti of the inner organ and 'snakehood’ by the
ortli of nescience (avidyd). If this be the case, how
can ‘the perception of another perception’ (anuqyaoasdya) as when we say “I see a snake with my eye"
(mm sarparh caksusd pafydmi) be explained? Only the
apprehension by the vrui of the inner organ can be
the perception as is held by the Advaitin and snake is
not an object contacted by the inner organ's vrtti.
UTttiS

5.5.8 Advaitin's Rejoindcr and Visis'tddvaitin's Criticism
thereqf

To this the Advaitin’s answer runs along these
lines. There are two superimpositions: one is the identity ofthe indeﬁnable snake superimposed on the substrate - rope, - and the other is on the ortti of the inner
organ. the identity of the vrtti of nescience is superimposed. Hence we feel ‘I do perceive a silver.”“
The postulation of the origination of an illusory
object is for the purpose of proving that the apprehen-
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sion of asuake in a rope as “this is a snake" is a
perception, since the contact ofthe object with the eyes
is indispensable for perception. This very purpose is
defeated since even after holding the birth of a disputed thing as it is, being a product of the artti of nescience beyond the reach of the eye, and the cognition
of the hallucinatory thing is only by the vjrtti of
nescience, and not of the inner organ (antafikararja).
Thus the cognition ofa snake cannot itself be the perception, and the cognition of ‘this' alone is perception
as it is cognised by the artti of inner organ due to the
contact of a rope with the eye. The Advaitin, having

postulated that the birth of the illusory object syn—
chronises with its apprehension, cannot contend that
this apprehension is itself perception which requires the
existence of its object. and its contact with the sense
organ concerned.
Appearance and Disappearance
Are not Cognised even by the Perceiver

5.5.9

af Illusory Things

The Advaitasiddhi raises a question. If a new
hallucinatory thing is considered to take its birth in
cases of illusory perception, how is it that no one be—
comes aware of the birth of this new thing? How can
athing that is visible after its coming into being
remain unseen just at the time of its birth, although
the person who sees it is watching the substrate with
his eyes wide open? The answer of the Advaitasiddhi
to this runs as follows: The illusory silver is apprehended as identical with its substrate namely nacre
has not perished. The apprehension of identity is an
impediment to the apprehension of the origin of the
illusory silver."
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5.5.10

Visistddvaitin's Question

But here another question may be raised by one
who declines to accept the creation of an illusory
product. The Advaitin contends that the illusory
silver is born out of the vrm' of nescience (avidyd-vrtti)
and that it has nothing to do with the vrtti of the inner
organ (antahkararga). So there is nothing to prevent
the cognition of silver together with its origination
by the same vrtti of nescience. The non—occurrence
of such a cognition is a proof of the fact that there
is no creation of an illusory or hallucinatory thing.
One should, therefore. be surprised at hearing the
Advaitin speak of the creation of an illusory object.
5.5.11

The Cilsukhi’s Clariﬁcation

A further question arises against the Advaitin's

view. It is this:— How can the apprehension of the
illusory silver, which. according to the Advaitin, has
originated, be called perception at all when it is not
apprehended by the vrtti of the inner organ? The
Citsukhz‘ seeks to answer this question by saying that the
apprehension of a superimposed object does not need
the contact ofthe sense-organ with the superimposed."
It is perception, says the Citsukht, since the substrate
of the superimposed is apprehended by the vrtti of
the inner organ even though the superimposed
illusory object itself is not apprehended by the ortti of
the antahkamrja.
5.5.12

Viﬁstddvaitin’s Objection to The Above View

This answer is far from convincing. When we
make the inference, “the moutain has ﬁre," the minor
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term (mountain) is apprehended by perception and
the major term (ﬁre) is an object of inference. Though
perception and inference have equal part to play in
this respect, this apprehension — namely the mountain
has ﬁre, is called 'inference' and not perception, since
the ﬁre is prominent in view of its being sought in the
mountain. That is why the ﬁre is named as the major
term. It is an undisputed fact that in the apprehension ”this is silver" in the nacre, it is the ‘silver' that
has the prominent role and despite its being cognised
by the operation of nescience (anidjdvrtti) and not the
antabkaranavfrtti, the apprehension of silver is called
the perception of silver
a misnomer. Besides. the
Advaitin has to subject himselfto the task of explaining
the perception of a perception (anuvyavasdya) “I am
——

seeing silver with my eyes" (caksusd rajataﬁz. pas‘yrimi).
The vrtti of the inner organ which ﬂows through the
eye into the object lying before viz. rope or nacre, bears
the reﬂection ofintelligence (caitanya) limited by the
object (rope, nacre, etc.) and this reﬂection is held as
perception by the eye and its form is as "this”. The
nescience (avidyd) resides in the same intelligence (visaydvacchinna-caitanya) which is identical with the intelligence limited by the knower (pramdtpcaitanya) for
caitanya is only one. The vrttiof nescience is transformed into the hallucinatory object like snake and silver
and its cognition simultaneously. The reﬂection of
hallucinatory things that fall on this vrtti has the form
of ‘snake' or ‘silver’. If such is the position, how could
the substrate and the superimposed object be cognised
by a single cognition the form of which is held by all
thinkers including the Advaitin as ‘this is silver'?
This would be possible only if the arm's become
identical.
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5.5.13 The Impossibility of a Single Cognition to Apprehend Both the Basic and the Superimposed

The explanation of the perception of a perception
”I see silver with my eyes" (rajatam caksusri pasjdmi)
given by the Advaitasiddhi is that there are two superimpositions. one identifying the cognition of silver with
the perception of its basis, namely nacre, and another
identifying the silver with the basis. nacre. This explanation is far from satisfactory. As explained in the
previous paragraph, the two vﬂtis have nothing to do
with each other with regard to their objects (nacre and
silver]. To say that there is no actual superimposition
but only the non-cognition of the difference between
the perception (of the basis. nacre) and the cognition
(of silver) as well as the non-cognition of difference
between nacre and silver is an argument which could
be adopted only by the Akhyativadin and not by the
Anirvacaniyakhyati—vadinwho postulates the origin of
an indeﬁnable object. Moreover how can the identity
of the illusory thing (silver) with the basis (nacre) be
superimposed? Is the identity empirically real? Then
it cannot have any connection with the hallucinatory
silver. If it has only hallucinatory reality, then it
cannot be in connection with the basis that has the
empirical reality. Besides the identity of the silver
being hallucinatory can be apprehended only by the
ortti of nescience. Is it the intelligence (oaitanya) reﬂected in the same ortti of nescience that produces and
cognises the hallucinatory silver or is it different? In
the former case, the intelligence reﬂected in the vrtti
can manifest only what the object of the v_rtti is. That
ortii having only the hallucinatory silver as its object.
the intelligence reﬂected in it cannot manifest the
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it is some other vjrtti, then
another vjrtti of nescience,
silver. its identity and the
leading to inﬁnite regress

(anavasthd).
5.5.14

The Theory qf Two Superimpositions

Another contention of the Advaitin that it is one
and the same intelligence which becomes reﬂected in
both the arms as a consequence of which (i) the identity
of the cognition ofthe hallucinatory silver in the perception ofthe basis as “this" and (ii)the identity ofthe hallucinatory silver on the nacre are superimposed and these
superimpositions invalidate the cognition. This view
expressed in the Veddntaparibhdsd“ is also untenable. If
by intelligence. its reﬂection is meant, it cannot be one
but two as the vfrttis are two different entities, If the
intelligence itself' is meant, then another question aiises
whether it is “the pure intelligence" or intelligence
limited by some attribute (s‘uddha-caitanyam uta avacchinnaraitanyam). The former cannot be the case, as
pure intelligence is conceived by the Advaitin as inca—
pable of comprehending any object, much less identity
of the hallucinatory silver. As for the limited intelligence it differs from one limiting agent to another,
and consequently is unable to comprehend the identity
of two hallucinatory things with two empirically real
ones namely the cognition of silver with the perception
of nacre and silver with nacre. (Here cognition of
silver and silver are hallucinatory things and the per—
ception of nacre and nacre are empirically real ones).
32
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55.15

——

A

Study

The Untenabilitj of the Theory of Two Super—

imposition:

The Advaitin’s conception of the origination of
hallucinatory silver in order to prove that its apprehen—
sion is a case ofperception is futile; for. he is constrained
to postulate two ortti: due to which the cognition “this
is silver” is to be contended as a collection oftwo
different cognitions as in the case of an inference “the
mountain is ﬁery."”
5.5.16 Anyathdkhjdti Cannot be Completely Dispensed
with by the Advaitin

In fact, it

is better to have delusion (anjathciin
khydti)
place of anirvacaniya-khydti as the latter does
not serve the purpose for which it is imagined. Nor
can delusion be totally dispensed with by the Advaitin on the strength of anirvacaniyakhjdti. In the case
of the cognition “the crystal is red” when the red
colour of the china-rose is superimposed in the crystal
placed nearby, the birth of a hallucinatory red colour
is not conceived in the crystal. The birth of halluci-

natory object is postulated only where there cannot
be any contact of the sense-organ with the object. In
the case of the crystal appearing red with the red
colour of the china-rose, the eye is in contact with the
red colour of the china-rose and consequently there
is no necessity for postulating hallucinatory red colour.
It is an instance of delusion (anyathdkhydti) with the
nature of perccption.”
Advaitin': Explanation of Two Perceptions
In an inference “the lake has ﬁre because there
smoke seen on its surface.” water vapour is mistaken

5.5.17
is
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for smoke. The Advaitin calls this inference as delusios
Why not call the hallucinatory
(anyathdklzjciti).
silver also an instance of (anyaihdkhydti? For he cannot do without that explanation. Hence it is a
suggestion worth consideration that it is better to have
delusion (ayathdkhydti) in all cases whether the eye
has the contact of the object or not, than to postulate
the origination of a hallucinatory object, which even
after conceding such a peculiar creation does not serve

the purpose.

If the identity of the hallucinatory silver is appre-

hended in nacre, as is held by the author of the
Advaitasiddhi and if it prevents the cognition of the
hallucinatory silver, then the cognition “this is not
silver" cannot be the sublater of the hallucinatory
silver; for, the sublating cognition apprehends the
absolute non-existence of silver in the nacre, which is
against the statement of the Advaitasiddhi. There
are no two opinions in regard to the two cognitions —
the sublated cognition and its sublating cognition —
that the later cognition denies what is cognised by the
former. Unless such consistency is maintained, they
would cease to be related to each other as sublated
and sublating. The inconsistency is obvious in the
statements. In the cognition of nacre. “this is silver" as
hallucinatory silver is the object; and in the cognition
of the same nacre as "this is not silver,” only the empi—
rically real silver is denied there at all the three times
of past, present and future.“ This is worth scrutiny.
If the counter—positive of the negation. cognised by
the sublating apprehension. is not the object of the
sublated cognition, how could there be a relation
between the one as sublated and the other as sublating?
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Moreover unless the silverhood is considered to
be common to the hallucieatory and the empirical
silver, one would not stoop down to pick the nacrc
under the mistaken notion that it is silver.”
To say that the non—existence of the empirically
real silver with the determinant (avacchedaka, here
rajatatva) which is common to real and unreal in nacrc
as to be meant by the cognition “this is not silver"
would not be acceptable to any school. It is an accep—
ted fact that in all cognitions of negation, the non—
existence of the counter-positive (pratiyagi) qualiﬁed
by the determinant (avacehedaka) is the object and such
non-existence would be possible only where no one of
the counter-positives remains. To say that the cognition “this is not silver" means the non-existence of a
particular counter-positive with the determinant and it
is possible in nacrc as there is no emprically real
silver—is absurd and against the accepted canons of
all schools.

5.5.18

Advaitin’: Different Explanations qf the Same

ije of Statements

In this connection it may be added that on the
basis of the principle that the repudiating or sublating
passage or cognition denies the absolute non-existence
of all previous cognitions or statements; it is only on
the basis of this principle that the Advaitin interprets
such Vedic texts as nirgunam niskriyam .. as denying
all qualities and actions of any kind in Brahman. He
seeks to refute the Vis’istadvaitin where the latter
states that these texts deny only the existence of evil
qualities and actions in Brahman and not good qualities and actions. The Vis’istadvaitin contends that
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since there are a large number of other Vedic texts
which unequivocally afﬁrm the existence of hosts of
auspicious qualities in Brahman, the nirgurjla texts
have to be interpreted in consonancc with them so
that none of the Vedic texts may be ignored.

Nor can the silver be denied “in the form of
reality" as contended by the Advaitasiddhi.“ How
can the cognition of a non-existence of a counterpositive qualiﬁed by an attribute that does not reside
in the same counter-positive. sublate or deny the exis—
tence of all silver? The above cognition can deny
silver only in the form of reality and never the hallucinatory silver. Thus it is not sublated so as to make
the hallucinatory silver as distinct from sat and act.
If. on the other hand, delusion (anyathdkhjdtz') is

accepted and the theory of the birth of hallucinatory
silver is completely abandoned, no such difﬁculties
will confront the Advaitin except one that as there is
no contact of silver or snake with the eyes, there
could be no perception of it. But it is an irony of fate
that even after postulating the birth of a hallucinatory object, the cognition of that object cannot be
proved as a perception. If the hallucinatory object
and its cognition synchronise by the vrtti or ﬂow of
nescience, and since contact of the eyes with the object
is indispensable for producing the effect namely. its
perception, how could it be said that this contact
precedes the perception? Further. the eye has empirical or vydvahdrika reality and the snake. silver, etc.
have only hallucinatory (prdtibhdsika) reality. How
could there be any contact between two entities
whose reality is different in kind from each other? To
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avoid this difﬁculty, the Advaitin (cleverly) contends

that with regard to the hallucination, it

not percepNor can a hallucinatory entity have the contact of an entity of empircal reality. Moreover, the
very birth of hallucinatory object is inconceivable.
The “coming into being” is deﬁned as the ﬁrst contact of an entity with the time.“0 There are no two
opinions among the Advaitins with regard to time. for
they all admit that it is empirically real. As such,
how can a hallucinatory entity (silver, snake, etc).
have contact with time which is an empirical reality?
is

tion.

5.5.19 Prablzdkara’: Explanation of Illusion

Prabhakara, the Mimamsaka, a commentator on

the Mimdrhsdsﬂtras ofJaimini differs from his fellowcommentator, Kumarila Bhatta with regard to delusion (anyathdkhydti). Ifa person mistakes a nacre for
silver ora rope for a snake, Prabhakara says, it is
not a delusion (anjathdkhydti) as there is no possibility
of delusion at all." All cognitions are valid. A thing
becomes an object of cognition because it is being
manifested by that cognition. How can silver be an
object of the cognition of nacre? It is a cognition of
silver ifitcomprehends silver, and it cannot comprehend
nacre which is not its object. Otherwise we can have
no faith in any of our cognitions, in view ofthe cognitions being capable of comprehending things beyond
their purview." If things that are not before us. in
contact with our eyes, are held as objects of our perception. then this view would be as absurd as the conception of the Buddhists’ ‘asat-khydti.’ What are those
causes that make things objects of our perception
despite their absence before us?
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Defects in our eyes cannot generate a perception
since defects are held only as being capable of preventing something from coming into being. A sense-organ
with some defect can prevent a perception. Defects
are so called since they prevent the effect from coming
into being." If a person stoops to pick up nacre thinking that it is a piece of silver or runs away at seeing
a rope which he mistakes for a snake, it is only due to
his not having the cognition that it is different from
silver or snake (rajatabheda-gmhdblzdvah or sarpabhedagrahdbhd-vah). The perception of “this” on a thing
lying before us and the recollection of silver or snake
constitute the supposed cognition, “this is silver or
snake". The cognition of silver or snake is not perception as there is no silver/snake before us and conse—
quently the eye has no contact with it: nor is it inference, for there are no causes necessarily required for the
generation of an inference. Hence it is remembrance or
recollection which requires only ‘reaidual’ impression
(sa'r'ancirah). Due to the absence of impressinn, one
does not have such a cognition of an object not pre—
viously apprehended by him. The perception of the
thing before us as ‘this' and the remembrance of
silver as ‘silver’ are two different cognitions and they
do not have any connection with each other. The
close succession of their emerging is beyond the power
of human apprehension in consequence of which some
scholars hold it even as one and the same cognition.

These two cognitions. though individually valid, some—
how cause the person to stoop to pick it up. Individually
each of the two cognitions is valid but they result in
tempting the person to make it his own. Thus the
non-apprehension of difference from siluer (rajatabhedagrahdbhdva) the perception of the thing lying pre-
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sent, and the remembrance of silver in the shop and
other places — these three joining together cause the
person to pick it up."
5.5.20
karﬁ:

Visistddvaitin’s View is Akin to That of Prdbhd-

In this respect the Visistﬁdvaitin’s view does not
differ very much from that of Prabhakara. He too

declines to accept delusion (anjathtikhyﬁti) as an entity
as held by the Nyﬁya-Vais’esika. Following Yamunécarya's View and stating it verbatim, Ramanuja asserts
the statement of Yamunacarya” that all cognitions
are valid in the view of the scholars who know the
spirit of the Vedic statements. Upholding the same
view, Venkatanatha puts forth the following arguments in support of the view of Prabh'c'lkara. Conse—
quently the opponents call the Vis'istgadvaitin ‘disguised

Prabhakara'.

5.5.21

It

Visistddvaitin's Stand on Illusion

an uncontested fact that the absence of apprehension of difference from what is desired (istabheddgraha) is an invariable forer-unner of inclination (pravrtti)
and the absence of apprehension of difference from
what is disliked is an antecedent to abstention (nivrtti),
But one may put the following question. As the
absence of apprehension that it is not silver, makes the
person take the object that glitters on the ground. so
the absence of the apprehension that it is not identical
with snake is the cause of abstention and running away
from the object lying on the ground. Thus the absence
of apprehension that “It is not silver” (rajatabhedagra[nib/lava) is the cause of an inclination to act and the
is
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absence of apprehension that it is identical with the
silver (rajatdbhedagrahdbhdva) is the cause of abstention from action. If a person, in the absence of an
apprehension, in nacre, that ‘it is not silver’ seems to
be inclined to take the bright object. then the same
person due to his not having got the apprehension
that it is identical with silver, should abstain from
taking the same object, and thus there might be a
clash between inclination and abstention.” So both
the inclination to take it and abstention from taking
it might take place at the same time.

The answer to this question runs as follows: The
absence of the apprehension of the difference from
the desired object is the cause of the inclination to
take it, and the absence of the apprehension of difference from the disliked one is the cauSe of disinclination or aversion to it.“ For example, the absence of
the apprehension of difference from the desired
object, namely, silver, makes a person inclined to pick
up the shell from the ground. The absence of the
apprehension of difference from the object of dislike,
like the snake which is by illusion thought of in a
rope lying before the person causes dislike or fear of
the illusory snake from which he runs away.
5.5.22

Trivrtkararja and Paﬁcikararja Explained
According to Vis’istadvaita, there is no cognition
worthy of the name error or delusion as Prébhakaras
hold; that is, there is no such thing as error or delusion. The only difference between these two (Pra—
bhakara and the Vis’istadvaitin) is that the former
holds the absence of the apprehension — that it is different from what is desired (istabhedagrahdbhtiva) in
33
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with the remembrance of the desired
the cause of one’s mistaking a thing
object
for another, whereas the Vis’istadvaitin postulates that this absence of the apprehension — that it is
different from the desired object in company with the
perception of something else (and not remembrance)—
is the cause for such a mistaking. The perception of
a desired object or hated object in the thing lying
before him makes a person stoop to pick it up or run
away from it.
association

— is

Triple-blending (trivjrt-karana) referred to in the
Vedic texts. and quintuplication (paﬁcikarana) referred
to in the Smrtis" explain the cognition of mistaking
one for another. In the sruti text Brahman itself says
"I shall. in order to give name and form to all things
in the universe, make the process of tripling on
account of which all things. constituted of some elements, have the qualities found in other elements,”
(Triple—blending. trivrtkaranam means the following
process: the three elements earth, water and light are
each divided into two equal parts. One half of each
element is again divided into two equal parts. One
quarter of each element is mixed with the two halves
of the other elements. Thus each element has one
quarter part of each of the two other elements added
to one half of its own.) This amalgamation explains
why one element possesses the qualities of the two
other elements, for that element has in it, parts of the
two other elements. If nacre is mistaken for a piece
of silver, it is because of its (nacre) having certain
parts of silver. In the cognition, though nacre consists of silver parts as well as its own parts in accordance with the process of triple-blending, the parts of
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silver alone, separated from the co-existing nacreparts are taken notice of by the person looking at it.
The apprehension of the feature common to silver and
nacre, the absence of the apprehension that the thing
is different from what it appears, the defects in the
sense organ, and the merit or demerit (puma and papa)
of the individual person — these four are held by all
schools to be the cause of the so-called delusion.
Desire for silver or fear of the snake that besets one’s
mind, even in a sub-conscious state, makes a person at
the sight of a bright object like nacre stoop down to
pick it up, or makes the person run away from the
supposed snake.

The Vis’istadvaitin holds that the collection of
the afore-mentioned causes is responsible for a person’s
action out of desire or fear. But the action by the mere
“absence of apprehension that it is different from the
desired" as stated by Prabhakara. cannot take place.
The Prabhakaras deny that the portions of mantra and
arthavdda in the Vedas mean what they seem to impart;
they overlook the trivrt-kararja statements in the Vedas
and the panci-kararja process described in the Srhrtis.
So they have to depend unly upon ‘bheddgraha'. (non
apprehension of difference). But the Visistédvaitin,
who upholds the unquestionable and absolute authority of the Vedas in all their entirety including the
arthavddas, seeks the help of ( ) the triple-blending statements which ultimately mean quintuplication, the
creation of the Almighty, (2) the rule of the substitute,
and (3) bheddgraha, for his explanation to prove that
all cognitions are valid.
1
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1.

By the process ofquintriplication elaborated in

Smrtis, one element has other elements in tts constitution,
and the nacre has a few properties or aspects of silver
in its structure. It does not mean that the silver parts
are actually existing in nacre with its (nacre's) own
parts. but some parts of nacre very closely resemble
silver parts. By quintuplication there are in nacre
some parts of ﬁre (tejas), and these parts have their
own quality of “glittering whiteness” (bkdwara-fukla);
and these silver—like parts that are responsible for nacre
are mistaken for silver. In nacre, a large number of
parts are recognised as belonging to nacre, they serve
their purpose in its being thought of as nacre and the

object bears the name “nacre". The smaller number
of those parts which look like the parts of silver are
not taken notice of as they are overpowered by the
larger number of nacre parts in consequence of which
the object is not called silver.

The rule of the substitute: In regard to the
soma sacriﬁce. if the creeper soma is not available for
use, it is enjoined that another creeper putt/ca by
name may be used as a substitute ofthe Soma creeper.
Here the putt/ca does not really contain the parts of
soma, but some of the parts of these two creepers
very closely resemble each other. Owing to the profusion of the dissimilar parts that do not have the
resemblance, the other parts in the same putt/ca. being
fewer, are unﬁt for any use in that capacity, just like
the small proportion of water mixed in milk. Because
of higher proportion of the milk parts, the liquid is
deservedly called milk. Thus a thing is in general
named after the part which is present in large proportion.
2.
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In the

soma sacriﬁce, pﬁtika is allowed to be used
as a substitute for soma in case the latter is not available. The sama parts are denoted by the word soma
and limited by the genus soma. Some parts of patika
closely resemble those of soma. Hence pan-1m is suggested for use in place of soma. By using pittika, there
could be no violation of Vedic enjoinment as it be—

comes partially followed though not fully. There
would be a total violation of Vedic enjoinment, if
some other creeper is made the substitute for soma as
those parts have no resemblance to soma parts. So
only putt/ca is suggested as a worthy substitute of
soma."

Usually these silverolike aspects in nacre being
over-powered by the numerous dissimilar parts in
nacre. are not taken notice of. But when owing to
some defect in the eye. if the silver-like parts appear
prominently, their cognition alone prevails. When
the same person realises that it is not silver. the difference from silver (rajatabheda) is nothing but nacrehood
S‘uktitva; for the Vis’istadvaitin contends that all negations are only positive entities in another sense. Abhdva
(non-existence) is cited as a separate and distinct en—
tity by the Nyaya-Vais'esika. When it is said, “There
is no pot on the ground," the Nyaya-Vais’esika would
state that there are meant two entities (i) the pot,
and (ii) its non-existence (on the ground). The Vis’is.
tﬁdvaitin says that there is no need to postulate a
separate entity called ‘abhdva'; for, the non—existence
of the pot (ghatdhhdva) on the ground is nothing but
the existence of the ground.
To a person ailing from jaundice a white object
like ‘conch’ appears yellow. The apprehension ‘the
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conch

yellow' is not delusion (anyathdkhydti) as held
by Nyﬁya-Vais’esika. The small yellow particles of
bile pass from the eye along with the ‘eye rays' and
have contact with the conch the white colour of which
is overpowered by the yellow colour of the bile.
Thus in this apprehension, the conch does not appear
with its own colour of whiteness, but as if it is electroplated with gold. The bile and its yellow colour being
very near to the person because of their having passed
from his eyes are apprehended by that person alone,
Just as a bird ﬂying far above in the sky is perceived
by a person who has been watching it from the very
moment it set out from ground and not by others,
even so the conch appears yellow to him alone from
whose eye the yellow bile passed to the conch.
is

Whereas the Prabhakara's explanation on this
head is the yellow colour of bile and the conch are
being closely perceived by the person with jaundiced
eye, the Vis'istadvaitin's contention is that the bile
substance (pittadraoya) that passes to the thing
placed before the eyes is apprehended, and that
because the bile substance and conch are in fact

in the relation of substance and attribute (dd/nir—
ddheyabhdva) the apprehension ‘the conch is yellow’
is

justiﬁably valid.

5.5.23

The Cognition of Red Colour in China-rose, etc.

In the case ofthe red colour of the china—rose
that appears in a crystal placed near that ﬂower, the
Advaitins hold, as already stated, that it is a case of
error or delusion. But the Visistgadvaitin's explanation
in this regard is as follows: The lustre of china-rose,
like that of a gem. spreads in all directions nearby
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and the crystal being a tranSparent thing, could
receive the lustre. That is why a stone (ratna) placed
nearby does not appear red, like a crystal. The white
colour of the crystal itself is overpowered by the
spreading red colour of the china-rose, and hence we
perceive only the red colour in the crystal. It is the
contact of lustre in transparent substances like crystal
that makes them appear red. On the other hand,
opaque things like mud or stone do not receive the
spreading lustre. Unless the spreading lustre is held
responsible, it would be difﬁcult to give a satisfactory
answer to the question “Why does the crystal not
appear red even when there is no china-rose?" Thus
the apprehension ‘the cyrstal is red” is. in fact, a
collection of two perceptions — the perception of
lustre with the red colour and the perception of the
crystal. The colour of the crystal, being overpowered
by the red colour of the ﬂower, is not perceived.
According to the Vis’istadvaitin, the cognition of
mirage as water is also a valid perception in the same
way as many other cognitions have already been pro—
ved to be. Owing to the triple— blending or quintuplication, the mirage consists of all the gross elements. of
which water alone is apprehended, because the thirsty
person’s invisible result of karma (adjrsta) prompts him
to go to the place where he hopes to get water. In
his unsuccessful attempt, he is destined to suffer as a
result of past karma (adrsta) which is identiﬁed with
the Lord's displeasure with the suffering person. Those
who know the mirage as mirage do not apprehend
water alone in it, as those who miatake mirage for
water do. The cognition ofit as mirage is an impediment standing in the way of cognitions that it is water.
The invisible result of karma (adrsta) must be accepted
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by all schools who recognise the authority of the Vedas.
as the general cause of all effects. Those effects directly or inditrectly become the objects connected with
the joyous or grievous experiences of persons. If the
invisible result of karma is not conceived as such, then
there must be either a series of delusions of all people
at all times with regard to all objects, or there must be
no delusion at all.’0
Nor is the cognition of a circle made by the
brandishing of a ﬁrebrand a delusion. according to the
Vis’stadvaitin. The ﬁrebrand has the contact of all
eight directions successively though not simultaneously,
we do perceive its contact with one direction after
another. and the residual impressions (sarmkdra) caused
by those perceptions of the contacts of the seven for-

mer directions — generate the remembrance just at
the moment before the perception of the contact with
the eighth direction takes place. Thus it is aclosc
succession of two cognitions, one of remembrance and
the other of perception.
For the cognition ‘my face is in the mirror' which
is characterised as delusion or anyathdkhjdti, the Vis’istadvaitin gives the following explanation to prove that
it is not a delusion. The ‘eye—rays' pass to the mirror
and come back to the face, as a result of their contact
with a polished surface like the mirror. All things
with a polished surface are capable of forcing the rays
that fall upon them to go back. That is why the rays
falling upon a stone do not rebound. The contact of
the eye being both on the mirror and on the face, there
one cognising the contact
emerge two perceptions
of the mirror, and another the face. As these two
perceptions occur in close succession, it appears as if
the face itself is on the mirror.

-
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‘

According to the Vis’istgadvaitin. there is no distinct
entity worth the name ‘direction’. With the help of
the limiting adjuncts of direction, all practical purposes are served. Those who deny the existence of
direction and those also who reiterate its existence
have to stick to these indispensable adjuncts. When
a person mistakes the east for the west, it is not a case
of delusion. It is also a twin cognition — one comprehending the adjunct of the east as 'this', and another comprehending the adjunct ofwest as ‘west'. This
is possible, since. directions are relative terms, and one
and the same substance can be the adjuncts of all
directions also with regard to the position of different
things. So the east mistaken for the west, is also in
fact v~est with regard to some other thing placed farther east.
So also the Visistadvaitin states that the cognition
‘thcre are two moons’ need not be considered as delu-

sion when the eye is pressed by the ﬁnger. the rays of
the eye travel by either side of the ﬁnger. Thus two
collections of the causes of the moon’s perception begin
to function. One causes the perception of the moon
in its own place while another passing slightly bent,
generates another cognition ~—- one perceiving a place
removed from its own place. The two perceptions
having emerged in close succession appear to be together apprehending the moon connected with the
place near the moon's. This is the process by which
the two moons are apprehended.“

Thus in cases of delusion. the Vis’istadvaitin's
explanation is called theyathdrtha-khydti. By quintuplication one element has one-eighth of the whole, and
34-
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when due to some defect in the eyes, the one element
alone which forms only one-eighth part is cognised,
the so—called delusion occur. In some other cases
where quintuplication cannot give a satisfactory explanation, the Vis’istadvaitin resorts to bheddgraha
asamsdrgdgraha — the absence of apprehension 'of distinction from, or of non-contact of what is desired, in
the same manner as Prabhakara does.
5.5.24

The Indeterminate Cognition and the Akhanddrtha-

bodha of Advaita

The self-luminous Brahman which has no second
considered by the Advaitin to be apprehended by
the indeterminate cognition (nirvikalpaka—jﬁdna) and
that this apprehension will lead to ﬁnal liberation from
the cycle of birth and death. Though the name
‘Indeterminate Cognition' reminds us ofits counterpart
in the school of Nyaya—Vais'esika and though the
Advaitin’s deﬁnition of the same is also akin to that of
the Nyaya-Vais’esika, it has nothing to do with that.
is

5.5.25

The Indeterminate Cognition According to the

Nyfzya- VaiSesika

According to the Nyﬁya—Vais’esika the indeterminate cognition belongs to the class of perceptions generated by any one of the ﬁve sense-organs or the mind.
It is an invariable forerunner or antecedent of determi—
nate and distinctive perception (saoikalpaha-pratyaksa).
Before we have this determinate and distinctive perception, we have the cognition ofjar, jarness (the genus
ofjar), and the inherence (samaodya) of the genus of the
jar in the jar as objects (ghata-ghatatva—tat-samavdydh).
But these three are not correlated with one another
but are cognized in isolation. Without this previous
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indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka pratyaksa), determinate perception would be impossible. for the cognition of attribute or attributes alone leads to determinate perception (savikalpaka-pratjaksa). The knowledge
of the attribute (aisesana) is the cause of the knowledge of the object having that attribute (visista).
Though the indeterminate is beyond the apprehension
of the senses (atindriya), it is logically indispensable.
Since (i) the jar (ii) the genus of thejar. and (iii) the inherence of the latter in the former are not perceived
as (i) substance (visesja) having attribute, (ii) attribute
qualifying a substance, and (iii) their relation to each
other respectively in the nirvikalpaka cognition. it can—
not be said to have these three ‘awarenenesses’ (visayitdlt). In spite of this, the Nyéya—Vais’esika holds that
there is in nirvi/calpaka-pratyaksa. a peculiar or fourth
kind of ‘awareness’ different from these three ‘aware—
nesses.’ This is accepted by the school for there could
be no knowledge without awareness (visajitd). This
form of perception is neither valid knowledge (pramd)
nor an invalid knowledge (bhrama), for the deﬁnitions of
valid and invalid knowledge require the statement of
a substantive (visasja) and of its attribute (vises‘ana).
In nirvikalpaka—pragaksa, there is no perception of
these two as one substantive and another as its attribute.
5.5.26 The Nirvikalpakapratyaksa
Sdhkhya

According

to

the

The Sankhya view regarding nirvikalpaka is quite
different. While commenting on Verse 27oF the Sdhkhyakdrikd, Vacaspatimis'ra quotes some verses from the
Slokavdrttika of Kumarila in support ofthe sankhya
View.” They mean: ‘At ﬁrst one apprehends an object
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vaguely as a thing and then thinking people observe
(cognise it deﬁnitely as belonging to a certain genus
and possessing certain well-deﬁned properties). Again
it is a well-known fact that on the ﬁrst apprehension
of an object. the ﬁrst notion is indeterminate and vague
like the notion in the mind of an infant or others of
arrested mental development; after this, the thing
comes to be cognised as possessing certain properties
and belonging to a certain genus; the cognition that
observes and apprehends all this has been regarded as
‘savikalpaka.’

From the above statements, it is obvious that
Vﬁcaspatimis’ra has, while expounding the sankhya
doctrine. a view with regard to nirvikalpaka, which is
different from that ofthe Nyéya-Vais’esika.According
to the Sankhya. nirm'kal/Jaka is not beyond apprehension (atindriya) as the Nyaya—Vais’esika holds it to be.
5.5.27 Pdrthasdrathi MiSra‘s Interpretation quumdrila's
Verses

But Parthasarathi Mis’ra gives a different interpretation to the same verses of Kumarila. A person
beholding an object before him, remembers his having
a former cognition of the same object and identiﬁes it
with what he has already seen and this cognition is a

determinate one.“

While commenting on another verse beginning
with 'nirvikalpakabodhe'pz" Parthasarathi Mis’ra writes;
“No recognition can take place unless one has the
apprehension of the same thing with its characteristic
attribute. Hence even in an indeterminate cognition.
a thing is cognised with its general and particular attri-
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butes.“ Thus the determinate cognition (savikalpakapratyaks‘a) is invariably a recognition (pragyabhijﬁd) of
what has already been apprehended in the indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka—prab’aksa).
5.5.28

The Visistridvaitin’s View Corresponds with That

of Pdrthasdrathi Misra

The view of Visistadvaitin with regard to indeterminate perception does not differ from that of Parthasirathi Mis’ra. The Vis’istadvaitin holds that there can
be no cognition that could cognise an object without
comprehending its characteristic attribute. Whereas in
determinate cognition (savikalpaka), the continuity (anuvrtti) is cognised as the characteristic attribute of a
genus; in indeterminate cognition. the continuity is not
cognised as it is to be cognised only in succeeding cognitions, and not in the ﬁrst one of its kind. Moreover
‘savikalpaka' is a product of past impression (sarmdra)
as well as of the collection of the different causes of
perception (pragyaksa-sdmagri). Nirvikalpaka is never
in need of a past impression (rainskcira).
When a boy beholds a cow for the ﬁrst time, and
perceives the cow with its own unique conﬁguration
(samsthdna), it is an indeterminate cognition of the
cow. In his succeeding perception of the same and
other cows. the boy has not only a perception of the
cow but also the recollection ofa unique conﬁguration
(san'mhdna) as he has the impression in his mind caused
by his ﬁrst perception of the cow. The unique conﬁguration becomes cognised as a common feature of
all cows. Hence the unique conﬁguration and its
possessor are together cognised by the indeterminate
cognition as well as by the determinate one. The cog-
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nition of continuity of the unique conﬁguration (sa ms-

thdndnuvrtti-pramih) is a peculiar feature of the determinate cognition not to be found in the indeterminate
cognition. The nature and listinctive feature ofthese
two cognitions are given below.
The contact with the sense organs exists with
the genus (jdti), the particular object and the inherence of the two. Therefore nirvikalpaka, too apprehends
all these three. (ii) In the savikalpaka, there is the additional apprehension of continuity or repetition ofsimilar
attributes and distinction from those of other race. In
nirvakalpaka, the object, its attributes and the relation
between the two appearjust as they are. In savikalpaka,
since the genus is perceived in later perception, conti—
unity is an additional feature of the cognition. (iii) So,
nirvikalpaka too is the cognition of an object with its
distinguishing features or qualities.”
(i)

A cognition worth the name is experienced by one
and all as in the shape of‘this is such’ (Mam iii/mm iii).
The cognition, ‘this is a cow,’ cognises a thing before
the person and cowhood in it. This ‘cowhood’ (gotva)
is not a distinct category (prthak-padqrtha)as is held by
the Nyaya—Vais'esika. Cowhood and similar genus
(gotvddi-jdtayah) are nothing but the unique, peculiar
and deﬁning feature of things. A cow, a jar, a horse,
etc. have their own respective and unique conﬁgurations beholding which one easily recognises as to which
genus that thing belongs.
5.5.29

Advaitin’s View

The Advaitin uses the word ‘nirvikalpaka’ in a
different sense and for a different purpose. According
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to him, the indeterminate cognition (nirvikalpaka-jﬁdna)
need not be of the nature of perception as the NyﬁyaVais’esika holds. It is generated by the words and
unlike in the Nyaya-Vais’esika doctrine, it (nirvikalpaka) succeeds a determinate cognition (savikalpaka) and
never precedes it. The Advaitin deﬁnes it as a valid
cognition on the ground that it is a cognition which
does not cognise an attribute which does not exist in
the substantive (tad-avrttyapmkdrakam jﬁdnarh pramd).
He contends that the indeterminate cognition is a valid
one while according to the Nyﬁya-Vais'esika school, it
is neither valid nor invalid.” This verbal indeterminate
cognition is denominated as the knowledge ofthc indeterminate whole (akhanddrthabodha) by the Advaitin;
and the Cit-.mkhi deﬁnes it as a cognition generated by
two or more non—synonymous words by which only
one thing is meant.” The Advaita—siddhi deﬁnes any
statement that would generate aklzanddrtha-bodha as
“one that generates a valid cognition which does not
cognise what is not to be remembered by the denotative power of the words."”
5.5.30

A

Detailed Account of the

Above View

In this connection Sures’varﬁcﬁrya writes: HearVedic statements as ‘satyar'n jﬁanav’n anantar’n
the
ing
brahma'etc. one understands Brahman as ‘reality, intelligence and inﬁniteness,’ but immediately recollecting
other Vedic statements that deny the existence of
qualities in Brahman, gives the explanation that these
words do not mean the existence of any positive quality
in Brahman but by the authority of ‘arthdpatti' these
three words must mean the distinction from the three
negations of those denoted by the words ‘satyam,
jﬁdnam and anantam’ (amtjdd-vydvrttih, jaddd—vydvrttih,
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paricchinndd—zyzdvrttih.)"' To drive home this explanation. he gives the instance of a house in which the ab-

sense of a cat is apprehended by the ravage caused by

the rats.“0

Whereas words — conveying‘a positive meaning
like satyam, jﬁdnam, etc., through the ,medium of their
primary meaning (sakja‘rtha) real and intelligent —
bring out the secondary meaningﬂaksydrtha) the distinction from what is unreal (asatjdtd-vydvrttili) and “the
distinction from the non-intelligent” (jaddd—zgydvrttib),
the negative words like ‘anantam’ directly denote the
distinction from the nature of limited things." As soon
as a ‘samdnddhikararja’ sentence — a sentence having a
number of words in grammatical apposition with one

another' — is heard. the verbal apprehension is caused
by the words and it is in the form such as is described
by the Naiyéyika and some other schools; and hence,
it is sakhanddrthwbodha
an apprehension cognising
substantives, attributes and their relations. The cognition that succeeds it, is akhanddrtha-bodba — a cognition which cognises the snbstantive alone and it is this
cognition that satisﬁes the inquiry of the learner who
asks. "what is Brahman like?” In the ﬁrst knowledge
which leads latter to another kind ofknowledge, there
is of course the cognition of substance and its attributes
(in apposition) but this does not prevent the later rise
of the knowledge ofthe ‘indeterminate whole' (ck/landdrtha—bod/za) which is the ultimate and supreme purport
intended to be conveyed by the sentence."
——

5.5.31

Pataﬁjali’s Deﬁnition odemdnddhikaranya

The eminent grammarian Prataﬁjali deﬁnes sdmdnddhikaraqja (the grammatical co-ordination) as cul-
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mination in presenting a single substantive by words
with different denotative attributes.” E.g., ‘satyafn
jﬁdnam anantafn brahma,’ ‘tat tvam asi,’ ‘so'yam devadattah,’
are some ‘samdnddhikamrja' sentences, where there is
grammatical co-ordination or apposition. There are
three possible ways of interpreting such sentences:
The words are to mean the attributes alone
without their substantive; that is: the words are to be
taken as meaning reality (satyam) intelligence (jﬁdnam)
and inﬁniteness (anantam) and not as referring to an
object or substantive possessing these attributes.
1.

2.

butes.
3.

Words to mean one substantive with attriWords to mean substantives alone.

The ﬁrst possibility is ruled out. According to
the deﬁnition of sdmdnddhikaranya given above, a
sentence with sdmdnddhikaranya must mean only one
thing and not many attributes, as denoted by ail the
words in the sentencc. Therefore, the attributes, viz.
reality, intelligence and unlimitedness — which are
distinct and different from one another — cannot be
identical, and hence presentation of a single thing —
the very vital point of a samdnddhz'karapa sentence —
would be absolutely impossible.
it

is

With regard to the second possible interpretation,
obvious that it, too, is untenable. For, taking the

sentence ‘tat tvam an" (that thou art), the two substantives are ‘tat’ and ‘tavm' with their respective attributes: ‘tat’ (that) denotes Brahman which is described
in the Upanisad: as possessing omniscience. omnipresence, etc. and ‘tvam’ (thou) denotes the disciple
35
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Svetaketu to whom this instruction is imparted and
whose intelligence and other attributes are extremely
limited. If Brahman and the disciple — ‘tat’ and
‘taam’ —- are to be interpreted as identical, how could
the omniscient Brahman and the person with very
limited knowledge become identical. when they have
diametrically opposite natures? The deﬁnition of
sdmdnddhikaranya requires that there should be a single
object or substantive. Taking the sentence ‘sa’jar'n
devadattah’ the grammatical co-ordination (sdmdnddhikaranya) would require a single substantive which must
possess the attributes implied by ‘sah’ (that) and those
implied in ‘ayam’ (this). But this would be. absurd
and impossible. ‘Safi’ denotes a person with the contact of past and ‘ayam' denotes the contact of present
time. How could a person be having the contacts of
both the past and present?
5.5.32 The Advaitin's Explanation qf How ‘Akhanddrthabodha’ is Generated by a ‘Samdnda’hikararja’
Sentence

Moreover. the Advaitin argues: if the words in
‘satyam jﬁdnam anantam brahma’ are interpreted as
denoting things with different attributes as their
‘viSesana’ they are far from meaning the identity
of those substantives denoted by them as the attri-

butes could never become identical. Apart from
the above reasons, the samdnddhikarana sentences like
‘sagyarh jﬁdnam-anantam’ etc., are not to be interpreted
in the light of sentences like ‘nilo ghatab’ (a black jar);
for the identity of the jar (with jamess) and the
possesser of black colour is cognisable by perception
while the identity of those denoted by ‘satjam jﬁdnam
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anantam’ is doubtful.

These words may denote things
different from one another as wards in the sentence,
“khando mundah pﬂrna—s‘rhgo gauh." (khandab — a cow
with a broken horn; mundalt —with no horn; puma—
Srhgagt— a cow with both horns.) Here three types of
cows are meant, since one and the same cow cannot
be in possession of the three attributes denoted by
those three adjectives, as they have meanings opposed
to one another. The attributes — reality. knowledge
and unlimitedness. denoted by the words, sagyam,
szdnam and anantam respectively may. by nature,
not co-exist becausc of the possibility of their being
opposed to one another, though one may not be
certain of their mutual opposition as in the case of
“khandatva, mundatva and pﬁrna-srhgawa.”

Hence the Advaitin contends that ‘satyam jﬁdnamanantar‘n brahma' and such other Vedic statements
deserve an explanation that is consistent with the purport of other Vedic texts like ‘ekam-evddvitz‘yam
brahma' denying the existence of any quality in
Brahman.
The Advaitin also says: Moreover after the study
of the Vedic texts which (according to the Advaitin)
deny qualities in Brahman and learning that the
apprehension of such a Brahman alone could lead to
emancipation from the cycle of births and deaths, the
apprehension of pure Brahman without any quality is
to be secured for obtaining release from bondage.
That can be achieved, if the attributes are ignored
and the substantives alone are taken into account in
Vedic texts such as ‘satyam jﬁdnam anantam brahma’
‘tat tvam asi’ etc. Though the word ‘mtyam’ means
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possessor of reality, ‘jﬁdnam’ possessor of knowledge
and ‘anantam' possessor of unlimitedness, the attribu—
tes are to be discarded. and Brahman alone is to be
taken notice of as the meaning intended to be conveyed. This apprehension having Brahman alone as
its object can well be denominated as ‘nirvikalpaka’
since there is no vikalpa — dtﬂ'erent things as objects
of that apprehension. In this way, the Advaitin holds
that the third possibility of explanation namely to
take the substantive alone (without attributes) is to
be resorted to.“

In this connection. the Advaitasiddhi raises another

Why should in the case of the usage ‘sa’yam
devadattah,’ the contact of the past (denoted by ‘sah’),
the contact of tho present (denoted by ‘ayam') be discarded in Devadatta as their existence in him at
different periods is not impossible? To this the
answer given in the Adoaitasiddlzi runs as folldws:
The sentence being the samdnddhikaralga one, is capable of effecting a verbal apprehension cognising the
identity of the two persons denoted by ‘sah’ and ‘ajam’,
but the identity of the two attributes, namely. the
contact of the past and present which has inevitably to
be cognised, is impossible. So the substantive without
the attributes is to be taken as meant by the sentence.“

quettion:

The author of the Advaita-sz'da'hi adds further that
in the sentence 'dandt kumlali devadattah’, the identity of
the holder of a stick with the wearer of ear-rings cannot be cognised although there is no incompatibility
in the co-existance of the stick and the ear-rings in
Devadatta even at one and the same tims; for in
that case the identity of the stick and the ear—rings
(the attributes) which is impossible, would have to be
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cognised. In the same way the identity of the person
who was seen in the past (denoted by ‘ayam’) could
not be cognised for the same reason. namely the impossibility of the identity of the two attributes viz. the

past and the present."

To retain one part of the meaning and discard
another part, the Advaitin contends. is not a fault in
the explanation of a samdnddhikarana sentence, since
it has to present a single substantive as its purport. It
is only in ‘zgyadhikarana’ sentence like ‘glzatasya suklah'
meaning ‘the white colour of a jar’ that the meanings
of the two words are to be taken in entirety without
discarding either.
5.5.33 Import (Tdtparya) is Determinant of Secondary
Meaning (Laksana) of One or More Word: in a
Sentence

Even if we take the meaning of ‘ratyam’ and other
words in a negative way by implication (laksand) as
‘satyam’ to mean not ‘real’ but ‘diﬁerence from the
unreal' (amtydd—vycivrttih)’, ‘jﬁdnam' not ‘intelligence’
but ‘diHerence from non-intelligence’ (jaddd-vydvrttih)
and ‘anantam’ ‘other than limited’, it is not a wrong
explanation since it is accordance with the ‘intention’

of the .s‘rutz'. In ‘gar'zgdydm ghosah’ the secondary
meaning ‘bank’ is taken in preference to the meaning
‘ﬂood' since the former alone is appropriate to convey
the speaker’s intention.
As the implication depends entirely upon the
‘intention’ in consequence of which the implication is
considered on a par with ‘denotation’ (abhidhd) it is
immaterial whether it (implication - laks‘anci) is applied
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to only one word or to all in a sentence. In ‘gahga‘ydm
ghosali’ the word ‘gar'zgd’ alone has the implication or
laksand. while in‘ visam bhuhksva’ (take poison) spoken
in the context of condemning a person who is willing
to take food in his enemy’s house, one means “do
not take food in your enemy’s hous:," both the words
namely ‘visar‘n' and ‘bhufzks‘va' by the the power of
implication convey the above idea. Thus all words
in a samdnddlzikarana sentence can give a secondary

meaning.

5.5.34

Usefulness qf Many Words in a Samdnddhikarana

Sentence

matter of fact, there

is no necessity at all to
word
the
resort to implication as
or words themselves
can denote their meaning positively and negatively
as well. Blackness is identical with ‘being other than
whiteness' and so is it comprehended. So. Brahman
being the only real existent it is identical with the
distinction from everything else in the universe. Thus
two words in asamdnddhikarana sentence by presenting
different denotative attributes (paraspara—vilaksanasakyatdvacchedakapratipddanena) can retain
their
deﬁnition, i.e. culmination in presenting a single thing
by the words with different denotative attributes."“
Moreover, to use a number of words is useful in
making the substantive distinct from those with which
people are apt to identify it. One comes to know
deﬁnitely after learning ‘sagyam jﬁdnam-anantam’ etc.,
that Brahman is not unreal. not non-intelligence and
not limited. as things are in the universe. When a
child is taught to know the moon by saying “it is the
moon that possesses the greatest brilliance” the word
‘greatest' distinguishes the moon from less brilliant

As a
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objects like glow-worm and star, and the word ‘lustre'
distinguishes the same from darkness. Thus the moon
that is desired to be taught to the child is made known
to it. Thus the Igreat sentences’ (mahd—vdkydni) culminate in presenting the pure Brahman, the apprehension of which leads to ﬁnal emancipation from this
worldly life. This is the conclusion arrived at by the
Advaitin by these arguments.

The Advaitin assumes that the intention of Sruti
to present Brahman without attributes. It is this
very intention of the Sruti that is the point at issue.
The Advaitin seems to be begging the question by
assuming as true what has to be proved as true. He
takes it for granted that the nirgurja texts speak of
Brahman as being absolutely without any attribute or
quality. It is this very contention that is challanged
by Rémﬁnuja, Venkatanﬁtha and others.

is

5.5.35

Visistddvaitin': Reasons
Such
Akharyddrthabodha
an
qf

for

the Non-Occurrence

The Vis’istadvaitin makes the following observations against the above arguments of the Advaitin.
That from sentences such as ‘satyar'n jﬁdnam anantam
brahma'. ‘tat tvam an". ‘sojram devaa'attatt’, ‘prakrstapradeaS-candrab’, the substantives alone are cognised

without their denotative attributes, is against the
common experience. Verbal cognitions caused by
satyamjﬁdnam etc., cognise real with reality, knowledge
with knowledge-hood and so on. The contention that
it (the verbal apprehension) is only an intermediary.
and that the succeeding cognition which alone is intended to be conveyed cognises the substantive alone in
consequence of which it is an 'akhanddrtha-baa’ha,” is
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not acceptable to those whose systems differ from that
of the Advaitin. When the akhanddrtha-bodha occurs,
is there any relationship between the meanings of the
the different words cognised or not? If it is not
cognised, then this cognition (aklzargddrtha-bodha) could
be no other than the remembrance of meanings
(paddrthopasthitih) produced at ﬁrst by the knowledge
of the words (pada-jﬁdnam), that is, it could be merely
the remembrance of the words. The relation between
the meanings of the words is comprehended when the
words are uttered in juxtaposition with one another
(dkdhks‘d). According to the rule accepted by all
thinkers. there cannot be a repetition of cognitions
unless there is a desire for it. So, this akhanddrthabod/la of the Advaitin, after the remembrance of the
meanings of the words uttered (padajanya-paddrthopastlziti), is superﬂuous and serves no purpose. Thus
the ﬁrst alternative also is ruled out.
That in view of the intention — ‘tdtparya' the
knowledge of which is bound to prevail after the study
of Vedic texts such as ‘ekamevddvitiyam brahma’ ‘ne/za
ndndsti kiﬁcana’ which mean unreality of everything
other than Brahman, “the “great sentences' (mahdvdkyas)
are to be understood to mean the bra/zma-warﬂpa
is unwarranted.
alone," as stated by the Advaitin
In sentences like ‘saz'nd/zavam-dnaja’ which might mean
‘bring a horse’ or “bring salt', the intention that the
word ‘saindhava' (born of the country of sindhu or born
of ocean) is uttered to mean ‘horse’ or ‘salt’ becomes
responsible for the verbal cognition. In accordance
with the statements made in the Advaita-sidd/zi.” intention is to be inserted along with dkdhksd, yogyatci and
sannidhi — the three causes of verbal apprehension,
——
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and the removal of any one word from the sentence
concerned must result in the failure of the generation
of the desired verbal apprehension. But the great
sentences like ‘satyay'n jﬁdnam ...’ do not fall in this
line, since even if we remove ‘satyam’ the desired
akharjddrthabodha of brahmasvarﬁpa can be achieved
in the deﬁnition of ‘intention’ (tdtparjajﬁdna-ghagitdkdhksdairahe’pi). This is just what takes place in the
case of another sentence ‘vijﬁdnar’n brahma’. Moreover,
akhanddrtha-bodha cannot be a product of words, as
the Advaitin holds it to be. If a person who desires
to express the existence of ﬁre says ‘here is smoke', the
listener infers ﬁre. The cognition of ﬁre is only inference and not verbal apprehension. In the same way,
even the ‘great sentences' could have their function as
verbal expressions only up to the verbal comprehension. Sakhanddrtha-bodﬁa, and the ultimate akhanddrlhabod/2a of the invention of the Advaitin have nothing to
do with the verbal expression as in the case of inference of ﬁre resulting from the word ‘smoke‘. after the
apprehension of smoke.
According to the Advaitin. all samdm‘zdhikarana
sentences. do not cause akhanddrthabodha; for the sentence ‘nila ghalah' (a black jar) in spite of its being a
sentence with ‘sdmdnddhikaranya', causes a cognition
in which the identity of a jar with the black—coloured
object, and there is no akhargddrtha-bodhato succeed to.

It

the contention of the Advaitin that the words
in ‘satyar'n jﬁdnam-anantam'. with the power ofimplication (laksargzi) make us know the distinction from
'unreal’, ‘non-intelligent’ and ‘limited’ in the Brahman
and that they are identical with Brahman. This contention does not serve the professed purpose. Though the
is
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above-mentioned distinctions appear as negatives, they
are not really negative in their meanings. The Advaitin
as well as the Visistadvaitin and many other scholars
of diverse schools of thought. do not hold negation
(abhdva) as a distinct category as the Nyaya-Vais'esika
holds it to be. The distinction or difference from a
black-coloured thing (nila-n’tpdbhdva) in a white thing
is to be conceived as white colour itself (sukle nila-rﬂpdbhdvah sauklyamwa). Even the Nyaya-Vais'esika holds
the second negation as identical either with the counterentity of the ﬁrst negation or the substratum as the
case may be (ghatdbhdvdbhdvah ghatasvarﬁpah; ghata—
bhedab, ghatabhedddhikarana-svarﬂpa11). Such an explanation being possible. the distinctions from the unreal
in Brahman cannot be held as proving identity with
the substratum namely the Brahman. If in accordance with the Vedic texts that seem to deny the
existence of any quality in Brahman they are held
as such, then there should be no doubt regarding the
reality etc. which are known in the ever-luminous
Brahman to the disciple,
5.5.36 Plurality of Attribute: cannot Establish Plurality
of Substantive:
In fact. the words in great sentences (mahdvdkyas)
‘satyar'n jﬁdnar'n anantam' mean the substantives with
their respective denotations ‘real' or ‘one with reality’
in consonance of their being ‘samdnddhikararga’ in
nature. The plurality of attributes like reality, intelligence and unlimitedness need not and will not result in
the plurality of the substantives. This would be the case
only if the attributes were opposed in meaning to one
another. Reality and other artributes are not such as
incapable of co-existence. Attributes that cannot co-
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exist can make their respective substratum different
among themselves as in the case of khandatva, mandated
and pﬁrna-s‘rhgatva. But it would be ridiculous to
hold that a person with a staff in his hand is different
from the same person with ear-rings in his ears on
account of the difference between the two attributes

namely the staff and the ear-rings. Creation, sustenance and destruction of the universe are conceded as
the deﬁnition (laksarjd) of Brahman. These three
attributes do not make their substantive Brahman
different, as the three attributes can exist in Him at
different periods. Even when Devadatta is not before
us, we comprehend by the sentence, ‘devadattah sydma
yuvd kunrtalt’ that the substantive Devadatta is only
one. So, the contention that the plurality of attributes
must necessarily present the plurality of substantives,
is untenable. On the other hand, a single substantive
can exist with a number of attributes that are not
proved to be such as could not exist together. Valid
testimony generates the cognition that there is only
one substantive with numerous attributes.
The sentence ‘that (object) with supreme brilliance
is the moon' (prakrsta-prakds‘as-candrah) is an answer to
a little boy who is seeing the brilliant moon as well as
the less brilliant stars and desires to know which the
moon is and puts the question ‘which is the moon‘?'.
Substantive Alone with No Characteristic Attributes can Never be Comprehended

5.5.37

Hearing the above answer, the questioner becomes
aware of the moon with its characteristic brilliance.
How can the question and the answer be only with
regard to the moon’s :varﬁpa without its attribute? If
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something at a distance is seen and a doubt arises as
to whether it is a human form or the trunk of a tree,
it is due to the fact that the thing at distance is found
to possess some features that are common to the human
body and a tree’s trunk. This doubt is dispelled when
the man becomes aware of the distinctive features of
the thing at a distance. Thus both the question and
the answer are not of the moon’s form (svart‘lpa) alone.
Moreover, the question ‘which is the moon' means
which is denominated as the “moon’. The answer makes
the boy understand that the most brilliant thing in
the sky is the moon. How can it be a cognition of
the moon's form (svarﬂpa) alone without the attributes? Ifin all these cases, a cognition of ‘dharmi—
svarﬂpa' alone succeeding the verbal cognition is upheld
and if this is to be denominated as ‘akharjddrtha-bodha’.
one cannot fail to note its purposelessness for the
obvious reason that the preceding verbal cognition

itself

is

capable of discharging this function of the

succeeding ‘akhanddrtha-bodha.’
5.5.38

Celestial Beings too Possess a Form qf Their Own

Further, sentences in ordinary worldly usages as
distinguished from Vedic usage, ‘that object with
supreme brilliance is the moon’ (prakrsla-prakds‘ascandrab) should not be treated as on a par with Vedic
statements, like ‘salyam jﬁanav‘n ...’ The moon is not
devoid of qualities as Brahman is held to be by the
Advaitin while interpreting Vedic statements like
‘ekameva advitiyam brahma' which appear to mean the
absence of all qualities in Brahman. Hence there is no
need at all of ‘intention' (tdtparya) with regard to
‘prakesta-praka'safcandrah’; and so, on the ground of
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tdtparya-jh’dna, no akharjddrtha-badha of the substantive
alone is to be sought in the case of ‘prakrsta-prakdsascandrah,’ as in the Vedic sentences of ‘satjar'n jﬁdnam
..' The moon and other celestial beings are regarded
to be in possession of physical forms. In the devattdd/zikararja Sankara writes: “Possessed of power and
ability, the celestial beings could remain with the form
of lustre alone and take bodies with limbs like hands
legs etc. as and when they desire."" Appayya Diksita
says in the Parimala in the same context “like an
artisan who learns from the science of arts, Hiranya—
garbha remembers the name and form of celestial
beings from the Vedas and then creates them.""
Whenever we hear the name of a person or a city,
we remember them only with their respective forms,
ifwe have already seen them; and in the case of unseen
objects, they appear in our mind's eye only with the
forms given by our imagination. In no case are these
forms apprehended without any of their characteristic
attributes. This beingIthe fact of experience. how
can the moon's form alone be maintained as cognized
in akhargddrtha-bodha?

What does the word ‘svardpa’ denote? ‘Svan‘lpa‘ is
an uncommon feature that is inseparably united." In
the case of those objects which have physical forms,
the conﬁguration — the peculiar arrangements or formation of parts or limbs, is the svarﬁpa; in the case of
those objects which have no physical forms like the
soul. colour etc., consciousness, close resemblence etc.
are considered 'svarﬂpa’." The moon is never apprehended without its disc which is its ‘svarl‘lpa’. How can
an akhargdcirtha-badha of the moon arises without any
attribute?
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Plurality of Attributes cannot be Held
the Plurality qf Substantive:

5.5.39

It is recognition (pratjabhijﬁd) that is

to be

Proving

used as an
infallible weapon in refuting the Buddhists theory of
the momentariness (ksanikatvas) of all things. If the
contact of the past and present denoted by the words
‘sab' and ‘ayam' respectively is found incompatible on
account of their being mutually contradictory. as the
Advaitin contends. then we must bow to the theory of
momentariness since recognition is proved meaningless
and hence ineffective in refuting the Buddhists' theory.
It is the contact of two different times in one and the
same thing experienced invariably by all that can
establish a longer life of things. If this be denied,
how could the Advaitin hope to prove the nonmomentariness of things with the arguments based on
recognition? A thing of limited size can remain in
two different places at different times. Hence, ‘having
been in a different place in the past’ (tattva) and ‘being
before the speaker at the present time' (idantva) are
not contradictory attributes which cannot exist together and so these attributes should not be abanm
doned by resorting to ‘jahad-ajahal-Jaksand' on the
plea of their supposed mutual opposition. The contact
of the past is not stated to be existing at the time of
the speech. In the usage ‘a jar is non-eternal’ (ghato
anityalt), although the jar is presented with jarhood,
the non—eternality is applicable only to the substantive ‘jar’ and not to jarhood. Similarly in the case
of the usage ‘he is the same Devadatta’ (soyar'n devadattab) the contact of the present time is cognised only
in the substantive Devadatta and not in the adjective,

past time also.”
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We come across many a statement presenting a
number of attributes which are meant to be expressed
as existing at one and the same time in a substance
like “chatri kurjdali vdsawi devadattah.” In such cases.

the incompatible identity of two or more attributes
cannot be stated to be inevitable,- a similar explanation would be satisfactory men in the case of Vedic
Staten ents like ‘satyam jﬁdnam-ananlam-brahma’.

In an inference (anumdna), when

we infer the exis-

tence of ﬁre by observing smoke on the mountain. the
mountain is ﬁrst seen with the attribute smoke. and
then when the inference has taken place, the mountain
is believed to have the attribute ‘ﬁre’ also and we are
used to say ‘the smoky mountain is ﬁery'. To hold
that these two attributes — smoke and ﬁre should be
identical and mean the same on the analogy of ‘so'yarh
devadattab’ would be against all experience and reason.
Hence the theory of indeterminate cognition of a
whole without a cognition of its parts or attributes
(akhanddrt/zabodha) is without any foundation and is a
mere mirage of the Advaitin.
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candram
agghitaikatvan‘:
agghitintarélam dcéintaram ca.
nirantaram gghniti. tato dvicandravyavahira ityarthah. S. P.
(i)

p. 188

cakgurmadhyadeéasamyuktenaaflgulini timiridini
vi madhyc caksurvgtteh prasaranapratibandhc tadaﬁguli(ii)

pirévadvaye ciksusatejasah prasaranit caksuso vgttidvayam
jiyate. tatra ekayé candra-taddeéobhayasamyuktayi ckatvavi§i$tatadde§e candra ityekarh jﬁinan‘: janyatc. dvitiyayi tu
kiﬁcidvakragatyé. vrttyﬁ ckatvaviéEta-candrasamipadeéavi_sayakapratyaksam candravisayakam aparan‘l ca pratyaksarh

janyate.
deéadvayavisayakajﬁinadvayarﬁpipekgibuddbya
dvitvaprakéraka-dcéapratyakga-candrapratyakgitmakajﬁinadvayan‘: nirantaram jiyate. A. V. — J. T. V.
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72.

sammugdhan': vastumdtmn‘t tu prdg-grhzmntjavikalpitam/
tat-samﬁnyavi§e§dbhjdm kalpajanti manisinahl/
asti hi jﬁlacitajﬁanam pmthaman't nirvikalpakam/
bdlamakddioijﬁa'na-sadréam mugdhavaﬂujam/l
tatah paran': punarvastudlzarmair jdtjﬁdibhirjaﬂ/
buddhydvasiyatc Jdpi pratjahawena sammatd/l

73.

purugo hi pﬁrvadﬁtarh jétyidi kélintare cak5uri-

dibhirgyhitvi tasya pﬁrvadarémam manasi smgtvitad idam
ityanusandhiya anuparatendriyavyipirah puratah sthitam
artham vikalpayan pratyaksavineva; tadénimapi indriyavyipirasya aviramit JV. R. p. 173
74. na vi agghite siminye vyaklyantarc pratyabhijﬁi
sambhavati tasmit sﬁményam viécsaéca nirvikalpakc’pi
prakasata eva. JV. R. p. 17475. indriyasannikarsaéca sﬁménye visage tatsambandhc
ca vartatc; anuvntivyivntyavagihisavikalpakam; nirvikalpakc viscgya-viéegana-sambandha‘mém lidrﬁpyenaiva bhinam.
savikalpakc ca vyaktyamare’pi siminyajﬁinidanuvruiradhikatayi bhisata iti nirvikalpakam-api savnécsavusayameva
G. S. p. 279

76.

pakam.

tat prami niprami nipi bhramah syinnirvikal-

77.

aparyiyaéabdinim ckap:itipadikirlhaparyavasiyitvam akhandirthatvam. C. S. p. 111
78.

padavytti-smirilirthitirikligocaraprami-janakat-

vam akhandirthabodhakatvam, A. S. p. 663

79. pratipadya paddrtlzan‘: hi oirodhduadviradhinalt/
pa§cdd abhdvan‘t jdndti vadhja» ghdtakavalpaddtl/

éabdﬁt platijate (dual saﬁgalir-dharmwdharmmolt/
mindntarddapohastu na .ézibdastena Ja smrtah/ /
tatrﬁnanto’ntawdvastu-vydvﬂ(jaiva viﬁeganam/
svﬁrtha'ypanapmnadyd ca panéxyam vﬁaanam/I
tadvirod/zjanhasanljdgah:dmanhjét {yénna “Match/l
T. V.
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80.

yathi khalu ikhudﬁsitirh bhﬁmith drggvi arthit

mirjaribhivo’vagamyatc, evam. C. S. p. 112

81. vidhipadinin‘: svirthirpana pranidikayi’rthiditaranivgtti-bodhakatvam; nisedhapadinin‘: tu sﬁksiditi sthitam. A. S. p. 696

dvirabhﬁte jﬁinc sakhandirthatvc’pi parama-titparyavisayajﬁinc na akhandirthatvavyighitah. A. S. p. 696
83. bhinna-pravgttinimittinirh éabdinémckasminnarthe vrttih (paryavasa‘mam) siminidhikaranyamiti hi tadvidah
Veddrthasaﬁgraha, p. 86 (Poona, 1956)
82.

84-. samanidhikaranavikyiném
mitrabodhakatvam

tattadvastusvarﬁpa-

na ca ‘so’yarh dcvadatta’ ityatra tattcdantayoh na
tyigah. kramcna ckatra tayoravirodhit iti vicyam; abhcdaparc'smin viéesanayoraikyipattyi kramcna ckatra tat-sattvc’pi tat-tyigasya avasyakatvit. A. S. p. 830
85.

86. yada hi dandi kundali ityidau dandakundalayorckakilasthitatvena avirodhc’pi na. tadviéiétayoraikyam; viécsanayorapi aikyipatteh tadi kaiva kathi ‘so’yam’ ityatra;
ekakiiinavasthininiyamcna
tatte-dantayor
parasparaviruddhatvét tadviéistayoraikyasya. A. S. p. 705
87.

See note 83 above.

88. prakﬁtaprakﬁéapadayoriva satyﬁdipadinimapi kumati-priptitivyiptinivrttyarthan‘n aamuccayi’pckganﬁt. na hi
anytavyivrtti-bodhanam vini ‘vijﬁinaminandan‘: brahma’
ityatra éﬁnyavidavyivrtta-brahmasiddhih. cvamekaikapadabhivc sarvatra ativyiptirﬁhaniyi. tathi ca satyatvidikamannidivyivrttidviri éfmyavéda-vyiv:tta-brahma-siddhch
upiyah.
lakyzirlhabhedﬁbhdve’pi vyavacchedya-vibhedatab/
mjﬂdndnandapadayob parydjavyarthateha hil/
A. s. p. 696
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89.

dvirabhﬁtajﬁinc sakhandirthatvc’pi parama-titparyavisayajﬁinc na akhandirthatvavyighitah. A. S. p. 696
90.

Advaita-siddlxi, p. 689

91. asti hi aiévaryayogit devatinin‘: jyotiridyitmabhiéca avasthiturﬁ yathestam ca mm mm vigraharh grahitum
simarthyam. Sari. B. p. 34-]
92. Silpi éilpaéastrebhyo devidinim nimarﬁpﬁni vijﬁiya
pratimidikam nirminoti iti loke dggtam. tathaiva hiranyagarbho vcdebhyastam vijﬁiya dcvidin sgjati. tasya devasrstyupayogi nimarﬁpajﬁinﬁrthameva hi arstiya tasmai
vcdapradinamapi érﬁyatc. P. p. 322
'

93.

svarﬁparh nima svisédhiranarﬁ rﬁpam

avayavasannivcéab, étmasu jﬁinamtaditarcsu niravayavew tattallakganam ca sarhsthinan'a
rﬁpasya cakwrmitragrihyagunatvam, rasasya rasanamitragrihya-gunatvam, G. S. p. 352
94-.

sivayavcgu

95. ghato anitya ityatra anityatvasya vc§e$yc ghagamatte iva ‘so’yam’ ilyatripi vartamanakilaaambandhasya,
dcvadattamitre anvayidavirodhah.
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THE SYSTEM OF VISISTADVAITA

In the previous sections we considered the

criti—

cisms made by the Vis’istadvaitin against other systems
of philosophy. Let us now furnish a detailed exposition of the Vis’istadvaitic doctrine on the different
problems of religion and philosophy.
6.1

Origin and Development of the School
As a matter of fact, religion and philosophy, though.

they have different objects and purposes, are interde—
pendent and gohand in hand. The philosophy of Visit;tadvaita is said to have been preached and taught to
disciples by Bodhayana, Tanka, Dramida, Guhadeva
Kapardi, Bharuci, and others, but it had to remain in
obscurity until it was revived and brought to light
ﬁrst by Nathamuni (around 9th-lOth century A.D.).
and then by his grandson Yamunacarya. It was
given a full and perfect shape by Ramanuja (10171137 A.D.) who was a younger contemporary of
Yamunacarya. In the course of commenting upon
the Brahmarl'uras, Ramanuja gave a detailed interpretation of important Vedic texts and maintained
that they were in support of the Visistadvaitic contentions. Venkatanatha, popularly known as Vedanta—
des'ika, a versatile genius and an unexcelled writer
of polemic works (numbering more than ﬁfty in San‘
skrit) as well as of a large volume of devotional litera-
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ture in Sanskrit and in Tamil, has left almost nothing
to be expalined or interpreted in defence of Ramanuja's school of philosophy and theology.
Vis’istadvaita as systematised by Ramanuja and
Venkatanatha (otherwise known as Vedantades'ika)
holds that the main sources of knowledge (pramdnas)
are: perception (pratjaksa), inference (anumdna) which
is based on perception. and scriptural testinony (sabda)
especially the Vedic texts, The Vis’istadvaitin considers the smrtis of Manu and others also as authorities
(pramdrya) provided they are not inconsistent with
what is stated in the Vedic texts. To the class of
:mrti: belong the Mahabharata (with its inset, the
Bhagavadgttd), the Visrzu-purdtta and the Vaisnavite
Zgama called the Pdﬁcardtra and the Vaiklzdnasa.
6.2 Diferent Opinion: on the Superiority qf One
Pramdrta over Another
The Advaitin holds that perception as given by
the sense; is not always to be relied upon because
illusions and hallucinations (bhrama) are not uncommon in perception. He points to the case of a mirage
and that of the shell (often mistaken for silver as
examples of the unreliability of sense—perception as a
valid source of knowledge. Hence the Advaitin considers Vedic texts to be superior to sense-perception
as a pramdrja. Against this, the Vis’istadvaitin maintains
that the sense—perception is as valid as the .s‘rutz' itself
so long as what is perceived is not sublated or shown
to be false by a later perception. Further, he states
that if in any context the text in sruti seems to contradict what is perceived by pratyaks‘a, the Sruti text
has to be interpreted in a way that will not be in con-
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ﬂict with what is actually perceived by the senses.
This is one of the cardinal points of difference between.

the Advaitin and the Vis’istadvaitin.
6.3

Three Aspects — Tattva. Hita and Purusdrtha

The three aspects — tattva. him and purusdrtha are
the principal features dealt with in all non-athiest
philosophies. In the system of Vis’istadvaita, there
are three tattvas — the sentient, the non-sentient and
God. The very name ‘Vis’istadvaita' is indicative of
the chief tenet of that philosophy. In this school of
thought, Brahman the supreme Being — that has the
universe consisting of sentients and non-sentients, as
its body. prakdra or part — is the only real thing, and
there is nothing which is not the body of Brahman
and which is independent of the same supreme Being.
Whereas in the doctrine of Advaita, the supreme
Being 4 Brahman alone is real, and everything else,
sentient or non-sentient, is false; the Vis’istadvaita
while presenting the view that Brahman alone is real
explains that Brahman includes sentients and non«
sentients which are proved as inseparable attributes
and body of Brahman. This interpretation reveals
a vast gulf of difference between these two doctrines.
Hita means the 'means’ (updya) by which the
‘goal of life' (purusdrtha) can be attained. According
to the Visistadvaita doctrine. there are two ‘means' to
attain Parama—pada or Sri Vaikurjtha after getting the
ﬁnal liberation from the worldly ties — bhakti and
sarandgati. The former (bhakli) means meditation
upon the supreme Being in accordance with any one
of the 3.2 vidyds stated in the Upanisads, which could.
lead the meditator to the desired liberation from the
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bonds of the cycle of births and deaths. Sarandgati
means ‘surrender' of the self and its deliverance or
‘taking refuge’ under the supreme Being who is identical with Narayana.
Purusdrtha is the fruit longed for through the
performance of either bhakti or Sarandgati by the aspirant. It is deﬁned as a transcendental enjoyment of
the supreme Being with all His auspicious qualities in
the other world called by various names as Nitjavibhﬁti. Sri vaikuntha, Paramapada etc., far beyond
universe.
We will now proceed to explain these aspects in

detail.
6.4

Tattva

Vedavyasa, the author of the Mahabharata. whom
Rﬁmﬁnuja and his followers regard as the author of
the Brahmasmras, introduces the discussion about
Then he deﬁnes Brahman in the second aphorism,
‘janmddi asya jatah’ by which the diﬁnition of
Brahman is given as follows: “By whom the creation,
sustenance and the destruction of this universe is
made, it is Brahman." The Veda singles out the cause
ofthe universe as ‘that which is meditated upon’
(kdrargam tu dlzyqah) Then there arises a doubt 'who
could be the cause?’. There are many diverse Vedic
statements. regarding Brahman. It is rather a difﬁcult task to ascertain the exact import from the Vedic
statements for they happen to be ambiguous and not
completely consistent.
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There are some Vedic statements speaking of the
cause of the universe (kdrarjavdkydni) which can be
understood only with the guidance of some other
Vedic statements which clearly express their real
meaning. For instance, the Vedic statements like
‘sadeva :aumya idam agre dsit, ekam eva advit'iyam brahma.
scyam deaatd aiks‘ata' etc., present the cause of the
universe by the word ‘sat’. ‘Sat’ is a word too general

to point out anything speciﬁcally. Hence it requires
some other Vedic statements that would clearly make
out who or what the ‘sat' is.

In the iksatjad/zikarana, discussions are set forth on

the point whether the primordial insentient thing
called prakjrti or pradhdna could be the cause of the
universe and be denoted by the word 'sat’. In the
course of refutation of the theory of the primordial
thing being the cause. one of the reasons put forth is
that the cause can only be one—the knowledge of which
must lead the aspirant to eternal emancipation (tannisthasja moksapadesat). If we search for a Vedic state—
ment in which the meditation of one is stated to be
leading the meditator to ﬁnal and absolute emancipa—
tion, we come across such a statement in the Purus‘asakta. It runs as follows — ‘tamwar‘n vidvdn amjrta iha
bhavati; ndnyah pant/nib ayandya vidyate,’ which means
‘one attains eternal bliss through the knowledge of Him
(whose description has been given already in the same
text); but for this, there is no other means to attain the
ﬁnal release (from the bondage of this worldly life).’
Elsewhere in the same text we notice a similar statement, ‘ndnjah panthdlt vidyatc ayandya.‘
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The signiﬁcance of the above statements lies in its
double nature of being a positive and negative sentence
(anvayarlipam vjatirekarﬁpam ca vdkjam). It is evident
that there could not be a more convincing way of expressing an idea than this way of expressing it, ﬁrst by
a positive sentence and by then a negative sentence.
These sentences occur in the Purusasﬁkta. the sole pur—
pose of which. it is agreed on all hands. is to extol
Sriman Narayana. So it undoubtedly means that it is
Sriman Narayana whose knowledge (meditation) alone
could be the means of attaining the ﬁnal liberation.
Hence ‘sat’ in sad-vidyd, though a general term, decisi—
vely declares that it is Sriman Narayana, who alone
existed at the time of the creation of the universe.
Moreover in the same context of'sad-vz'dyd’, the follow—
ing sentences occur: 'dcdryavdn puruso veda. tay'a tdvad
eva ciram java! na vimoksje atha sampatsye.’ They mean:
“He who has a preceptor (to teach him) knows (that
‘tat' in the text ‘tat tvam 051" means the same as ‘sat').
To him (who deﬁnitely knows that the ‘sat' isidentical
with what is meant by the ‘tat’ in ‘tat tvam an") the
delay in attaining the release extends only up to the
time of his casting of? his mortal coil. Soon after his
leaving the body, he attains liberation."
There are some other causal statements (kdranavdkjas) which refer to what is stated in some other
parts of the Veda. They are such as the following:
'yata mi imdm' bin—mini jdyante jena jdtdni jivanti,yat
prayanti abhisav’nviﬁanti.’ Here the relative pronouns
‘jatab. yena and yat' refer to something already
mentioned. So such sentences have to depend upon
some other statements for their clariﬁcation.
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There are other statements (kdrarja-vdkyas) the
meaning of which at ﬁrst sight appears to be inconsis—
tent with what has been said above. ‘sarvdrji ha mi
imdm' bht‘ltdni dkdsdd wa :amutpadjante’ is such a one. It
is obbious that ether (dde‘a) cannot be the originator
of all beings. How could the universe consisting of
sentients and non-sentients be originated by ether
which itself is proved to be a product?
Statements like that of Indra "mdmupdsva ‘etad eva
aham manusydya hitatamammanyd’ require the help of
some other statements to get themselves explained for
Indra who is after all a person holding an ofﬁce (dd/zikdrika-purusa) and liable to suffer at the hands of
demons (asuras) owing to the possession of some imper—
fections like many other jivas. these sentences cannot
really mean that Indra ordains meditation on himself
as a person worthy of meditation by those who are
desirous of liberation. Here the interpretation is that
Indra refers to the inner soul or supreme Being within
himself as a ﬁt subject for meditation.
All these above-quoted statements and the like
have to depend upon other statements to be properly
understood. ‘cko ha vai ndrdyarja dﬂt, na brahmd na

and other similar statements present unambiguously that it is N arayana who alone is and could be
the cause of the universe.
{S'dnab'

The person who is denoted as ‘sat' in the :ad-m'afya';
is said in the same context, as giving a name and a form
to all things in the universe, after their creation.‘ The
same divine being is identiﬁed with Sriman Narayana
in whose praise Purus'asﬂkta has the existence.’ Thus
it is evident that it is Sriman Nﬁrﬁyana who after the
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creation of the universe gives names and forms to all
things in consequence of which He is proved to be the
cause of the universe.
6.5

Brahman is Bot/1th: Material and Eﬂicient Cause

In Vis’is’tadvaita, the supreme Being which is identical with Narayana is not merely an instrumental

cause but is also the material cause of the universe. It
is in view of certain Vedic statements that He is held
as the instrumental as well as the material cause.
though we generally see in the world the two causes
instrumental and material causes — to be diﬂ'erent
——-

from each other and mutually independent whenever
their effects are considered. To illustrate how in a few
instances we do ﬁnd the instrumental cause and the
material cause as identical, the Sruti itselfpoints out the
case of the spider weaving its web out of materials
within itself. The spider in so far as it weaves the web
could be regarded as causal agent (nimittakdrarga) and
in so far as it draws from its own body the materials
of the web, it could be regarded as the material cause
(updddna—kdrarja) (i) tad dtmdnam svayam akuruta (ii) yad
bhﬂtayom'm paripafyanti dhirdh (iii) jut/1d [Hijandbhill
sz‘jate gjrhrjate ca. (iv) brahma vanam brahma sa vrksa

am"

and such other Vedic statements prove that He is both
the material and the instrumental cause of the uni-

verse.

The Nyaya-Vais'esika system advocates absolute
distinction between the material cause and its effect
and argues that if they are held identical, then there
will be no necessity for the function of an agent (nimittakaraha). While discussing this argument, the Visistadvaitin points out that in no case does the material
39
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cause differ from its effect. A jar is not different from
clay: a cloth is not different from yarns. The Vis’istadvaitin’s contention on this head differs from even
that of the Sinkhya. The Sﬁnkhya explanation of
recognition of clay in ajar and of yarn in a cloth isbased upon the identity of the material cause and its
effect, that is. clay and jar and yarn and cloth. The
Vis’istadvaitin says that one and the same thing under—
goes many a change in its form and in these many
changes, it may assume different names.‘ When it is in.
the state of clay, it is the causal state of the jar but
when thejar is effected out of the same clay it is in its
state as effect. One and the same lump of gold under~
goes ever so many changes in its form and in all these
changes it assumes different names successively. Such
changes can take place in a lump of material only by
the efforts of an agent and hence his service, according
to the Nyaya-Vais'esika and others, cannot be disPensed
with. Thus effects invariably in all cases are nothing but
a new state of their respective material cause, and con-'
sequently the uniform recognition of the material
cause in its effect becomes universal.
6.6

Sadvidyd Prove: that Brahman is the Material Cause-

In this context let us remind ourselves of the con-

text in which ‘sad-vitiyd’ occurs.

When Svetaketu returned home after his study of
the sdstras for 12 years at the residence of his guru, his
father Uddalaka found him somewhat proud and
haughty on account of his Scholarship which he
(Uddalaka) did not relish. So the father said to his
son: "You appear proud of your mastery over the lore
of the Vedas. Did you ever enquire of your guru with
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regard to the paramount Ruler of the universe. by hearing whom everything becomes heard, by the scrutiny
of the nature of whom, the nature of everything else
becomes scrutinised, and by the knowledge of whom
everything becomes known?" The father implies that
the knowledge of Brahman would lead to the knowledge of everything in the universe. As by the knowledge of a lump of clay, all the transformations of the
same material become known, so does everything become known by the knowledge of Brahman. Likewise
by the knowledge of a mass of gold all the transformations of the same metal become known and we recognise
the gold in all those forms. In the same way, by the
knowledge of a block ofiron all its transformed forms
are known, and all of them are recognised as iron. In
all these three cases
clay, gold and iron — in spite of
the diverse changes they assume in their forms, they
are recognised, and this is due to the identity of the
material cause and its states as effects.
——

Svetaketu replies that his guru (preceptor) could
not have known the ‘ddefa' or the supreme Ruler for if
he had known, he would not have failed to teach him
about the 'ddesa'. On his request the father teaches
him ‘sad—vidyd’.
This world which consists of sentients and nonsentients of diverse nature, name and form, was at the
time before creation in the state of ‘being’ (sat) with no
other thing as its second,- then the ‘Being’ (sat) thought
and had the ‘will’ — ‘I shall become many'. Some say
that it was ‘non—being which did not exist before the
creation and had the ‘will' — ‘I shall become the many’,
and thus ‘Being' (sat) came into existence from 'Non-
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being' (asat). (It means:the universe— which has merged
in Brahman at the time of deluge as a drop of water
would on a red hot iron — becomes afterwards separated from Brahman and then it gets a name and shape-

of its own.)

From the above statements relating to clay, gold
and iron, the father wants his son to know that the
above three materials leaving their former state of"
being a mass, assume in their forms a different state on
account of the work of an agent. in consequence of
which each of those materials bears a different name.
The former state is called causal state (kdrandaartha)
and the latter one as effectual state (hdrydvasthd). In
their later states, they serve different purposes as they
bear diﬁ'erent names and shapes. It is evident that one
and the same thing undergoes diverse changes in its.
form followed by a new name and new use. Such
being the case, it does not require any high intelligence
to recognise the material in all its changed conditions.
nor is it difficult to any person to know all the effects
if he knows the materail in its causal state.
Objection Regarding the Statement that the Knowledgeqf Universe Could be Got by the Knowledge of Brahman

6.7

A doubt is commonly raised by some students of
philosophy. There is no close analogy between the

two cases compared. Clay. gold and iron on the one
side and their effects on the other have many a feature
common to them, and thus the knowledge of the mate—
rial cause can be identical with the knowledge of the
later changes of the same material. But in the case of
Brahman and the universe, there is no feature common
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to them both so much so the knowledge of Brahman

can never be the knowledge of the universe; nor can
there be relation of material cause and effect between
Brahman and the universe as the former is very far away
from all imperfections including changes (vikdras) in
its form. It is a gross violation of many a Vedic statement which denies any change (vikdra) in Brahman.
Hence the three instances pointed out by Uddélaka to
drive home the identity of the knowledge of the universe with the knowledge of Brahman cannot serve the
desired purpose.
6.8 The Relation between Brahman and the Universe
Explained

The answer of the Vis’istadvaitin runs as follows:
That by the knowledge of Brahman the knowledge of
the universe is obtained, is the purport of the Vedic
statements which are unambiguous and unmistakable.
Unless there subsists the relation as material cause and
its effect between Brahman and the universe, all these
utterances of Uddalaka become meaningless. So aconvincing explanation must be given to substantiate the
above contention without violation of any accepted
canons based on Vedic statements. Brahman could be
the material cause of the universe not directly but
through its body namely the universe — the sentients
and non-sentients which admit of change or modiﬁca—
tion in their forms. We come across many a verbal
usage like ‘the boy has become a youth and then an
old man’ (bdloyuvd vrda'ho jdtah). Here the words ‘boy,
youth, and old man’ do not denote the body alone but
the soul together with the body that can have the
above three changes. Though the soul which appears

‘
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to have been the substratum of these changes ofboy-hood, youth and old age, it is only the body that could
have these changes. The body with boyhood is the
material cause of ‘youth’ which also becomes the material cause of old age. Though it is the body which is
liable to have these changes. the soul is spoken ofas the
seat of these changes. In the same way Brahman to
whom the universe consisting of sentients and non-sentients is the body, is spoken of as the material cause.
After stating that by the knowledge of Brahman toge—
ther with sentients and non-sentients as His body, the
entire universe becomes known as in the case of the
three instances quoted above.
Brahman, Uddalaka says. wills to become numerous and as per the volition, the same Brahman has
transformed itself into sentients and non-sentients (tadaiksala balm .rydm prajdyeyeti, sat ca tyacca abhauat). From
the assertion (pratijﬁd) and from the three instances.
it is evident that Brahman is the material cause and that
as such the same Brahman transforms itselfinto the
universe of diverse nature. But Brahman represented
(in numerous Vedic texts) as free from all changes, imperfections or evils,cannot actually be subject to transformation. Hence in view of the two types of Vedic
statements — one asserting Brahman as the material
cause and another denying any kind of change or transformation in the form of Brahman, an explanation
which is agreeable to both types of Vedic statements
and in which one statement does not supercede another
is to be given. That could be done by ascribing the
transformation that is inevitable to a material cause to
the sentients and non-sentients which constitute the
-body of Brahman and not actually in Brahman itself.
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This explanation gets the support, as already
stated, from a common verbal usage ‘the boy has become a youth and then an old man’ (bdloyuvd vrddha
jdtalt). There could be no two opinions with regard
to the relation of body and inner soul between the
universe and Brahman. as it is repeatedly reiterated in

the antarydmi-brdhmarja of the Brhaddranyakampanisad.
The sole purpose ofthe reiteration is to drive home the
fact that such and such alone is the relation that subsists between the universe and Brahman.

By the avowal that by the knowledge of Brahman
the knowledge of the universe is attained, the possibility of Brahman’s material causality is substantiated
and justiﬁed. It is further explained by the sentence
‘sad ova saumya idam agre dsit' and the identity ofthe
two, namely. the person who is meant by the word
‘yena’ in the sentence [yena asrutam Srutam bhavati’ and
the person denoted by the word ‘sat' in ‘sadeva saumya
idam agre dsit' is brought about. Then that the mate—
rial cause of the universe is not a non-sentient is proved
by the sentence occurring next and meaning that Brahman had the volition that He should become numerous (tad mano akuruta balm sydm prajdyqya iti) In the
succeeding sentence the Brahman is said to have translated its will into action by becoming sentientsand nonsentients (sat ca {yat ca abhavat). From all these statements occurring in this context, Brahman is to be
understood as ‘the material cause with the nature of
transformation’ (parindmi—updddna) through its body
which consists of sentients and non—sentients.

rial.

That which admits a change in its form is a mate-

It is only asubstance

(dravya) which is liable to
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have a change in its form, At the time of deluge all
non-sentients merge into their respective material cause
whence they emerged, and the primordial thing (prakrti)
which alone remains (as it is eternal), consequent on the
merger of all non-sentient things in it, disappears in
Brahman as a drop of water does when it falls on a
red hot iron (tamab pare deve ekibhavati).
Souls which are eternal, being deprived oftheir
bodies at the time of deluge disappear in Brahmanjust
as Prakrti does. Thus both sentient and non-sentient
remain in a state in which they couid not be distin-

guished as they have neither form nor name of their
own. Such a state has to continue until Brahman becomes many in pursuance oins volition ‘I will become
many’ (so’lcrimayata bahu sydm prajdyeja iti). Thus the
universe of sentients and non—sentients exists in a very
subtle state with no name or form completely merged
into insigniﬁcance in Brahman. Still it is the body in
a subtle state of Brahman for it answers the deﬁnition
of the body namely that which remains as controlled,
supported by and inseparably subordinate to the other
until it perishes.‘ From the study of the Subdlopanz'sad,
antarydmi-brdkmapam in the Brhaddranyakopanisad and
sad-cidyd in the Chdndogya-upanisad, one could well
arrive at a deﬁnite conclusion thatjust as the jiva has
a body of his own. remaining himself as the soul
(antarydmi), one who has a control over and support
of it, so is Brahman an inner soul (antarydmi) to all
sentients and non—sentients, in consequence of which
they are considered to be the Brahman’s body.
The deﬁnition of a material cause (which admits
a change or a new state in its form as the material
cause) is applicable to Brahman since He has a change
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or a new state in His form namely cit and acit. When

they are in a subtle state. Brahman with them is said
to be in the causal state (kdrarjavasthd), and Brahman
with the same cit and acit in gross and distinguishable
state is said to be in effective state (kdrjdvasthd); the
subtle and gross states are two phases at different
times that prevail in cit and acit, the association of
which in their two different states are attributed as
two different phases in Brahman Itself. The material
causality is not directly applicable to the pure or
unqualiﬁed Brahman or Prahman with no universe,
but by the association of cit and acit. the same Brahman
is said to be the material cause. In this explanation,
no violation of any Vedic text such as ‘niskalam niranjanam’ etc. which deny any change in the form of
Brahman could be pointed out with regard to its
efﬁcient or instrumental causality; the pure Brahman—
Brahman with no association of cit and acit could be
held as the efficient cause (nimitta-kdrana).
‘Cit' and ‘acit’ are stated to be the ‘part’ (with)
of Brahman. ‘Ar'nsa’ or ‘part’ is deﬁned as that which
is an inseparable attribute to a substance. Gotva or
cowhood which is nothing but the conﬁguration of the
cow, as the Vis’istadvaitin contends. is a part, since it
is an inseparable attribute of the cow. ‘Cit’ and ‘acz't’
being inseparable ones from Brahman on account of
their being the body of the same Brahman are parts
of the Brahman. In pursuance of the decision arrived
at in the dkrtjadhikararjam, words like cow, jar. etc.
denote the conﬁguration (ramsthdna) of the respective
things; still the conﬁguration being a part (ar’ns‘a) with
the nature of inseparability from its possessor, the
word denotes something more than the conﬁguration.
40
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Its denotation extends to the substance, namely. the
soul of the cow or the possessor of that inseparable
attribute. In a similar way, ‘tvam' in 'tat-tvam-asi’
does not stop simply at denoting ‘jiva' standing before
the speaker, the soul with the body before the speaker—
but goes further and denotes the inner soul that controls, supports and sustains its body namely the ﬂea.
6.9 Though the Universe is a Part qf Brahman, Yet the
Latter is Not Affected by the Former
As the soul (jivdtmd) is free from imperfections,

defects or other attributes that pertain to the body
like childhood, youth, old age etc. so is the inner soul
(antarydmin) the supreme Being free from the results or
the effects of the sinful or meritorious deeds performed
by the jtva. Although the soul (jtva) experiences pleasures and pains as the effects of its deeds through the
medium of a body endowed with sense organs, the
supreme Being in spite of His having the soul (jtva)
as His body is absolutely free from the stains of the
pleasures and pains. No jiva can escape the experience
of the effects of its deeds (na abhuktar'n ksiyate karma
kalpa-koti-Satair api) unless they are made ineffective
by expiation. Although the supreme Being has no
'karma’, it is He who gives the fruits of the deeds to
the performer, in accordance with the divine rule. A
visitor to the jail, though he remains there for some
time in order to make enquiries regarding the criminals'
'behaviour’ is not at all affected by the inconveniences
to which the criminal is subject. In the same way,
while the soul is experiencing the pleasures and pains
due to his past deeds, the supreme Being — whose pre—
sence within the body is inevitable on account of His
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being the inner soul— is not at all affected by the effects
of the soul’s deeds. The soul (jive) experiences happiness or misery in the form of pleasures or pains not
because he has a body but because he has performed
deeds (karma) which bear fruit as pleasures and pains.

The contact of the body. though common to jiva
and to the inner soul — the supreme Being, the jtva
alone is destined to reap the consequences of his deeds
and not the other. The very purpose of the body is
for the jiva's experience of ‘karma-phala’ for it cannot
be experienced by the jiva without the medium of a
body. Even in hell it is contended, the jiva has to
cover himself with a large number of bodies one after
another as they become decayed by the hellish tortures
and badly require replacement by a new one for the
experience of further tortures. So long as a jiva lives
in this world, of course with a body of his own. he
cannot remain without doing a deed good or sinful.
The earth is called ‘karma-bhlimi’ a world of deeds,
because it is here that beings do the deeds sinful or
otherwise. The earth’s counterparts are heaven and
hell where the doer of deeds has to experience the
eﬂ‘ects of his deeds good or evil. Hence they are called
‘bhogablzflmi’ -— the world of experience, and there too.
the jtva is in possession of a body. It is impossible for
thejiva to remain in this world without a body and so
long as he has a body he cannot avoid doing deeds.
The experience of pleasure and pain can take place
only when the jiva is in possession of a body. So, the
jtva experiences the effects of his deeds partly in this
world and partly in others. The moment the jivn
sheds 03 the body either for the time being or forever,
the happiness and misery do not touch him.’
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But to the supreme Being. the contact of the
human and other bodies in consequence of His being
the inner soul of them all is not due to any ‘karma’.
It is self-imposed on account of His immeasurable
mercy for alljivar whom He enables to pursue one of
the means to get a total liberation from the bondage
of the cycle of births and deaths.
A clear distinction between the jiva and the
supreme Being who also lives in the body is brought

about by a Vedic text. There are two birds with ﬁne
feathers, living together as close associates in one and
the same tree; one of them eats the fruits of the tree
and ﬁnds the pleasure in the taste, while the other
does not eat it(fruit) but shines with much eHulgence.‘
So goes another Vedic text: “The omipotent supreme
Being has the unique power of guarding Himself from
the contact of the dirt in the body of the jiva.”
6.10

Absolute Distinction between Brahman and ﬁlms

Here an objection is raised against the Vis’istadvaitin's contention. If the supreme Being is held as the
inner soul of the jiva whom He rules, controls and
directs, then the jiva cannot be held accountable for
his evil and sinful deeds. Moreover, another Vedic
text unambiguously attributes the authorship of good
and evil deeds to Brahman alone. “It is He who causes
the jiaa to perform good deeds whom He wants to
elevate; it is the same He who causes the jiva to perform sinful deeds also when He wants to ruin him
through his evil deeds."1 Such being the fact how can
the innocentjiva be contended to be a victim to experience the consequences of the deeds which he had been
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forced to do by the inner ruler? .How can the Vedic
text enjoin the jiva to perform some rites and prevent
him from doing sinful deeds in spite of his being a
person not accountable for the deeds that he performs?
6.11

Brahman's Role in the Deed: of the Souls

The Vis’istadvaitin will answer this criticism as
follows: With regards to the deeds of the jiva. Brahman
has to assume one of the three states, namely (1) indifference (auddsinja) (2) permissiveness (anumantrtva), and
(3) causing agency (prerakatva). When ajiva does a
deed good or evil for the ﬁrst time. the supreme Being
is indifferent and does not take any interest either to
encourage or dissuade or prevent him from doing the
deed. When the same jtua does similar deeds again,
Brahman permits him. But if the same jiva is inclined
to repeat the same deed again and again, He encourages him in furtherance of similar deeds in future. In
this context, it must be borne in mind that all jivas
remain at the time of creation as insensitive as the
non—sentient, because they have no senses and body at
that time. Taking pity on them the supreme Being
bestows on them sense organs, the power to control
them. a body, theintellect to understand what is good
and what is bad from a reading of the Extras, and
remains there in the same body as inner selfto see
howjiva reacts and makes use of those sense organs.I
In the process of bestowing such things as the body
and sense organs even the supreme Being is not free
and independent but has to consult the past deeds of
the concerned jiva. The creation, sustenance and
destruction of the universe are ascribed as a sport of
the supreme Ruler.’
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Sportsmen nowadays frame rules in accordance
with which the sports are being conducted and any
violation of the rules of sport by one of the parties is
considered very seriously as ruining the spirit or pleasure of sport. Even so are the births, pleasures and
miseries experienced by the jiaa strictly in accordance
with the past deeds of the same jiva and these experienees of the jivas constitute the sport and amusement
of the supreme Being. This amusement ofthe supreme
Lord should not be equated with that of Asamaﬁja
who enjoyed the scene of the struggling children thrown
by him in the ﬂood of the Sarayu river. Out of
immeasurable compassion for the suffering sentient
beings, He has given them the Vedas. the other sdstras
etc.,the intellect to understand those Veda: and sdstra: in
which the code ofconduct to be pursued by the human
beings is stated, and a body with sense organs.” Now
the jiva is in a position very simlar to that of a minister to whom a king has delegated certain powers for
the proper administration of his kingdom. The minister is obviously an independent agent but this independence is given by his master. Any misuse of that
power would entail punishment in proportion to the
magnitude of his oﬂ‘ence. With all these gifts, the
human beings are expected to perform only the righteous deeds and refrain from doing prohibited deeds.
This generous offer by the Lord is with no prejudice
or passion, but it is just like the act of bestowing of a
property by a father on his sons. One of the sons
may spend his portion ofthe property got by the right
of inheritance in ajust and righteous way helping the
poor and the needy, digging wells and tanks, building
choultries for destitutes, starting academic institutions
to spread knowledge; while the other son may squan-
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der his portion of the property in iniquitous ways to
the disgust and agony of his father who could by no
means be held responsible for the deeds of his son who
spent his wealth in evil ways. The father did what
he felt his duty like many other fathers. He, the ear—
thly father could do nothing but turn his face away
out of aversion to his son’s misuse of his wealth.
The position of the divine parent of the universe
does not much differ from that of the earthly parent.
With the gifts vouchsafed by the Lord, namely the
body with the sense organs, intellect etc., the jtva
indulges in evil deads and thus a gross misuse of the
Lord’s gift results. Hence the Lord assumes three
attitudes with regard to the jtvas indifference (cuddstnya), giving permission or allowing the jtva to pursue
his own course (anumantrtva) and prompting or inducing (prerakatva). After the gift of the body and other
tools to him the jiva can perform deeds that are
beneﬁcial to his life in this world and in the other
world, or do evil deeds most disastrous to his life in
this world and afterwards in hell. The Lord is watching the jiva while using the tools He himself bestowed
on him. At the early utilisation of those tools, the
Lord is indifferent and disinterested. In his second
operation — no matter whether it is favourable to his
earthly or heavenly well-being, He assumes the per—
'nitting attitude. In his third and further operations
C-Ie becomes the
prompter or inducer of furtherance of
:hose deeds by the jiva. During the jiva’s ﬁrst attempt
'ully equipped as the ﬁnd is with all necessary auxiliaies, the jiva is given a long rope with full freedom to
iake full use of his own choice of the functioning of
hose tools and the Lord is passive and watching all his
——
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movements. As the jiva’s second operations are the
result of his ﬁrst performances. the Lord allows him to
pursue his own course and this type of allowance is
conceived as letting thejiva continue what he has begun
(pravrtta-pravartanam).

The Lord can prevent the jiva from indulging in
doing prohibited/sinful deeds but He does not do so
and that itself is contended as inducement to the jiva
who is about to perform a deed, just or unjust. If the
same jiua continues to do good deeds for the third and
succeeding times, the Lord encourages him to perform
it as He becomes very much pleased with the jtva's
interest in doing good deeds perpetually. In the same
way. if a jiva is bent upon doing evil and sinful deeds
for the third and succeeding times, the Lord becomes
vindictive and in order to push him down and down,
further prompts and encourages him in his perpetration of evil deeds. The Vedic text meaning ‘It is He
who causes him (a jiva) to do good deeds when He
desires to lift him up — to elevate to a high position
and it is He who causes him (a jiaa) to perpetrate
deeds when He desires to push him further and further
downward’” — refer to those who pursue the righteous
course and those who perpetrate heinous sins for the
third and succeeding times respectively. In the case
of a perpetual oﬁ‘ender. even the Lord who is an inexhaustible storehouse of mercy and compassion is
compelled to become vindictive and revengeful and
hence He prompts him to do more and more the most
sinful deeds by which he is depraved irretrievably and
thus takes his birth in the race of Asura, Raksasa etc.
This is meant by the Lord Krsna in a verse in the
Gm: — “these haters, evil, cruel and vilest among men,
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I repeatedly throw into demoniacal wombs in this
world. Oh son of Kunti! cast into demoniacal wombs
birth after birth, these fools without attaining me,
sink into still lower depths.””
6.12

The Lord's Mercy

In this connection the following anecdote

is

worth

referring to for pointing out the Lord’s great mercy.
When Vibhisana found all his persuasive entreaties to
Ravana to return Sité to Sri Rama. of no avail, he
went to the other shore of the sea where the huge army
of monkies was ready to cross the ocean. besiege Lar'ika'l
and rescue Sita. The reported arrival of Vibhisna as
a refugee to surrender at the feet of Sri Rama. caused
much commotion among the monkey leaders with
regard to Vibhisana's being accepted. Sri Rama's
ﬁrm resolve was as follows: — “I would never deny an
asylum to anybody who has come in a friendly manner
as a refugee to me; whether he is Vibhisana or even
Ravana himself, it is immaterial to me.""
On another occasion, when a severe battle was
going on, Ravana stood crestfallen and deprived of his
diadem by Sri Rama, Sri Rama speaks to him with
uncommon generosity, “Rivana, you have done a
great and dreadful deed and killed many a hero on my
side. I am not going to send you to the god of Death
by taking advantage of your being in a state of exhaustion. 0 King of demons! go back to Lanka. I shall
allow you. Take rest and then return to the battle—
ﬁeld with a bow and in a chariot (of which you have
now been deprived), and then you will see my heroism
while seated in the chariot.”" This generous attitude
is not to be taken in the light of generosity found
41
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common in all true heroes of all time and clime. But
Sri Rama was still hoping that Ravana would {change
his attitude, regret his past misdeeds, and come to
apologise after surrendering Sita. Such is the compassion of the impartial Lord. It is not His fault if we.
human beings, fail to avail ourselves of the opportunity
of utilising the treasure of compassion of our Lord.
When Sri Rama was living in Dandaka forest.
Jayanta. the son of Indra assuming the form of a crow
tore and lacerated with his claws the breast of Sita.
To punish the criminal, Sri Rama issued the bra]:mdstra through a darbha grass which pursued the
crow until it came to know that there was no person
who could save him from Sri Rama’s infallible arrow.
The brahmdstra could in a moment have killed the
poor crow but the crow was given enough time to
repent and then surrender at Sri Rama’s feet as a
helpless refugee. It is evident that but for Sri Rama's
immeasurable compassion, the brahmdstra would not
have been slowly pursuing the worst of all birds till it
was seeking the help of all celestial beings who could
not help. After its surrender, the punishment that was
meted out was almost nothing: Though the crow was
deprived of one eye as a punishment. it did not fail to
get the beneﬁt of possessing both the eyes.

Durvasa’s case is again appropriate. King Ambarisa
was defended by Lord N arayana with His disc (cakrd—
judha) against the spirit that was created by Durvasa
to punish Ambarisa. Like the crow, Durvasa also
wandered through all worlds, being pursued by the
disc (cakrdyudha). At last Durvasa surrendered and was
forgiven by Ambarisa whom he had oﬂ‘ended.
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Thus in all cases, Lord Narayana patiently waits
to see whether the offender repents, and only in cases
of incorrigible nature the Lord inﬂicts punishment in
proportion to the offence. These and such other stories
disclose the immeasurable depth of the compassion
while dealing even with great sinners and His readiness to forgive them. lfeven such sinners, the perpectual offenders were left unpunished, it would be
highly demoralising. So as rules passed in the legislatures become laws, and the transgressors of those
laws are punished according to the law, and even the
framers of those laws are incapable of undoing those
laws except by an amendment, moderation. alteration
or reversal of the same; so is the Lord who must also
abide by the same laws. As a law could be changed
by an amendment of the constitution by the same body
which is empowered to do so. so could the Lord con—
done or exonerate a person who pleased the Lord
and endeared himself to Him by his devotion.
6.13

Cetana: or Sentient: — Liberated and Bound

Excluding the Supreme Sentient (paramacetana Brahman) other sentients are classiﬁed as eternal ones
(nityas), liberated ones (muktas) and bound ones (baddhas).
The eternal sentients (nitjas) are those who remain forever in Srivaikuntha attending upon the Lord and His
consort. They are Garuda, Sega, Visvakesna and others.
Garuda serves Him as an attendant. companion, a
vehicle to carry Him, a seat to sit on, a banner, a
canopy and a fan for generating breeze.” Sesa serves
Him as an umbrella while He is moving, a sofa to take
rest on, footwear when He is about to walk, a bed to
lie upon, a light to illuminate (with gems in his hoods)
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a silken garment and a pillow." Visvaksena has to look

after the administration. Such attendants and their
respective duties are not the products of imagination
of Ramanuja as we ﬁnd many references to them in
the Rdmdyana, the Mahdbhdrata, Vis'rjupurdrpa and other
Purdaas.
The conception of such a 'loka' much far above the
earth cannot be questioned as there are Vedic state—
ments unequivocally reiterating its existence. The
following texts are some of them:- “His one-fourth
part represents the whole world of beings; His three—
fourth parts represent the immortal world and have
their manifestation in the supreme Heaven”.” I know
this highest Person shining like the sun beyond the
material world.” That is the supreme Abode of
Visnu where the sari: are always gazing." In the
imperishable Supreme Ether“o where there is a class of
gods called sddhjas,“ where there are ancient seers
from the earliest times.“ In Visnu's supreme abode
there are wise seers whose wisdom never fails and
who shine radiantly always singing the praise of Visnu’s
supreme abode. His raiment is coloured with saffron."
The spouse of Visnu is the queen of the world.“ The
Goddess of earth and the Goddess of wealth (Laksmi)
are His wives."

In conclusion it may be stated that the Vis’istadvaitin denies emphatically the truth of the Advaitic
contention that the Srutis speak of two Brahmans
‘sagurja and nirgwga’, and the world called Sri Vaikuntha described by the above Vedic texts as the

abode of saguna-brahman alone who has no absolute
reality (pdramdrlhika-satyatva) as is His abode, Sri
Vaikuntha. According to the Viéistgadvaitin the srutis
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speak of saguna—brahman only and there is nothing
worthy of the name ‘nirguna-brahman’. In reply to the
Advaitin who might quote the texts containing the
word ‘m'rgurpa.’ the Vis’ista dvaitin states that ‘m'rguna’
should be interpreted in such passages so as not to
conﬂict with the ‘sagurga’ texts. Nirguna means,
according to the Vis’istge‘tdvaitin. either without defects,
blemishes or imperfections, or without the qualities of
prakjrti.

6.14

Liberated Sentient: (Muktas)

The bound selves could get release from the
bondage of samsdra by resorting to one of the two
means prescribed as such — bhakti and prapatti — as
enjoined in the Upanisads. In fact, these two are not
really the means — updya: — to lead the bound soul
to the supreme Heaven, but they are performed to
please the Lord, and being so pleased, He releases the
soul from the bondage of the cycle of births and deaths.
The ﬁnite selves so liberated are called ‘mu/ctas.’ Though
they suffered from the bondage, still once they reach
Vaikuntha by the Lord's grace, they do not and cannot come back to this world of bondage.
6.15

The Bound Selves (Baddha-jivas)

It

the bound selves who wallow in this world
with births and deaths which are caused by the
beginningless ﬂood of their deeds (karma). It is due to
one's deeds — it is immaterial whether they are good or
evil (puma-papa) —one is deprived of one’s noble
nature and virtues like 'apahata-pdpmatva’ etc., and
one's intellect becomes limited and contracted in pro—
portion to the nature of the deeds. But the moment
is
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he becomes free from deeds, he becomes ﬁt to reach the
supreme Heaven, regains his real nature and virtues,
and his intellect or attributive k-nowledge (dharmabhﬂta-jﬁdna) expands to the maximum extent, and so
his intellect is no longer limited but becomes compar—
able in point of nature with the intellect of the other
selves — nitya: and the previously liberated, why, even
with the intellect of the supreme Being. The only
difference between the intellect of the newly liberated
and that of the supreme Being. is that the former has
liability to contraction and expansion during the state
of bondage, while the latter has no such change in its

nature.

The sentient is self-luminous as also is the seat of
knowledge. If we refer to the Vedie texts, they unmistakably state the twofold nature of selves. “jcindtz'
eva ayam purusah” (he is the knower) means that the self
is the seat of knowledge and at the same time, the Veda
says ‘vijﬁdnam yajﬁav’n tanute' that is: the self is knowledge. In accordance with the two types of Vedic statements the self is to be understood as 'knower' and as
‘knowledge’. As the self is self-luminous (:vayam-prakdfa)
like a light that requires nothing else for its own manifestation. the self cognises its own self and nothing else.
Hence it is called ‘pratyak.’ The attributive knowledge
can manifest its own self, its substratum namely the
self, the qualities of self, like happiness, sorrow, desire
etc. and likewise external objects. The Nyﬁya-Vais’esika
system fails to take note of the Vedic statement identifying the self with knowledge “vijﬁdnarhyajﬁam tanuta’
etc. The Advaitin pays no heed to the other type of
Vedic statements that describe the self as the seat of
knowledge. To neglect or ignore one type of Vedic
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texts is as unjustiﬁed and unwise as to discord or
overlook the other types of texts. It is the Vis’istadvaitin who gives equal weight to both types of Vedic
statements which have also the support of common
experience and achieves a reconciliation between
them.’6 The self or soul being self-luminous shines
even in sleep, but at that time its cognition is dim on
account of the almost complete contraction of attributive knowledge which only can manifest the self
clearly.
6.16

Non-sentient (Acetana): Prakrti, Kala and Suddha—

sattva

It is divided into three

kinds as the primordial
thing (prakrti), time (kdla) and pure Sattvam (suddhasalivam). Pmkrti with three qualities — sattva, rajas
and tamas —- is ever changing or transforming when it
is not merged in Brahman as it does at the time of the
deluge. When the three qualities are at equipoise, the
deluge or the total destruction of all non-eternals takes
place. When those are in unequal proportion, the
process of creation prevails. The detailed statement
of prakrti’s process of transformation has been given
already in the chapter dealing with the System of
Scir'zkhya.

6.17

Time (Kala)

It is

due to the existence of Time that all the
verbal usages connecting things with the past, present or future are possible. It does not possess any one
of the three qualities. It is not self—luminous and is
considered non-sentient or ‘jada'.
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6.18

Pure Sattva (Suddlza-sattva)

Pure sattva is a substance (dravja) where satlva is
not tarnished by the contact with the other two qualities — rajas and tamas. Suddhasattva does not prevail
anywhere else than in Sri Vaikurjthaloka. The halls
towers, etc., the bodies of nityas, mukta‘s and others are
constituted of this substance. It is self—luminous and
non-sentient like the attributive knowledge (dharmabhﬂta-jﬁdna).
6.19 The Supreme Being (Param
Ndrdyana) — Hi: Five Form:

Brahman, Lord

God has ﬁve forms — Para. Vyaha, Vibhava, Arcd
and Antarydmi and they are for different purposes.
Para: God in this form is called ‘Para—Vdsudeva,’ the eternal and unchanging form of the Lord. It
is being seen enjoyed, worshipped and served by
niqyas and mukta: (released from the bondage of this
worldly life and who have attained the Supreme world
by one of the two means. namely bhakti-yoga and
s‘arargdgati) in the Supreme world (Sri Vaikurjt/Ia).
This Supreme Form possesses all the six prime qualities namely jﬁdna, bala, ais‘varya, virya, £0in and tejas,
and all of them are in a manifested state.
Vyﬂha: This form is of three types — Sarikarsarja,

Pradyumna and Aniruddha. In the Sahkarsarja form,
only two prime qualities — jﬁana and bala are in manifested state. It is this form that presides over all jivas,
distinguishing them from prakz'ti and becomes responsible for the spread of Sisttaic lore in the universe.
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In the Pradyumna form, the two other qualities

—

aisvaryaand virya are in the manifested state. It presides
over mind (manastattva), creates Manu and other similar
persons to whom it teaches Dharma.

In the Aniruddha form, the remaining two qualities — s‘akti ahd teja: become manifested. This form is
in charge of guarding the universe. of imparting the
knowledge of tattvas. and of creation of time and other
mixed products.
Though all the three Vyﬂha forms indeed possess
all the six prime qualities, only a pair of qualities is
manifested in each of them, and each form is to be
meditated upon, and enjoyed with the respective pair
of qualities.
Vibhava: It is a form taken by the supreme Being
occasions
that require the presence of the Lord in
on
the lild-vibhﬁti within the brahmdrjda. Sri Krsna
mentions those occasions in the Gitd— “Whenever
there is decline of dharma and rise of adharma, I shall
take my birth. I take my birth in every age for the
protection of the virtuous, for the destruction of evildoers and for the ﬁrm establishment of dharma. But my
birth and deeds are divine. He who knows this fact,
reaches me. and after leaving this body he will not

have further birth.’" The ten principal Advents
(avatdras) of the Lord like Matsya, Kﬁrma etc. and
others are called ‘vibhava’ forms of the Lord.
And: It is the form we see in temples and in
houses in the shape of idols which are made the objects
of worship by all people. This form is easily accessible
to the devotees who could not see the Lord's form by
42
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meditation. It is the form that attracted the ten
Alvérs. They got intuition and inspiration from a
worship of these idols in temples and poured forth
their mystic experiences in the form of Tamil verses.
which stand today as one of the best works in devo'
tional literature.
Antarydmi: This form of the Lord prevails in the
hearts of all the sentients which He rules, controls
and guides as is stated in the Vedic texts “He has.
entered into the heart and rules the jivas, Himself
being the inner soul." This form of the Lord could
be seen by the Yogins through meditation. Notwithstanding this kind ofpresence in all sentients, the Lord
pervades the whole universe within and without all
beings — sentients and non-sentients — (antar-qydptz‘
and bahir-qydpti). Thus Heis said to co-exist with all
things (sarva-vastu-sdmlinddlzikaranya). ‘That is why He
is said to be beyond the limitation by other things
(vastuparicckeda-rahita). We say A is not B, and B is not C;;
but the Lord being present in all things, such a distinction is impossible; that is, He is A, B,Cetc. 1n the
Ndrdyandnuvdka, His immanence (being present inseparably connected with all things and beings in such a way
that it cannot be said that He is not present where
they are) and transcendence (bahirvydpti — being in
places where they are not present) are declared."
But, of all the ﬁve forms. it is the Anti form
which is easily accessible, enjoyable and capable of
instilling abiding love in the minds of even a common
layman. The differences and degrees of enjoyableness
of the above ﬁve forms of Lord Narayana are illustrated in the following manner. A devotee whose love
amounted to a degree in which he could no longer
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live without attaining the Lord, is likened to a person
who is badly in need of water to quench his thirst with
which he is almost dying. To him the water beyond
the globe — beyond Brahmdrgda — is of no use as it is
inaccessible to him. So is the para form of the Lord to
a bound jiva who has a strong desire and impatience
to see the form of the Lord. The vyaha form also.

though within Brahmdtyda is beyond his reach. as the
milky ocean is to a thirsty person. The vibhava form
is indeed unlike the two forms above referred to. Sri
Rama, Sri Krsna and such other avatciras of the
Supreme Being, were easily accessible and enjoyed by

the ardent devotees like Sabari, Hanuman, Akrura
and others, who were contemporaries of those avata-

ras. This form of the Lord is compared with the
ﬂood water of a river in spate. When the ﬂood subsides and the river becomes dry during the summer
season, the river is of no use to the thirsty person. The
antmydmi form, in spite of the fact that it is always
present very near, that is, in his heart. is as inaccessible
as the three other forms are. This form may be
enjoyable only to those who get themselves well trained
in theyoga form of meditation. To experience God
by this means is analogous to digging a well for getting
water to quench one’s thirst when one is almost at

the point of death.

6.20 The Mean:

9}"

Liberation

There is no other means to attain total liberation
from the bondage of the cycle of births and deaths,
than the meditation (bhaktz'yaga) and surrender (.s‘ararjdgati) oneself to the Lord as a refugee exprssing his
helplessness. Bhaktiyoga which is the practice of one
of the 32 02'4de referred to in the Upanz'sads, is enjoined
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as a means to attain the Lord.

The Vedic assertion
that “Through the knowledge of the Lord alone one
could get liberation from this horrible worldly life and
that there is no other means than this”’° means not
the mere knowledge of the Lord; for in other contexts
the words ‘dhjdna’. 'updsana' and the like
meaning
‘concentrated meditation'. series of thoughts. uninter—
rupted by other thoughts — are used. It is described
as being like the stream of oil (taila-dhdrdvad aviachinna-smrti-santati-rﬂpa). This type of meditation is
stated to enable the meditator to attain the Lord. after
breaking the bondage of samsdra. Such a meditation
upon the Lord must be continued until the meditator
throws away his mortal coil and perhaps in more than
one birth until all the karma that has begun to give
its fruit (prdrabdhakarma) becomes exhausted.
——

There are four general pre-requisites for a person
who desires to pursue one ofthe above two means
bhaktiyoga and sararjdgati. They are — (l) a desire
to get the fruit of the above two means, (2) a good
knowledge of jtva, of the Lord and of the relation
that subsists between the jiva and the Lord. (3) a sound
knowledge of the means of liberation that he is going
to pursue, and (4) the ability to follow the adopted
means. Those who adopt the bhaktiyoga must be born
in a caste in which the initiation to the study of the
Vedas is possible. In the case of those who resort to
surrender (s‘arandgati), inability to pursue any other
means than surrender, aversion for any other interests
than liberation and aversion to resort to any other
refuge than the Lord, are required.
——

Although karmayoga. jﬁdnayoga and bhaktz'yoga are
presented in the Gitd as the means to attain liberation,
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it is only bhaktiyoga that could get him liberation and
the other two are indispensable auxiliaries to it. Karma}aga is performance of rites prescribed by Sdstras by a
person who has got the true knowledge of the nature
of the jiva and the supreme Being. The rites are of
three types, regular ones (nitymkarmdryi), those compul—
sorily to be performed on certain occasions (naimittikakarmdm') and optional ones (kdmja-karmdrji). If performed with no desire for any reward thereof and
having His pleasure alone its goal, the karma enables a
person to see his own self. jﬁdnayoga is the practice of
contemplation of the self. resulting in the sight of it.
Helped by karmayoga which enables the person to con—
trol his senses, jﬁimayoga is the uninterrupted contemplation of his own self (jiva-svarﬁpa) as distinct from
matter (prakrti) and as His body,since it (the self) is
ruled, controlled and guided by Him. By a practice of
these two— karmayoga andjﬁdnayoga the sight osz'vasvarﬁpa can be achieved, and this will help the person
practise bhaktiyoga even as the scrutiny of the outer
cover is helpful to see the thing kept within. Bhaktijoga
is contemplation on the Lord who is not dependent
upon others (anargya-nistlzah) who is not at the disposal
of others (ananyoldhinah) and who is not to serve for
-~—

the fulﬁlment of others’ purposes (ananya—s‘esah). By
practising bhaktiyoga adopting one of the 3.? 01'4de
prescribed in the Upanis‘ads, a meditator can secure the
intuition of the Lord’s form.
At ﬁrst by the close association with His devotees.
a person acquires some devotion and love for the
Lord, which makes him eager to know the Lord better.
This love is called 'Bhakti'. Out of his love for Him,
the man learns much more of Him from Sdslras, prac-
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tises karmajoga and then jﬁdnayaga. By such means, he
becomes capable of seeing his self (jivdtmd) as the body
of the Lord and gradually he becomes very eager to
enjoy the sight of the Lord. Then he practises bhaktiyoga otherwise called ‘Para-bhakti’ in the manner pre—
scribed in yoga idstra. The more he meditates upon
Him, the greater becomes his thirst to see Him in person with his very eyes. The desire becomes deeper and
stronger, results in restlessness and uneasiness without
that sight. and culminates in lamentations as if in
madness and an impatience to see Him. Hearing his
cries for attaining the Lord, the Lord takes pity on him
and shows His form for his enjoyment For the time
being. The perception of His form is called 'Para-jﬁdna'.
The delight at the sight of His form is likened to the
delight at the sight of a tank with clear and delicious
water felt by a person who was dying of thirst and
heat after wandering a long time in a desert in the
scorching summer sun. This delight is called ‘Paramabhakti’. This will lead to a still stronger desire to
enjoy the Lord forever which could be fuiﬁlled after

reaching Vaikurjgha where he could enjoy the Lord
with all His auspicious qualities in 00mpany with the
other residents of that place.

The practice of bhaktiyoga is more difﬁcult than
Sarandgati. First of all, it could be adopted only by
a person born of a caste in which initiation to the
study of the Vedas (Upanajana) is allowed. A sound
knowledge of Veda—Sasha, control of the senses, the
practice of karmajoga and jﬁa’najoga and patience in
the inevitable delay in attaining the fruit of bhaktiyoga,
namely the liberation from worldly life which could
be got only after the 'former deed' (prdrabdlza karma).
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which has begun to give its effects. becomes exhausted
by the experience of pleasure or pain by the same
person, are indispensably required. Sarandgati, on the
other hand. could be performed by all sentient beings,
either personally, by himself or through a person
competent and ﬁt to perform it on his or its behalf.
Inability to resort to other means (ananyopdyatva) is a
pre-requisite. In addition to this, one must be indifferent to other fruits than the one for which saraljdgati is
performed (phaldntara-vaimukhya). He must as well
turn away from any other refuge with regard to his
getting the desired object (ananya-gatitva).
Sammigati is performed even for purposes other
than the ﬁnal liberation as was done by Draupadi.
When she was dragged to the court hall by Dus’s’flsana
in the presence of her valiant husbands. she resorted
to Lord Krsna with all her mind to save her from
the predicament in which she was placed. Her prayer
was immediately crowned with a miraculous success.
Moreover, the surrender (Sarandgati) consists of
three parts. They are: (l) the surrender of the self
(svarﬂpa-samarparja), (2) the surrender of the responsibility of protection (bharasamarpana). and (3) the surrender
of even the fruit of protection (phala-samarparja). The
ﬁrst and third, namely the surrender of self and the
surrender of the fruit of sarandgati are common to
both the means — Bhaktiyoga and Sarandgali — performed for total liberation, while the second, the
surrender of the responsibility of protection is an
additional feature in the path of Sara/jdgali. In the
case of Sarandgati performed for attaining some other
fruit than complete liberation from sai'nsdra, the
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surrender of the responsibility of protection alone

is

performed."

Bhaktiyaga and Saraijdgati
Features and Peculiar Aspect:

6.21

-—

Their

Common

Thus according to Ramanuja, total liberation can
be attained either by the practice of Bhaktz'yoga or by
Saragdgati, by a refugee of the Lord and there is no
other means than the above two. The distinct features
of the two paths are presented below:
Sarandgati

Bhaktiyaga
a.

b.
c.

Total liberation can
be secured by the
completion of bhaktiyoga. This can be
got in the same
birth or after one or
more births as the
case may be. The
time of liberation
would depend on
the result of [errabdim-karma having
been completely experienced.

It can

win total liberation
immediately or in the
natural course after death.
Total liberation can be
secured when the desire is
cherished as originally expressed at the time of the
performance of Saramigati.

It is to be performed It

is

performed only once in

one’s life.
to the last breath.
It can bear its fruit It is capable of destroying
only after the ex—
haustion of karma
which has begun to
give its effects.

even the deed which has
begun to give its effects
(prdrabdha-karma).
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d.

c.
f.

At the time ofdeath,

the last remembrance of the Lord is
necessary.
It can secure whatever is desired.

It

is

not necessary that a

refugee should have the last
remembrance of the Lord.

Sarandgati also can win all
the desired things.

be practised It can be performed by all
only by those who sentientsirrespectiveoftheir
are born in one of birth.
the ﬁrst three Var—
gas as they alone

It can

g.

are permitted the
study of the Vedas.
As it may extend to
more than one birth,
the bliss derived by
the meditation of the
Lord’s form is large
(vilambena
prdptir

As one gets the total liberation as a result of his sur-

render even immediately or
soon after the extinction of
that life, the bliss of medi-

tation
bhajana—sukhar'n vipu. little.
lam).

6.22

is

next to nil or very
parimita-

(«isu [miptih

rasd jivita-das‘d)

The State of Liberation
As a result of the adoption of one of the two means

— bhaktiyoga and Sarandgati — a jiva may proceed to
the eternal world better known as Sri Vaikutytha where
ahejiva enjoys the Lord with all His sweet qualities
and serves Him with no time limit, in company with
Nityas and Muktas. There is no necessity or possibility
of the liberated jivas coming back to this world
(karmabhami). In that world, there is no distinction
among Nitjas, Muktas and the Lord Himself in point
of the enjoyment of bliss and knowledge. Excepting
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the creation, protection and destruction of the universe
and such other activities as they rest only with the
Lord, absolute equality prevails among the residents
of $75 Vaikurjtha.
As the chief member of a family shoulders the
responsibility of maintaining the family in comfort for
which purpose be has to attend to some special duties.
in which the other members do not take any part, still
enjoy the pleasures derived by the efforts of the prin—
cipal member. so do the residents of Sri Vaikurjtha
enjoy all kinds of pleasures with no diﬁerence among
the residents on the one hand and the Lord on the
other and much less among themselves. Vedic statements like “he gets supreme equality (niraﬁjanab paramam :dmyamupaiti) and he gets equality of enjoyment
with the Supreme Being (brahmaijmb sdyujyam gacchali)"
prove the above statement of equality for all.
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7
CONCLUSION
Vis’istadvaita does not reject the validity of sense
perception (pratyaksa) so long as the senses are not
affected by blemishes or ailment. and so long as what
is given by sense perception is not shown to be illusory
by alater perception or by any other testimony. In
this, it differs from Advaita which rejects the worth of
perception as a testimony (pramdzza), on the ground

that occasionally perception

is

subject to illusion

(bhrama). Vis’istadvaita accepts the reality of the world
of sentients and non-sentients that we see around us
and has, therefore, a greater appeal to common sense
and universal experience. Advaita on the other hand

maintains that Brahman alone is real, and that there
are besides Brahman two kinds of illusory experiences
or existents: Prdtibhdrika — temporary and transient
illusion as when mirage is perceived or the shell is
mistaken for silver, and Vydvalnirika existence in which
the world experienced by all of us is said to be valid
and real until Brahman is realised by the self. Advaita
holds that the Sruti: speak of'two kinds of Brahman —
an apara Brahman or lower Brahman with attributes
and qualities — :aguna Brahman which is affected by
mdyd and which would disappear when the jiva
realises his identity with Para Brahman. It permits
the worship of this saguija Brahman only as a means
or stage in spiritual progress. While doing so, Advaita
has to state that the texts which describe the qualities
and attributes of Brahman are sublated by other texts in
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the .s‘ruti itself. It provokes the question — Why should
the Sruti ﬁrst state what is not true and what is not
known by perception or other pramdrjas, and then
declare it to be false? Vis’istadvaita denies that the
Srutis reveal the doctrine of two Brahmans and holds
that the purport of all the srutis is to reveal only
Saguna Brahman and enjoin His updsana.
Vis’istadvaita maintains that those texts which at
ﬁrst sight seem to deny attributes in Brahman should
be so interpreted as not to be in conﬂict with the
Vedic texts that ascribe attributes in Brahman. It is
only by doing so that the authority of all the Sruti: as
a whole could be upheld. It would seem arbitrary
otherwise to reject the validity of certain .S‘rutz'r and
accept the validity only of certain others. In regard
to the means ofattaining liberation. other Vedic systems
enjoin only bhakti as it is understood in the Upanisads,
as the sole means. As has been already pointed out,
this would exclude women and those who are not
permitted to have initiation to the study of the Vedas.
Vis’istadvita declares that in addition to bhakti, there
is another means open to women and to all castes by

which they can attain liberation at the end of the
present life. This is saramigati and its auxilliaries as
stated in the s‘dstras“ are accepted as necessary. In
this enjoining sarandgati, Vis’istadvaita seems to
extend its sympathy to a far wider circle of sentients
and does not deny the possibility of liberation to any
sentient being.

' (a)
(b)

mumuaksurvai samnam-aham prapadye
— Svrtdsvataropanisad, 6, 18
lasmdn-njdsamesdn'i tapasdn'i atin'ktam ﬁhuh
— Taittiriyopanisad, 4-, 147
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l. Paddhavanijargydya
A special text predominates over a general

‘By whatever he offers in dhavaniya ﬁre’

text.

a general
offers on
he
There
texts.
(I)
text.
are some special
a step, he offers in the way in thejyotistoma. (2) Some—
where it is laid down “he makes patnisannydm offerings
in gdrhapatya ﬁre." In this state of conﬂict between
the general and the special texts. the special texts
prevail over the general text. This njdya is also called
is

utsargdpavddanjdya.

Zkrb'adhikarananydya
Do the words denoting substances like ‘gaub’ etc.
express the conﬁguration or the individual possessing
the conﬁguration? In ‘gcim dnaja’ and such other verbal
usages, the word ‘gdm' could not mean the cows’s conﬁguration alone, since it, being incorporeal, could not
be taken from one place to another. Hence it is the
individual possessing the conﬁguration which must be
meant by the word ‘gdm’. This is the prima facie
2.

argument.

The ﬁnal decision is that the individual could not
be meant, as the individuals are innumerable in consequence of which the denotative functions also would
be inﬁnite in number. Moreover, the word ‘gaub’
cannot denote merely the possessor without denoting
the conﬁguration; for by the utterance of‘ the word
‘gaub’, the common experience is to remember the
individual, only with the conﬁguration. Ifthe possessor
in association with the conﬁguration is held to be
denoted by the denotative power of the word ‘gauh’,
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then it is better to hold that the denotative power rests
in the configuration alone. and as it is an inseparable
attribute. and as it cannot be known apart from its possessor. it forces the knowledge of its possessor together
with its own. Thus it is in conformity with the common
convention. “that which could not be understood by
any other means is the meaning of a word” (ananyalabhyas-sabddrthalt). Thus the denotative power of a word
(meaning a substance) remains only in the conﬁguration.
3.

Chaigapas‘unydya

In the sacriﬁce called agnis‘omija, a pafu (Quadrup—
been ordained as to be sacriﬁced in the holy
has
ed)
alter. As there is no speciﬁc mention of a particular
quadruped, the primafacic argument is. any quadruped
may be sacriﬁced. The ﬁnal decision is that as there
is a mantra varna “chdgasya napdydh” in the same context, in consultation of this, the quadruped mentioned
in the enjoining hymn is to be known as goat. Thus a
general term in an enjoining hymn is to be understood
to be denoting a particular one in consultation of another hymn which is subordinate to the former.
4.

Apaccheda- nydya

In a jyotistama sacriﬁce,

bahis‘pavamdna hymn is

The priests walk out of the sacriﬁcial ground
and there they sing the Vedic songs. While going out of
the sacriﬁcial ground, ﬁrst the adhvaiyu goes out; then
prastota holding the tucked up clothes of the adhvaryu:
then the udgdtd, holding the tucked up clothes behind
the prastotd, follows him; then the pratilzartd holding
up the tucked up clothes behind the udgdtd goes; then
bra/zmd follows udgdtd. The procession of the singing
priests continues in the above order from the sacriﬁcial
sung.
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ground to some place outside ofit. If by chance, they
let go the tucked up clothes in the procession it is called
kacchavimomna. There are three priests — the prastotd.
udgdtd and pratihartd—who hold the tucked up clothes
in their hands. There are ﬁve possible accidents:
(1) The prastotd alone may lose the hold of the tucked
up clothes; (2) the udgdtd alone may lose the hold of the
tucked up clothes; (3) the pratihartd alone may lose the
kaccha; (4-) they may simultaneously lose the hold; (5)
they may successively lose their hold of it.
The general proposition is that a penalty should
have to be paid. prratihartd leaves hishold. the entire
wealth of the sacriﬁcer is to be given as gift. If the
udgdtd leaves his hold, the sacriﬁce should be abruptly
ended and the same sacriﬁce is to be recommenced and
the amount that was intended to be distributed in the
ﬁrst sacriﬁce should be distributed in the recommenced sacriﬁce. If two rtviks leave their hold, both the expiatory ceremonies should be performed. If it is impossible one of the two must be performed. Ifthe pratihartd
leaves his hold ﬁrst and then the udgdtzi, which ofthe
two is to be performed is to be decided. Here the prima
facie argument is that by the application of upakramanydja the expiation for the ﬁrst leaving (Pratiharté’s
leaving) should be performed. The ﬁnal decision is
that the expiation for the second leaving is to be performed because the latter expiation does not come into
being, unless the knowledge of the former expiation is
sublated. The latter has no one as its sublater. Hence
the latter is more powerful.
5.

Pds‘a-nydya

In the agnis'omija sacriﬁce, there are two hymns to

be chanted at the time of releasing the goat from the
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noose “aditih pdsam ﬂramumoktu" and “aditili pdsdn
pramumoktu”. The word denoting the noose is in singular
in the former hymn, and in the latter hymn it is in
plural. Here is a doubt. Whether the second hymn
with the word (denoting noose) in plural is to be used
in its own context or it is to be taken to a context
where there are more than two nooses. The prima
facie argument is that as there is only one noose, the
hymn with the word pdS‘dn in plural number is not applicable in the context and hence it is to be taken to other
context. The ﬁnaldecision is as follows. The meaning of the stem is more prominent than the meanings
of termination (gender, number etc.). It is not proper
to take the prominent one to another context in view
of the inapplicability of the less prominent. Hence the
plural is construed to mean singular number as its
secondary meaning, abandoning its primary meaning,
namely plurality (of the noose).
6.

Upakrama-nydya

There is apassage "The (I: should be uttered in
high pitch, the yaju: in low whisper and the .rdman in
high pitch (uccaitt rad kriyate, updr'nfu yajus‘d, uccaih
:dmnfz). There arises aquestion as to whether the words
rk, yajus and :dma mean only the (Ir-mantra, yajur—
mantra and :dma-mantra or the words He, yajur and
sdma mean Rgveda, Yajurveda, and Sémaveda. In the
former case a hymn irrespective of its position in the
three Vedas is to be chanted in high pitch or in low
pitch as the case may be; that is, [Is-mantra occurring
in Yajurveda is to be chanted in high pitch in spite
of its position in Yajurveda, since it belongs to Rg-veda;
similarly ayajur-mantra occurring in Sdma veda is to be
chanted in low waisper, despite its being placed in
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In the latter case, namely [k,}ajur and

sdma
denoting the respective Veda, a hymn, irrespective of its

relation to a particular Veda, is to be chanted in accor—
dance with its position in a Veda. For example. a rk
mantra occurring in Yajurveda is to be chanted in low
whisper and not in high pitch and similarly a yajurmantra occurring in Sﬁmaveda is to be chanted only in
high pitch because of its position.
The prima facie argument is as follows — since in
the enjoining sentence, there are words rk, yajus and
stima. the words “rgveda, yajurveda and samaveda” in

arthavdda (traya vcdd ajdyanta agneb rgvedah. vdyar yajurvcdah, dditydt sdmavedah) are to be taken to mean in
accordance with the enjoining sentence, that is the
three words rgveda, etc. in arthavdda mean only fit,
jaju: and sdma by implication and thus they are to
abandon their primary meaning. Thus the high pitch
and low whisper are meant only for mantras and not
for the whole Veda. The ﬁnal decision is this. Rgveda
Yajurveda and Sﬁmaveda, though these occurin artha—
mida which is less prominent

than

aid/1i or enjoining

sentence. are in the beginning of the discourse in consequence of‘ which the word ‘Veda’ has no opponent
to oppose its having its own meaning; but the words (It,
yajus and :dma, though they happen in vidhi sentence
come late, and they have opponents in words of Veda,
in arthavdda to oppose in their having their own meaning namely mantras.
Hence the statements found at the conclusion is to
be interpreted in accordance with the statement found
at the beginning.
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Sahkaryam or Cross-division
Bhutatva (materiality) and Mfutatva (being the
seat of motion) both cannot be generic attributes (jdti)
for the reason of :(ir'lkaryam or Cross-division. ‘Being
partially exclusive of each other and partly co-existent’ — is cross-division. Bhutatva and martatva frustrate
each other's being a generic attribute. because bhl'ltatva
in the ﬁrst four bhﬂta: is co-existent with martatva and
both of them are exclusive of each other in ether and
7

mind.

Similarly sariratvam — bodyhood is not a generic
attribute; for it would involve a cross-division with
pjrthvitva, etherhood. The watery body, for instance, is a
body but not earthy. Jars etc. are earthy but not bodies
while human and other bodies are earthy and bodies.
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